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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a phonetic and phonological study of the Standard 
dialect of Igbo. The type of speech form which we refer to as the 
Standard dialect is defined in the first chaptex* of the thesis* This 
represents the type of speech form which is considered more ’central1 
with respect to the existing local dialects in the language, and which 
is more widely understood in the different localities in Igbo land.
This is the dialect that has emerged as the literary dialect of Igboj 
the dialect that is used in the written literature in the language, 
and for radio and other media broadcasts in the Igbo language*

The thesis is organised into six chapters. The introductory first 
chapter states, among other things, the theoretical framework for the 
linguistic analysis presented in the thesis.* The question of dialects 
in the Igbo language, which has figured very prominently in the 
previous studies on this language, is also discussed in the first chapter*

In chapter 2, the phonetic description of the speech sounds, of the 
standard dialect is presented* Some instrumental data from raingograms, 
spectrograms and palategrams have been used, where necessary, in the 
description* The results obtained from the instrumental tests are 
presented in part IX of the thesis* A brief analysis of the phonemic 
contrasts of the speech sounds is also given in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 deals with the distinctive feature analysis of the 
phonological segments of the standard dialect. In the analysis 
presented in this chapter, we have used the multivalue distinctive 
feature system, where this is considered more appropriate than the 
binary distinctive feature system. The model of multivalue distinctive 
features we used in our analysis represents a modified version of 
those proposed in Ladefoged (l97l/l975) i^ Williamson (1976)*

Chapter 4 deals with the morpheme structure analyst s of the 
standard dialect* Certain generalizations describing the constraints/ 
redundancies in the morpheme structure of the standard dialect are 
stated, using the system of Morpheme Structure Conditions as defined 
in Stanley (1967) and in Hyman (1975)®
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In chapter 5 we describe the phonological processes that operate, 
in the Igbo language* The phonological processes include vowel 
assimilation, vowel contraction with the resultant process of diphthong! 
nation, vowel harmony etc* These phonological processes have been 
known to be consistent in the different dialects of Igbo.
Consequently, what has been described generally for the Igbo language 
is, in this respect, equally relevant to the standard dialect*

Chapter 6 deals with the tonology of the Igbo language. Igbo 
being a tone language, the question of tones plays^significant role 
in the phonology of this language. Like the phonological processes, 
the features of tone are basically consistent in all the dialects 
of Igbo* Apart from describing the general tonological structure 
of Igbo, the thesis devotes special attention to the question ; o f  

downstep in the language. The downstep has boen at the centre of 
discussions in the previous stuxLies on Igbo tonology* The downstep, 
no doubt, plays a strategic role in Igbo tonology, and any views 
which one may hold about the downstep will obviously affect the 
nature of the rules that could be devised to account for the tone 
features and the tone changes in the language* Other problems 
relating to Igbo tonology are reviewed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 1 

I N T R O D U C T I ON

Igbo is a tone language, spoken in the territories that occupy 
the Eastern part of Nigeria. It is estimated that over 8 million 
people speak this language. 1 The name Igbo is used to represent 
the language as well as the people who speak that language. The 
Igbo language belongs to the Kwa group of languages.

Igbo language is made up of several dialects which are mutually 
intelligible. Within the present Administrative set up in Nigeria, 
representing the different State governments created in that country, 
these dialects are spoken in the East Central State (the Anambra State), 
the Imo State, parts of the Rivers State and parts of the Bendel State 
of Nigeria. The geographical locations where the dialects are spoken 
are shown on page#//.. The existence of these dialects, no doubt, makes 
the analysis of the phonology of this language a difficult task.

1.1, PREVIOUS STUDIES ON IGBO LANGUAGE

The first studies on Igbo language date back to the middle of 19th
2century and early 20th century. However, the more important works on 

this language were published in the present century,.

1. The exact figures of the people that speak this language can only 
be estimated. The last reliable figure of 7.5 million people was 
obtained from the 1963 Census. The 7*5 million people represent mainly 
the figure for the Igbos living in the former Eastern State of Nigeria, 
and it does not include those Igbos living in the former Mid Western 
State and the Rivers State. The Igbo speaking people in these latter 
States are well over one million.
2. The first grammar book on Igbo is ’OKU IGBO1 (ibo Grammar),
written by J.P. Schon (l86l). This represents the result of twenty
years’ study of this language by the author. Other grammar books
on Igbo written after SchSn's and before I.C, Ward's bookginclude
the following : Grammaire Ibo , by Le P.A* Ganot (1899)? A First
Grammar of the Ibo language, by J, Spencer (1901/1927)? An Elementary
Grammar of the Ibo Language, by J. Spencer (1916), A Modern Ibo
Grammar, by R.I'.G. Adams "(1934)* Other books published on Igbo
language during this early period include Isoama-Ibo Primer, by Rev.
S, Crowther (1859) ? Vocalmlary of the I'bo Language, by Rev. S. Growther
(1882), Vocabulary of the- Ibo Language; Fart II - English - Ibo, by
Rev. S. Crowther (prepared by J .P. Sclion)" {l883 An Ibo Primer, by F • U« Smart (no d a t e ) A k vjuk.wo - 0 gu. gu Ibo i Primer an d'̂'R cade rh Ilroluuiguage ,
ed. by Rev. 3?*W* Dodds (l980>, Englieh-Ibo Phrase Book, no author, no dat
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In the recent years, notably since 1960s, more and more research
studies have "been carried out on the Igbo language, The more serious
works written on Igbo have concentrated on the description of tho
grammar of this language. Theso Include a number of Ph.D. theses

3written on the grammar of Igbo. Some studies have also been carried 
out on certain areas of Igbo phonology. These studies have appeared
in the form of articles published in various journals.

The phonetics and the phonology of some of the local dialects have 
been described in the ’Long Essay’ series at the Department of 
Linguistics1 and Nigerian Languages, University of Ibadan.

However, both the studies done in the Department of Linguistics 
and Nigerian Languages at Ibadan and the research studies carried out 
on particular aspects of Igbo phonology fall short of a general and 
comprehensive description of the phonology of this language, or of any 
of the dialects. No comprehensive study, on the level of those don©
on the grammar of Igbo, has yot been carried out on the phonology.
The present thesis constitutes, to the best of my knowledge, t2ie first 
attempt at a comprehensive description of the phonetics and phonology 
of Igbo.

In those works which are devoted to the grammar, some information 
about the phonology is also given. Evidently, most of what have 
been popularised about the phonology in the more recent studies were 
first mentioned in some of the grammar books, notably in 1 The Introduc
tion to the Ibo Language’, written by I.C. Ward (1936), and in 1A 
Descriptive Grammar of Igbo1, by Green and Igwe (1963). In our brief 
review mention will be made of the works where substantial contributions 
have been made in the description of Igbo phonology.

3. The theses include A ‘Transformational Gr am mar of _I_gbo_, by P.L. 
Carrell, Ph.D. thesis, the University of Texas at Austin, 1966.

The Role of Affixation in tho Grammar of Igbo, by G.E. Igwe,
Ph.D. thesis, The University of London, 1974*

Noun Phrase Sentential Complementation in Igbo, by P.A, Nwachukvru., 
Ph.D. thesiss, The University of London, 1975*

A Formal and Semantic Study of the Igbo Verbal Piece, by N. 0ji, 
Ph.D. thesis. The University of London, 1973.

Some M.A. theses have also been written on Igbo Grammarj these 
&r© mentioned in footnote 7 °



The first major contribution in the study of Igbo phonology was 
made in I.C. Ward's book, An Introduction to the Ibo Language, (1936).
As Ward herself stated in the introduction to her book, ’’the purpose 
of this book - is to set out the results of research into the tones 
and tonal behaviour of Ibo, and to present those results in such a 

way as to introduce the learner to the difficulties of the language".^' 
This briefly summarises the purpose and the achievements of this book. 
"The study of tones has led the writer further into the paths of 
grammar"." The particular model of analysis adopted by Ward has been 
to describe the grammar of Igbo through the framework of the tonal 
structures in the language. Consequently, most cf the information 
about the grammar in Ward's book has been approached from the point 
of view of the tonal structure. Since tones will constitute one. aspect 
of our work, an appraisal of Ward's contribution to the sku&y of Igbo 
tones is given in chapter 6-

Tho emphasis on tone and tonal structure in Ward's book supplements 
in a way the grammatical analysis given in that book. It is one of 
the places where it is convincingly shown that the tonal structure 
and the grammar in a tone language are closely related, with one 
supplementing the other.

Two areas of Igbo phonology were emp'hasised in Ward's book, namely, 
tones and vowel harmony. These two aspects of Igbo phonology have 
been taken up and analysed further by later writers* Today, tones 
and vowel harmony constitute the two most widely discussed areas 
of the phonology.

Another major work on Igbo grammar is 'The Descriptive Grammar of 
Igbo', by M.M. Green and G.E. Igwe (1963). Both the grammar and 
phonology in this book were based on the 9Hu.hu dialect of Igbo. The 
Ohuhu dialect is one of the Southern dialects of Igbo* Like Ward (1936) 
the authors had a lot to say about tones in the language. They adopted 
Ward's analysis of the segmental, lexical and phrase tones, concentrating
on the tonal structure of what is later known as the 'completive phrase
constructions1 in Igbo (cf. Voorhoeve et alia 1969).

4* Ward, I.G. 1936, An Introduction to the Ibo Language, p. XX.
5. Ward, 1*0. 1936, ibid.



They described the different patterns of tonal behaviour in the 
completive phrases and showed how the tone patterns in these 
constructions differ from the genitival tone patterns. Green and 
Igwe inherited from Ward (1936) the mistake of treating the 
downstep tones as 'Mid' tones. Perhaps the greatest contribution 
by Green and Igwe with respect to Igbo phonology was in highlighting 
the importance of aspiration and nasalisation in the Ohphu dialect.
In most of the works that appeared before Green and Igwe's book, these 
two plionological features have been overlooked, because these works, 
like Ward's Introduction to the Ibo language, have been based on the 
phonology of Onitsha dialects, where the features of aspiration and 
nasalization do not exist. These features, aspiration and nasalization, 
are however essential in the phonology of the Southern dialects.

Other later works on Igbo grammar include mainly Ph.D. theses,^
These theses written in 1970’s have been.principally devoted to the 
analysis of some aspects of Igbo grammar* Also included here are some 
M.A. theses. In some of these theses attempts have been made to 
formulate rules to account for some of the phonological processes in 
Igbo, particularly those processes already mentioned in the earlier works*

Garrell's book, A Transformational Grammar of Igbo, ('1970), constitutes 
the first attempt to analyse the Igbo gra$ma£/using the framework of 
Transformational Grammar. Apart from formulating rules for tones, Carrell 
also gave brief distinctive feature specifications of the phonological 
segments of Igbo usingsJakobson, Pant and Hall© distinctive feature 
system. The tone features used by Carroll were based on Welmer.' s three 
feature system of high, 'same', and low. The feature symbols £+hT[ , 
i > n  and were used by Carrell to respectively represent the three
feature system, the feature ? ’Echo' , being ^lsed to stand for the
feature of 'same' in Welmer1s system.

6 . These Ph.D. theses have been listed in footnote 3 above.
7* The M.A, theses inclu.de 'The Igbo Verbal1, by K.M. Emenanjo (1̂ 7!3) * 
'Comparative Analysis of Igbo and Russian Verbs', by S.U. Obi (l970).
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With these features Carrell formulated rules to account for tone 
sequences and tone, changes in the language*

The phonological rules formulated by Carrell have not been 
adequate for accounting for the different phenomena, of tone in the 
language, and these rules as well as the distinctive feature system 
on which the rules were based have been superceded by the more recent 
developments in generative phonology. The efficacy of the analysis 
provided by Carrell is further undermined by the various incorrect 
interpretations of the surface tones of some words in that work.. .

Nwachukwu’s thesis is based on the phonology of the Ezinihitte 
dialect in libaise. This is one of the central dialects of Igbo and
it has a lot in common with the Qhy.hu. dialects of Green and Igwe (.1963)

* 8but much more with the dialect described by Swift and Ahaghotu (1962)*
On the level of phonology, this dialect has a lot in common with 
the dialect which we intend to .describe, i.e. the Standard dialect.

hvjachulc'.-ru (1979) touched on‘the various characteristics of the 
ICzinihitte dialect, though much of the discussion was centered 
around refuting' some of the incorrect remarks and/or claims made in 
Green and Igwe (1983), and in bringing out the ways in which the 
Ezinihitte dialect differs from the other dialects such as the
Onitsha dialect, in certain aspects like the vowel harmony*

One major weakness of the phonology contained in Nwachukwu1 s 
thesis is that the phonology does not constitute a consistent whole.
The arguments and the discussions presented by Nwachukwu are generally 
seen as the author*s reactions and/or refutations to what was stated 
by Green and Igwe* In other words, it was not a systematic attempt 
by the author to describe the phonology of the Ezinilritte dialect.

he disagree with some of the claims made by Nwachukwu (1979) 
regarding ’Phonemic (vowel) assimilation1 (p. 97)9 ’Tonemic 
assimilation’ (p* 66) etc. Arguments in support of the views we 
hold about these and other areas where we disagree with Nwachukwu
will be embodied in the main work.

8. Nwachukwu, P.A., 1979 • ’Noun Phrase Sentential Complementation 
in Igbo*, p. 19.
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The area of phonology that is extensively treated in Nwachukwu*s 
thesis is tone. Many tone rules were formulated and used to account 
for certain tonal phenomena in the language. The Downstep received 
special attention. Nwachukwu attempts (more than in any other place 
where Igbo tonology has so far 'been treated) to use the views advanced 
in recent studies, such as the floating tone theory, to account for the 
tonological phenomena in Igbo.

»Since tones in the Igbo language constitute one of the main 
subjects to be treated in the present thesis, we shall postpone our 
arguments in favour of or against the views put forward in Nwachukwu 
(1975) till the section where are treated in the present work.

Suffice it for the moment to briefly point out some of the views 
which we disagree with in Nwachukwu*s analysis.
(i) We hold the view that the Downstep and the Downdrift are two 
separate independent processes in Igbo tonology. Arguments in support 
of this claim will be given in chapter 6 . Following the current views 
advanced about the Downstep and the Downdrift, Nwachukwu (p.I23) 
proposes that "despite their distinct origin ... the two phenomena 
can be uniformly treated". Apparently Nwachukwu*s views about the 
Downstep, how this should be treated in Igbo, «*.•*© not clearly defined.
He states, for instance, on pages 134 - 135 that "the Downstep is only 
a surface or phonetic phenomenon for Igbo, even though it has its 
origin deep in Syntax". This would suggest that certain phonological 
rules are required for the derivation of the downstep.

However, after introducing series of tone rules, Nwachukwu states, 
(p.137) that "there is no rule which could be described as the Downstep 
rule".
(ii) We disagree with the non segmental floating tone theory. The 
existence of a tone in Igbo presupposes that there is a segment on 
which the tone can be realised. In chapter 6 we will attempt to give 
arguments to back the views we hold about the Downstep, the downdrift 
and the floating tones with particular reference to Igbo.
The other areas where we disagree with the tone analysis presented in 
Nwachukwu*s thesis will become evident from the discussions in chapter &>«



Following Green and Igwe (1963), Nwachukwu (1975) attributes the 
difference between (a) and (b) below,

(a) isi eghu
(b) isi Eghu

where downstep occurs on the final syllable of the second noun in (a) 
and on all the syllables of the same noun in (b), to the fact that 
"they behave differently if they are personified or used as proper 
names" (p.128), (i.e. referring to the second noun in the construction). 
Green and Igwe (1963) gave similar explanation.

However, what is important here is not whether or not the second 
noun in the construction is personified, rather it is the type of 
grammatical relationships that are involved in the phrase. Thus (a) 
indicates an associative (or Completive) phrase relationship, while 
(b) indicates a genEtival relationship. As we will show later in 
chapter 6 , it is purely the nature of the grammatical relationships in 
the two constructions that accounts for the differences in the tonal 
structure of the phrases.

Apart from these works in the form of books or thesEs
written on the grammatical analysis of the language, other meaningful 
studies relating to the phonology have appeared in the form of articles 
in various journals. Most of these studies, like the ones contained 
in the works just mentioned, concentrate on the analysis of tone in 
Igbo. Discussions about these articles will be brief since most of the 
articles will be reviewed again in cha.pter 6 , the section for tones in 
the present work.

Voorhoeve et alia (1969) in the article "Hew proposals for the 
description of tone sequences in the Igbo Completive Phrase" analysed 
the changes that occur in certain phrase constructions in the language, 
(cf Ward (1936) and Green and Igwe 1963) using the downstep theory.

This analysis was restated in Williamson (I97l)» Kay Williamson 
in her different publications has contributed immensely to the study of 
different aspects of Igbo phonology. Apart from those research studies 
carried out independently by Williamson, other studies devoted to the
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description of the phonology of come dialects of Igbo done hy some 
students in the Department of Linguistics and Nigerian Languages at 
Ibadan, were done through the supervision and direction of Williamson. 
Williamson* s contributions to the study of Igbo phonology cannot be 
easily assessed because they are many and varied. Apart from specific 
topics devoted mainly to Igbo phonology, Williamson, like Hyman often 
uses data from Igbo to illustrate her point on certain views in phonology.

In the article 'Some alternative proposals for the Igbo completive 
phrase* Williamson (l97l) re-examines anew the question of tone 
changes in this type of construction in Igbo using the framework, of 
generative phonolqgy. Like Voorhoeve, Williamson used the downstep 
theory, the downdrift and the floating tone theory to account for some 
of the tone changes. In the article ’The Status of /e/ in Onitsha 
Igbo1, Williamson (1966) examined this vowel segment, A/, as it 
functions in the Onitsha Town dialect.

Ward ^1936) and later Dunstan (1966) had earlier noted the 
occurrence of /■£/ apart from N  in Igbo-phonology. In Williamson 
(1966) it was established that /e/ and / s j  in the Onitsha Town dialect 
are systematically patterned after the harmonic sets of Igbo vowels, 
whereby one of them co-occurs with the.vowels from one harmonic set 
while the other co-occurs vjith the vowels of the other harmonic set.

OnWilliam Weliners made^ extensive study of Igbo tonology. In The 
article 'Igbo tonology1, Welmers (1970) provides a detailed description 
of the terrace feature and consequently the feature of downstep in Igbo 
tonology. In their earl(erpublication 'Igbo: A Learner's Manual1, by
W.S. Welmers and B.F. Welmers (1986) the authors had set up certain 
fea/tures - high, 'same* and low to account for tones and tone changes 
in the language.

The feature 'same' (Echo cf Carrell 197^)> which is relevant only 
to the phonetic realisation of high tones that occur on the same pitch, 
would not be adequate in describing the different tonological processes 
characteristic of the downstep and downdrift in Ig'bo tones. Welmers, 
however, did not concern himself with setting up rules to account for 
tonological changes.
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Garnochan is "by far one of the greatest contributors in the study 
of Ig'bo phonology. This is evident not only from the many publi cat ions 
he has produced on this language, but also from the varied nature of 
these publications, touching on both the grammar and the phonology of 
Igbo. For instance, most of the studies mentioned earlier, relating 
to Igbo phonology, have been concentrated mainly on the description of 
Igbo tonology, Garnochan (1948) ’A study in the phonology of an Igbo 
Speaker' and (i9 60) 'Vowel harmony in Igbo1 constitute exceptions in 
this respect.

In Garnochan (i960) a descriptive analysis of vowel harmony in 
this language was given and certain rules were formulated to account 
for this phonological phenomenon, using the Prosodic Analysis ■f'ramework.

1.2. THE PRESENT WORIC
Although various studies have been done on Igbo phonology it is 

evident (cf.I.$,) that most of the studies by their nature are very 
limited in content. Furthermore, most of the studies have been 
concentrated mainly on one aspect of the phonology - the ana.lysis of 
Igbo tones. Even here, these studies h?,ve been restricted to the issue 
of downstep and the formulation of phonological rules that can account 
for downstep in the language. Despite the magnitude of these studies, 
a lot lias been left untouched in the description of the phonology of 
this language. In these studies, for instance, little mention is made 
of the phonemic analysis and other aspects of phonological description 
which are conspicuously lacking in the studies.

Regarding those issues which have been treated in these studies, 
namely, issues relating to tonology, several problems raised in the 
course of the studies have not been convincingly and/or conclusively 
treated. Much was taken for granted in Williamson (1971) about the 
Downstep in Igbo. Some concepts, such as the floating tone, were 
introduced without probable justification from the grammar or phonology 
of the language.
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those rules "based on these concepts cannot he taken seriously.

In the present work, we shall disagree with Williamson and-the
Voorhoeve on some of their proposals regarding^downstep in Ig'bo. The 
issue of downstep-is, apparently, very crucial _ in Ig'bo tonology.
Vowel harmony will he re-examined in the present work, in the light of 
the recent developments in generative phonology where this phonological 
phenomenon has received much attention. Some phonological rules will 
he formulated to account for vowel harmony in the language*

As a study devoted to a general phonological description, the 
phonemic, morphophonemic analyses of Igbo phonology, as well as the 
issues relating to tonology in the language, will receive due attention 
in the present work. The present work, therefore, apart from 
reviewing and modifying where necessary the views and proposals of the 
previous studies on Igho phonology, will concern itself with describing 
those aspects of Igho phonology which up till now have not been 
described.

The present work is a phonetic and phonological study of the 
Standard Dialect of Igho, It has often been argued that for a language, 
such as Igho, with a multiplicity of dialects, descx^iptions of the local 
dialects and/or idiolects, as has been generally done uptill now, would 
give a better composite picture of the general phonology of the 
language. We do not want to go into the pros and cons of this argument, 
however, for a dialect, such as the standard dialect, with some degree 
of consistency and uniformity of speech pattern, the same objective can
be equally achieved through a general descriptive framework.

The standard dialect is taken, for this study, to represent the 
dialect used for radio and other media broadcasts in Igbo. This 
represents the type of Igbo dialect that is Intelligible to a cross- 
section of Igbo speakers from different dialect areas. For the present 
work several news broadcasts in Igbo from the National Broadcasting 
Corporation (NBC) Lagos were tape-recorded. From these tapings a 
general phonological pattern of the standard dialect has been worked 
out for our analysis. We have chosen to collect our materials from the
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NBC Broadcasts rather than from Igho "broadcasts from the radio stations 
at Enugu, the Anamhra State Broadcasting Service, or at Owerri, the Imo 
State Broadcasting* Service, (these stations are situated in the Igho 
speaking states)?so as to eliminate any Bias or prejudgements. 
Undoubtedly there is a uniformity in the dialect used for Igho 
Broadcasts from all radio stations in the country, however, since the 
NBC is more national in outlook than the respective state Broadcasting 
stations, and since the news readers in the National Broadcasting 
Corporation come from different areas of the Igho land, we can assume 
that the dialect used for the Broadcasts would provide Better and 
more objective material for our data. The NBC news, it should Be 
understood, is relayed to the whole nation through the respective 
Branches (broadcasting stations as they are called) in all the States 
of Nigeria. That is, the news has a greater areal coverage than that 
of any particular State*

Text Books which are written in the Igbo language and which are
recommended for use in all the schools throughout the Igbo Speaking
States are written in the standard dialect. These text Books include
the following; Omenuko, By Pita Nwana (1933/1963 revised edition),
Ije Odumodu Jere, translated By A* Amadi (1963), Ala Bingo By N.M.
Achara, Elelia Ma Ihe 0 Mere, By N.M. Aohara (1964) Ruo Oge Ta
0 Daa, By T. UBesie (1973), Isi Akwu Bara N fala, By T. UBesie (1973)* r
etc. These text Books will supplement the taped Broadcasts as our 
data - sources*

Since the standard dialect is closely related to the local 
dialects, (from which the standard dialect has Been developed) 
occasional reference will Be made to the previous works where some of 
the local dialects have Been described,

Finally, with my personal experience as a teacher of this 
language, having taught the Igbo language for four years at the 
University of Ibadan, where the students happened to come from different 
dialect areas, I can strongly claim that I am well acquainted with the
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addition to my experience through teaching activities, I am a 
fluent speaker of this dialect, and I have had the opportunity of 
working as a member of a Committee entrusted with the task of 
describing the-grammar and the phonology of the Standard Dialect, 
which is the literary dialect of Igbo.

In the present thesis, much attention is primarily devoted to 
a formal method that allows adequate descriptions of the phonetic 
and the phonological systems of the standard dialect of Igbo,
In terms of the contribution which the present thesis makes to the 
study of the Igbo language, this is mainly of two kinds* In the 
first place, the present thesis constitutes the first attempt on 
the description of the full phonology of the standard speech form 
of the Igbo language. Although various studies have been previously 
carried out on the grammar and the phonology of the Igbo language, 
however, all those studies have been devoted to describing the 
grammar and/or the phonology of different local dialects of Igbo* 
Furthermore, none of the previous studies has set out to give a 
full phonological or phonetic description of any of the dialects*
In other words, these studies have provided only partial descriptions 
of the phonetics and the phonology of the dialects, concentrating 
only 011 certain areas of the phonology, such as the vowel harmony 
and tones. The present thesis, in this respect, to the best of 
my knowledge, constitutes the first attempt on a comprehensive 
study of the phonetics and the phonology of any of the dialects of 
Igbo, and particularly of the standard dialect of this language.

In the thesis we have modified, where necessary, some of the 
views that have been propounded in the previous studies relating 
the respective topics in the phonology of the Igbo language, 
especially with particular reference to the standard dialect*
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1.3. THE THEORETI C S  FRAMEWORK

The model of phonological description adopted for the present 
study is essentially that of the Standard Theory within the frame
work of generative phonology* The Standard Theory in generative 
phonology has heen modelled generally on the views expounded in 
The Sound Pattern of ■■ English (SPE) hy Ohomslcy and Halle (1968).

Some modifications on the views put forward in that work will 
he necessary as a result of the recent developments in generative 
phonology, arising from the many useful contributions to this . 
theory which have appeared since the publication of the SFS0 

Some phonologists working within the framework of the Standard 
Theory have elaborated on, expanded and sometimes devised certain 
alternatives to some of the views put forward in the SPE,

The present . work has benefited as much as possible from these 
reviews of the SPE and the modifications orS the views put forward 
in the SPE. We shall take as our primary source for theoretical 
orientation, the version of generative phonology as contained in
Phonology; Theory and Analysis, by Larry Hyman (1975)5 Generative
Phonology, by Schane (1973) and in Aspects of Phonological Theory 
by Postal (1968). We have also benefit-ed from the views put 
forward by many phonologists , in varioxis publications, such 
as 'Redundancy Rules in Phonology* by Stanley (1967), an& other 
publications by the same author. Similarly, as will become 
evident from parts of our analysis, we have benefited from those 
views expounded in some of the publications by P# Kiparsky.
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The significance which Hyman* s views, as articulated in his various 
publications, have in the theoretical orientation of tho present work 
arises from the fact that he, more than any other generative phenologist 3 
has tried to relate the main concepts of generative phonology to the 
phonology of various African languages, including the phonology of Igho 
language* Hyman, like Ladefoged, attempts to describe the phonology 
of some African languages and to explain the problems peculiar to these 
languages, using the framework of generative phonology, and conversely, 
using the phonology of these African languages, Hyman tries to 
illustrate his views with respect to certain problems in generative 
phonology. r

1.4. THE PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT

. Phonology is concerned with the study of the Sound Systems of 
language, i.e. uthe study of how speech sounds structure and function 
in 1 anguages" ,(Hyman, 1975* 2). A phonological study, in this way, 
deals with the structure and fixnction of the phonetic segments in a 
language, in so far as these segments are used for the purpose of 
conveying meaning in the language. The goal of phonology is therefore 
a specific one - to study the properties of a sound system which the 
speakers of a language internalise and us© for purpose of meaningful 
communicationv in that language. The sound system viewed in itself 
comprises two types of complex properties - physical properties (relating 
to how tho sounds are formed and articulated in speech) and grammatical 
'properties (i.e. the speech sounds viewed from the general perspective 
of how the sounds are used to make meaningful utterances). Both 
the phonetic and phonological sciences interact in the description of 
the physical properties of speech sounds, while phonology deals also 
with the description of the grammatical properties of speech sounds.

The phonological component of the grammar is a, system of rules 
that relate surface structures to phonetic representations. The 
structural description assi^n'ed to a sentence by the grammar consists 
of its full syntactic description, as wc3ll as the associated semantic 
and phonetic representations. The phonological component assigns a
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phonetic interpretation to the syntactic description* making reference 
only to properties of the surface structure (Chomsky and Halle 1968)*
The stirface structure, in this respect, constitutes an output to the 
syntactic component and an input to the phonological component. The 
grammar must contain rules that convert the surface structures generated 
hy the syntactic component into a form appropriate for use hy the 
phonological component. Phonological rules convert phonological 
representations into phonetic representations. Certain, syntactic 
information is generally required for the operation of phonological rules

The phonological component is related in a special way to the 
lexicon through the morpheme structure conditions. 'The morpheme 
structure conditions (henceforth MSO) state the redundancies which 
hold at the systematic phonemic level. They match the partially 
specified dictionary matrix to the fully specified phonological 
matrix* (Amayo, 1976: 33). The views which the morpheme structure 
condition theory introduces into phonological analysis was first 
presented in Halle (1959) and later modified in Stanley (l96?)«
Briefly, this view states that because of the constraints which 
develop as a result of the sequence of segments within morphemes, 
certain features of one segment can be predicted (i.e. become 
redundant) on tho basis of certain features of another segment.

Following Stanley (1967) (also cf. Amayo, 1976: 33), we shall 
distinguish, for the purpose of our analysis in the thesis, two types 
of MSG, namely, segment structure conditions and sequence structure 
conditions. Segment structure conditions state feature.redundancies 
on segments, that is, those features vrtiich can be predicted from 
other features in the same segment. For example, velars. , " such 
as k, g, 9 , in Igbo S-OcvtySSfeqw' rju» through labiality,
where©,b the other consonant segments in the language do not contrast 
phonemically through labiality. The sequence structure conditions 
state the feature redundancies that arise as a result of tho 
sequence or co-occurrence of segments within a morpheme. They 
therefore specify those features which can be predicted through the 
features of tho other segments that occur in the morpheme. Boms 
examples that illustrate sequence structure conditions can be found 
in Igbo phonology.
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Such phenomena as the homorganic nasals and the vowel harmony 
in the language are instances of sequence structure conditions*

In addition to the two structure types of MSG just discussed,
Stanley (1967? 426-28) lists three types of 'Conditions1 that can 
exist within any of the 'Structure types' of the MSG. These are,
If - then conditions, Positive conditions and Negative conditions.

A11 If - Then condition states only the agreement of features.
The'agreement1 here is supposed to imply predictability of features, 
and this type of KSC is said to capture a regularity in the 
underlying forms in the language (Hyman 1975 : 111)* Araayo (1976:34) 
correctly points out that wan if-then condition operates like a 
transformational rule, in that it is made up of two parts - the 'If1 
part which usually satisfies the structural description of the matrix, 
an input to which the condition applies, and the "Then1 part which 
constitutes the output which is the structural change that is affected.

The syllabic nasals in Igbo phonology provides a good example of a 
sequential If-Then condition, and this we can state as follows5

1. If; f /  C O Y

Then; f  ^  I G ! /  /
This MSG states that in any sequence of two successive consonants in 
a morpheme (and this can only occur in word initial positions in the 
language), the first consonant must be: a syllabic nasal.

A 'Positive MSG is used to state the Canonical shapes of 
underlying forms' (Hyman : p. 111). It is supposed to capture certain 
regularities or constraints in the 'canonical shapes1' of morphemes.
The expression 'Canonical shapes' has been used by Hyman to differentiate 
the so-called 'content words', lexical morphemes, such as nouns, 
verbs (i.e. the root morphemes), a-djectives etc., to which the condition
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applies, from the "function words", grammatical morphemes, such 
as tense/aspect markers, inflectional markers, which are visually 
affixes and which often do not show the same phonological shapes 
as the lexical morphemes, and in which the observed regularity 
rarely obtains. To illustrate the positive MSC, Hyman (1975*112) 
uses the following example from Igbo*

2. + c (y) v +

This Positive condition states that each lexical morpheme in Igbo 
consists of an initial consonant, an optional /y/, and a vowel, for 
example, /ba/, /bya/ 'come* (Hyman p.112). The Positive condition 
stated by Hyman from Igbo describes mainly the structural conditions 
for the verb roots in the language.

A Negative MSG states nthat none of the matrices which meet 
its specification occurs in the language" (Amayo I97&, p. 34)*
The following Negative MSC may be stated for Igbo.

~+Syll~

+ back 
- round

(where

4 •

not). 

T  Syir~
+ front 
4- round etc.

These Negative conditions state that (3) there are no unrounded 
back vowels, and (4 ) there are no rounded front vowels in the 
language.

Negative MSCs are fewer in any language than either the 
Positive or the If - Then conditions. Negative conditions are not 
only few in any language, and much more obvious and easily 
recognisable to the speakers of the language, but it is also equally
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'brue that those conditions expressed by the Negative MSG are i often 
statable through If-then MSGsj (3) and (4 ) above can be restated 
as (5) and (6) respectively.

3. If: ”+ Syll' 
+ back

Then: roundel

6. If: + Syll’ 
+front

Then: round]"

However not every Negative M&C can be easily replaced by an If-then 
MSG, In particular, those negative IISCs that merely state the non
existence of a feature cannot be easily stated through the If-then MSG,

The MSGsj as indicated earlier, specify redundancies in the 
segmental and morpheme structures. They are designed to capture 
the redundancies at the underlying phonological level. The MSOs, 
it should be emphasised, are different from phonological rules (P rules), 
in that whereas the former do not convert one level, of representation 
into another (the M'SCs merely state the details of the phonological 
representation), only the latter (i.e, P rules) are capable of 
changing features, deleting and adding segments etc. The P rules 
convert phonological representations into phonetic representations.

Phonological rules relate the underlying phonological representations 
to the surface phonetic representations. We shall assume in our 
analysis that some rules of the phonological component are. ordered 
relative to each other. This arises from the fact that certain 
rules depend for their operation on the prior application of other 
rules, Similarly, as has been most convincingly argued by some 
phonologists in the various articles and works published since the
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appearance of SPE (cf. Irwin Howard 1972, John O'ensen 1974)? we 
shall equally assume that certain phonological rules apply 
iteratively. Phonological rules can reapply to their own outputs, 
or simultaneously if the structural description is met by more than 
one segment in a string. Some examples to he discussed in the main 
body cf the present study will help to justify this modified view 
on rule ordering in-generative phonology.

1 * 5• DISTINCTIVE FEATURE AHALY5IS

The MSCs and Phonological rules are usually stated using the 
distinctive feature system. To achieve economy and precision in 
presentation, the distinctive features are written with abbreviations. 
The notations used for distinctive features in the present work will 
be in line with the convention usually adopted in generative 
phonology® VJe shall, however, deviate from the standard convention 
by using the inultivalue distinctive feature system as expounded in 
Kay Williamson (1976) and also in Amayo (1976).
However, we shall use the multivalue distinctive feature system only 
where we consider this more adequate than the standard conventional 
system. The system of distinctive features vie shall consider necessary 
for the discription of the phonology of the Standard Dialect of Igbo 
will be presented in chapter 3 .

CX.6. SYSTEM- OP TRANSRIFTION --       —7T----- —

In the phonemic transcription used in the present work, both 
the vowel and the consonants will be written using the orthographic 
symbols as revised by The Onwu Orthography Commission I96I, usually 
referred to as the Onwu Orthography5 this is the official orthography 
currently used in writing Igbo language.
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The following symbols are used for “the vowels; a, e, i?
Oj 9 s u ? 9.* The IPA equivalents for the symbols with diacritic
mark ( i o and u) are 1 , o , and £> respectively.

IPA symbols will be used in phonetic transcriptions. Most 
of the symbols used in Igbo orthography for writing the consonants 
are the same as the IPA symbols, with the following exceptions:

The IPA equivalents 
ob. -tf

. i : fl-3
gh
n
ny
nw aw
Tones are marked ovex* the syllabic segments, using the conven

tional system of marking the high, low and downs tap tones, as shown 
below.

*
T? high tone
%
V low tone

V downst ep
In a sequence of identical tones only the first syllable is marked 
for tone* Details about the system of tone marking adopted in the 
present work are given in chapter 6.

Straight quotations from other works are enclosed with inverted 
commas, except where the original passage has been greatly modified.

The syllabic nasal is written as
ra before labials (p, b, m, f, v, Icp, gb)

and before the approxiraants w and yj
gn before other consonants.

9 . Phonetically, the syllabic nasal is realised as ny before
palatal3 and as H before back consonants, however, this has been 
ignored in tho local orthography.
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1.6*1 * NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS AN1) ABBREVIATIONS

The following notations are used, in the work:
/ / the slashes enclose the systematic phonemic representations.
C J the square "brackets enclose (a) bundles of distinctive

features and (b) the systematic phonetic representations.
( ) the parentheses enclose optional elements. It is also used

to indicate disjunctive ordering of the rules; the application 
of one of the x'ules precludes the application of the other*
Thus (l) below, can be expanded into l(i) and l(ii)-. It also 
means that when l(i) applies, l(ii) cannot apply and vice versa,

1. X. — Y / 2A(C) ~

(i) X -- ^ l / Z i -

(ii) X — > T  / Z A C —
j

^ the arrow reads: 'rewrite as*.
/ ■ a slash reads: 'in the environment of'*

f }
<  >

, P

brace brackets are used to show sequences of partially 
similar rules. Rules enclosed with braces are conjunctively 
ordered, that is, the application of one does not preclude 
the application of the other.

the angle brackets are used in the present work to enclose 
those feature values (representing bundles of features) which 
can occur simultaneously.

these are variables whose coefficients vary over possible 
values of a feature.



lo6a.l. JUNCTURE NOTATIONS
We will adopt the following convention for juncture notations* 
indicates morpheme boundary.
indicates full word boundary, 

represents syllable boundary.

1,6.1.2. ABBREVIATIONS
The abbreviations given below supplement the list of abbrevia- 

tions which is provided at the end of this work. Tine linguistic 
abbreviations used in the work include the following.

C consonant segment

V vowel segment
H high tone
L low tone
B (or Dstp) downstep
BD downdrift
NP noun phrase
VP verb phrase

The names of well known periodicals will be written with abbreviations. 
A list of such abbreviations will be given at the end of the thesis.

1.7* DIALECTS
The Igbo language is made up of a number of dialects which

are mutually intelligible. No detailed study or description v
of these dialects that exist in the language has yet been carried
out. Although many references have been made in the various workso,on Igbo language to the dialects in this language and few phonetic 
and phonological descriptions have been written on some of the 
dialects, yet a close look at these references and the phonetic
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descriptions would reveal that the information we have so far about 
these dialects is very little and limited. In the first place, only 
a few of the dialects get mentioned, Secondly, what can he regarded 
as a full phonetic and/or phonological description has not heen 
written on any of the dialects.

Some classifications of Igho dialects have heen given hy Westermaun 
and Bryan (1952), and hy Fordo and Jones (1950/1962), 'these classifi
cations Westei'mann (1952) and Fordo (1950) 7 ^he hasis of the 
differences in the speech patterns associated with_ given linguistic 
communities located in the Igho territory, distinguished the major 
groups of dialects in the Igho language, A brief discussion on these 
two previous classifications of Igho dialects is given below.

The dialect situation in the Igho language is a very complex one.
It is evident, for instance, that within each of the major groups of 
dialects so far distinguished and classified for this language, there 
are other minor groups of dialects, and within each of the minor groups 
we can further distinguish.some pockets of dialects which exhibit some 
form of differences in speech patterns. These smaller groups of dialects 
which exist within the respective major groups have not heen easy to 
fully identify in the language. A detailed study and classification 
of these dialects in Igho would require very long and intensive 
research. The discussions which we attempt in this thesis about the 
Igho dialects are mainly introductory in nature and are limited only 
to the extent that this is relevant to our topic; it is more an exposition 
of the problems involved than an attempt to resolve them,

1.7.1. A. BRIBE1 CLASSIFICATION OF IGBO DIALECTS
From what has heen stated above, it becomes obvious that the 

classification of Igho dialects presents certain problems, The main 
problem is centered around what to regard or treat as a dialect and in 
trying to find out how many dialects can he distinguished in tho language.

In theory, this may appear simple, in the sense that the very act 
of determining whether a given speech pattern constitutes a dialect 
or not is one of the areas where a speaker does not necessarily
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require the expert advice of the linguist for the speaker to make 
his judgement* This is one of the intuitive judgements which a 
speaker makes easily about the linguistic performance of his fellow 
speakers* When the speaker A observes that speaker B uses certain 
xrords or expressions not present in speaker A fs language, but which 
do not hinder speaker A from understanding speaker B, the speaker A 
often concludes that speaker B is speaking a dialect different from 
his (i.e. A*s)« Viewed from this perspective, determining the 
dialects in Igbo i-rauld appear to present little problem.

In practice, however, the problem is not as simple as represented 
above. Practical observation shows that in the Igbo country almost 
every village or a group of villages has its own characteristic accents 
different from those of the neighbouring villages. The dialectologist 
in this case, is faced with the problem of how far he could go in 
the classification of the dialects or variations in the speech patterns 
mani-fested in this language. Should it be the case that every 
village or group of villages has to be assigned a different dialect, 
if so, what kind of realistic picture can we get from such a 
classification?

1.7-1*1• PREVIOUS CLASSIFICATIONS
The previous classifications (presently there are two of stich) 

were based on the major dialect groups that are known to exist in 
Igbo. Westermann and Bryan (1952/1970) distinguished five main 
groups of dialects in the language, namely, (a)- the 1 Northern* or 
*0nitsha* dialects, spoken in the Oniisha Province and the northern 
part of Okigwi Division of Owerri Province; (b) the * Southern* or 
*0werri* dialects, spoken in the Owerri Province; these are sub
divided into Isu-Ama, Orata-Ikwerre, Ohuhu - Ngwa and Isu - Item;
(c) the Western dialects which are subdivided into '"V •' northern 
Ilea, southern Ika (Kwale) and the 'Riverian1; (d) the Eastern or 
Cross River dialects which are subdivided into Edda, Abam - Ohafia,
Aro, Ogoja and Calabar Province; and (e) the North - Eastern dialects

10* Westermann, D* and M. A. Bryan, 1970 (new edition), Handbook 
of African Languages; Part II Languages of West Africa.
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or 'Ogu - Ukur dialects*
This brief classification by Westermann lists only the major 

dialect groups which are known to exist in the language* It does 
not mention or classify other clusters of dialects that exist within 
each of the major groups* In terms of the locations where the respective 
dialects are spoken, it is obvious that the author relied wholly on 
the political administrative divisions that existed in the then 
Eastern Nigeria, thus the classification was modelled on the different 
Provinces created in the Eastern Region* Although the administrative 
divisions of the Eastern Region into Provinces bear some correspondence 
to the dialect divisions, however, a complete reliance on the adminis
trative divisions for dialect classifications can be misleading, in the 
sense that sometimes more than one dialect can be spoken in one 
Provinc'e, Similarly, Igbo is not spoken in some of the Provinces*
For instance, Igbo is not spoken in the Oalabar Province. In this 
Province, a different language, the Efik language, is spoken.

•1 A
Forde and Jones (l95°/l962) using the five main groups of 

Igbo dialects given by Westermann provide a better and more detailed 
classification of the dialects. They specified in greater detail 
the locations where the respective dialects are spoken, and they gave 
the different subgroups that make up each of the main groups* Forde{s 
classification of the dialects is briefly represented below*

Main Divisions

I. Northern or Onitsha Ibo
(a) Western or Nri-Awka 
(*) Eastern or Elugu

(c) Onitsha Town
II. Southern or Owerri Ibo

(a) Isu-Ama

11. Westermann and Bryan, 1970? op* cit. pp* 8 9, 90*
12. Forde, Daryll and G.I. Jones, 1962 (reprint), The Ibo and 
Ibibio - Speaking Peoples of South-Eastern Nigeria*
13* opus cit. p* 10.

1'Location by Administrative Divisions

Onitsha, Awlca (ON)
Nsukka, Udi, Awga, ( ON),
Olcigwi (OW)
Onitsha (ON)

Okigwi, Orlu, Owerri (OW)
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(1>) Oratta-Ikwerri 
(o) Ohuhu-Ngwa
(d) I 1 tern

Owerri (ON) , Ahoada (R) 
Aba, Bende (ON)
Bende, Oki gwi (ON)

III# Western Ibo
(a) Northern Ilea
0>) Southern Ika or Kwale
(o) Riverain

Ogwashi Ulcuj Agbor (B)
ICwale (W)
Owerri (ON), Ahoada (R), 
Ogwashi Ulcu (B)j Onitsha (ON)

IV. Eastern or Gross River Ibo
(a) Ada (Edda) 

Abam-Ohafia 
(c) Aro

Afikpo (OG)
Bende, Oki gwi (ON) 
Aro (G)

Vt North-Eastern Ibo 
(Ogu Uku) Abakaliki, Afikpo (OG) ^

Forde retains those major groups of dialects distinguished 
in Westermann*s classification. However the classification of the 
Igbo dialects by Forde is.much more accurate and better organised 
than Westermann1sj more subgroups of dialects were distinguished,
•and the locations where the dialects are spoken are given by Forde* 
The classification is by all means a great improvement on the one 
given by Westermann.

Certain points, however, should be noted particularly with 
regard to the locations where the,respective dialects are spoken, 
as indicated in Forde*s classification. Once more we can notice 
a great mix-up in these locations due to reliance on the Adminis
trative Divisions, The point about the Okigwi dialects which appear 
to be spoken in three out of the five main dialect groups, is of 
particular interest. This would appear to mean that Old.gwi has the 
most complex dialect situation. From practical observation, however, 
this is not the case. On the contrary, the Okigwi dialects are 
known to maintain close similarity, i.e. more homogeneous,than can 
be observed in the other dialect clusters spoken in the areas that

14* Provincial names are abbreviated as follows £ Owerri (OW),
Onitsha (OF), Benin (B), Ogoja (OG-), Calabar (C), Warri (W),
Rivers (r )•
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occupy the central part of the Igho territory, such as tho Onitsha 
or the Owerri dialects*

The'Riverain1 subgroups of dialects, for instance, cannot 
possibly extend <Jfo far to include Onitsha, Owfvri, Ogwashi-'Dlai and 
Ahoada, as Forde's classification appears to show'* These localities 
are not only very vride apart but also belong to different groups of 
dialects* The dialects spoken in these localities can never be said 
to be in any way close. The Oratta~Ikwerre subgroups are spoken in 
Oratta and Ikwerre respectively, but not in Owerri, even though these 
areas used to belong to the Owerri Province. Owerri has its own 
dialect different from the above. Forde's classification, in terms 
of the locations where the dialects are spoken, typifies what we 
remarked above about using the Administrative Divisions in the areas 

the basis for dialect differentiation. The Administrative Divisions 
do not often correspond ■'•with dialect divisions.

1.7.1.2. THE PRESENT CLASSIFICATION •
Igbo dialects have been named eo-terminously with the political 

administrative divisions existing in the Igbo territories* The 
dialects are named after the Divisions or Provinces where they are 
spoken. However, as we have shown above, it would be wrong to infer 
absolute correspondence on this regard between the dialects and the 
Divisions after which the dialects are named. A Division may contain 
more than one dialect and the same dialect may be spoken in more 
than one Division, i.e. beyond the Division after which it is named.

Unfortunately our present knowledge of the differences between 
the dialects, from the linguistic point of view, is very limited.
Ho serious research has been done in this respect. Consequently 
we shall, for our present classification, equally rely on the previous 
approach of treating these dialects on the administrative divisional 
basis,i.e. by using the Divisional names to represent the dialects. 
However, we shall try as much as possible to avoid a complete 
reliance on the administrative divisions as Westermann and Forde
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did* Some of the dialects will be named after the communities that 
speak these dialects# We shall distinguish the following groups 
of dialects in the language, representing the major and the minor 
dialect groups or clusters#
The Major Dialect Groups 
I# The Northern Group

II* North-Eastern Group

III. Central Group

IV. Western Group

Southern Group

VT • South-We st ern Group

VII. Eastern Group

VIH' Riverian Group
(i) West
(ii) East

The Main Dialect Clusters
Onitsha 
Abaja 
Auam
Izi
Ess a 
Ikwo
Okigwi
Orlu (North)
Ika
Aniocha (Snuani)
Kwale
Owerri 
Orlu (South)
Bende 
Ngwa
Oratta 
Etche 
Ikwerre
Abara-Ohaf i a 
Aro
Afikpo

Aboh
Osomari 
Oguta 
Egbema 
Ekpoye

The geographical locations,showing where the Major dialects are 
spoken, are given in the map on the next page.
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THE MAJOR DIALECT GROUPS Off IGBO
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The Northern Group

The North-Eastern Group 
The Central Group

The Western Group 
The Southern Group 
The South-We st ern Group

The Eastern Group 

The Rivcrian Group.
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Within some of the clusters; other minor groups can "be further 
distinguished, and within a minor group we may have some pockets 
of dialects. This is characteristic of the cluster groups distingui
shed from the bigger major groups such as the Northern and the 
Southern groups« The main cluster groups distinguished from the 
other territorially small major groups such as the Central or the 
South-Western group may not he further distinguished in this manner 
because their speech patterns are more homogeneous. We shall take 
a cross section of the Onitsha cluster to illustrate how a cluster 
can be further divided*
Main Dialect Clusters Minor groups within a cluster
I* Onitsha Onitsha Town

Nri-Awka
Idemili
Agdaja (e.g. Nnewi, Ihiala etc)

A baja Nsulcka

Udi
Abaja east (e*g* Okimano5 

ELculu-Emene etc)

Anam Isu-Ana (e.g. Achallay Nteje etc)
Anambra south (e.g. Aguleri and 

environs )
Each of the minor groups can be further divided into smaller dialect 
groups. For example,

XX Nri-Awka Njikoka
Aguat a-Orumba,

Both the Njikoka and the Aguata-Orumba dialects can each be divided 
into smaller pockets of dialects. For example,

III. Aguat a-Orumba Aguat a-Orumba north (consisting
of about ten or more 
villages)
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Aguata-Orumba west (consisting of
about nine villages) 

Aguata-Orumba south (made up of over
twenty villages),.

Most of these smaller groups of dialects distinguished here differ only 
through some peculiarities in accent, These aro what we usually refer to 
as local variations or local dialects. In the strict sense of the term 
dialect, as this is used in dialectological studies, only the main 
cluster groups distinguished above can actually qualify as dialects.

1.7.2 *: A BRIEF SUMMARY OF HIE PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MAJOR DIALECT GROUPS OF IGBO

Studies in dialectology distinguish between dialects and patois.
Patois is usually used to designate ’the totality of those linguistic
features by which members of a dialect community identify members from
a section of the community. This means that while members of a language
community use dialects to identify members from a section of that
community, members of a dialect community, on tho other hand, use patois
to identify members from a section of the dialect community. A language
therefore is made up of dialects, and the dialect, in turn is made up 

15of patois.
It would appear from this that some of the dialect communities 

which w© distinguished above are in fact patois, and as vre remarked 
earlier, only the main cluster groups and/or the major groups WGuld 
in the strict sense be treated as dialects.

However, the criteria for deciding whether a given speech pattern 
constitutes merely a patois or a dialect are more or less arbitrary, 
in the sense that there are no definitive linguistic criteria to base 
such judgements. Rather such judgements have generally relied on the 
levels or degrees of mutual intelligibility existing between given 
speech patterns. We shall however assume that dialects have wider 
degree of divergence which includes lexical and phonological 
differences, while patois have lesser degree of divergence which include 
differences that mainly arise from certain phonological and accentual

15, Oluilcpe, B10« j 1975* The Survey of Igbo Dialects* the Hgwa Experience, 
A paper presented at a seminar at the Dept, of Linguistics, Univ. of Ibadan.
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variations in speech. However, one thing common to hoth dialects 
and patois is the fact that in each case there arise certain

We shall list "briefly some of the phonological variants that 
are known to exist among some of the dialects we have distinguished 
in the Igho language. The phonological variants we give here, it 
should he remembered, are based on observational judgements, bearing 
in mind the fact that no detailed description of the phonology of 
these dialects has been written. We shall select for our discussion 
only some of the major dialect groups in the language.

The main phonological difference between the Northern and the 
Southern groups of dialects in Igbo lies in the presence or the absence 
of the two phonological features of Aspiration and Nasalisation as 
significant elements of structure. The northern group of dialects 
does not have aspiration and nasalisation as significant elements 
of structure in its phonology whereas these featux’es play significant 
roles in the phonology of the southern group of dialects. Apart 
from this major difference certain phonemic variants+ exist in the 
phonology of the two major groups* Some of the Ika dialects of the 
Western group also have nasalization in their phonology (cf* Elugbe 
1969, and Williamson 1968)§ aspiration, however, has not been shown 
to play any significant role in the phonology of these dialects*
The following examples will illustrate the phonemic role of the 
features of aspiration and nasalization in the phonology of the 
southern dialects in contrast to the northern dialects where these
features are not used as phonemic elements of structure.

'l.(a) Aspiration
Northern dialects Southern dialects

phonological and/or lexical variants

1*7*2.I* THE MAIN PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 
NORTHERN AND THE SOUTHERN GROUPS OP DIALECTS

£de
£d§

SAB 

£dh & to soak
to write

+. By phonemic variants we mean todescribe the situation whereby one
phoneme in one dialect is replaced,by another phoneme in another
dialect * The variants may not beinterchangeable in tho context- xxn any one dialect. conbcxcw
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iku

ilcwa
ilcwa
♦

(*b) Nasalization
Northern dialect a

dra 
dr a

: igwu 
igwu

£]6x to laiook
Jk.hu to sow
£k.wa to sow
*

ikhwa to cry, to mourn etc,

Southern dialects
dra madness
etra "breast
igwu to dig'
igwu lice etc.

In the northern dialects these pairs of words are not contrasted 
either through aspiration as in (a) above or through nasalization 
as in (b), whereas in the southern dialects, pairs of words can 
contrast through these features as shown in the examples,

1,7*2,1 *1. . n/l phonemic differences between the dialects.
In certain words where /n/ is used in the northern dialects, in 

the southern dialects, this phoneme. is replaced with /l/« 5*or example

2. Korthern dialects Southern dialects
hna hi a ground, land
nhbd lhbd go home
6kwunh dkwulh dont say, dont speak
6nu 6lu top,
in© lie to look
Ini £11 to "bury, grave etc

This process of replacing /n/ in the northern dialects with /l/ in 
the sotithern dialects is not a regular process in the language. There 
are many words where /n/ is used in the northern dialects and where 
this phoneme is also retained in  the southern dialects. In the 
following words, for instance, the /n/ phoneme is not replaced with
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N  in "both groups of dialects®

dim meat
inu * * to hear
51 ct and
iinh father
line mother
nnu • salt
fmhnh bird
$nu mouth

1.7«2.1*2* f/h phonemic differences between the dialects.

For some occurrences of /f/ in the northern dialects, \ . 
the southern dialects use /h/. For example,

4* northern dialects southern dialects

• dĥ i that
dfi dlii cow

abA name
dfufU• V dhuhu ♦ « suffering
dfia• dhx a • market:
dfifia . * » ahi hi a gras s, rubbi sh
dfifie dhihie afternoon
ifu ♦ * fh5 to see etc.

This process, like that of replacing /n/ with /l/> is not 'regular 
"between the two dialect groups. Thei'e are some words where /f/ is 
used in the northeim dialects and where this phoneme is also retained 
in the southern dialects.

Other phonological diffei*ences between the two dialects include 
the following.



1.7*2*1*3. Pal at alia at ion of sibilants
In the southern dialects /s/ and /z/ are palatalized, "becoming /sh/ 

and /zh/ respectively, when the former are followed hy a front vowel, 
either /i/ or /i/. In the northern dialects these sibilants are not 
palatalized within any contexts* Compare, for instance, the way 
the following words are pronounced in the two dialects.

5* Northern dialects Southern dialects
isi xshi head
fsi fshi smell
6 si si dshishi tree
hsi* hshf* a lie
dsi

*
dshi

* hatred
dzl 6zhi Pig
6zx dzlii message

Palatalization of sibilants before a close front vowel is a
phonological process in the southern dialects.

1*7*2.1.4* The implosive /cf*/ and glottal /rb_on_s

Some of the southern dialects hs,ve the implosive j  c f/. This sound 
does not occur in the northern, central and the other main dialect 
groups of Igho. The implosive /cf/  is usually heard in the speech 
of speakei's from Owerri, Mbaise, Mbierri and Orata areas5 these 
people speak southern dialects. In the northern dialects, /t/ is 
used in those words where the implosive / cf j  occurs in the southern 
dialects. The following examples illustrate some of the wox̂ ds 
where the implosive /cf/  occurs in these southern dialects.

6. Nox^thern dialects Owerri-Mbai s e-Or at a di al e ct s

dt-y, &<fu chewing stick
htd -QlcfV- a fine, a levy
ht'iitu h <f\j cf h. mo lining
nlc'l’f- a d!4  cf a do g etc.

These southern dialects use /t/ for certain words whore the same sound 
is present in the northern and other dialect s.-
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Most of tho dialects that have implosive / ^ j  also have glottal
stops. The glottal stops can he heard in the speech of the speakers
of these dialects, xthen the speakers pronounco certain words. The
northern, central and the other dialects of Igho do not have glottal
stops. As in the occurrence of the implosive / ( f  j  in the speech of
these speakers, the glottal stops are used in those words where /t/
is used in the northern and the other dialects where glottal stops

* r  /and the implosive /  & /  do not occur. In all probability, the glottal
be.stops in these cases in these dialects can viewed as a furtherA

phonological development of the implosive / £  /  which could he expected 
to occur in these cases. The occurrence of glottal stops in these 
dialects (the words in ithieh glottal stops are used in the dialects), 
is much more limited than that of the implosive / c f . / . In the few 
examples we have of the words where glottal stops occur in these 
dialects,the glottal stop is generally used for the /t/ in the 1-taf 
suffix which occurs with the verb in Igho. For example,

7. northern dialects
bhtd
w&t&
wdbhta

Owerri--Mbai s e di al ect s
bh^ d come in!, enter!
wb ? & bring!
wdhct^ a bring in! etc*

1.7.2.1*5. The phonemic /£ /
Some dialects of Igbo, such as the Ika- dialects, the Kwale dialects, 

both of which belong to the Western group of dialects, and the 
dialects spoken in Afilcpo, in the Eastern group of dialects, have 
phonemic / £/. In most of the other dialects of Igbo the phonetic
£ £ 3  is not phonemic but an alio phone of /e/. In the Kwale, Ika and 
Afikpo dialects where the phonemic /£ / occurs, it is used in the 
same harmonic group as a, i, o, u, and in these dialects this 
sound is usually used in places where a is used in the other 
dialects. This is evident from the following examples.

8, The other dialects

£ka
dnya
dfh (&h&)

Ika-Kwal e--Af i pko di al c ct a 
/£-ka hand
tnya
f-)ik

eye
name
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dkwh ikvjci cl o tli
akwd (hkwha) &kwa egg
dfq £f(j stomach otc.

The phonemic / £ / has been observed to occur in the Gnitsha town 
dialect, which belongs to the northern group of dialects (of* Williamson 
1966). However, unlike in the Kwale, Ilea and Afikpo dialects, in 
the Onitsha town dialect this sound never occurs in word initial 
position, and in this dialect the occurrence of /£ / is much more 
well distributed with respect to the other vowels of the same gToup.

Apart from the phonological differences mentioned above, other 
differences do exist in the phonology.of these dialects. Only a 
detailed research will be. able to disclose and adequately describe 
the phonological differences that exist within and across the main 
dialect clusters in the Igbo language.

1.7*3* I NTEhLI CrI BX LIT Y WITHIN THE IGBO DIALECTS
The multeity of dialects in the Igbo language makes the question 

about intelligibility particularly interesting. On the basis of 
certain lexico statistic data, Williamson (1973) argued that some of 
the clusters we have treated here as dialects of the same language - 
Igbo - should infact be considered as separate languages. Special 
mention was made of some of the dialects in the Western group, such 
as Ika and Ukwuani. as well as the Ikwerre dialects in the Southern 
group. Similarly, Paul and Inge Meier and Bendor-Samuel (1975) have 
proposed that I z i  is a separate language, not a dialect of Igbo.
Meier and Bendor-Samuel remarked in the introduction of their book,
A Grammar of Izi, an Igbo Language, that "these initial studies 
suggest that it is realistic to consider Izi, Ezza and Ikwo as 
constituting the North-eastern Igbo language, sufficiently different 
from Central Igbo to be regarded as a separate language within an 
Igbo language group. When Izi, Ezza and Ikwo are compared with one 
another, they give lexicostatistical scores of around 95$’? but when 
the three are compared with the Central Igbo dialecto, the scores 
drop sharply to the 80$ area."^

16. Paul and Inge Meier and J* Bendor-Samuel, 1979* A Grammar of 
Isi* an Igbo Language, p. 1 5.
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There are, on the other hand, those who argue that, pending more 
conclusive evidence, these linguistic communities should ho treated 
along with the others as dialects of Igbo language. Ohi (1975) and 
Onwuejiogwu ('1975) argued, for instance, that lexicostatistic findings 
have not been adequately convincing and reliable in determining whether 
a given speech variety does or does not constitute a separate language 
within the different Igbo dialects. With particular reference to the 
complex linguistic situations characteristic of the different dialect 
communities of Igbo, we shall argue that considerations based purely 
on lexico statistic findings have not been very reliable in the case 
of these dialects for deciding whether any or which of the dialects 
can be considered as constituting a separate language. The crucial 
point of our argument lies in the fact that despite the low percentage 
cognacy scores between the dialects of Igbo, as illustrated by the 
loxicostatistic investigations by Williamson and Bendor-Samuel, yet 
it is undeniably true that when speakers from these dialects with 
low percentage scores meet, they are able to communicate intelligibly. 
This is what lexicostatistic studies have not-been able to explain.

Furthermore we argue that the Ika, Ukwuani and Isi together with 
the others are dialects of Igbo, and not separate languages, because 
a cursory glance through A Grammar1 of lai by Paul and Inge Meier 
and Bendor-Samucl (1975)? Ika and Ukwuani Phonology by Kay Williamson 
(1968), Ika Phonemic Statement, by B.E. Slugbe (1969), (these being 
the main known works published on the phonology and/or grammar of
these dialects), will easily convince any one that there is no strong
justification for treating these dialects as separate languages from 
the Igbo language. Both the grammar, the lexicon and the phonology 
of these dialects as presented by the authors, are not much different
from the grammar, the lexicon and the phonology of the Central and
the other dialects of Igbo.

Lexicostatistics is used to primarily establish the relationships 
between languages and to classify related languages. The evidence 
collected through lexicostatistic study helps the linguist to identify 
languages that are cognate as well as languages that are unrelated.
It is assumed in lexicostatistios that in related languages some ‘BASIC* 
vocabulary is commonly shared by the languages. A test-list of
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meaning's, items, etc. are sampled from the basic vocabulary, including 
those words that describe simple concepts such as parts of the body, 
some kinship relationships, simple verb forms, natural objects etc.
Every* day equivalents for this list are obtained from two or more 
languages, and the degree of their relationships and/or divergence 
is quantified. The key concept of this system centers around the 
* BASIC* vocabulary. This concept can bo variable, talcing into account 
certain socio-cultural and psychological factors. As Hymes (3-9̂ 0) 
remarked, the theory of basic vocabulary is inchoate. Here the aid 
of social psychology should be sought.

The vocabulary items vised in most of the present lexico statistic
17studies have been generally modelled on the Swadesh word lists.

The test vocabulary used by Williamson (1973) for the lexicostatkstio 
study of Igbo dialects was chosen from these lists. The Swadesh 
word lists rely heavily on structure-semantic relationships. Swadesh 
(1955: 124) warns that in the choice of which words to include in 
the lists of 'basic* vocabularies, culture terms have to be avoided 
in that their retention or loss is too closely correlated with *
fluctuations in the cultural situations.

The word lists given by Swadesh (1955) have been used expensively 
in lexicostatistic studies of European and American languages.
Onwuejiogwu (1975) strongly az'gued that whereas in the non-tone 
European" languages, the use of such word lists to obtain useful 
information about the linguistic affinity and/or divergence between 
languages could be envisaged; however, in a tone language, especially 
among the dialects/languages of West Africa, with other variables 
such as tone-semantic relationships and other socio-cnltural factors 
which cannot be easily separated from the linguistic behaviour of 
the people themselves, the selection and use of the 'basic vocabularies' 
will inevitably become a much more complicated affair. The socio
cultural linguistic interactions between peoples speaking dialects 
of the same language or even different languages in the West African 
countries are quite different from those of the speakers of European and

17. Swadesh, Morris 1955- 'Towards Greater Accuracy in Lexico-- 
statistic bating.' International Journal of Am ori can Lingax stics 
(UAL) , 215 121 - 138.



American languages* In -the former the harrier "between peoples and/or 
thoir languages is never artificially maintained as is usually the 
case with most peoples and languages of Europe and America; rather 
there has always "been a state of cultural, social and linguistic 
fluidity in the West African context. ”'JPhus as one moves from Owerri 
through Etche and Ikwerre into the I jo country there is a gradual 
cultural gradient caused hy the constant movement and interaction|g
of peoples between the Igbo and Ijo culture areas.u Because of 
this long interaction, between the peoples and languages there is 
usually the process of interlanguage influences and bori'owings*

Generally in most African languages it would be practically . 
impossible to separate words from their cultural contents. For 
instance, such words as feather, fire, fish, water, hunt, rain, 
river, stone, sun, wife, woman etc. which are included in Swadesh 
word-lists, and which in the European and American contexts would 
have no cultural contents, in these African languages can be easily 
associated with^or the other cultural meaning. If we are to take 
the warnings by Hymes, Siladesh and others seriously, which I think 
we- should, about the evaluation of the tĵ pe of" words to be included 
in the fbasic vocabulary* it will be inevitable that serious 
objections would be raised about the choice of the words used in 
Williamson*s and other lexicostatistic studies regarding the Igbo 
dialects* As mentioned above, the words used in these lexicostatistic 
surveys have been taken from the Swadesh word-lists.

ffhe area where the inefficacy of the lexicostatistic methods 
as means of establishing linguistic distance and/or convergence 
among languages becomes most obvious with particular reference to 
Igbo and perhaps to some other languages in West Africa is the 
very concept of cognacy in the words used for the tests. 9?he 
concept of cognacy, as we know, is central in lexicostatistic study. 
Cognacy among the different dialects of Igbo works in a different 
way from the way we know it in the European languages. Swadesh (1955) 
remarked, for instance, that in comparing Erench-Spanish cognates,
Iangue axid lengua are scored plus, whereas t&te and cabesa are

l8» Onwuejiogwu, M* A. 1975° Lexicostallsties and the concept of 
mutual intelligibility. (MS) p. 7*
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scored minus, i.e. the former arc cognates, and the latter non- 
cognates-.

A strict comparison of any two dialects of Igho, using th.ie 
idea of cognacy illustrated by Swadesh, would reveal a low percen
tage of cognacy between the dialects* For instance, Williamson's 
percentage scores of cognacy among some Igho dialects, in comparison 
with those of some European languages are as follows*

English - German 73%

Dutch - English 76$
Aluu.' - Etche below 70%,

19Enuani - Ukwuani below 7U>* ^
One obvious conclusion we can draw from the above cognacy percentage
scores would be that Aluu and Etche or Enuani and Ukwuani have• •
greater linguistic distance and consequently greater distance in 
intelligibility than say English and German or Dutch and English.
In actual fact, however, the reverse seems to be the case. We know, 
for instance, that a German or Dutch speaker who did not learn 
English cannot hold an intelligible discourse with an English speaker, 
nor can an English speaker who did not learn German or Dutch 
communicate intelligibly with the speakers of these languages.

The same cannot be said between an Enuani dialect speaker and
an Ukwuani dialect speaker or between an Al̂ y. dialect speaker and
an Etche dialect speaker. Practical observation shows that when
speakers from these different dialects meet they communicate
intelligibly. Onwuejiogwu thus recounts his conversation with an
Ikwerre speakerj "Thus when I was communicating with an Ikwerre
elder, I was speaking an Enuani dialect and the Ikwerre was speaking
to me in an Ikwerre dialect. At the level of meaning and understanding
I was able to generate words and patterns which I do not understand
in the spoken sentences made by my Ikwerre friend. I was able to

20do this because both of us share a common cultural experience." 
Onwuejiogwu, as indicated above, speaks a dialect of Enuani, and

19* Williamson, K. 1973. "The Lower Niger Languages", Qduma, 
Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 32 - 35.
20. Onwuejiogwu, M. A. 197.% op. cit. p. 17*



the Ikwerre dialect area is v ery distant from the Enuani dialect 
area and a lot of phonological and lexical differences exist between 
the two dialects. Both dialects are territorially and linguistically 
so far apart that. it is much easier to conceive of an Enuani dialect 
speaker holding intelligible communication with a speaker of the 
Ukwuani dialect (both Ukwuani and Enuani dialects belong to the 
same major group of dialect, i.e. the western group) than of a 
speaker of the Enuani dialect with a speaker of Ikwerre dialect 
which is in the scuth-western main group. A lexicostatistic 
comparison of the two dialects would definitely show very low 
percentage score of cognacy; Ikwerre, it should be understood, is 
one of those dialects which Williamson (1973) treats as definitely 
constituting separate languages from Igbo.

I speak Aguata dialect in the Onitsha dialect group and I 
communicate intelligibly with speakers of Ukwuani, Ikwerre and 
other dialects. While speaking to those people from these dialect 
areas, I use the Onitsha dialect and these friends,most of whom 
cannot speak English, use their respective dialects, and we do not 
have problems in understanding ourselves. From lexicostatistic 
data mutual intelligibility among these dialects would not be 
feasible, in that the dialedts would score low cognacy percentage.

One way of explaining why these dialects can score very low 
percentage in a word-to-word comparison of vocabulary items and yet 
be mutually intelligible is because of the existence of synonyms 
and other cognate forms in which the Igbo language is extremely 
rich. Usually in Igbo an item may have in addition to the many 
cognate forms other words to designate it. Equipped with the cognate 
forms and the other names to designate an item, in the language, 
the speakers of these dialects can more easily achieve mutual intelli
gibility.

We shall give concrete examples to illustrate this. Ekpeye, 
for instance, is a dialect which, as Williamson argues, has one of 
the lowest percentage cognacy scores with the other dialects of Igbo, 
especially ■ with the Onitsha dialects.
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The following vocabulary items have been taken from the word- 
lists icollected by Williamson from.the Ekpeye dialect and their 
equivalents from the Onitsha dialect are given here for comparison*)
10. Vocabul; 

rope

basket

knife

yam

stone

branche s/foli age

Ekpeye
dkw&hh
ikpo
^dhi
6 bo • •
§gbhn|
■dkpb
6ge

iyi 

fgwd 

5bh<5 •

Onitsha

hd§

&b<$- 
hkht h

ifim&

*

6kwut©

fikdna
dbdba

In a lexicostatistic analysis between the two dialects, items 
such as rope, knife, stone, yam (if we take the Ekpeye word eg|), 
basket (if we take the Ekpeye words 5gbkn4 and Skp5), foliage etc. 
would be scored minus for cognacy. However, if X were to communicate 
with an Ekpeye speaker, I would be able to understand these words 
which would in the surface predict nonintelligibility. I am able 
to do so because in my local dialect I know that the word &kwdr£> 
means * a type of rope* (both Ekpeye dkw&nh and the 3kw&r& of my 
dialect are cognates). Similarly in my local dialect Jmma bgh* 

means a type of knife, usually a big knife (compare Ekpeye bgb for 
knife) j also in my dialect jf hgh is used for one t5rpe of yam, 
(compare Ekpeye ^g§ for yam) 5 fgd is used for a typs of stone, 
usually the stone used for sharpening implements and/or for grinding, 
(compare 'Ekpeye lgwft for stone). In my local dialect the words 

dgbdy| and $Lkp& are used to designate certain typos of basket (compare 
Ekpeye §gbhn|. and ulcpb for basket) 5 also in my dialect the word
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db& means foliage (compare Ekpeye $bh$ for foliage) etc*
These words from my dialect with which the items can he designated 

are widely understood both in the other dialects of the Onitsha cluster 
and in many other dialects in the southern group * However* despite 
their wide usage in the language, these words are rarely used in the
literature written in Igbo and only the ones represented in the examples
are widely used in literature. The relevant point to our argument 
is that in a lexicostatistic survey between the Onitsha dialect and 
any other dialects, it is usually the words we gave in the examples 
that will be chosen for the Onitsha dialect, and more important is 
the fact that nonnative speakers of Igbo such as Williamson, the Meiers 
and Bendor-Samuel do not know these words that have been provided 
from my local dialect, and they would normally base their judgement 
of cognacy purely and only on those words selected for the Onitsha 
dialect. This is the main reason why the cognacy percentage scores 
obtained through lexcostatistic studies among the different dialects 
of Igbo usually fail to correspond to intelligibility scores and 
that is why we argue here that the lexicostatistic evidence on which 
Williamson (1973) and Meier et alia (1975) based their conclusion 
about treating some of the dialects of Igbo as separate languages 
is inadequate and unreliable*

What we have observed above about our ability to achieve
intelligibility with an Ekpeye diadect speaker is not unique to myself 
alone, rather this represents a general picture of what obtains among 
the speakers of different dialects* This is one of the ways through 
which mutual intelligibility is achieved among speakers of different 
dialects in the language* In other words, out of the names and 
cognate forms, with which an item can be identified in a given local 
dialect, at least one of them would be intelligible to other people 
speaking a different dialect or help the speaker to understand words 
from other dialects* These facts may not be, and are usually not 
shown in a lexicostatistic survey, and as vie pointed out earlier, 
a non-native speaker of the language would not be able to avail 
himself of the extra information and would inevitably give a low
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percentage of cognacy score* Unfortunately, most linguists do not 
heed the serious note of warning "by Byrnes 'that lexicostatisti.es 
is not a short-cut; it does not replace other methods and information

hut must he incorporated with them into a consistent "body of 
21knowledge.' .Such a warning has not heen heeded in the recent 

lexicostatistic studies carried out in the Igho dialects, Lexico- 
statistic methods have to he seriously reviewed to 'be ahle to give 
significant information relevant for determining the linguistic 
relationships that exist among the dialects of Igho.

Onwuejiogwu (1975) remarks that from his own observation 'it ■
seems that people in the same language area possess two stocks of

22vocabulary and sound patterns the latent and the manifest1. This 
is parallel to Chomskyts distinction of competence and performance.
The intelligibility patterns among the Igbo dialects, the way intelli
gibility is made possible among these dialects, are closely related 
to this concept of 'latent and manifest stocks of vocabulary and 
sound patterns* possessed by the speakers of the different dialects 
of this language. As we stated above, an item in Igbo may be designated 
by more than one word and by a series of cognate forms, he provide 
the following examples from my local dialect.

knife tftffih - (a generic tei*m)
inmh €k»m - kitchen knife 
ifima 5gb big knife used for cutting 
b g b d & d t i n l  -  "  *’ *r

bb&jill - a local type of sword (usually 
used in combat), hunting knife.

!&m&, cinw^r^ - tobacco knife etc.
stone Mcwiite — (a generic term)

fokpiimh - big stone
cikw$.kwcL - stone used as tripod
igd - stone used for grinding or

sharpening implements 
AjllJjA -» small pebbles etc.

2.1. Hymes, ])«, H. I960. " Lexico statistics so faref Current Anthropology 
Vol. 1 .
22. Onwuejiogwu, M. A, 1975* 0P« oit« p. 17°
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Some of -the names used to designate an item describe the type, 
the size or the purpose for which the item is used® The generic 
name of the item is usually the more common name used for the item 
and it is often the one that is understood across different dialect 
groupso It is generally these generic names of the items that constitute 
those words that are used in the 'provincial' speech forms, i.e. the 
’provincial dialects’. The other names for an item, especially those 
that describe the -type, size, purpose etc. of the item are used 
mainly in the local speech forms; this however does not imply that 
the names cannot he understood in the other local or main dialects.
It simply means that as a result of the socio-psychological attitude 
of the speakers, there is rather a natural tendency that when speakers 
from the same locality meet they usually use their local speech 
forms where the local terms or names for the items predominate, hut 
when speakers from different localities or different dialect areas 
meet they use mainly what we may call a 'provincial speech form1 or 
a provincial dialect, where those names or words which the individual 
speakers suspect are characteristic only of their localities, are 
supressed, and the more widely understood words, terms and names are 
used. When speakers from territorially distant areas, and consequently 
very different dialects, meet they use a 'regional1speech form where 
the local forms, words, names etc, are completely left out; in this 
case only the generic..names are used. The 'provincial* forms of 
the dialects that are territorially close are usually the same or 
similar.

The general intelligibility pattern works in such a way that 
a speaker, apart from his own 'local1 speech variations, should 
acquire the 'provincial' and the*regional* forms to be able to 
understand and be understood by those who do not come from his locality 
or dialect area, i.e. those who speak other dialects than his own.

To the speakers ox a-dialect, therefore, the knowledge of 
some of the names of an item or items is 'latent* (competence), 
this helps him in identifying certain cognates and other words 
when these,are used in other dialects, whereas in some cases, the 
knowledge is 'manifest', when the words are actually used in certain 
contexts or situations.
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1.7-4* THE STANDARD DIALECT
The present work;, as indicated in 1,> 2. above, is concerned 

with the description of the phonology of the Standard Dialect of 
Igbo.. We have explained in 1.2, above what we mean by the term 
’Standard Dialect’e However, being the first time that such a dialect 
in the language has been selected for phonological analysis, we will 
give a detailed introduction of the Standard Dialect in this section*

Although no mention of the Standard dialect in Igbo has been 
made in the previous studies of this language, the development of 
this dialect has a long history which dates back to the middle of 
the nineteenth century when the first literature in Igbo was written* 
The issue of dialects in Igbo has been at the center of the many 
attempts, starting from early 1840s to the present time, to write 
literature in Igbo. The multiplicity of dialects in Igbo has 
constituted^1 great obstacle to the writing of this language. In 
the 1840s and thereafter the early missionaries tried to write 
literature for use in Igbo-land, but these attempts were frustrated 
by the existence of dialect differences in the language. Literature 
written in any particular dialect failed to attract wide readership 
and acceptance among the other dialect communities.

The history of the development of the Standard dialect can 
be taken to start from this period. The later attempts to find 
a dialect that is widely understood and accepted which could serve 
as the literary language for Igbo took the form of either 
(a) selecting a dialect that is actually spoken by a given community, 
or (b) constructing a literary dialect from the existing dialects, 
a dialect which would embody to some degree the features of most 
of the existing dialects.

The dialect used by the early missionaries to write literature
in the Igbo language is known as the Isu-Ama dialect. This was the
dialect spoken by the liberated Igbo slaves who lived in Freetown in 

23Sierra Leone. The missionaries lived and worked with these slaves
before going to the Igbo country. The Bible and some Prayer books

23. Hair, P. E„ H, 1967. The Early Study of Nigerian Languages.
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distinguish as Isuama in the classification is the .. .«*• - rv.t .
that was spoken by the Igbo slaves in Freetown. Judging fro- *,'.-2 
translations made in the Freetown Isuama, it evidently appears that 
it was a different dialect from the Isuama presently spoken in the 
southern group, or at least an extremely modified form of the latter.

Something has to be said about the rejection of the dialect in 
which the early literature in Igbo was written. The fact is that 
this dialect was never given a fair chance by the speakers of the 
other dialects before rejecting it. According to one episode recounted 
by Hair (196?)> when the missionaries first entered the Igbo country, 
sailing up the Niger, and made the first stop at Aboh, Rev# J.F.
Schon, a linguist who had learned the Isuama dialect in Freetown, 
started to preach the Gospel in this dialect before the chief of Aboh, 
the chief interrupted the sermon because he could not understand the 
dialect Schon was using. As a result of this experience SchSn dropped 
his study of Igbo to which he had devoted so much time and labour. 
Similarly, in the Igbo land, the people were quick in reacting negatively 
when they found it difficult to understand the Isuama dialect, and 
despite all attempts by the early missionaries to ensure continued use 
of the Isuama dialect as the literary dialect of Igbo, the use of : 
this dialect was eventually abandoned in the late 1870s.

Attempts were later made to construct a literary language for
Igbo and the dialect so formed is known as Union Igbo. Union Igbo
represents a type of artificially constructed dialect which tried to 
embody as much as possible certain features of - five dialects 
of Igbo, namely, the Onitsha, Owerri, Arochukwu, Bonny and 
Ngwana. The Union Igbo as the literary language of Igbo was
short-lived, because as Ward (1941# 10) correctly remarked, 1 it
was not a consistent whole, but a composite picture more or less 
artificially constructed and consisting of vocabulary from the five 
areas represented, a mixed sound system and mixed grammatical 
oonstmotions. Such a type of language which is not a natural growth
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cannot easily be expected to develop#5 Ward also warned that ’any
type of language which finally may become the literary medium can
well be enriched by gradual borrowings from other dialects, so long

24as the main framework is more or less consistent5. We entirely 
agree with 'Ward both about the Union Igbo and especially about the 
type of language that can emerge as the literary medium for Igbo.

The Standard dialect has developed in the manner prescribed above
by Ward# It can be rightly claimed that the present Standard dialect
of Igbo has developed from the1Isuama dialect* This can be easily
shown by a close look into the literature written in the Isuama

25dialect. Such a close look will show obvious similarity between
the Isuama dialect, which was spoken by the Igbos who at the time
lived in Freetown, and the present Standard dialect. It would be
important to note that the Isuama dialect was spoken and understood
by Igbos, who at the time happened to come from different areas of
Igbo-land* For such a dialect to serve as a medium for people from
different dialect areas it could be assumed that it was devoid of
accents characteristic of any one particular local dialect* The
following account of the Isuama dialect, of the events leading to
the rejection of this dialect in the Igbo-land, given by P. E. H.
Hair (1967 £ 94) will help us to understand the very nature and type
of the Isuama dialect. Hair remarked that 1Isuama was supposed to
be the dialect spoken by all the Ibos in Sierra Leone, whatever their
individual origin, but Crowther began to realise that, it was more
of a mixed dialect, and that whereas a mixed dialect was inevitable
in the small Ibo community in Freetown, and was possible because
whole stretches of cultural vocabulary relating to traditional practices

2 6had been abandoned, it was not easily acceptable in Iboland.’

24° Ward, I* C. 1941* Ibo dialects and the development of a common 
1anguage. p. 10.
25° A number of books were written in Isuama dialect, these 
include, Oku Ibo; Ibo Grammar, by Rev. J. F. Schon, l86l; Isoama 
Ibo Primer by Rev. S. Crowther, 1859? Vocabulary of the Ibo language 
by Rev. S. Crowther, Part I, 1832, Ibo - English, Part II, English - 
Ibo, 1883, Oku oma a nke Own Matias The Gospel according to St. 
Matthew, translated into the Ibo language by the Rev. John Ghristopher 
Taylor, i860; Ibo Primer by Mr. F. W. Smart, native catechist, no date;



Isuama therefore developed as a dialect which was more or 
less ’central® and intelligible to a cross section of speakers 
with different dialects. Such a dialect as indicated earlier, 
though sharing certain features in common with the local dialects 
yet differs from these local dialects, it is devoid of respective 
local accents etc, Such a dialect has to he learnt by the speakers 
of the respective local dialects. It was the inability to fully 
understand this '’standard* speech form that made the Igbos^who at 
the time were used to only their respective local dialects^to 
reject the Isuama dialect. These Igbos at that time spoke and 
understood only their local dialects. What Ward (l94l) referred 
to as the process of dialect levelling had not started at the tines 
Isuama was introduced. The process of dialect levelling is usually 
achieved by people moving out of their local dialect areas to other 
dialect areas, so that they begin-to be exposed to different dialect 
forms and consequently begin to understand these forms which may be 
different from those of their respective local dialects. In other 
words, the ill—fate of the Isuama dialect was that it was introduced 
prematurely into the Igboland. Obviously, if only the Isuama di&ect 
were given the chance and trial at the time it was introduced, ties 
argument about it lacking cultural terms could be resolved by tines 
through gradual borrowings of these terms from the local dialects.

It is usually stated that the Isuama dialect which was used 
in writing the early literature in Igbo was rejected and abandoned; 
in actual fact that dialect was not abandoned. It continued to be 
spoken by those Igbos who returned from Sierra Leone and who along 
with the foreign missionaries formed the core of missionary activities 
in Igbo country, These Igbos were either missionaries themselves 
or worked as catechists and interpreters to the foreign missionaries. 
The first and subsequent groups 0f ig^os who later engaged in missionary 
work learnt and used this dialect. The result of this is that more

Ibo common Prayer ; Ibo translation (no author, no date); Grammaire 
Ibo by Le P, A, Ganot, 1899? A first grammar of the Ibo language by 
J0 Spencer, first edition 1901, second edition 1927? An elementary 
grammar of the Ibo language by Rev. J. Spencer, third edition fevised 
by To J, Dennis 1916? Essai de dictionnaire Franpais - Ibo ou Prangais ~
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people 'became exposed to this dialect, and the dialect enriched 
itself through gradual "borrowings from the local dialects,, Basically 
this constitutes the development and growth of the present Standard 
dialect of Igbo.

Apart from the local dialects, therefore, there is a Standard 
dialect in Igbo. This is the dialect in which Igho radio broadcasts 
are made, it represents the type of dialect that is widely understood, 
the type of dialect that is often used while addressing a mixed 
audience of Igho speakers who come from different dialect areas.
As we indicated earlier, the standard dialect has to he learnt apart 
from the local dialects, though it shares certain features with the 
local dialects, yet it is different from the local dialects. This 
means that many Igho speakers have two or more dialects at their 
command — their local dialect plus the standard dialect and perhaps 
other local dialects. Some speakers may acquire the standard dialect 
at a more or less varying degrees of proficiency.

We have traced here in detail the history of the development 
of the Standard dialect, because, as we stated earlier, little 
mention has been made about this dialect in the previous studies 
on Igho phonology.

1.7*4.1. CERTAIN PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
STANDARD DIALECT AND THE ONITSHA AND OWERRI DIALECTS

The Standard dialect has a lot in common with both the 
Onitsha and the Owerri groups of dialects. We use the- words 
1 Onitsha9 and*Owerri9 to represent the northern and the southern 
groups respectively. However the Standard dialect differs considerably 
from both the Onitsha and the Owerri dialects. We shall briefly 
touch on some *of the areas in which the Standard dialect differs 
from both groups of dialects. These two main dialects have been 
chosen for comparison with the Standard dialect because the Standard ■ 
dialect is known to be closely related to the two dialects - Onitsha 
and Owerri. The relationship and/or the differences between the

26. Hair, P. E. H. 1967. op. cit. p. 94-
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Standard dialect and the two dialects can he briefly summarised thus:
(i) unlike in the Owerri dialects and like in the Onitsha dialects, 
in the Standard dialect aspiration and/or nasalisation do not play 
significant phonemic contrastive roles*
(ii) On the other hand, most of the grammatical formatives used in 
the Standard dialect correspond to those used in the Owerri dialects,. 
These grammatical formatives are given "below in the three dialects*

Past tense moroheme
Onitsha dialects 

-IV
Owerri dialects 
-rV

Standard dial„ 
—rV (where

the V element repeats the vowel of the root 
morpheme)* For examples
g&l&
kwhlh
skl&
s516

Perfect tense morpheme -g6
hgdg o

fekwugo

Ijsegd

&sog<5

Negative morpheme -.rb<o
g£rb

kwur§

sSrd

s6r^

gkrh
kwhrh
sbr&
shrh

-VI §, 
aglal a

fekwdola

(hsedla

&soola

"ghi
g£gh|

kwiigh|

s6gh|

s6gh|

ghra ' went11 
kwurh * spokef 
serh 1drew' 
shrh * foll

owedJ 
etc,

-VI d
hgdala 'has

gone* 
Skwuola 'has

spoken1 
fesedla 'has 

drawn' 
&soola 'has

followed*

-ghl
9

gcLgh| 'did'nt 
go'

kwdgh| * di d * nt 
spealc* 

ŝ glij. 'did’nt 
draw' 

sdgh|. 'did'nt 
follow'
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Imperative negative morpheme -n& ■1& ■15.

&gan£t
ekvjun̂ ,
ds&na
<Ss5na

£gal&
6kwul5.
6sel<a
6s6la

Completive aspect morpheme -chaa (sia) -chaa
gdchaa (g&sia) gdchaa

dgalh ’do not go1 
ekwul5 ’do not speak’ 
6s&la ’do not draw’ 
6s5la 'do not follow’

—chaa
g&chaa ’finish going5 

kwuchaa (kmisia) kwuchaa kv.nlchaa ’finish
speaking*

s5chda(sfesla) s&ch&a 
s5chda (sbsia) soch&a

Inceptive aspect morpheme -be/b&
gaba
kwube
s&be
s5bd

sfechaa 'finish drawing 
sSchaa 'finish follow

ing'
w e/w d — w 6/wa

gawa gdwa ’start going’
kwuwe kwuwe ’start speaking’
sk’e s§wd ' start drawing'
sdw6 s6wd ’start following’

etc.
Onitsha dialects use the morpheme -g& (often referred, to as 

’the floating ~gd’ in that it can "be affixed to the noun or to the
verb in the sentence) for marking the plural of the nouns. This 
morpheme does not occur in the Owerri dialects; in these dialects 
noxins are not marked for plural. The morpheme -ga is used in the 
Standard dialect in the same manner it is used in the Onitsha dialects. 
The following examples will illustrate the use of this morpheme in 
the Onitsha and the Standard dialects.

p r7Singular/generic form
’dsisi ’tree' 
mmadu ’person, people’ 
ul5 ’house’0 o
evnx ’goat’

Plural form
dsisiga ’many trees’ 
rfimad&ga ’many people, crowd! 
$l$ga 'houses, many houses' 
eitfuga ’goats’ etc*

27■> The system of plurals, how it is expressed in the language is very 
complex and has not heen adequately described in any of the existing 
books on Igbo grammar. Ne cannot go deep into this in the present work,
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(iii) Within the phonemic variants distinguished ealier among the 
Onitsha and the Owerri dialects, those variants that are found in 
the Owerri dialects also occur in the Standard dialect* For example,

(a) n/l phonemic variants.
Onitsha dialects Jnf Owerri dialects /l/ Standard dialect /l/
etna dla dla *land, ground1
iino ul§ ulo ‘house10 0

enu dlu elu ’high, top, height1
enigwe 61igwe dligwe ‘heaven, sky1
inu ilu iVa to marry etc.

(h) f/h phonemic variants

df id dhid dhi d market
df i ehi dhi cow
dfd ahd ahd name
if Q lhe £he thing
i n ihi ihi reason, because
dfufiji dhuhu dhuhu suf f eri ng
dfifia

9 9 dhihia * « ahihia grass, rubbish
dfifie dhihie dhiliie afternoon
ifu £hu ihu to see etc„

(c) r/h phonemic variants

dru dhu dhu body
6ru ohh <5hti slave
Sru 6hu ohu (6gu) twenty
6ri 6hi 6hi theft
druru dhuhu • •

dhuhu ant etc

(d) l/r phonemic variants

elili eriri driri string

however, we would like to ‘correct the erroneous remark made by Green and 
Igwe (1963) that Igho nouns have no plural forms* This remark may he 
true ahout the dialect on which the authors wrote (which is one of the
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ill iri iri to eat
Okolo Okoro 01c6ro personal name etc.

As in the Onitsha dialects and unlike the Owerri dialects, the 
sibilants /s/ and jzj are not palatalized in the Standard dialect 
when they (sibilants) are followed by close front vowels. Similarly,' 
the implosive /cT/ which we noted, is used in some Owerri dialects, does 

not occur in the Standard dialect. The Standard dialect has 
no glottal stops as we have in some Owerri dialects.

To summarise* it is apparent from what has been stated above 
that in terms of word structure the Standard dialect has borrowed 
more from the Owerri dialects than from the Onitsha dialects. However, 
from the phonological point of view the Standard dialects has been 
influenced more by the Onitsha dialects than by the Owerri dialects.
Thus those phonological features which characterize the Owerri 
dialects such as aspiration and nasalization as well as the other 
features such as the implosive /(P/ and the development of 
glott-al stops etc. are completely lacking in the phonology of the 
Standard dialect.

Apart from these obvious differences stated above, the Standard 
dialect shares the other phonological features such as the vowel 
harmony, vowel assimilation and vowel contraction, tone features , 
and infact all the other phonological features to be described 
in the present work with the other dialects of Igbo, especially
with the two main dialects of Onitsha and the Owerri dialects.

southern dialects) but this cannot be generalized for the whole 
language. In the Onitsha dialect, as noted above, morphological 
indication of plurals is not an optional element in the grammar, 
rather nouns are systematically used in their singular and plural 
forms. There are however other extra linguistic and psychological 
factors which underly the ways in which the speakers of Igbo indicate 
plurality of nouns in their grammar. It can sometimes be the case 
that the nouns are used in the ’generic sense1, i.e. referring to a 
class of the noun, in which case, a noun used in the singular can be 
associated with more than one member of the class. Mien, however, 
the peaker wishes to express plurality of nouns, he obviously indicates 
this morphologically through the use of the —ga morpheme.
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CHAPTER 2

THE PHONETIC DESCRIPTION OF THE SPEECH SOUNDS 
OF THE STANDARD DIALECT

2„° * INTRODUCTION
A speech sound has ad least three stages available for investi—

gation, namely, the production stage, the transmission stage and
23the perception stage* In phonetic description we are primarily 

concerned with the production stage of speech sounds*
From the point of view of practical phonetics two types of 

speech sounds are usually distinguished - the consonant type and 
the vowel type* The distinction is "based on certain phonetic 
criteria such as the articulatory and the acoustic properties 
characteristic of each class of sounds*

Consonants are most conveniently defined in terms of the 
articulatory movements of the speech organs, "because it is relatively 
easy to determine these articulatory movements involved in the 
production of consonants* The vowels, on the other hand, are 
much more difficult to define purely on the "basis of articulatory 
movements due to lack of physical contacts hy the articulators 
during the production of most vowels. That is, unlike in most 
consonants, during the production of vowels the articulatory events 
constitute mainly approximations rather than real or positive 
contacts by the articulators. On the basis of the presence vs the 
absence of stricture during articulation, therefore, consonants 
have been traditionally distinguished from the vowels.

From the acoustic point of view, some consonant sounds have 
an essential noise component which results from an obstruction or 
constriction in the mouth, whereas vowel sounds have voice, resulting 
from resonance modulations in the vocal chambers. Sometimes the 
two classes of sound are distinguished on the basis of formant 
display on spectrograms.

28. Gdmson, A. C. 1970 (second edition). An Introduction to the 
Pronunciation of English, p. 27*



Judgements based on stricture alone, namely, the presence vs 
the absence of stricture during articulation, do not provide a fully 
adequate and decisive means of distinguishing the consonants from 
the vowels, in that the production of certain consonants is charac
terized, just as in the vowels, "by the approximation of the articulators 
which allows more or less free passage of air from the mouth. Most 
approximants are produced with this type of articulation*

Some consonant sounds such as sonorants and liquids have formant 
or resonance bars on the spectrograms, The presence of formant bars 
on spectrograms, therefore, is not an exclusive acoustic property 
of the vowel sounds alone,

A more realistic method of distinguishing and classifying 
these two classes of speech sounds should take the articulatory 
as vjell as the acoustic properties of the speech sounds into account.

In the phonetic description of the vowels and the consonants 
presented in this work, data obtained through experimental methods 
are used whenever possible to supplement the descriptions of the 
articulatory events of the vocal organs. Samples of utterances from 
my own speech are chosen, experimentally illustrated and presented 
in the descriptions. In the experiments done for the present study 
we have used word palatograms as well as mingograms and spectrograms 
of utterances from my speech to illustrate vowel and consonant contrasts 
in the Standard dialect of Igbo, The materials are presented in 
two sections, the first section dealing with the vowel contrasts, 
the second section dealing with the consonant contrasts.

All the instrumental tests presented in this thesis were done 
through the help of Mr. Stone, the phonetic laboratory technician 
at the School of Oriental and African Studies, He prepared a cast 
of my palate (an artificial palate) and with this we were able to 
obtain clear and accurate tongue wipes made during my articulation 
of the sample words, This method has been referred to as ’false 
palate method’ (Keller 1971)*
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After each utterance of the sample words, a photograph was 
made of the artificial palate showing the tongue wipe relevant for 
the articuls/tion of the sound under investigationo In this way we 
were able to obtain the palatographic records of those sounds with 
tongue articulation in the Standard dialect* The palatogra-phic 
information provided in this study is relevant only for those sounds 
that have tongue articulation* j\to palatograms are made for those 
sounds whose articulations do not involve tongue contact*

Sometimes in the discussions we shall refer to the artificial 
palate used for the tests as the ’test palate*, i«e* when we want 
to differentiate it from my ’natural’ palate*

It is necessary to clearly state from the start that in the 
word-palatogram-analysis used in our work, the intention is not to 
illustrate the aliophonic patterns of the speech sounds of this 
dialect * Rather we intend to primarily and accurately establish 
the ai’eas in the vocal tract where the given sounds (including 
their allophones) are articulated* In other words, we assume that
all the allophones of a given speech sound in the Standard dialect
are often articulated in the same ’region' of the vocal tract*
For instance, all the allophones of /k/ or Id in Igbo are articu
lated in the velar region; similarly all the allophones of /t/ or 
Id in the language are articulated in the alveolar region etc*

To establish more accurately where a-given sound is articubated 
we have chosen to pronounce the sound (especially the consonant 
sound) in the environment of open vowels, usually in the environment 
of /a/, because the vowel articulation, it is hoped, would have 
minimal influence on the consonant articulation, i.e* from the 
point of view of tongue contact necessary for the consonant 
art i culat i o n .

For the phonetic description of the speech sounds of the 
Standard dialect we have used mingograms of words uttered in 
isolation. However, for the study of suprasegmentals such as 
tones, we have used mingograms of isolated words as well as of 
connected utterances consisting of a phrase, a sentence etc.
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Voicing in speech sounds, as well as the flow of vibrating air from 
the mouth and the nose, whenever this happens during the articulation 
of the speech sound, are indicated in mingograms through the presence 
of striations on the graph. In our discussions on the mingograms 
obtained for the present study, we shall refer to these graphic 
representations as the larynx tracings, the mouth tracings and the 
nasal tracings respectively. Since voicing, as a significant 
distinctive feature, is a redundant feature for the vowel segments, 
the data from mingograms will he used in the present study, mainly 
for the description of the consonant sounds.

Mingograms give tts certain acoustic information about the production 
of speech sounds5 the type of information that cannot he obtained 
from palatograms. Some of the acoustic information which are 
accessible through mingograms include the followings

(i) how the air from the lungs escapes through the vocal exits;
(ii) the presence and/or the absence of voicing;
(iii) the pitch and
(iv) the duration of an utterance,

through the mouth tracings on the mingograms we can obtain 
information about how the air from the lungs escapes from the mouth* 
Ladefoged (1964/1968) noted that on© of the ways to determine and 
analyse the complex variables that characterise the articulation of 
certain consonant sounds in some African languages is through the 
measurement of air pressures in the mouth and pharyngeal cavities*OQLadefoged (1968s 5) ? for instance, pointed out that in the production
of some consonant sounds in these African languages, series of air- 
stream mechanisms such as the pulmonic, the velaric and the glottalic 
airstreara mechanisms are used. Sometimes two or more of these air- 
stream mechanisms interact in the production of a given consonant 
sound. To accurately describe such sounds produced in this manner, 
it would be necessary to define the interaction of the airstream 
mechanisms and how this influences the air pressures in the oral.cavity.

29. Ladefoged, Peter 1968 (second ed.) A Phonetic Study of 
West African Languages. p. 5*
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Ladefoged. shows how the information obtained from the air pressures 
can he vised to account for the implosive and plosive contrasts which 
exist within certain consonant sounds in some West African languages,,

Igbo language has two of the type of complex consonant sounds 
described in Ladefoged (1968) which would require, for the production 
of each of these consonants, the vise of two types of air stream 
mechanisms* These consonant sounds include the /kp/ and the /gb/ 
consonants in Igbo* Since the instruments we used for the present 
study do not include those for measuring the air pressure in the 
pharynx cavity, we have relied mainly on the recordings of the air 
pressure from the mouth for the description of these consonant sounds 
in the Standard dialect* This is shown through the mouth tracings 
on the mingograms* Through this we hope to assess how the air flow 
from the mouth is accomplished, whether egressively or ingressively* 
This will help us to determine which of the consonant sounds in 
the Standard dialect are implosives or produced with an ingressive 
air flow.

Through the nasal tracings on tho mingograms, i.e. tracings that 
indicate the flow of air through the nose, we are able to identify 
nasal sounds in the language. These are the sounds during the 
production of which air escapes through the nose. Such flow of air 
through the nose would be recorded on the mingogranw

The microphone placed near the larynx picks voice vibrations, 
whenever this occurs during the production of speech sounds. In 
this way we are able to identify voiced consonant sounds from the 
voiceless ones.

Pitch and frequency in utterances can also be studied from 
mingograms. On the mingograms, pitch and frequency are shown 
through the nature of the vertical striations, such as the length 
of the striations and how the striations are spaced relative to one 
another. The striations, for instance, tend to be closer together 
in high frequency and wider apart in low frequency. Similarly, in 
tonG languages, the striations are longer in high tones and shorter 
in the low tones.
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The modern instrumental techniques used in phonetic studiesy 
especially those intended for the acoustic research of speech sounds, 
have been structured in such a way as to provide information about 
the space-time distribution of acoustic energy sources in speech.
On the basis of this space-time relationships we are able to 
determine the time it takes to produce any given sound or group 
of sounds in the experiment, by quantifying the measurements.

Spectrograms were made of uitterances of isolated words from 
Igbo, Information obtained from the spectrograms concerning the 
speech sounds is intended to support and validate the information 
obtained from the mingograms. Like the mingograms. spectrograms 
give visual effects of the acoustic properties of speech sounds®
Those acoustic properties of speech illustrated through mingograms 
are also visually shown on spectrograms» Since some of these 
acoustic properties have been discussed in the mingograms, their 
repetition in the spectrograms will be treated mainly as corraborative 
evidence.

However spectrograms give certain information about consonants 
and vowel sounds which are not available through the mingograms 
or through palatograms. For instance, information about the noise 
components in some consonant articulations which cannot be illustrsted 
through mingograms or palatograms, is visually shown on spectrograms. 
Similarly, the formant bars characteristic of vowel sounds as well 
as of certain consonant sounds such as sonorants and liquids and 
which cannot be portra5̂ed on mingograms are visually illustrated 
on spectrograms.

Specxrography constitutes one of the most advanced techniques 
for investigating speech sounds, A technique which has so far come 
closest to visually portraying the effects of the modulations which 
the speech organs make on speech sounds. Through spectrograms we 
are able to visualize how the physical transitions of the articu
latory organs from one articulatory posture to another is reflected 
in the components of sounds produced during this physical process.
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In phonetic studies this is referred to as transitions from one 
sound to another. The study of such transitions that occur 
between contiguous sounds within a word has revealed a rich source 
of phonetic information. First, we are able to see how different 
sounds influence one another when the sounds are combined. Secondly, 
i\Te are able to correlate the articulatory properties (which are 
physical) -with the acoustic elements of speech sounds. The knowledge 
obtained through this has enhanced our understanding and the analysis 
of speech sounds.

These extra information about speech sounds obtained through 
spectrographic tests of the speech sounds will be used in the 
description of the consonants and the vowel sounds of the Standard 
dialect„

The iTtterances used in the instrumental tests conducted for 
the present study are, to reiterate, those of my own speech. For 
the mingographic tests, however, we invited another speaker from 
the Mbaise dialect area, whose utterances were recorded on the 
mingograms and the results were compared with those of my utterances. 
The same samples of words from the language were used for both 
spankers. From tho comparison of the recorded utterances of both 
speakers no notable differences were found between the two speakers,
I have no speech defects and I am a native speaker of Igbo and a 
fluent speaker of the Standard dialect.



2. 1 , THB VO'.\r.'iLS

Igho has eight phonemic vowels. The vowels are shown in the 
chart Below. The chart represents an approximate plotting of the 
vowels on a cardinal vowel chart.

The Phonetic Vowel Chart

Front Back
Close

Half-close

Half-open

Open

The eight phonemic vov:els in the language are represented 
Below using the official orthography.

Front
Close i
Half-close i 
Half-open e

Back
u
u

Open a o



The relative positions of the tongue for these vowels are 
shown in fig. 2.1, below. The diagrams have been modelled after 
Ladefoged (1968 ; 38)

30. Certain modifications on Ladefoged1s diagrams are necessary 
These modifications concern the lip positions? especially the lip 
positions for Q Q  articulation as well as for and [pQ and
the open vowels. The lip position for D C  is basically that of
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The vowels illustrated in the vowel ohart and in the diagrams 
are oral vowels„ The oral vowels may have nasalized counterparts 
which are allophones in the Standard dialect and which maintain 
the same tongue positions as the oral vowels* Vowels may he nasa
lized in the Standard dialect when the vowels occur with nasal 
consonants3 hut as we pointed out earlier, nasalisation does not 
play significant phonemic role in the phonology of the Standard 
dialect.

2.1.1. THE DESCRIPTION OP THE VOWEL SEGMENTS 31
dg as in xsi, 'head1 , is a close front unrounded vowel.

For the articulation of DG the "body of the tongue is raised
towards the palate, with the root of the tongue in a ' forward

32position' and the tip of the tongue touching the lower teeth 
ridge (i.e. of the lower ,jaw) •

Palatogram 1 shows the position of the tongue for DG 
articulation. The de,rk areas in the palatogram show the tongue 
wipe for [jiJ » wipe occurs on hoth sides of the palate, starting
from "below the Lateral Incisor line and extends to the 4th molar 
line and "beyond it. The wipe is widest at the 2nd molar line, i.e. 
at the central ha,rd palate region, and thins down to about 11cm 
itfide just below the 3rd molar line and around the 4th molar line.

lip spreading, not necessarily accompanied by jaw opening. The lip 
positions for the open vowels are vrider in our diagrams than in 
Ladefoged's. The lip positions for QCl fĵ ZI articulations
in Igbo are the same. These modifications are based on my 
articulation of these vowel sounds.
31. Since I am a native speaker of this language, in the descriptions 
of the vowel and consonant segments presented here, I have relied
on my own speech, i.e. the way I articulate these sounds.
32. The term 'forward position' is often used to describe the state 
or position of the root of the tongue in the articulation of some 
vowel sounds in the l a n g u a g e .  This is necessitated by the fact that 
the articulations of certain correlated but phonemicalljr contrastive
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All the vowels in this language are voiced sounds. This is 
clearly shown in the mingograms and spectrograms made of the vowel 
sounds. That is, all the mingograms and the spectrograms show 
voice tracings for all the vowel sounds investigated. The pitch 
recordings of the vowels as shown on the mingo grains vary considerably 
since the pitch of a syllable in any given utterance is principally 
determined by the tone which that syllable, carries in the utterance.

The individual vowel sounds are usually the product of the 
modulations of the voiced breath stream by the different sizes and 
shapes of the voca,l cavities. Three main cavities are responsible 
for the modulations5 these are the oral or mouth cavity, the pharyn
geal or throat cavity and the nasal cavity. The nasal cavity is 
usually either completely or partially shut off from the pharyngeal 
cavity when we produce the vowel sounds. Since in the Standard 
dialect nasality in vowel sounds results from assimilation by 
the consonants that co-occur with the vowel, references will be 
made of this feature where necessary in the next section, where 
the consonant segments will be treated along with the vowels they 
combine with in the mingograms.

In the spectrograms we made of the vowel sounds, the vowels 
usually show from two to four resonance bars, with the front vowels 
showing more resonance bars which are clearly visible and well 
separated from one another and the back vowels showing less resonance 
bars, which, unlike those of the front vowels, are often not easy 
to separate from one another. In the latter, sometimes different 
resonance bars of a vowel are so close together that it is difficult 
to know where one ends and where the other begins*

The number and the position of the resonance bars for each 
vowel are related to the characteristic sizes and shapes of the 
vocal cavities used in producing the vowel.

vowels in this language are characterized by the retraction of the 
tongue root (cf. Ladefoged 1968), Those vowTels in the articulation 
of which this retraction of the tongue root does not occur are 
described as having forward tongue root position* The forward tongue 
root position for these vowels is in no way different from the 
position of the tongue root in the production of certain English
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We made spectrograms of 0 Q  both when this sound was 
pronounced in isolation and when it was combined with other' sounds 
within a word. This method has been applied to all the vowel sounds 
investigated, and it has been helpful in determining the mean freque
ncy values for the formants» The mean formant frequencies obtained 
from the spectrograms for [jT] are given below in Hertz.

The frequency fox’1 FI is 250 Herts. The frequency for F2 is 
2300 Hertz, and that for F3 is 3500 Hertz.

Spectrogram 1 made of OOJ pronounced in isolation shows 
the formants of this vowel sound.

The space-time measurements for the vowel segments investigated, 
which represent the duration of these sounds and which were obtained 
from the mingograms and the spectrograms, will be given in the next 
section of this chapter, i.e. in 2.2. below, where the vowels will 
be treated mainly in conjunction with the consonants with which the 
vowels are combined in word utterances. In the section where word 
spectrograrrs are discussed, mention will also be made about the 
formant transitions. The principal objectives in the present section 
of our analysis are to establish the main formant frequencies for 
the vowel sounds investigated as well as to establish the main acoustic 
properties of these vowel sounds as illustrated from the tests.

DO as in isi, to say, ffi, to wind, is a half-close unrounded 
front vowelo As in (3-11 ? 0 0  ts articulated by raising the body of 
the tongue towards the palate. However, the articulation of the 
latter, O^i j differs considerably from that of 0030 Similarly the 
articulation of |_jQ tn Igbo differs from that of Q*H tn ®nStish, 
as in the words O s3:OI > O^lQ* *P°r the articulation of D C  in 
Igbo, as indicated above, the body of the tongue is raised towards 
the palate, and the tip of the tongue is touching the teeth ridge 
of the lower jaw. But instead of the tongue forming an even 
hump as in the articulation of 001 s the front part of the tongue 
which is facing the mouth is ’energetically' pushed backwards from

equivalents of these sounds such as in the production of 
as in deep, or see.
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the front of the mouth. This affects the position of the tongue 
in two main ways. First, the tongue hump which almost touches 
the central region of the hard palate for D G  articulation is 
lowered in that position for D G  0 Secondly, as the front part 
of the tongue is pushed backwards from the front of the mouth, the 
root of the tongue is retracted towards the pharynx as shown in 
the diagram. The lips are spread for the D G  articulation, i.e. 
the corners of the lips are drawn backwards.

From the above description it is clear how jHr | articulation
e clear how the D G  articu

lation in Igbo differs from that of the English D G  us in
The main difference between the two lies primarily on the extent 
of retraction of the tongue root, and consequently on the degree 
of the tension on the tongue. Thus whereas both sounds have the 
same type of modifications on D G  articulation, for the English 
o n  sound, the whole front part of the tongue, i.e. including 
the tip of the tongue, which is usually lifted from the floor of 
the mouth, tend to be drawn inwards; thereby exerting lesser tension 
on the tongue than for the Igbo D G  sound. For the Igbo D G  , the 
tip of the tongue stays flat on the teeth ridge of the lower jaw,
almost the same position it assumes for the D G  sound. The result
is that generally there is a greater tension on the tongue. On the 
whole, I should think that the main difference between the two 
sounds lies on the extent to which the root of the tongue is retrac
ted towards the pharynx; this is greater for the Igbo1 D G  than 
for the English equivalent of this sound.

33Palatogram 2 made of the word fi_ shows the tongue wipe 
relevant for D G  articulation in Igbo. The tongue position 
described above for the D G  articulation in Igbo is clearly 
illustrated by the tongue wipe in palatogram 2. Comparing the 
tongue wipe for p G  in palatogram 2 with that of D G  Pala-to- 
gram 1, we may note the following.

33. For the palatograms of the vowel segments, we hcive chosen to 
combine the vowels with an D G  sound. Since no tongue contact is 
involved in the articulation of D G  5 it makes it easy to identify 
the tongue wipe in the palatogram with the vowel that is combined
■the D G  •

differs from that of D G  j "b̂ t not quit
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(i) Unlike in palatogram 1, the tongue wipe on palatogram 2 
starts well Cvte'pvfi- the Lateral Incisor line, i.e. lower than the 
"beginning of the tongue wipe for

(ii) The widest wipe for [j/][ occurs 'a.bay-s- the second molar 
line? that for LiJ occurs along the second molar line.

(iii) It is Important to note that the wipe for [V] is very 
x\Tiae from the second molar line to the bottom of the . . palate.
Between the 3rd and. the 4th molar lines on the right side of the 
test palatej the wipe is 21cm wide, and 19cm in the same area on 
the left side of the palateo The width of the wipe in the same 
area for [ji. ] , as we noted, is 11cm* We also noted that the tongue 
wipe for [jQ begins to thin down after the second molar line, 
whereas that for is broad from the second molar line to the
bottom of the ■ palate.

This most clearly illustrates the effects which the retraction 
of the tongue root has on the whole configuration of the position 
of the tongue in the mouth during the articulation of Q Q .

Experimentally this supports the claim made by Ladefoged (1964/ 
1968) that the main articulatory difference between those correlated 
vowels in Igbo-, namely, between Q-J and Q Q  , [jT] and- [jPlL anci-
between Q Q  anĉ  1I?Z1 -̂s no '̂ BO much ^he tongue height, as had been
previously maintained, but rathex- the fact that for anĉ

articulations the tongue root is retracted towards the pharynx, 
whereas for £Y[] , QxJ and £cTJ such active retraction of the 
tongue root is absent.

The articulatory difference between, for instance, Q Q  and 
d o  or between [^uQ and d o  in Igbo consists mainly in the 
differences between the tongue heights associated with one or the 
other of these vowels. This consists in the upward, and downward 
movements of the lower jaw together with the body of the tongue. .
The articulatory difference between [ji~] an<3- CX3 or ^e^ween CUI] 
and [>□ ? on the other hand, is much more than the upward/downward 
movements of the jaw and/or the body of the tongue. When, for instance,
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LfU in Igbo , ■ one 
finds that the jaw position is 'basically the same for each pair, 
while the tongue is always drawn backwards for D  J. cl nd & j  as the
back of the tongue is retracted backwards towards the pharynx. This 
movement of the tongue is never accompanied by any jaw opening* 
although as we indicated earlier, the retroaction of the back of the 
tongue causes the hump formed by the tongue for D U  and pu”J to be 
lowered for the latter vowel sounds, i<>e. for [~l”[ and [cQ *

Spectrogram 2 made of D U  ? when this sound was pronounced 
in ’ isolation, shows the formants of [_i"T From the spectrograms 
made of D j  the following formant frequencies were obtained.
The frequency of FI j£*' SOO Herts5 the frequency
of F2 is 23>2£ Hertz, and the frequency of F3 is 30pQ Hertz,

D G  as in ffe, to worship, is a half-open unrounded front
vowel* During the articulation of D U  tongue is raised mid
way between the floor and the roof of the mouth and the jaw is half
open, more open than in D U  I®SB open than in D G  „ The root
of the tongue is hot retracted in the production of

Palatogram 3 shows the tongue wipe made during the articulation 
of D U *  w^Pe occurs along the edges of the molars, 011 both
the right and left sides of the palate. The wipes which occur 
laterally, starts from the Canine line of the palate and extends 
to the 4th molar line. The wipe is thin, not as broad as that for 
o a  , and it is about 9cm wide at the 2nd and 3rd to the 4th molar 
lines. This shows that „■ , the tongue makes contact only
with the edges of the molars.

Spectrogram 3 made of DZi pronounced in isolation, shows the 
formants of DII 0 i’rom the speotrograms mad© of this sound, we 
obtained the following formant frequencies. The frequency of FI 
is 500 Hertzj that of F2 is 20.00 Hertz, and the frequency of F3 
is 3000 Hertz.

34® igbo has a phonetic DG sound as in £ke, python, ife, thing. 
This sound also occurs in the Standard dialect. The phonetic D U  
in Igbo is an allophone of /e/ and it is phonemically written as /e/.
In Igbo Qpl is a little more open than the D G  sounds . the

one pronounces alternately DG - D O . Du
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DG as in ctka, hand, is an unrounded open front vowel. The 
jaw is open during the articulation of £aj, much wider than for any 
vowel in the language. The tongue lies on the floor of the mouth, 
almost the position it assumes during "breathing. With some epeakers, 
the tip of the tongue may "be raised from the jaw, though this does 
not introduce any difference in the £a] sound. Igho has no hack 
]jeQ sound-: . - T in.

During the articulation of DG the root of the tongue is in 
a retracted position, though the tension resulting from the retrac
tion is not; as "much felt as in jjsQ , [jsf] or • This is due 
to the open position of the jaw which makes it easy for the hack 
of the tongue to he pushed backwards'to the pharynx without 
causing any muscular tension.

No palatograms were made for jTXJ £V~[ , Q Q  , \\1 and JjTJ , 
because during the articulation of these vowels the tongue does not 
make contact with the palate. If such contacts are possible with 
some speakers, they did not show in my articulations of these sounds.

Spectrogram 4 made of £aT] pronounced in isolation shows the 
the formants of DG • From this and the other spectrograms made 
of jjaT| , the following formant frequencies were obtained. FI has 
the frequency of 800 Hertz, F2 has 1$00 Hertz and F3 has 2'TffQ Hertz.

lips are spread for the jjQ articulation in Igbo. Lip spreading 
is not present in £V] or in DG articulations in the language. 
From the spectrogram made of the utterance Jfe, thing, we obtained 
the following formant frequencies for the sound. The FI for
this sound has the frequency of 700 Hertz, F2 is around 2000Herts 
and the F3 of [jE~] Has the frequency of 2800 Hertz*

This description of £[*”3 given above- helps to illustrate the 
phonetic properties of this sound in Igbo.
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DG as in fs&, to follow, is a half-open rounded back vowel. 
For the articulation of QT] , the tongue height is the same as in 
DG • However for dg unlike in DG the back of the tongue is 
humped making the front part of the tongue to be drawn inwards. 
Irrespective of the humped state of the back of the tongue, the 
root of the tongue is not retracted towards the pharynx cavity 
during the articulation of [joQ in Igbo. The lips are rounded 
during [jo]] articulation.

As stated above, no palatogram was made of QT] because no 
tongue contact is present during the articulation of this sound.

Spectrogram 5 was made of Q Q  when this sound was pronounced 
in isolation. It shows the formants of [jcT] • In the spectrograms 
we made, of DG when this vowel was pronounced in isolation, the 
first two formants are always so close together that it is difficult 
to know where one ends and where the other begins. We have there
fore not relied on the measurements obtained from these isolated 
productions of D G  • The second formant of jjcQ is clearly shown 
in the spectrogram of the utterance - oyi - through the influence 
of the transition from the low hub of Q O  “the y hub. The 
formant frequencies obtained from this spectrogram for the QT] 
sound (cf, spectrogram Ho.3b) and in relation to the other 
spectrograms made of this vowel are as follows. The frequency of 
Fl is about 500 Hertz, that of F2 is 1000 Hertz and the frequency 
of F3 is 2500 Hertz. The formant frequency of F3 for Qf] , as can

o-ca-v .--fbe seen, is v,-. .otdy the same as that for the F2 of j__i_j •

The closing together of the first two formants of Q Q  is 
characteristic of back vowels.

DCS as in fso, to fear and avoid something, is an open 
rounded back vowel. During the articulation of DG the tongue.

t * . , . , is retracted
towards the pharynx. The jaw opening for [jQ is wider than that 
^or DO * are rounded for [jsQ • Ortho graphically ]j3_J
is represented as o.
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Spectrogram 6 was made of d h  when this vowel was uttered 
in isolation. The spectrogram shows the formants of DO- Similar 
to what have heen stated about the formant display of d o  on the 
spectrograms, in those spectrograms vie made of [V] it is not easy 
to differentiate between the FI and F2 because they always occur 
very close together, and the F3 in most cases is either very faint, 
hardly visible, or completely absent. For the estimated readings 
we could make of the formants of we had to rely a great deal
on the formant transitions of Q Q  when this vowel is combined with 
other sounds within a word* From such occurrence of JjsQ the following 
formant frequencies were obtained: FI 600 - "JOO Herts, F2 100 -
1100 Hertz and F3 2200 — 2500 Hertz.. The three formants were clearly 
distinguishable in the spectrogram of the word - $bfbid - from 
where we obtained the following frequency readings for the on *
FI 700 Hertz, F2 1200 Hertz and F3 2700 Hertz. Comparing this 
with the other readings we got from other spectrograms of the same 
vowel, we could see that the formants of PoT in bbfbid have 
been greatly modified by the transitional influence of bi« The 
space between the FI and F2 of the D1 in this word-spectrogram 
was quite unlike all the other cases tested. On the whole we 
preferred the readings we got of the formants of in the spectro
gram of the utterance 6ny&, where the formants of appear to
be less influenced by the sounds that follow the JjQ sound. From 
the latter we obtained the following readings for the frequency 
values of the three formants of ‘thus, FI 70° Hertz, F2 
1000 Hertz and F3 2500 Hertz. We therefore prefer to use these 
latter readings for the formants of this vowel for the purpose of 
our description of this sound*

The closing together of the first two formants of this
.____________________________________________   this

vowel, [j>_| , once more demonstrates that^vowel is a back vowel.
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1*0 as in zy, 'buy, is a half-close rounded vowel. For the 
articulation of QsT] the hack of the tongue is humped as in {j CI 
articulation. But unlike in the articulation of.. £wQ * root 
of the tongue is retracted for JjcQ • This causes the tongue hump 
to he lower in the than in the articulation of |joTJ • The
lips are rounded in and the retraction of tongue root which
is characteristic of this sound and which causes the tongue hump 
to he lowered, is not accompanied hy jaw opening. That is, the same 
jaw positions are used for hoth the Qfl and articulations.
Orthographically [V] is written as y in Igbo.

As already stated ahove, no palatogram was made of o j  
because in my articulation of this vowel no tongue contact was 
made.

Spectrogram 7 was made of on when this vowel was pronounced 
in isolation. The spectrogram shows the formants of on- The 
difficulties mentioned earlier with regard to the identification 
of the formants of on are also present in the spectrograms made 
of DO and the same technique of trying to find out where the 
formants were more clearly indicated in the spectrograms have heen 
followed. However it is much more difficult to distinguish between 
the FI and F2 of D O  from the spectrograms. The third formant 
of this vowel is usually not present in most of the spectrograms.
The frequencies we obtained for the formants of this vowel are as 
follows; FI is 300 Hertz, F2 is BOO Hertz and the frequency of F3 
is 1700 Hertz.

The nature of the formant display of this vowel on spectrograms, 
namely, the closing together of the first two formants as well as 
the faintness or complete absence of the third formant, helps us 
to identify this vowel as a back vowel.
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c a  as in zti, meet, is a close rounded "back vowel. For the 
articulation of Q G  *̂ he ^h® tongue is raised towards the
soft palate. The root of the tongue is not retracted. The lips 
are protruded and rounded. s

In my articulation of Q G  the tongue does not make any contact 
with the palate. Consequently no palatogram was made of this sound.

Spectrogram 8 was made of QuQ when this vowel was pronounced 
in isolation. It shows the formants of this vowel sound. From 
the spectrograms made of Q_J it is evident that like the other 
hack vowel s:, the first two formants of DC are close together.
The first formant is on the baseline, just like that of Q G  • ^h®
third formant is not visible in all the spectrograms made of DO , 
especially in those spectrograms where Q G  is produced in isolation. 
However, from the spectrogram of the utterance uchu , we estimated 
the location of the third formant of DO •

The formant frequencies obtained for Q Q  from the spectro
grams are as follows: FI is iOO Hertz, F2 is 900 Hertz and the
frequency of F3 is 2300 Hertz.

The closeness of the FI and F2 of Q G  indicates that D O  
is a back vowel, and the low frequency of the FI, which is located
on the baseline, shows that QuQ as a close vowel.

2.1.2. THE VOWEL FORMANTS

The ways that the formants of the individual vowels are patterned 
on spectrograms bear some correspondence to the ways in which the 
vocal cavities are modified through the displacements of or the positions 
assumed by the organs in and around the mouth during the vowel articu
lations. For instance, we find that close vowels have low frequency 
in the first formant* From our experiments we noted that the close 
vowels Q G  and Q G  have the lowest frequency values in FI, with 
250 Hertz and 300 Hertz respectively. As the vowels progress in 
openness either within the front or the back series (i.e. from Q G  
to QG through the front series and from QQ to Q G  through
the back series) the frequency of the FI for each vowel increases.
The first formant, therefore, is inversely related to the vowel 
height

35. cf. Ladefoged, P. 1975 P- 173.
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In the same way the frequency of the second formant decreases 
as we procede from the front to the hack vowels* For instance, the 
hack vowels DO and JVQ from our experiment have the lowest 
frequency for the second formant, with 900 Hertz and 800 Hertz 
respectively, while the front vowels (jTI an& have the v*’
highest frequency values for the second formant, with 2500 Hertz 
and 2300 Hertz respectively.

The formant frequncies for all the vowels we investigated 
are given "below.

The Formant Frequencies of the Igbo Vowel Segments Expressed 
in Hertz

FI F2 F3

i 250 2300 3500

t Soo - >•. 3000

e 500 2000 3000

£ 700 2000 2800

a 800 1500 2750

O' 700 1000 2500

0 500 1000 2500

G> 3©0 800 1700

U 500 900 2300
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Igbo has no long or short vowels. Duration therefore does 
not play any distinctive role in the vowel or consonant contrasts 
in this language, For this reason we have not included the space
time measurements of these vowels in the analyses given ahove, 
l?uthermore, since the spectrographic data we used in this,section 
in describing the vowel segments were obtained so.jn*times from 
isolated productions of the vowels and s-ometimeie from the production 
of the vowels in combination with other sounds, the space-time 
measurements of these vowels would not give us any consistent 
information with regard to the duration of these vowel segments.

The space-time measurements of the speech sounds of the 
Standard dialect which will be included in the discussions in the 
next section are meant only for the phonetic information relevant 
mainly to the time it takes to produce a given sound in relation 
to the other sounds in the combination. This will be necessary 
in that in the next section we will be dealing with mainly word- 
spectrograms, where the individual segments are produced and 
treated in conjunction with the other segments in the combination,

2 ’ 2 THE CONSONANTS

2.2,0. INTRODUCTION

In chapter 1 we discussed the various dialects that exist in 
Igbo, and gave some examples of phonemic alternations that occur 
among the dialects. The area in which the differences between the 
various dialects of Igbo are most clearly manifested is in the 
consonant systems of these dialects. Most of the differences that 
have been noted in the consonant systems of these dialects are not 
known to exist in the vowel systems. At least nTĉ t̂ the dialects 
in the language operate on an eight-phonemic vowel system and the 
same type of phonemic alternations that are evident between the 
various consonant phonemes among the dialects are not known to 
exist within the vowel phonemes; the vowel harmony system is also 
the same in all the dialects.
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Differences have been noted in the number of the consonant 
phonemes that are used in the different dialects of Igbo* Armstrong

■5 (L
(1967) , for instance, noted from his comparative study of five
dialects of Igho that 'the Onitsha dialect has less than half as

37many consonants as any of the three Eastern dialects.1 The 
figures given "by Armstrong for the four Eastern dialects investigated 
are Olu 64 consonants} Owerri 60 consonants; Ohuhu 55 consonants 
and Onitsha 28 consonants. Each of the four dialects has 8 phonemic 
vowels, and the system of vowel harmony is the same for the four 
dialects#

While we admit to the differences in the nuraher of the consonant 
phonemes that are used in these dialects, the figures given "by :: 
Armstrong cannot "be accepted as accurate# Some of the consonant 
phonemes he distinguished for some of the dialects do not have 
phonemic contrasts in the sound systems of those dialects. Of 
particular reference are the palatalized consonants as well as the 
labialized and nasalized stops which Armstrong distinguished in 
some of the dialects.

Igho, that is, including all the dialects of Igho, has two
Im h  «m * *«• ■ ■«*

palatal consonants, namely, |_JtJ and , and few labialized
consonants, viz, DO , M  , M  , g w] . For these consonants 
palatalisation and/or labialization constitute significant element 
in the way the consonants are articulated# That is, palatalisation 
and/or labialisation in these consonants are both phonetically and 
phonemically significant. Palatalization and/or labialization in 
other consonants than the ones indicated above are predictable 
phonetic features which result from the influence of the vowel that 
occurs after the consonant# For instance, when a close front vowel 
DG or occurs after a consonant, the consonant tends to be
palatalized, and when a back rounded vowel occurs after a consonant, 
there is a natural tendency for the consonant to be rounded.

36. Armstrong, R. G. 1967# A Comparative Wordlist of Five Igbo 
Dialects. Ibadan University Press, Ibadan.

37# opus cit. p. *4*
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Armstrong (1967) distinguished the following palatalised consonants,
namely, hy, hhy, py, phy, dy, ry, fy, etc. and some labialized
consonants such as mw, hw, J/w etc as phonemes in some of the
dialects he investigated. The main reason for this comes from the
fact that y or w glide is sometimes perceived in certain words
where such consonants as b, p, d, r, etc are followed by two
consecutive vowels, and the first vowel in the sequence is a close
vowel, either i, I , u, or &  as in the follovdng words - bid,
Pid, r^d, fio, 1119.9 , h.9.9 , kuo etc* The palatalisation and/or the
labialization which result from these cases are contextually
determined*' Consequently the consonant segments that are palatalized
or labialized under the influence of the vowels with which they are
combined should be treated as allophones of their non palatalized noo
or^labialized counterparts, and not as separate phonemes.

Generally, the disparity in the number of consonant phonemes in the 
Igbo dialects can be explained by the fact that in the southern dialects, 
such as the Qlu? the Owerri, the Qhqhy. dialects, aspiration and 
nasalization often play distinctive roles in the sound systems of these 
dialects, whereas in the Onitsha and other northern dialects, consonant 
phonemes are not contrasted through, these features. Strictly speaking, 
the Onitsha dialects have 26 consonant phonemes, while the other 
southern dialects have, in addition to the 26 consonants used in the 
Onitsha dialects, the aspirated and/or nasalized counterparts of some 
of these consonants* Furthermore, it is also true that some of the 
southern dialects aspirate and nasalize more consonants than the other 
dialects. That is, within the southern dialects, one dialect may have 
more aspirated and/or nasalized consonants' than the other dialect.
For instance, in the Qlu dialects more consonants are aspirated and 
nasalized than in the other southern dialects, and the Owerri dialects 
have comparatively more aspirated and nasalized consonants than the 
Umuahia or the Ohuhu dialects; and as on© moves towards the Okigwe-Mbano 
dialects, located in the northern part of the southern dialect areas, 
aspiration and nasalization become greatly reduced and less number of 
consonants become aspirated and/or nasalized* Further north to the 
Onitsha dialect areas, aspiration and nasalization are completely lost.
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2.2#1. THE CONSONANT SYSTEM OF THE STANDARD DIALECT

A phonemic and/or phonological analysis of the speech sounds 
of any of the southern dialects, where aspiration and nasalization 
play significant roles in the phonology, would include these features 
in the general descriptive framework* However, since as we mentioned 
earlier in chapter 1 , in the Standard dialect, which we intend to 
describe, aspiration and nasalization do not play significant roles 
in the phonology, we will restrict our phonetic description only 
to those consonant sounds and features relevant in this dialect*

A phonetic chart of the consonant phonemes ox the Standard 
dialect is given below. The consonants are classified according 
to their Place and Manner of articulation#

Phonetic Chgrt of the Consonants of the Standard Dialect

E?Manner

o3
dH
pq

1 Ho nS
■2 « Cfl fl)

ftiHOQ>
>

rH1O -P <D 0? > <H rH 03P)

CO
"S
$
(U

ar*t0)

i
»H 03 fh rH Cfl CD J-3 t>

xiCDN•H rHfn CS Ct3 *H H r° CD CiJ t* r—t

rdo>
rHo3 p •H 03 r° rH oJ <D t>

<8•P-POrHCD

STOPS kw
Plosives P * t d k z kp fP1
Implosives eb

Affricates V  %
NASALS m n

p D

FRICATIVES f V s z S 5 Y h

LATERAL 1

ROLL r

APPROXIMATES J wi - ■ — - -
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The description of consonant articulations in the Standard 
dialect will he treated here under the following headings:

(i) airstream mechanism

(ii) plosive consonants

(iii) implosive consonants

(iv) affricates

(v) nasals

(vi) fricatives

(vii) lateral

(viii) tap/roll

(ix) approximants.

Data from palatograms, mingograms and spectrograms are used, where 
necessary, to support the descriptions,

Palatograms provide us with information relevant for determining 
the place of articulation with respect to those consonants articulated 
with the tongue. On the "basis of the information we obtain from 
palatograms we are able to note that certain consonants are articu
lated with the tip of the tongue (i.e. apical), some consonants are 
articulated with the blade of the tongue (i.e. laminal), and some 
consonants are articulated with the body of the tongue (i.e. dorsal). 
Alveolar consonants are generally apical, sibilants are laminal, and 
palato-alveolars, palatals and velar consonants are mostly dorsal.
Most dorsal consonant articulations in the Standard dialect are 
characterized by 'tip—down1 tongue position, i.e. the tip of the 
tongue is generally touching the teeth ridge of the lower jaw, while 
the body of the tongue is raised, making contact with the pal at o- 
alveolar, the hard palate or the velum as the case may be.

Using the different tongue articulations described above 
we can classify the consonants of the Standard dialect as follows.
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Consonants without tongue artic. Consonants with tongue articulation

these are mainly labial 
consonants such as:

P> b, 
f, v,

m,

Apical
t, d, 
n, 1 , 
r

Laminal
s, z.

Dorsal
(i) Front and/or 
central body of 
the tongue:

V  9 
0 (y)?/?

(ii) back of the 
tongue:
k, 0’
kp, kw, gw,
Tw, V

(iii) with back
of the tongue raised 
but not touching 
the velum: 

gb

As already indicated above, in the phonetic description of 
the consonants presented here references will be made to the palato
grams (where this is relevant), spectrograms and the mingograms 
made of the respective sound during our investigation. Information 
acquired throiigh these experimental techniques will be useful for 
a more detailed description of the consonant sounds of the Standard 
dialect. This will help us to accurately define the articulatory 
and acoustic properties of these sounds in the manner indicated 
in 2.0 * above.

2.2.2. AIRSTREAM MECHANISM

There are three principal methods of moving air to form speech 
sounds, namely, the pulmonic airstream mechanism., in which the air 
in the lungs is moved (usually outwards) by the action of the 
respiratory muscles; the glottalic airstream mechanism, in which 
the air in the pharynx is moved inwards or outwards by the movement
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upwards and downwards of the closed glottis; the velaric airstream 
mechanism, in which the air in the mouth is moved (usually inwards)
"by the movement (usually "backwards) of the point, of contact betweenTO
the raised "back of the tongue and the roof of the mouth#

From his phonetic study of some West African languages, Ladefoged 
(1964/68) has noted that in the production of certain complex speech 
sounds in these languages all the three airstream mechanisms are 
used. He observed, for instance, that "in some sounds two mecha
nisms are used simultaneously; and occasionally all the three 
mechanisms function in the production of a single sound, ....,«
The glottalic airstream mechanism is not used in the well known 
European languages (except as a stylistic variant); but in West . 
African languages it is involved in the production of two kinds of 
sounds:' ejectives, in which the closed glottis moves rapidly upwards 
and compresses the air behind an articulatory closure; and implosives, 
in which there is a downward movement of the vibrating glottis,
which tends to cause a lowering of the pressure behind the oral
1 39closure, ^
Most of the speech sounds in Igbo are produced with the pulmonic 

airstream mechanism. However there are certain sounds in- Igbo, such 
as the implosives, in the production of which at least two of the 
airstream mechanisms mentioned above are used. Two such sounds in 
the language, namely, gb and kp, were particularly discussed in 
Ladefoged 1964/68, Both kp and gb are known to occur in other West 
African languages, but as Ladefoged showed, it does not necessarily 
imply that the articulations of these sounds in these languages 
are identical. In some languages these sounds are articulated with 
slight modifications in the kinds and nature of the airstream 
mechanisms used. In our description of the consonant sounds of 
the Standard dialect, especially in the description of kp and gb, 
we will attempt to correlate the articulatory movements involved 
in the production of these two sounds as well as the airstream 
mechanisms with the data obtained from the instrumental tests, 
notably from the mingograms made of these sounds,

38, Ladefoged, P. 1968, 2nd edition, A phonetic study of West African 
languages• p, 5 *
39* Ladefoged, P, opus cit. p, 5*
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Plosive consonants are produced xfith a complete closure formed 
at some point in the vocal tract, accompanied by a velic closure. 
Pressure is built up by the air from the lungs behind the point 
of closure and the pressure is released abruptly by a sudden separation 
of the articulators. At the time of release the air may explode 
egressively, i.e. outwards from the mouth, or ingressively, i.e. 
moves inwards into the mouth. Usually in phonetic description of 
speech sounds ingressive air plosion is associated with implosives 
or ingressive consonants, while egressive plosion of the airstream 
is associated with plosive or egressive consonants.

Most plosive consonants are oral consonants, in the sense that 
their articulations are often .accompanied with velic closure.
When a complete oral closure is not accompanied by a velic closure, 
i.e. the passage through the nose is left open and air is allowed 
to escape through the nose, the consonant so produced is a nasal 
consonant•

Plosive consonants may be voiced, i.e. the vocal cord is vibrating, 
or voiceless, i.e. the vocal cord is not vibrating during the arti
culation of the consonant. It often happens that a voiceless 
consonant has a voiced counterpart (though not vice versa), and 
■both the voiced consonants and their voiceless counterparts form 
cognate pairs. Each pair has identical place of articulation but 
differs only through the fact that one member is voiced while the 
other is voiceless.

On mingograms voicing in consonants is shown on the larynx tracings 
by a wave form while voiceless consonants are characterized by ths 
absence of such wave forms. On spectrograms voicing is shown by 
the dark bar immediately above the base line, and is referred to 
as the ‘voice bar*. In the analysis, we shall refer to such consonants 
as having voice bars. Voicelessness in consonants, as well as in 
the articulation of other sounds, is indicated on the spectrograms 
by the absence of the'voice bar'.
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Plosive consonant articulation is usually characterized on the 
spectrograms "by the presence of a "stop gap", i.e. a "blank space 
on the spectrographic pattern, as well as sometimes "by the presence 
of a "spike fill". The stop gap occurs above the base line and it 
marks the period when the breath is blocked through the complete . 
closure of the vocal tract occurring somewhere in the mouth, i.e. 
the period during which a complete closure is made by the articulators 
and the breath pressure is allowed to build up behind the articulsfcors. 
The "stop gap" on the spectrograms therefore provides us with 
certain information about consonant articulation such as that

(i) the vocal tract is completely closed, and
(ii) a relative sequence of time is required, representing the 

period during which the closure was made. On the basis of this we 
are able to estimate through the space-time measurements of the gaps, 
the time it takes to produce a given consonant sound. The stop gaps 
are shorter in fast speech and longer in slow speech.

Apart from the plosive consonants, all stop consonants have 
"stop gaps" with or without spike fills. Spike fills represent 
the fricative modulation present in the articulation of certain 
consonants. The spike fill is much narrower and sharper for the 
voiced consonant than for the voiceless consonant.

, as in xpa, to carry, is a voiceless bilabial plosive.
For the articulation.of this sound, a complete closure is formed 
by the lips accompanied by a velic closure. The air pressure in 
the mouth is released with plosion by an abrupt separation of theewe
articulators. The vocal cords not vibrating during the artxeu- 
lation of 51- The lips are spread for [j?T{ if this sound is 
followed by a close front vowel (eg. pi, pi).

No tongue articulation is involved in the production of 51 
consequently no palatogram was made of this sound.

Mingogram 1 was made of the utterance ipa. The larynx line on 
the mingogram has no wave forms for the (jpQ articulation.



This indicates that 5 1  is a voiceless consonant. The mouth tracings 
for the D G  show that the release of D G  is characterized by a
forceful puff of breath which escapes through the mouth. This is
indicated by the sharp rise in the mouth tracings at the point of
the release of D G *  The duration of D G  in the mingogram is 15

ft) * Miseconds.

Spectrogram 3 is of the utterance ipa. It has a stop gap for 
the DG and no voice bar for the duration of the stop. This 
indicates that the D G  is a voiceless stop. The duration of D G  
in the spectrogram is 15 ' 11 iseconds, the same as that obtained
from the mingogram. The duration of the vowels that occur with 

of the word dpa is as follows: has the duration of
13 flvt.M iseconds, and DG has ^he duration of 20 oj» liiseconds.

The following formant transitions are shown in the spectrogram 
for £pa. Because the locus of D J  -̂s dear the base line the 
transitional influence on the first formant of D G  very minimal, 
especially in terms of transitional curvature ; the only transitional 
influence being that the formant bar of the Fl of DG thicker 
towards the point of closure for DG • ^de F2, F3 and F4 of
53 are all curved downwards to the closure of DG • ^he transi
tional influence of 53 is. greater on D G  * *̂ de vowel that occurs 
after the 53 • Because of the locus of D G  > which is near the 
base line, the Fl of D G  curves upwards from the release of D G  j 
from the frequency range of 500 Hertz, to its steady state which 
is around the frequency of 800 Hertz. The transitional influence 
on the F2 of D G  no  ̂as P^ominen^t as on the Fl or the F3 of 
D G  • Tlie F2 of D G  curves upwards from -the point of release of 
53, from the frequency of 1350 Hertz to the steady state of 1500 
Hertz. The most dramatic transitional influence occurs on the F3 
of D G  which assumes a steady rise ( a gradient) from the frequency 
range of 1800 Hertz at the point of release of £pj ^0 around 300 0 
Hertz. The overall transitional influence on all the vowel formants
both before and after the D G  one °̂ - curving either downwards
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to the locus of Qf] (for tho close front vowel that precedes the 
DG) or upwards from the locus of {j?3 (for the open front vowel
that occurs after the DG )•
DG as in £b&, to enter, is a voiced bilabial plosive* [jb] 

is the voiced cognate of jj>J , i*e. it is articulated like jjpj except 
for the fact that [jtf] is voiced*

No palatogram was made for QT] because the production of Jjfcf] 
does not involve any tongue contact.

Mingograra 2 was made of the utterance £b&. The larynx line on 
the mingograra has tracings of wave forms, which indicates that the
vocal cords vibrating during the articulation of [jb] • That is,
the [V| in the utterance is voiced. In the mouth tracings for the IX] in the mingogram wave forms are present during the closure for 
£jtT] which further confirms that this sound is voiced, and the release 
of DG is characterized by a sharp rise in the mouth'tracing > thus 
indicating that the sound is released with a forceful puff of air as 
a result of the plosive-consonant closure characteristic o# this 
sound. The duration of Jjb] in the mingogram is 13 .
which is shorter than that of DG in mingogram 1 , and compai'atively 
both the JjiTj and DG of £b&. have shorter duration than their 
counterparts in $pa in mingogram 1. The duration of the JjzQ 
and DG of ^  in mingogram 2 is 13 and 18 m *1 i n -
seconds respectively, and that for the JjQ and £aT] of £pa is 16 rns<2.ĉ , 

' and 21 m-sacs. . respectively.

Spectrogram 1 0, made of the utterance £bh, has a stop gap for 
the [jfcQ closure and a voice bar for the duration of the closure.
This shows that ][V] is a voiced stop. The duration of JjCJ in 
the spectrogram is 13 RSeC.S , the same duration as in the 
mingogram. The duration of the vowels that occur with DG in 
£bh is 13 Va secs for and 21 m s e t s  for £>J •

The vowel formant transitions in the spectrogram are as follows.
As in [j G  ‘kk© locus of £tT] is near the baseline. Consequently
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similar formant transitions that occurred in :£pa (cf. spectrogram 9) 
are present in spectrogram 10 of ihcu The first formant of 
does not curve upwards or downwards hut the formant har gets thicker 
towards the FhQ closure. Also as in spectrogram 9 , of fpS, the 
formant hars of F2 , F3 and F4 of ]jrQ in $h& all curve downwards, 
and the F3 almost joins with the F2 at the point of transition to 
the d o  closure. The transitional influence on the D O  of :£h& 
is much more clearly shown on the spectrogram than that on the D O  
of fpa in spectrogram 9 * The formant hars of the D O  fade
away more quickly towards the end than those of D O  of ipa.
This could he due to the fact that the DO of fhci was produced 
on a low pitch while the DO ^Pa was Produced on a high pitch.
Note, for instance, that the DO Tn kas a Tow tone whereas
the Da in fpa has a downstep. Consequently the formant transitions 
of the final vowel of fh& in spectrogram 10 are not clearly indicated, 
except for the fact that the FI of the D O  Prominently curves upwards 
from near the baseline, from the frequency range of 600 Hertz, to 
the steady state of 800 Hertz. The F2 of D O  shows little or no 
curvature from the release of Da and it is for most of the time 
on a steady frequency of 1500 Hertz. The F3 which shows no curvatxire 
at the release of DO curves upwards near the end towards the F4 , 
thus forming an egg-shape form with the F4 . This type of transitional 
effect is also illustrated in the spectrogram for where the F3
of DO curves upwards towards the F4 of the same vowel, and we can 
notice the same type of transition regarding the final vowel in 
spectrogram 13, made of the utterance dlch. This rounding of the 
ends of formant hars 3 and 4 of the final a*s is determined hy 
the movements of the articulators, in this case the hack of the 
tongue^which moves from its position for the consonant segments 
DO and DO upwards towards the velum.
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r a  as in  M d , chewing, is  a vo ice le ss  a lv e o la r  p lo s iv e . For 

the  a r t ic u la t io n  o f  JjtQ the t i p  o f the tongue forms a complete 

c losu re  a t the  a lv e o la r ,  accompanied by a v e lic  C losure, The a i r  

from  the lungs is  re leased  w ith  p lo s io n  by an abrupt separa tion  o f 

the  a r t ic u la to r s ,  J jG  is  a p ic a l,  a r t ic u la te d  w ith  th e  t i p  o f  the  
tongue,

Palatogram 4 made’of the vrord dtd shows the tongue position for 
, since the vowels that occurred with DG in the word have 

no tongue contact. The tongue wipe for Jjf] occurs along both sides 
of the palate, closing up at the Lateral Incisor# The wipe is 13cm 
or half an inch wide. The curvature of the wipe, at the point where 
the tongue forms a complete closure with the palate, tends to tilt 
more towards the right side of the palate; it starts from the lateral 
incisor line at the right end of the palate and curves down to the 
Canine line at the left side of the palate. Consequently the wipe 
at the right end of the curvature is l.̂ fcm wider. Compare this with 
the wipe in palatogram 5 where the same thing can be observed for 
the □ a .  This may be a personal trait in my articulation of these 
sounds,.

From persona l observa tions from ray a r t ic u la t io n s  o f  [ jQ  o r [jcQ ? 

these sounds are not d e n ta l, ra th e r  I  a r t ic u la te  them o fte n  fu r th e r  . 

back in  the  a lv e o la r  re g io n  than the  wipes in  palatograms 4 a-nd 5 

would in d ic a te .

Mingogram 3 was made of the utterance ita, to chew,. It would 
be necessary to note that the vowels used with the respective 
consonant sounds investigated for the present study may not be 
always the same for the mingograms, spectrograms and the palatograms. 
This is due to certain reasons; the main reason, of course, concerns 
the objectives of the test. Thus from the palatograms we intend 
to obtain information about the tongue articulation or tongue contact 
present in the articulation. We are therefore constrained in thies 
regard to use open vowels with the respective consonant sounds, 
because the vowel articulation, in this case, would not affect the
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the consonant articulation, in terms of tongue contact* For the 
mingograms and the spectrograms we are more free to use any word 
that contains the consonant we want to investigate* The objectives 
of these latter tests are to obtain information regarding the acoustic 
properties of these sounds and the choice of the vowels to occUr 1 
with the consonant, in this case, should not be unnecessarily restricted*

In the mingogram made of the utterance,Ita, the larynx line has 
no wave forms during the closure for Jjtf] . This shows that the vocal 
cords. not vibrating, and consequently this sound is voiceless. 
Similarly in the graph representing the mouth tracings no wave form 
is present during the closure for JjT] • The release of JjtT] is 
marked by a very forceful egress of air from the mouth? this is. 
indicated by a sharp rise in the mouth tracing at the point of
D a  release. The duration of J3Q ^ke ciiagogram is 18

_■ and that of the co-occurring vowels in the word is 16 ruseos
for the DQ and 28 • for the DO •

Spectrogram 11 was made of the utterance dte, mat,. The JjiTJ
in the spectrogram has a stop gap for the Du closure and no
voice bar during the closure. This indicates that [jQ is a voiceless 
stop. The release phase of J3Q in the spectrogram is marked by 
a relatively broad spike fill, of about 2cm wide, thereby confirming • 
the information already obtained through the mingogram to the effect 
that the [jtQ is released with a forceful puff of air.

The duration of DO in the spectrogram is 18 PlSec-s . ’ the 
same as that obtained through the mingogram. The duration of the 
vowels that occur with D G  in the word is 17 mS-ex-3 , for the 
130 an& 24 01 for the JVJ *

The hub of ei is located towards the centre of the pattern.
Consequently the second formant of Jj O  curves upwards just before 
the closure for D a  ; no transitional influence is shown on the Fl 
of 0 0  which is on the baseline. The first formant of £eT] , the 
vowel that occurs after the thicker towards the release
<* d h  , otherwise no apparent transitional curvature is shown
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in  the  f i r s t  and second form ants o f £>U. The F3 o f  [ V ]  curves 
s l ig h t l y  upwards from  the re lease  o f [jtQ  > the reby in d ic a t in g  a 

t r a n s i t io n  from  a low er frequency hand to  the steady s ta te  o f the  

vowel.

DO as in Ada, fall (n), is a voiced alveolar plosive. It is 
the voiced cognate of [jT] j i«o* articulated like [jf]? except that 
DO is voiced while [jtQ is voiceless. JjT] is apical, articulated 
with the tip of the tongue.

Palatogram 5 was made of dda. It shows the position of the 
tongue for ]jF] articulation. As in palatogram 4j the tongue wipe 
for 0 0  occurs on both sides of the palate, closing up at the 
Lateral Incisor, below the Frontal Incisor. The width of the wipe 
at the molars is 11cm, and the wipe at the front part of the palate, 
where the tongue makes complete closure,- is similar to that described 
for 0 Q  above.

Mingogram 4 was made of the utterance ide, to write,. The larynx 
line in the mingogram has wave forms during the closure for Q Q  , 
which means that the vocal cord& vibrating during the production
DO • ^ e  mouth tracings in the mingograra also show wave forms 

during the closure for JjiQ , indicating that this sound is voiced.
The sharp rise in the mouth tracing, at the point of release for 
the fd"l shows that the release of Fd~l is exploded. The rise in*— i — I U m  *■

the oral tracing at the point of release is not as high as that 
observed for DU in mingogram 3. The duration of JjdTJ in the 
mingograra is 14 > which is shorter than that of the
surrounding vowels which are 15 PnSec5 ' ■ and 24 ' - .
for and Dd respectively.

Spectrogram 12 was made of the utterance itd£, pomade,. It has 
a stop gap, representing the closure for Pd] > together with a 
voice bar for the duration of the closure. This indicates that

is a voiced stop. The release of Q Q  in the spectrogram is 
marked by a narrow spike fill. The duration of Q Q  in the 
spectrogram is 14 - . the same as that obtained through
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the mingogram. The duration of the vowels that occur xdith JjfQ in 
the word is 14 centiseconds for [jf] and 24 centiseconds for JjeH*

The formant transitions in spectrogram 12, are more or‘
less the same as in spectrogram 11, of die. The huh of {j O  is 
towards the centre of the pattern. The second formant har of [jQ 
which has very light shadings in the spectrogram curves upwards to 
the closure of JjiQ • The first formant of [V] does not curve, 
i.e. it is on a steady frequency hand throughout the duration of 
D G  • As in spectrogram 11, the first formant of £V] has a slight 
curve ̂ upwards from the release of [jiQ . However, unlike in the 
spectrogram of die, the second formant of in spectrogram 12,
of Md, curves upwards from the release of [XI> from a lower 
frequency hand of 1800 Hertz to the steady state of 2000 Hertz.
The third formant of £eQ also curves upwards from the release of 
Z Q  . The tonal influence on the formant hars of E eZ| is much 
more clearly indicated in spectrogram 12. Thus it can he clearly 
observed that both the F2 and F3 of jj3!] after curving upwards from 
the release of [jcQ and reaching the steady state of the vowel, 
curve upwards at the end due to the high tone on £eT{ •

D G  as in <5k&, maize, is a voiceless velar plosive. For the 
articulation of jjkT] "back of the tongue makes a complete
closure with the soft palate. This is accompanied by a velic 
closure. The stricture is released with a plosion by the abrupt 
separation of the articulators.

Palatogram 6 was made of the word <5k2u It shows the tongue wipe 
for jY] . The wipe starts from below the second molar line on both 
sides of the test palate and curves downwards, forming an arch
shaped wipe at the 4fk molar line. This illustrates the closure 
formed by the back of the tongue against the soft palate. The 
width of the wipe at the bottom outline of the test palate is 6cm.

Mingogram 5 made of the word dka, hand, has no wave forms in the 
larynx line during the closure for [V] , that is, the vocal cords cive

not vibrating during the production of Q 0  • Similarly there
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are no wave forms in "the mouth line during "the closure for JjkfH • 
Mingogram 5> like the other mingograms made of this sound, shows 
that QsT] is aspirated. This is indicated in the mingogram by 
the pattern at the release of DG- Note, for instance, the 
peak in the intensity line at the point of the jQsT] release*
This marks the presence and the duration of aspiration in this 
sound* Furthermore the aspirated release of DG is clearly 
shown in the tracings on the larynx line. From this it can he 
clearly seen that there was some lapse of time , of about 2 fn see-3 ,

.. from the release of ]jc] to the commencement of voicing 
in the vowel that follows JjsT] * The duration of [jkT) including 
the aspiration period, in the mingogram is 18 ft?Sees* - - T&e 
vowels that occur with [jsQ have the duration of 18 na sec&'-'-kL* 
for the initial £a] and 20 ’ - for the final DG-

Spectrogram 13 was made of the utterance dkh, church,. In the 
spectrogram there is a stop gap during the JjsQ closure, and there 
is no voice bar for the duration of the closure, i.e* Qc] is a 
voiceless stop. Towards the end of the stop gap for the Q 0  
there is a comparatively broad spike fill which is 3cm wide, i.e, 
wider than that observed for above and indeed the spike fill
for JjkT] is wider than in any of the consonant sounds investigated. 
This once more confirms the observation made earlier from the 
mingogram regarding the release phase of DO. The duration of 
the plosion that characterizes the [jsT] release, which is represented 
by the spike fill in the spectrogram, is 2.3 hn scC:S>

Aspiration in these consonant sounds, to reiterate, is considered 
here only in so far that it is relevant in the phonetic description 
of the consonant sounds; in the Standard dialect of Igbo aspiration 
has no phonemic implication in the phonology.

The formant transitions of the vowels that occur with Q Q  ^n 
the spectrogram are clearly indicated in the pattern. Some of the 
resonance bars of the initial [IQ , notably the lower and the topmost 
resonance bars, representing the FI, F2, and the P4 of* EpCl > continue 
well into the closure for JjC] • A. close look at the spectrograms
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made of JfQ would appear to show that the lower formant "bars of 
this vowel usually are longer than the 3rd and sometimes the 4th 
formant hars. Compare, for instance, spectrogram 7, made of [ft] 
produced in isolation, and the pattern of in spectrogram
14, of "dgu. In assessing the formant transitions of the initial 
vowel of dk& in spectrogram 13 we shall disregard the sharp rise 
in the shadings of the lower formant hars, this appears to he a 
mechanical error in the recording. The first two formants of 
are not affected hy the formant transition, they are on steady 
frequency of the vowel. The third formant of curves downwards
to the closure for Qc], while the 4th and the 5th formants hoth 
curve upwards to the JjsQ closure. The Fl of DG , the vowel 
that occurs after JjbT] , curves upwards from the release of [jk] ; 
the second formant of ! aH has a slight curve downwards from theI 1 1 ■ p W  ^

release. The third formant of curves downwards from the
release of QsT] and then curves upwards towards the F4, making an 
egg-shape form with the F4 . This latter transitional pattern of 
DO , as Potter (194?) pointed out, is characteristic of the tran
sitional influence of hack consonants on the £jaT] soiind when it 
follows the hack consonant. Potter also observed that k and g 
are variable sounds in that their huh often shifts depending upon 
the sound (i.e. the vowel) with which they are combined. Thus the 
huh of k and g are located near the top of the pattern when 
these consonant sounds are combined with front vowels, notably [jQ 
and DG , towards the baseline when they are combined with back 
vowels, and towards the middle of the pattern with mid-vowels.^
In spectrogram 13, of ijkh, QsT] is combined with an initial back 
vowel and a final open front vowel (which would be considered as 
a mid-vowel in Potter’s sense). The above observations by Potter 
regarding the variability of the hubs of the back (velar) consoimnts 
will be useful in evaluating the transitional influence which the 
velar consonants have on the vowels that occur with the consonants.
In spectrogram 13, of i£kh, we have seen how psQ tn^luence<  ̂the 
formants of the co-occurring vowels. The hub of JjsT] in the 
spectrogram is towards the centre of the pattern, near the second 
formant of DG- '
40. Potter, K. et al., 1947* Visible Speech, p. 9^»
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on as in  dga, need le , is  a vo iced v e la r  p lo s iv e . ]Q£] i s  the 

vo iced cognate o f  Q T | > a r tic u la te d -  l ik e  QT] hu t d i f fe r s  from 

the  l a t t e r  by the  fa c t  th a t Q £ ] is  vo iced w h ile 'Q c ] is  v o ic e le s s .

Palatogram 7 was made of the word dga. It shows the tongue wipe 
■̂or D 3  • 'tongue wipe for Q£] is similar to that made for £V]
(of palat. 6). The wipe for [j£] occurs on hoth sides of the paMte 
starting from helow the first molar line and curves in the charac
teristic arch-shaped manner at the bottom of the test pal at d. The 
wipe is 7cm wide along the curvature at the soft palate region, i.e. 
wider than that made for QsQ at the same area. Comparing- the wipes 
for DO DO in palatograms 6 and 7 respectively, we note that
the wipe for [j O  is wider than that for Qc] hy one centimeter, and 
the former starts higher in the palate than the wipe for Q Q  •

Mingogram 6 made of the word dgu, leopard, has wave forms in 
the larynx line during the closure for Q £]. Wave forms are also 
shown in the mouth tracings during the closure for Q£3 . All 
this shows that Q *J is a voiced consonant sound. An interesting 
point about the mingogram of Q £] is the type of oral closure formed 

can he clearly seen from the mouth tracings in the 
mingogram that the closure for [j£] is achieved in a gradual manner, 
and more importantly, the release of [j£] is made as soon as the 
closure is completed. In other words, unlike most of the consonants 
we investigated, where the closure is sustained for some’time 
before the release, the release of starts as soon as the articu
lators make a complete closure. Consequently the oral tracing • 
for [j£] * representing the closure for this sound, descends in a 
gradient manner and rises as soon as the lowest point in the closure 
is reached. Prom our tests, other voiced velar consonants, especially 
Es»3 . B G  , and are typified by this kind of closure-release
relationship. As a result of the unsustained nature- of the closure 
for these consonant sounds, their release is usually not marked by 
forceful puff of air from the mouth. The mouth tracings in the 
mingograms representing the release periods of these consonants 
clearly justify this.
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The duration of [jiQ in the mingogram is 14 <n#_Miseconds. The 
vowels that occur with [j£] in the mingogram have the duration of 
18 seconds for £V] and 24 mi Hiseconds for [f3]] .

Spectrogram 14 was made of the word ijĝ  , spinach,. In the 
spectrogram there is a stop gap during the closure for Q Q  , and 
a voice bar during the duration of the closure. This indicates 
that Q 0  is a voiced stop. At the end of the stop gap there is 
a narrow spike fill. The duration of [j£] in the spectrogram is 
13 Wlf ffiseconds and that for the vowels that occur with JjjQ is 
15 nv» I ti-seconds for the initial IfQ and 25 ̂  * Hi seconds for 
the final Ed •

The formant transitions of the vowels in spectrogram 14, with 
respect* to the initial vowel, are the same as those observed in 
spectrogram 13. However the formant bars in spectrogram 14, 
especially of the higher formants, have very light shadings and 
they tend to die off before or after the consonant, DO. • 
happens more with the formants of the final vowel in the spectrogram.
As a result of this the formant transitions are not clearly illustrated 
in the spectrogram. The third formant of the initial vowel of itgu 
curves downwards to the closure of Q£] while the 4th formant 
curves upwards to the closure of DO- Similar transitional influence, 
though in the reverse directions, appear to take place in the formants 
of the final voiirel. However, because the formant bars, i.e. apart 
from those of the first two formants, fade away towards the release 
of the consonant, it is relatively difficult to assess the transi
tional influence of the fromants. It can however be noticed that 
the third formant of the final tends to curve upwards from
the release of Q 0  and the 4ih formant curves downwards from the
DO release.

IjcvT] as in &kw2i, cloth, is a voiceless labiali-aed velar plosive, 
is a double articulated consonant, in the sense that the production 

of this sound requires two strictures being formed simultaneously 
and the strictures are also released simultaneously. For the
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articulation of JjcwJ two simultaneous strictures are formed, namely, 
the stricture for JjsQ an(i liP rounding (i#e, a stricture of complete 
closure formed hy the hack of the tongue against - the soft palate 
and an approximant stricture formed hy the two lips) all of which 
are accompanied hy velic closure. The breath pressure which builds 
up behind the velar closure is released with plosion hy the abrupt 
separation of the articulators#

In the previous descriptions of this sound, notably Elugbe (1969))
Williamson (1972) and in other places, QcwQ has been treated as
a complex sound which involves two successive strictures with successive
release, Elugbe (l969:4>6,8) treats labialization in £kwQ as an
exponent of underlying £jo~| or so 'k*ia'fc an underlying fCuVjis

/ G^Vvrealised as CwV. ^
We disagree with the description of.QcwQ as presented in Elugbe 

(1969). On the basis of how is produced in the Standard
dialect of Igbo, the description of presented by Elugbe cannot
be accepted as accurate. In the first place, it is necessary to 
differentiate between the w glide which is usually heard at 
the point of vowel hiatus where the first vowel is D O  or B O  5 
and the w which is co-articulated with certain consonant sounds 
in some West African languages and with which these consonants are 
treated as constituting one unit of phoneme in these languages#
As Ladefoged (1968:1 1) correctly observed, "twelve of the thirty- 
seven languages which have kp also have kw; and in at least eight 
of these languages consonantal sequences involving w only occxir 
with velar consonants, so that in these languages the labialized 
velars are unit phonemes on a par with the labial velars,"

In the Standard dialect, as well as in most of the dialects of 
Igbo, labialized velars are treated differently from a sequence of 
sounds involving a consonant followed by two vowels, the first of 
which is a back vowel.

Phonemically, as Ladefoged pointed out, labialized velars in 
Igbo, such as kw, gw, gw, are each treated as a unit of phoneme,
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which contrasts with the other consonant phonemes in the language.
Por example, <
15. dka hand

dkwa cry (n.)
k$a knock (narrative aspect)
d k$a if it is knocked

walk
gw£ tell

gda count, read
t dgu leopard

hunger _
dgwd had spirit
S.0 n hee
drj wu sun
dnu meat etc.

In Igbo a sequence that involves a consonant followed hy two vowels, 
the first of which is a hack vowel, is treated as consisting of three 
units of phoneme. In the following examples those words where this 
sequence of sounds occurs are contrasted with the words where labia
lized velars are used.

nwd child (h) rnja marry
nwd own nde keep as a pet

nw6 change ndo swallow
kwd agree kde scoop
kwd sew kda• knock

cure gdo count, read etc.

In the ahove examples, the words in the (a) series consist each 
of two units of phoneme, while the words in the (h) series consist
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each of three units of phoneme.
The labialized velar in Igbo, i.e. the consonant phoneme where 

labialization plays a significant role in the way the consonant is
articulated, is a complex sound which involves simultaneous articu
lation in the manner described above for JjcvTj . The contextually 
labialized consonant, i.e. a consonant followed by two vowels the

is articulated with lip rounding arising from the influence of the 
co-occurring back vowel and where a D G  glide is sometimes heard 
at the point of the vowel hiatus, is usually produced as two 
successive sounds, namely, the respective consonant sound followed 
"by a M  > never as one unit of sound or with simultaneous 
articulation. So that an item that has this sequence should be 
more accurately transcribed phonetically as C3wV, not as CwV«
Sometimes the £V3 glide may not be perceived in the pronunciation, 
and the sequence is perceived simply as CW.

Spectrograms 15 (a) - (c) were made of dku, dkua and dkwa 
respectively and spectrograms 16 (a) - (c) are of Igu, dguo 
and dgwo respectively, representing in each case the series of a 
simple velar consonant, a velar consonant followed by two vowels 
the first of which is a close back vowel and a labialized velar. 
Following the claim made by Elugbe (1969) about the labialized 
velars it would be expected that the patterns of kua and kwd 
or g$9 and gw$ in the spectrograms would be identical since each 
of the pairs would be realised in the same way.

Comparing the patterns of the velar consonant series in spectrograms
15 (a) -(c), representing QsQ , JjsQ in the environment of 0 ® V
and £kvG , we note that (i) all the consonant sounds in the
spectrograms have stop gaps with no voice bars for the duration of
the consonant closures. The k sounds in dku and dkaa have broad* •

spike fills. This as we observed earlier characterizes the aspirated * 
release of the k sounds in the utterances. t>«n in (dkwa has no 
spike fill.

first of which is a back vowel, u or where the consonant
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The duration of QsQ X*1 is 16 in; i tiseconds and that of D O
in dkî a is 18 billiseconds. The duration of £ ^ 3  -̂n £kwa is
12 milliseconds,

(ii) The duration of the initial vowels is identical for the 
three words $ each has 22 billiseconds* The duration of the final 
vowels is identical for hoth dkq and dkwa, each having 22 milli
seconds, while the duration of the final vowels of dkua is 30 m b ' i i -  

seconds, i.e, 8 milliseconds longer than the former.
From the patterns of the k sounds and the lew sound in the 

spectrograms it is clearly evident that the two k sounds were 
articulated in identical manner, and that the articulation of kw 
differs from those of the k sounds in the series. Comparing the
duration of the final vowels in the pattern for dkqa with that
of the final vowel of dkwa in spectrogram 15 (c), it becomes 
evident that a CuV sequence is different from a CwV in the 
language. The CuV is produced and perceived as a sequence consisting 
of three units of phoneme, i.e. a consonant phoneme followed by two 
vowels (or at least by a long vowel), whereas a CwV is produced and 
perceived as a sequence consisting of two units of phoneme - a consonant 
phoneme followed by a vowel. In the pattern for dkua, for instance, 
the spectrogram of u is clearly distinct from that of the vowel
that follows it, i.e. jjaT] , the duration of u in the combination
being 10 billiseconds* In the pattern for dkwa however, no distinct 
or separate spectrogram of JjsQ sound can be distinguished in the 
.spectrogram of the final vowel*

Perhaps the most convincing evidence from the spectrograms come 
from the formant transitions in the patterns. We shall concentrate 
for the moment on the differences between the formant transitions 
in the patterns of akqa and ctkwa. Note, for instance, that the 
formant transitions of the initial vowels are different in the two 
patterns. In the pattern of dkqa only the second formant of the 
initial j£a”[ curves downwards to the £kQ closure, while the first 
formant of the same vowel is on a steady frequency throughotit the 
duration of the vowel, i.e. does not curve (because the hub of the 
k is on the same frequency as the FI of the initial £a] of dkua).
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In the pattern of dkwa "both the first and the second formants of 
the initial [V] curve downwards towards the huh of kw which is 
located just ahove the baseline. The second formant almost joins 
to the first formant at the point of the kw closure*.

The formants of the final vowels of Skua are little influenced 
hy the transitional influence of 0<Q due to the locus of the k 
huh in the pattern. The formants of the final vowel of dkwa, on 
the other hand, are very prominently influenced hy the QkwQ *
Here the second formant of the final £V] is not only very close 
to the first formant of the same vowel hut joins to the latter at 
the point of the kw release, hoth curving upwards from the release.

The differences noted ahove in the formant transitions of the 
vowels as illustrated in the patterns of dlcua and dkwa are very 
clearly shown in the patterns of dg£9 and Sgwg (cf spectrograms 
16 (h) and (c)).

Evidence from spectrograms 16 (a) - (c) strongly confirms the 
observations made ahove regarding the velar consonant series in 
spectrograms 15 (a) - (c). Note that as in the patterns for the 
f »  and QcwQ in spectrograms 15 (a) - (c), the duration of the 
labialized velar, in spectrogram 16 (c) is comparatively
shorter than that of the [jQs spectrograms 16 (a) and (h)«
The duration of £*gQ in fgu is 12 rrWfli:-seconds, that of QjQ 
in dguo is 14 ■milliseconds and the duration of gw in dgwg is- 
10 rn 111 iseconds. It can also he observed that in hoth series of 
the velar consonants, the duration of the velar consonant that 
occurs in the environment of CuV is comparatively longer than 
that of theNother. consonants in the series,

Similar to what was observed in spectrograms 15 (a) - (c), 
the duration of the final vowels of dgy.g (cf spectrog. 16 (b)) 
is much longer than that of the final vowels of fgu and dgwo.
The duration of the final vowel of £gu is 25 mi'Iiseconds, that 
of the final vowels of dguo is 30 mill iseconds and the duration 
of the final vowel of dgwo is 23 m  Hiseconds.
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We shall conclude this discussion hy noting that hoth from the 
evidence obtained from these experiments described ahove as well 
as from personal observations it is undoubtedly clear that a velar 
consonant which is followed by two vowels the first of which is a 
close back vowel, is both phonetically and phonemically different 
from a labialized velar consonant in Igbo, The latter, as we have 
shown above, is treated as a unit of phoneme lilce any other consonant 
phoneme in Igbo. The labialization which is present in the articu
lation of the labialized velar consonant constitutes a significant 
factor in the way the consonant is produced* The lip rounding 
which results from the influence of a close back vowel when this 
occurs after a consonant , or the w glide which results from the 
sequence of a close back vowel that is immediately followed by 
another vowel, is treated as secondary but not as the primary 
features in the production of such consonants. To treat labiali
zation in the labialized velar consonants in this way would be 
highly inadequate and misleading.

Palatogram 8 made of the /word dkwct shows the tongue wipe for 
JjcwQ . The wipe is characteristic of velar plosive consonant 
articulation, which us\ially involves complete closure being formed 
by the back of the tongue against the soft palate. As in the wipe 
for [XI , that for QofQ starts from below the second molar line, 
occurring on both sides of the palate, and ends with an arch-shaped 
wipe along the bottom of the test palate. The width of the wipe 
at the bottom outline of the test palate is 3crn, i.e. narrower 
than that for £kj[ or [jQ in palatograms 7 and 6 respectively*

Mingogram 7 made of dkwh, cloth, has no wave forms in the larynx 
linexddring the closure for QcvT| . This indicates that the vocal 
cords ^ n o t  vibrating during the production of Qkŵ l* r̂ iere Is no 
wave forms in the mouth tracing during the closure for Similar
to what was observed in mingogram 5 of £kj VIG can see from ^be 
patterns on the mingogram of QciiQ at the point of the release of 
this sound that the [kwj[ was aspirated. Both the larynx tracings 
and the intensity representations in the mingogram clearly illustrate 
this.
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The duration of pew], in the mingogram is 14 ^Oliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with pew] is 18 m i l t iseconds for

and 26 m  i 11 iseconds for the final D G  ■
Spectrograms 17 (a) - (o) were made of the words dkwa, cry, 

fkwe, to agree, and dkwu, leg. In all the three spectrograms QkwJ 
has stop gap and no voice har during the closure for this consonant.
The release of pew]} is marked hy a relatively "broad spike with little 
or no spike fill. The duration of pkviQ in dkwh and llcwe is 14 
rm.lfiseconds and of Qcw] in ukwu is 13 fXltJiL-seconds. The duration 
of the vowels that occur in the utterances ise as follows: the initial 
vowel of dkWa has the duration of 16 / Mi-seconds and the duration
of the final £a3  is 25 /h 1* Hi-seconds. jjiTJ in Ikwe has the duration 
of 12 mi U.i-seconds and the J> 1  has the duration of 24 Hi Mliseconds. 
The initial vowel of -$kwy. has the duration of 13 iseconds while 
the final vowel of this word has the duration of 20 kb-j-Hiseconds.

The formant transitions of the vovrels vary in all the three 
spectrograms. In the spectrogram of dkwa we note that the Pi and 
F2 of the initial DG are close and "both curve downwards towards 
the baseline to the closure of £kwQ . The PI joins to the baseline 
at the closure. The F3 appears to be least affected by the transition, 
though it curves slightly downwards to the closure of £kwp. The F4 
makes a prominent curve upwards to the closure of 0 cwj, * ^he first 
two formants of the final p Q  of dkwa curve upwards from near the 
baseline at the release of QcwQ , the second formant joining to 
the first formant towards the point of the consonant release. The

tnfl.ue.nca- r- _  ™iegg-shapeAwhich j_k_J and r_g_J usually have on the 3rd and 4th formants 
of the final p Q  vowel is not present in the pattern of ctkwa. This 
appears to support the fact that though QcwQ and TgvQ are usually 
treated^like k and g as velar consonants, the former are 
articulated in a more forward position in the palate than the latter. 
On the whole, the formant transitions in the spectrogram of dkwa 
are identical to those shown in spectrogram 15 (c) which has been 
discussed above.

the initial D Q
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Comparing the formant transitions in the spectrogram of dkwa 
with those shown in the spectrograms- of tikwu anĉ  ^kwe we shall 
note the following. In the spectrogram of dkwu very little 
transitional influence is shown on the formants of the vowels, 
except that the third formant of the first vowel tends to curve 
downwards to the closure of pcwQ . In the spectrogram of fkwe 
we can see how the formants of DO have been prominently influenced 
by the transition. The second formant of £V} for instance, curves 
from a very low frequency band of about $00 Hertz to the steady 
state at- 2000 Hertz from the release of [_kwQ* Generally we can 
observe that formants on a low frequency band, such as the first 
formant of DO or the first two formants of u, are not affected, 
by the transition. This is because the hub of £kwQ is near the 
baseline. It is important to note that spectrograms 17 (a) - (c) 
made of dkwa, £kwe and dkwu respectively clearly demonstrate that 
the hub of is always constant irrespective of the vowel that
is combined with this consonant. In these spectrograms the hub of 
jjkvf} is identical in all the patterns despite the fact that £kwj 
was combined with both front and back vowels. Compare this with 
the £kf] hubs in spectrograms 15 (a) and (b) where the hub of [jel 
shifts depending on the vowel that occurs after the k.

O Q  . as in hgwa, beans, is a voiced labialized velar plosive, 
is the voiced cognate of QcvQ, articulated like Qcw'J but 

differs from it by the fact that Is voiced while jj^-Q is
voiceless. The arguments given above in respect of 0^*0 articu
lation and for the treatment of QcwQ as one unit of phoneme are 
also relevant for Q jwQ j and indeed for all labialized velar consonants 
in the Standard dialect.

Pa,latogi'am 9 made of the word ctgwa shows the tongue wipe for QgwQ. 
The tongue wipe for |j£wH similar to that for £kwQ j with the 
same narrow arch-shaped wipe along the outline of the bottom end of 
the ■ palate. The wipe for £gw] occurs on both dides of the 
palate, starting from below the second molar line and curves in an 
arch-shaped form at the bottom of the palate. The wipe is
9cm wide along the molars and 5cm wide along the curvature at the
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soft palate region. The tongue wipe of Jjjwll shows, among other 
things, that £gw3  is a velar consonant and that a complete closure 
was made during the production of hy the hack of the tongue
against the soft palate.

Mingogram 8 made of the word hgwa has wave forms in the larynx
I"-*  ̂̂ ̂ rline during the closure for LgwJ , i.e. the vocal cords x - vibrating 

during the production of Wave forms are also present in the mouth
tracings during the closure for [ĵ w]* is no  ̂ aspirated. The
duration of in the mingogram is 17 mi* Ui-seconds. The duration
of the vowels that occur with £gw3  is 18 rtu'-H i-seconds for the 
initial £aQ and 24 ni illi-seconds for the final jTaQ .
Spectrograms 18 (a) -(c) were made of the words dgwa, lgwe, and 
dgwft. In all the patterns of [jgwQ in the spectrograms there JS a 
stop gap. and voice bar' during the closure for this consonant.
The release of in the spectrograms is very, much like that of
D ™ 2  in spectrograms 17 (a) — (c), with spikes and very light spike 
fills at the bottom and towards the top of the patterns. The duration 
of CjgwQ in the spectrograms is 12 milliseconds in dgwa and igwe 
and 15 mi Mi-seconds in dgwu* The duration of the initial vowels 
in the spectrograms is identical - 15 milliseconds each, and that 
of the final vowels is 23 mvfiiseconds for the final vowels of dgwa 
and lgwe and 17 mi lliseconds for the final vowel of dgwh.

The formant transitions of the vowels in the patterns of dgwa 
and lgwe are very similar to those shown in the patterns of dkwa 
and Ikwe in spectrograms 17 (a) and (b). Comparing the formant 
transitions of the [jaJ, that occurs initially in the patterns, i.e. 
before the labialized velar plosives (cf* spectrograms 17 (a),
18 (a) and (c)), we note that the £a3s have similar formant transi
tions/ namely, both the FI and the F2 curve downwards towards the 
baseline, to the closure for the consonant; the FI almost touching 
the baseline. F3 does not show any curvature upwards or downwards, 
and F4 curves upwards to the closure of the consonant. The formant 
transitions of the final £eQ of dgwa are the same as those described 
for dkwa above.
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The formant transitions of [jQ and £eQ of fgwe in spectrogram 
18 (b) are the same as those shown in spectrogram 17 (h) of ikwe.
The FI of which is near the "baseline is not affected by the
transitional influence of • The F2 tends to curve upwards
to the closure of jLs*Q* The transitional influence on the final 
vowel of fgwe is the same as that described above for the ]j=Q of 
fkwe. The Fl of £V]_ which is on a low frequency band at the release 
of gw/kw, a.little above the baseline, curves upwards from there 
(from a frequency of about 250 Hertz) to the normal frequency of 
the vowel which is about 700 Hertz. The F2 of £V] starts from a 
low frequency band of about 900 Herts at the release of gw/kw and 
curves upwards to the normal state of the vowel which is about 
2000 Hertz. Both the F3 and F4 of £eQ curve downwards from a higher 
frequency band at the release of gw/kw.

Only the lower formants of of dgwfr are shown in the
spectrogram of this word (spectrogram 18 (c)) and these have no 
transitional curves. The hub of gw is located towards the base
line, hence most of the vowel formants curve towards this locus.

2.2.4, THE INGRESSIVE/ IMPLOSIVE CONSONANTS

Implosive consonants are produced with ingressive glottalic air- 
stream. "In the production of implosives, the downward moving larynx 
is not usually completely closed. The air in the lungs is still 
being pushed out, and some of it passes between the vocal cords, 
.keeping them in motion so that the sound is voiced'."^

Igbo has two consonant sounds that are produced with ingressive 
airstream. These are reprented as kp and gb in the local ortho
graphy. In the previous descriptions of the consonant sounds of 
Igbo,both sounds, kp and gb, are usually classified as implosives.
To some phoneticians, especially those who have attempted to 
describe t,he Igbo consonant sounds, ingression and implosion are 
treated as synonymous, one implying the other.

In his phonetic study of some West African languages Ladefoged 
(1964/68) gave a detailed description of kp and gb* These two

41* Ladefoged, P. 1975* A Course in Phonetics. p. 116.
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sounds which are produced with ingressive airstream are known to
occur in most of the languges studied hy Ladefoged. He notes, for
instance, "the bilabial implosive 6 which occurs in Igbo (and is
spelt "gb" in the local orthography) was investigated in the
pronunciation of speakers of three different dialects. ... All
three dialects vjere found to be essentially the same from this
point of view* Recordings of the pressure of the air in the mouth
showed that when reading short sentences and word lists the pressure
was seldom (8 per cent of the time)negative. ... The articulatory
movements of all the three speakers were investigated with the aid
of cine-radiology. The results indicated that & was velarized as

42well as usually involving lowering of the glortis"
Ladefoged's research confirms, therefore, that gb in Igbo is an 

implosive sound. The research has also shown (as further eloaborated 
in Ladefoged 1975) that implosives are usually voiced consonants, 
and more importantly, that a consonant sound can be ingressive without 
necessarily being an implosive sound. This latter view is particularly 
relevant to the kp in Igbo which is an ingressive but not an implosive 
consonant•

QcpJ as in hlcpa, bag, is a voiceless labial velar plosive consonant, 
is & double articulated consonant, the articulation of which 

involves two simultaneous strictures of complete closure, vis, a 
velar stricture as in Q<Q which is accompanied by a bilabial stric
ture as in (VI, both strictures being formed simultaneously. The 
strictures occur with velic closure.

The two strictures for {jcpQ maintain different degrees of air 
pressure. A strong air pressure is built up behind the velar stric
ture formed by the back of the tongue against the soft palate, while 
the.air pressure behind the bilabial closure is comparatively low.
The overall picture of the strictures with the accompanying air 
pressures is, the back of the tongue is firmly held against the soft 
palate because of the strong air pressure behind the velar closure, 
which- is usually much stronger than that for the Q<Q or IfQ

42. Ladefoged, P. 1968 (second edition) pp. 6 - 7 *
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articulation, and the air in the mouth is drawn inwards, as it were> 
to help check the pressure 'behind the velar closure.

The release phase is characterised hy complex articulatory move
ments* First there is a downward movement of the velum which causes 
the velar stricture to he released and the closure hy the lips is 
released more or less simultaneously. When hoth closures are 
released the air flows into the mouth from two directions - the 
air in the mouth moves inwards (in a suction manner) while the air 
from the lungs which has been compressed behind the velar closure- 
moves outwards.

During the relea.se of jjkpJ the hack of the tongue separates from 
the palate with an audible "click" sound which together with similar 
"pop-like" sound made during the separation of the inwardly and 
tightly drawn lips can he clearly perceived as a "pop" sound. The 
sound made hy the tongue separating from the palate can he perceived 
at about 50msecs or less before the "pop" sound by the lips. This 
appears to suggest that (i) the velar closure' is released first 
before the lip closure, though the time difference is infinitesimal, 
(the release of the lip closure is delated for a split of a second 
to momentarily check the flow of the air in the mouth, which initially 
moves ingressively) and (ii) that the suction air-flow inwards occurs 
before the egressive pulmonic airstream (the air behind the velar 
closure). This shows that though Qkp"! is produced with an ingressive 
airstream, this is not an implosive sound, i.e. taking into account 
the fact that as a result of the complex mechanism of the release 
of the strictures and the movements of air in the mouth, the air
stream moves hoth inwards and outwards from the mouth. This is well 
illustrated in the mingograms'of Q o Q  which will he discussed later.

Palatogram 10 made of the word hlcpa shows the tongue wipe for 
M -  i>: has the characteristic tongue wipe of velar consonants.
The wipe for £kpj[ is similar to that for Q<Q (cf. palatogram 6), 
but the fkp3 wipe starts a little higher than that for QQ. The 
jpkp3 wipe starts from the first molar line on hoth sides of the 
palate, making the usual arch-shaped wipe at the bottom of the
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palate. The wipe is 8cm wide at the bottom outline of the test palate.
Mingograms.9 (a) -(c) were ma.de of the words akpa, akpu, and 

Ikpu respectively. In all the mingograms there is no wave forms in 
the larynx line or the mouth tracings during the closure for JjkpfJ, 
that is, the vocal cords.D-itnot vibrating during the production of 
this . sound. The release of Qkp_] is marked in the mingograms by 
a downward dive or curve in the mouth tracing at the initial point 
of the release and this is followed by a rise in the mouth tracing,
This indicates the initial ingressive flow of air which is immediately 
followed by a plosive Ggress of air from the lungs during the release 
of [>3. Compare this pattern of mouth tracings at the release of 
JjqpQ with that at the release of (which is an implosive
consonant) in mingogram 10. Note that at the release of £gb3 ‘the 
mouth tracing does not rise but rather stays below the baseline 
throughout the release.

The duration of [~kp3 fn the mingograms is 18 milliseconds in 
hlcpa as well as in cikpu and in xlcpu it has the duration of 14 
seconds. The duration of the vowels that occur with Q o Q  as 
followss the initial of hlcpa has the duration of 20 Hi )* Hi seconds' 
while the final £a~[ is 27 milliseconds. The £a3 of &kpu has the 
duration of 18 pvHl iseconds and the u is 29 m  H'.liseconds. The 
duration of [j.~[ of fkph is 15 mi \Useconds and the duration of u 
is 18 milliseconds.

Spectrogram 19 made of the word hlcpa has stop gap and no voice 
bar during the closure for JdkpH* The release of
spectrogram is marked by a spike and spike fill. This illustrates 
the aspirated release of this consonant. The duration of the {JcpH 
in the spectrogram is 13 ̂ 11\ iseconds. The vowels that occur with 
[jcpJ have the duration of 15 milliseconds for the initial vowel 
and 20 fm U.iseconds for the final vowel.

The influence of ["kp̂ l on the surrounding vowels is shown through 
the formant transitions of the vowel in the spectrogram. The Pi 
of the initial vowel of hlcpa curves downwards towards the baseline
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to the Qkp.3 closure* The second formant of this vowel is least 
influenced hy the transition* The third formant curves downwards 
to the closure of Q q Q  from its normal frequency of 3000 Hertz to 
2500 Herts at the closure. Both the PI and F2 of the final vowel 
curve upwards from a low frequency hand at the release of to
their normal frequencies. The F3 and 3?4 of the final [jaQ sound 
form an egg shaped pattern indicating that is a hack consonant*

The overall transitional influence on the vowels that occur with 
O p Q  is very illustrative of the complex nature of the Qcp3 articu
lation. Thus the hilahial p has its locus near the lower section 
of the pattern, i.e, near the baseline, whereas the transitional 
influence of the hack consonant, k, on the final sound results 
into the egg shaped form hy the F3 and F4 of [V],* Fote that this 
egg shape form hy the F3 and F4 of the final Q Q  sound is not 
present in the pattern of Sgba in spectrogram 20. This is so 
because, as we shall see later, there is no velar closure in the 
£glQ articulation in Igbo.

QstQ, as tJSjWj is a voiced velarized hilahial implosive.
The production of QghJ_ in Igbo has been partly described in Ladefoged 
(196826) which is reiterated ahove.

For the articulation of QgbQ in Igbo a hilahial closure is formed 
as in £tT[ , and the hack of the tongue is raised towards the soft 
palate, hut not making any contact with the palate. As in Qkp^j 
articulation, during the production of £glQ the oral air pressure 
is drawn inwards towards the pharynx- cavity and the lips held tightly 
together and also drawn inwards as in Qcp^ articulation. The larynx 
is lowered and the pharyngeal cavity is enlarged. There is velic 
closure as well.

The overall effect of these articulatory postures* is that, as 
Ladefoged observed, the air pressure in the mouth is much lower than 
that in the pharyngeal cavity, and with the continuous vibration 
of the.glottis throughout the articulation, "when the articulatory 
closure is released, there is neither an explosive nor, in a literal
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sense, an implosive action. Instead, the peculiar quality of the 
sound arises from the complex changes in the shape of the vocal 
tract and in the vibratory pattern of the vocal cords"^

Palatogram 11 was made of the word hgba. There is no tongue 
wipe in the palatogram; this indicates that the back of the tongue 
does not make any closure with the soft palate. Compare this with 
palatogram 10 , with-the tongue wipe for £kp]}- This, in a way,
illustrates the articulatory difference between QvPQ and £gkQ 
in Igbo. In some West African languages such as Yoruba, where this 
sound occurs, Q}k£] is articulated in the same manner as 0 qpQ , 
with identical double articulatory closures, except that is
voiced while jjcpl is voiceless. In languages such as these £gb^ 
constitutes the voiced cognate of Qcp3 »

Mingogram 10 was made of the word £igba. It has wave forms in 
the larynx line as well as in the mouth line during the closure of 

, this indicates that the vocal cord* vibrating during the 
production of £gbj# It is evident from the mouth tracings in the 
mingogram at the release of that the oral air pressure during
the release of this consonant was low, hence the mouth tracings are 
low, belovr the baseline, throughout the release period, and continued 
to be low for the greater part of the vowel that follows £gtQe

The duration of QglQ in the mingogram is 18 mi'Hiseconds. The
duration of the vowels that occur with ^gb]] in the word is 18

rrnMiseconds for the initial vowel and 20 ffm'.Uiseconds for the 
final vowel.

Spectrogram 20 made of the word &gba has stop gap and voice bar 
during the closure for indicating that this is a voiced stop.
The duration of £gb3 in spectrogram is 12 rm Hiseconds. The
duration of“the vowels that occur with gb is 14 m  JU iseconds for
the initial £cQ and 17 Pm iliseconds for the final £<!•

The formant transitions of the vowels in the spectrogram show 
the influence of JjjbJ on the surrounding vowels. As in spectrogram 
19, of hkpa, the PI of the initial £aj[ curves downwards towards the

43. Ladefoged, P. 1975* A Course in Phonetics, p. 116.
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baseline to the closure of £glQ. However, unlike in the spectro
gram of &kpa, the second formant of the initial [VJ also curves 
downwards to .the closure of [jiffcQ- The third formant of this 
vowel curves downwards, though not as prominently as the same 
formant of the initial vowel of hkpa (cf, spectrogram 19) > io the'
LslO closure. The formant transitions of the final vowel of hgba 
are similar to those, of the final vowels of &kpa, except that the 
F3 and the F4 do not form an egg shape pattern. The F4 of the 
final vowel of hgba is least affected by the transition, i.e. it . 
does not curve from the release of The hub of jj?bJ is
located towards the baseline, i.e. similar to that of £VJ*

From the foregone discussions it is clear that we do not consider 
£kp3 in Igbo as an implosive consonant. This consonant, as indicated 
above is produced with an ingressive airstream though the consonant 
is plosive in the end, Apart from the evidence from the mingograms 
we have arrived at our conclusion about this sound through the 
conventional basic practice of placing the palm at the front of the 
mouth when either QcpJ or £gb] is pronounced. By placing the 
palm in front of the mouth while pronouncing these consonant sounds 
we feel the puff of breath escaping from the mouth during the pronun
ciation of Qkp^J whereas no puff of breath is felt during the pronun
ciation of [̂ gb}. Basically this confirms our views about these 
consonant sounds in Igbo, namely, that in Igbo is implosive
while jjnQ is ingressive but plosive,

2.2.5. AFFRICATES
From phonetic point of view affricates are speech sounds that 

consist of complex articulatory events such as a .stop articulation 
followed byVa^fricative articulation. Phonemically, however, an 
affricate constitutes one unit of phoneme,

Igbo has two affricates, namely, and 5 orthographically
they are represented as ch and j respectively.
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as in bchd, white, clean, is a voiceless post-alveolar 
affricate* For the articulation of 3 /  ~[ the central "body of the 
tongue is raised to the palate making a complete * closure at the 
post-alveolar region of the palate. This is accompanied by velic 
closure.

During the release of [jfcJ* the air is moved as for 3 3  articu
lation, "but instead of a tip-of-the-tongue plosive release, a 
constricted delayed plosion with the tongue in the position for Q 3  
results. In this sense we can think of D H  articulation as a 3 3  
articulation superimposed on 3 3  articulation, resulting into an 
empeded plosion.

Palatogram 12 made of the word ochd shows the tongue wipe for
Affricates are hy their nature palatalised sounds. Consequently 

the palatogram of 3 0 ?  as well as that of is characterised hy
a “broad tongue wipe, indicating that the body of the tongue is spread 
during the production of 3 0 *  ^ le wipe for 3 0  an Palatogram 
starts from the Lateral Incisor line (specifically, from one milli
meter b;eh>'&) the lateral incisor line) and continues to "beyond the 
4th molar line. The wipe covers the whole "body of the palate from 
the lateral incisor line to a little "below the third molar line.
The tongue wipes for 3 0  an(̂  1 3 0  constitute the biggest wipes 
obtained'for any of the consonants we investigated.

Mingogram 11 made of the word £chh, to give way to, has no wave 
forms during the closure for 3 0 ?  thereby indicating that 
the vocal cordswe^e not vibrating during the production of this 
consonant• D J 3  ib a voiceless consonant-. The duration of 3 0  
in the mingogram is 20 milliseconds and that of the vowels that 
occur with 3 0  the word is 17 mI Uiseconds for the initial 
vowel, i, and 27 milliseconds for the final vowel, a.

Spectrogram 21 was made of dchu, industry. In the spectrogram 
[ 3 0  kas stop gap and no voice bar (although the voicing of the vowel 
that precedes the 3 0  continued a little into the closure for 3 0 )  
during the 3 0  closure. As indicated earlier, the articulation 
of cto is characterised by a stop and fricative modulations. This 
is illustrated in the spectrogram of 3 0  where the stop gap is 
followed by a relatively broad fricative fill. Both the stop gap
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and the fill in the spectrogram are 25cm wide, about 9°ra of which
Is taken up hy the fricative fill* ■ The spike for (jtQ cannot be
easily separated from the fill* The GQ fill is relatively 
dark throughout the pattern though darker still at the top of the 
pattern? this is characteristic of sibilant fills.

The duration of D J Q  in the spectrogram is 20 milliseconds and 
the duration of the DU component of this sound is about 7 mi! Hi second s. 
The duration of the vowels that are combined with £tjQ in dchu is
17 iseconds for the initial vowel and 23 milliseconds for the
final vowed.

In the formant transitions of the vowels that precede and follow 
[jfcijl we note that the second formants of both vowels are prominently 
influenced by the transitions. The second formants prominently 
curve to and from the hub of EtfJ- The F2 of the initial vowel 
curves upwards from the normal frequency band of 900 Hertz to about 
1500 Hertz to the jjfc-O closure. The third formant of the same vowel 
curves downwards to the closure of D i d  The transitional influence 
of on the final vowel is the same as in the initial vowel though
in the reverse direction of formant curvature. Thus the F2 of the 
final vowel curves downwards from a higher frequency band of 1500 
Hertz at the release of £tj3 down steady state of about 1000
Hertz. The F3 of the same vowel curves upwards from 2000 Hertz at 
the release of steady state of 2500 Hertz* The locus
or hub of £tfH closely approximates that of jjtQ which is towards 
the centre of the pattern.

as in dja, sand, is a voiced post-alveolar affricate. It 
is the voiced cognate of £tfl» articulated like QtJ^j ^ t  differs 
from the latter by the fact that £d^Q ds voiced while [jtfU is 
voiceless. *The articulation of £d53 is characterized by [jjJ[ 
articulation superimposed on Jj3T[, resulting into an empeded plosive 
release.

Palatogram 13 was made of the word dja? it shows the tongue wipe 
for £djQ. The wipe of £d3~] is similar to that of £t-Q* ^t s^ows
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the same broad wipe as in palatogram 12, of £t5j[j ™kicJl indicates 
that the entire central part of the tongue was spread, making 
contact with the hard palate during the articulation. The wipe
f°r D d  starts higher than that for fjtJ'J* The Cdj3 ™iPQ in the 
palatogram starts well be,lorvw the lateral incisor line but below the 
frontal incisor line and extends to beyond the 4th molar line.
Similar to the wipe for the IjijQ wipe is spread, covering a
greater part of the palate up tbiJ.' above the third molar line.
That is, the wipe for Pd̂ r"l though resembling that for rtf'! in nature,' I* w  w  in* J  m 4 •

differs from the latter in that it starts and ends higher than the 
£t£l wipe.

Mingogram 12 made of the word fj&, walk (n), journey, has wave 
forms in both the larynx and mouth lines during the closure for ‘
This shows that the vocal cords vibrate: during the production of 
this sound. The duration of [jd33 in the mingogram is 18 fcn jjliseconds. 
The duration of the vowels that occur with [jd̂ TJ *^e mingogram is 
23 tmi-Kiseconds for the and 29 iseconds for the £V]}.

Specti'ogram 22 was made of the word hjd, plentiful,. In the 
spectrogram {j3.;£] has a stop gap, voice bar and fricative or noise 
fill towards the end of the stop gap. This Shows -fcho-t this sound 
ts a voiced affricate, consisting of a stop-followed-by-fricative 
modulations. The fricative fill of i*1 spectrogram is 10cm 
wide, i.e. wider than that of D 3  Of D J l  in spectrogram 21, and 
unlike the filljthat of is lighter at the lower part of
the pattern though dark at the top part. This shows the difference 
in the frequency of the air egress associated with these fricative 
components of the respective affricates. The duration of Qd^Q 
in the spectrogram is 20 m  i l< iseconds, about 8 milt iseconds of which 
constitute the duration of the Q Q  component of the affricate. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with [jd£] in the spectrogram is 
15 milliseconds for the initial £u~J and 23 mw'31;iseconds for the 
final £V] vowel. The spike for the [j3“| can he distinguished from 
the ££] fill in the spectrogram. The [jQ iiH is darker at the top 
of the pattern, indicating that it is a sibilant sound.
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similar to those in spectrogram 21, of dchu* The F2 of the initial 
J~UH  vowel curves upwards to the closure of JjdjTl > arLd the 5*3 curves 
dovinwards to the closure. The extent or degree of the curvature 
of the formant- bar of the F2 is similar to that described for the 
initial vowel of dchu in spectrogram 21 above. Also as in Spectrogram 
21, the F2 of the final vowel of hjd curves downwards from a higher 
frequency band at the release of jjljQ, joining with the 5*3 whidh 
itself curves upwards from the consonant release. Both formant bars 
form an arch shaped pattern at the consonant l'elease, resembling 
that formed' by the second and third formants at the release of 
in spectrogram 21. Generally the two formant bars tend to meet at 
the closure and/or release of the consonants.

The hub of jjijQ towards the centre of the pattern, and 
approximates that of £cQ.

2.2.6. FRICATIVES

jjfQ as in dfi, cow, is a voiceless labio-dental fricative. During 
the articulation of JjQ the lower lip makes contact with the upper 
teeth. The two articulators are held together allowing the breath 
to p'ass through the constricted space with audible friction noise.
[jQ is a continuant since there is no complete blockage of air during 
the production of this sound; DO is produced with velic closure, 
the same as all the other consonant sounds described so far.

No tongue contact is involved during the pro duct ion of 
consequently no palatogram was made of this consonant.

Mingogram 13 made of the word dfi has no wave forms during the 
closure for jjQ* That is, Ĵ f] is a voiceless consonant and the 
vocal cords do not vibrate during the production of JjfQ* There 
is nasal tracing for the vowels that occur before and after the 
K 1  in the mingogram, and more noticeably in the vowel that occurred 
after the fjQ. The other mingograms we made of words containing 
[jfJ also confirm this, especially with regard to the vowel that 
precedes £fj, in a word. This indicates that the vowels that



occur w ith  £jfQ tend to  he nasalised.. N a sa lisa tio n  and /o r a sp ira tio n ?  
as we in d ic a te d  e a r l ie r ,  do not p la y  any phonemic ro le  in  the 

Standard d ia le c t5 our obse rva tion  o f these fe a tu re s  in  the  a n a lys is  

is  m erely in tended  as phone tic  in fo rm a tio n  about the  consonant 

and/o r i t s  in f lu e n c e  on the  vowels th a t are combined w ith  i t .

The d u ra tio n  o f  J jQ  in  the  mingogram i s  18 t&t U isecon&s. The

d u ra tio n  o f  the  vovjels th a t are used w ith  QfQ mingogram is
23 in i/( ise co nd s  fo r  £V]_ and 30 (m illiseconds fo r  the

Spectrogram 23 was made o f  the  word f f e ,  th in g , .  There is  

vo ice  bar fo r  the  vowels but ho vo ice  bar du ring  the  c losu re  fo r  QQ* 

Since the  b rea th  is  em itted  co n tinuo us ly  through the  l ip - te e th  opening 
d u rin g  the  p ro du c tio n  o f  JjfQj f r ic a t io n a l  m odula tion o f  the

b rea th  .produces i r r e g u la r  v e r t ic a l  s t r ia t io n s  in  the  spectrogram 

o f  Q Q ; such i r r e g u la r  s t r ia t io n s  cha rac te rise  th e  f i l l  f o r  f r ic a t iv e  

sounds. In . the  spectrogram the  s t r ia t io n s  o f the  £ f ]  f i l l  are w id e ly  

spaced, in d ic a t in g  low frequency in  the a i r  flo w  d u rin g  the p roduction  

o f th is  sound. Observe a lso  th a t the  D O  f i l l  in  the  spectrogram 

is  l ig h t  (n o t dark) and occurs throughout the [ jQ  p a tte rn .

The d u ra tio n  o f  £ f j  in  the  spectrogram is  13 p i»' t (iseconds. The

d u ra tio n  o f the  vowels th a t occur w ith  [ jO  b il l is e c o n d s  and

20 H i seconds fo r  the  D O  and M  re s p e c t iv e ly .

In  the: form ant t ra n s it io n s  o f the vowels in  i f e ,  we observe th a t 

the  f i r s t  form ant o f ] jQ  which is  near the  b ase line  is  not in flu e n ce d  

by the  consonant t r a n s i t io n .  A l l  the o th e r form ants o f  pa. however, 
are n o tic e a b ly  in flu e n ce d  by the  consonant t r a n s i t io n .  Thus v. both  
th e  F2 and the  3?3, as w e ll as the  F4 and F5 o f a l l  curve down
wards to  the  c losu re  o f  j jfQ j w ith  the F3 jo in in g  to  the  F2 a t the  

p o in t o f the  c losu re  o f  the  consonant. The h ig h e r fo rm ants , i . e .

5*4 and F5? of are a lso marked by the  same prom inent curve down

wards. A l l  th e  form ants o f  D O  curve upwards from  • low er fre q u 

ency bands a t the  re lease  o f ] jQ  to  the  normal s ta te  o f  the  vowel.

The F I o f  £ /Q  s ta r ts  from near the  base line  at the  re lease  o f Q Q  

and curves upwards to  i t s  normal frequency. Th is  shows th a t the  

hub o f  [jfQ  is  towards the bottom o f the p a tte rn , which is  ve ry
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usual with lahial consonants. Note that the formant hars of M  
curve upwards from the normal state of the vowel towards the end. 
This appears to result from the influence of the high tone of the 
vowel.

f' has two allophones, namely, D O  and D O  which can he heard 
in colloquial speech in some dialects of Igbo. In colloquial 
speech in these dialects D O  is often pronounced as M  ( a voice
less bilabial fricative) - ... when f is
followed by a back vowel. For example:

bf6  • • »

Ifo > £ i 4  03

dfu • • > 0 S+ - 0

Ifu • • >

Ifh > D U d l
When f is followed by a front vowel it is pronounced as {ja>3 

in these dialects. For example:

e f i > c ^ c i

<5fe > Co pea

&£h > D p  a0

&tb > C® p d

b f f f i > Co p i-p d

D O  as ih Ivh, hugeness, is a voiced labio-dental fricative. It 
is the voiced cognate of D 0 »  articulated like jjfQ but differs 
fi’om the latter by the fact that D U  vo^ced while D O  
voiceless. M  is a continuant.

No palatogram was made of D O  because thei'e is no tongue contact 
during the articulation of this consonant.

Mingogram 14 was made of the word IvCu It has wave forms during 
the closure for £Vlj thereby indicating that the consonant is
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voiced* Similar to what was observed in mingogram 13, of £fi, in 
the mingogram of fvCi there is nasal tracing in the vowel that precedes 
the M *  l’his confirms the remarks made earlier about the tendency 
of the vowels that are combined with the labio-dental fricatives 
to be nasalized. However a more detailed investigation would be 
needed in order to establish whether this phonological influence 
is merely a restricted occuri'ence peculiar to my own personal speech 
or whether it is a generalized phenomenon in the language.

r-  9  •The duration of £vj_ in the mingoram is 10 milliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with in the word is 20 ^  (Hi-
seconds and 30 milliseconds for D l  and £uj[ respectively.

Spectrogram 24 made of the word ivCl has voice bar and fricative 
fill during the closure for M -  The £vl fricative fill is lighter 
and. with shorter vertical striations than the JjfQ fill in spectrogram 
23. The fvQ in the spectrogram has voice bars which result from the 
voice modulation of the breath that escapes Continuously’ from 
the lungs through the teeth-lip opening during the production 
of 'DO* The spectrogram of most voiced fricative consonants have 
voice bars as a result of the voice modulation and the nature of 
air flow associated with the articulation of these consonant sounds.

As a result of the presence of voice bars for the £VJ in the
_  _»-£»cnfSspectrogram both the direction of the LyJ^as well as the formant 

transitions in the spectrogram can be clearly determined. The 
first formant of the two wrwels that precede and follow the £vQ are 
least affected by the transition; they do not have any transitional 
curve. Towards the closure for Q Q  the second formant of £iQ curves 
downwards making a steady gradient descent and joining to the 
resonance bar of the H  which continues and joins to the second 
formant of , and the whole transitional effect presenting a
form of an unfinished J* pattern written horizontally. This most 
vividly illustrates the transitional movements of the speech organs 
moving from the position of Qi£ through that for JVJ, to their 
position for [jQ. Both the F3 and the F4 of curve downwards
to the £v£ closure; they are however not linked to the resonance
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bar of [VJ as we observed with the F2 of * Like the P2, the 
F3 of C Q  has been prominently influenced by the transition; the 
F3 curves from the frequency band of 3000 Hertz (which is the normal 
state of the vowel) doim to the frequency of 2000 Hertz at the closure 
of [V] ♦ Most •of' the vov/el resonance bars tend to continue, further 
into the consonant ,i .e. £V] • The hub* in the pattern is near
the second formant of Q Q ,  i.e. towards the bottom half of the pattern.

The duration of [y^l spectrogram is 11 mi Uiseconds; that
of the vowels that occur with M  is 23 mi lliseconds and 26 milli
seconds for;the L'l and [y] respectively.

D Q  as in 6s&, squirrel, is a voiceless alveolar fricative.
During the articulation of £sQ ’k*16 blade of the tongue makes close 
contact with the sides of the palate, leaving a narrow groove at the 
alveolar ridge through which the breath is expelled. The breath 
escapes with high frequency noise, usually perceived as a hissing 
noise. jjs3 is a sibilant; it is produced with velic closure.

Palatogram 14 was made of the word §s&. It shows the tongue 
wipe for jjsQ . The wipe occurs on both sides of the palate, with 
each line of the wipe terminating at the lateral incisor and a 
space of about 12cm separating both wipes towards the end (i.e. at 
the lateral incisor). That is, the wipes are broken at the point 
where the groove was formed. The wipe is 8cm wide along the sides 
of the palate.

Mingogram 15 made of the word £sa, to wash, has no wave forms 
during the closure for [jsQ • This means that the vocal cords do - 
not vibrate during the production of this sound, hence it is a 
voiceless consonant. The duration of in the mingogram is 15 
no * H i seconds. The duration of the vowels that occur with [jsQ 
mingogram is 16 pru I (iseconds for [jQ and 25 in i'.H iseconds for jj\} .

Spectrogram 25 was made of the word os&, pepper,. There is 
fricative fill with no voice bar during the closure for jjs] in 
the spectrogram. The [jsQ fill is heavy and dark at the top of
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the pattern and light at the lowei1 part of the pattern. Concentra
tion of fricative fill at the top part of the pattern is typical 
of sibilant sounds and the degree of the darkness of the fill 
indicates the frequency or rate at which air is expelled from the 
mouth through the small space created by the tongue and the palate. 
Compare, for instance, the darkness of the fill towards the top part 
of the patterns for [jsJ and [VJ (cf. spectrograms 25 and 26 respec
tively) it vn.ll be noticed that though both £sj[ und £zQ have compara
tively dark fills at the top of the respective patterns, the fill 
for £s^ is. darker than that for £V],indicating that during the 
production of £sH[ breath is expelled with higher frequency than 
during the production of

The duration of £s£ in the spectrogram is 15 milliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with Ed is 16 mi Miseconds for 
Ed and 20 rni i.I iseconds for Ed-

In the formant transitions of the vowels in 6sb in spectrogram 
2 5, vie notice that the third formant of the initial vowel, o, which 
is a little below the centre of the pattern, curves upwards to the 
closure for [VI* The first formant of JVj has not been influenced 
by the transition. The formant transitions of the final vowel,e, are

clearly evident; the second formant of £e~[, which is a little 
above the centre of the pattern, curves upwards from a lower frequency 
band (from the centre of the pattern) at the release of Both
the FI and the F3 of £eQ have not been much influenced by the transition. 
Judging from the direction and extent, of the formant curvature in 
the pattern, it becomes obvious that the hub of [V[ is. at or near the 
centre of the pattern.

£V[ as in :£za, to answer, is a voiced alveolar fricative. £V[ 
is the voiced cognate of Qsj, articulated in the same manner as 
Ed except that Q 2Q  is voiced while [VJ is voiceless. fjzf[ is 
a sibilant.

Palatogram 15 was made of the word hzd, answering,• It shows 
the tongue wipe for [jQ, The tongue wipe for Ed is similar to 
that of Ed except that the break between the two lateral wipes
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is v/ider in the [jzQ than in the £s£ wipes. The £zfj wipe starts 
a little higher in the palate than the £s£ wipe. The wipe for £z£ 
starts from below the frontal incisor line and it is broader at the. 
beginning than the £s£ wipe (cf. palatogram 14) • Such differences 
in the palatographic wipes help to illustrate the articulatory 
difference between the tvio sounds. Thus, for instance, while the 
tip of the tongue is. a bit curled inwards and the blade of the tongue 
as it were folded against the molars to form the groove necessary 
for the articulation of PX1, during the articulation of fjzQ the tip 
of the tongue may not be curled with some speakers and the air escapes 
through the flat space created between the tongue-tip and the pahate. 
Note that the articulatory postures assumed by the tongue during 
the production of these sounds correlate to the type of air pressure 
that escapes through the groove/space formed for the individual sound. 
This as we noted above has been clearly shovm. in the spectrograms 
of the two sibilant sounds.

Mingogram 16 made of the word fz&,to sweep, has Yiave forms during 
the closure for £zQ, vjhich shows that the "vocal cordi w^e-vibrating 
during the production of this consonant. The mouth tracing shows 
heavy vibration of the air that is expelled from the mouth. It 
can be seen from the light nasal tracings in the vovjel that precedes 
the |__zQ mingogram (comparison with other mingograms made of
words containing this sound confirm this) that the vowel that occurs 
before £zQ in a vrord tends to be nasalized.

The duration of £z£ in the mingogram is 15 milliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur vjith £z£ in the Y/ord is 15 c-iiUi~ 
seconds for QfJ[ and 22 cnti iiseconds for £a£.

Spectrogram 26 was made of the word 6zi, message,. It has 
fricative fill and voice bar during the closure for CfQ. As earlier 
observed, the fill for £sQ occurs heavier towards the upper part 
of the pattern and lighter towards the lower part. This ' , 
indicates that £z£ is a sibilant sound. The £z£ fill is generally 
lighter than that of £s£ and the striations are more widely spaced 
than in the £s£. This shows that £z£ unlike JjeQ  is not a high
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frequency sound. [jQ in the spectrogram has resonance bars, the 
first of which occurs i-near \ the centre of the pattern. This 
is the locus of JXL. and since hoth z and s have the same locus, 
it means that the locus of s ?sat the same area.

The duration of [VJ in the spectrogram is 17 m  f 0 iseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with JVJ ̂-n spectrogram is

=■ M -
The transitional influence of £V} on the preceding vowel, o, 

is not clearly indicated in the spectrogram "because the higher 
formant. "bars of this vowel are very faint. Both the second and 
third formants of |_jiQ make prominent curve upwards from lower 
frequencies at the release of [V J  to the normal state of the vowel. 
The F2 of D J  curves from the frequency of 1800 hertz at the release 
of Qzl to the frequency of 2300 Hertz and the F3 curves from the 
frequency of 2500 Hertz to that of 3000 Hertz.

ra ** Dsi' .
K L  and D f l do not occur in the Standard dialect, although 

"both sounds are used in some dialects of Igho. In those cases 
where [_Ĵ [ and jjp] are used in these dialects, in the Standard 
dialect they are replaced "by Qs [̂ and O I  respectively. Even in 
the dialects where D l  and jjfJ[ are used, they often occur as the 
allophones of |_ŝ [ and jjiQ respectively. For instance, in the 
Owerri dialect and the other southern dialects where PI and oa 
are extensively used, they are used as allophones of s and z 
respectively, in the environments where the latter are followed 
by a close front vowel,[jQ or [jj. For example, in Owerri 
dialect isi is pronounced as jji-J* ij_, ctsl is pronounced .. as

cbsimiri is pronounced as QoJ'imiri^], dzi is pronounced 
as D*3 Q .  dzi is pronounced as V[, 6zi is pronounced as 

il etc. In some other cases where sh or zh is used in 
some of the dialects, this only marks dialect variations. For 
instance, in some dialects 6hi, theft, is pronounced as 6shi, 
hh$, “body, is pronounced as hshd. In the Standrad dialect these 
dialect variations are unacceptable. Also in the Standard dialect

17 ni'Uiseconds for nV| a-nd 22 milliseconds fo:
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the QfJ[ » C.3Q allophones noted in the Owerri dialect are not 
acceptable, rather the CXI / CXI variants are the ones used in 
the Standard dialect.

What concerns certain words borrowed into the Standard dialect 
from other local dialects where sh or ah occur in the words, the 
situation is often, such that there are usually other variants of 
the same words and it is often these variants where sh or zh does 
not occur that is more generally used and understood across 
different dialects and subsequently it is these variants that are- 
adopted in the Standard dialect.

as in dgha, war, is a voiced velar fricative. In the official 
orthography of Igbo {jjQ represented as gh. During the articu
lation of Dfl the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft 
palate, leaving a constricted space between the back of the tongue 
and the soft palate through which the air from the lung is allowed to 
pass. The airstream forced through this space escapes with audible 
friction noise. B Q  is a continuant, produced with velic closure,

Palatogram 16 made of the word dgha shows the tongue wipe for 
D Q .  The wipe is typical of velar consonant wipes$ it starts from 
the second molar line on both sides of the palate and curves into 
an arch-shaped form at the bottom of the test palate. Hie wipe 
is broken at the center of the bottom curve5 this is the constricted 
space between the tongue and the soft palate through which the 
breath escapes.

Mingogram 17 made of the word dgha has wave forms during the 
closure for [Y[J* That is^the vocal cords vibrate' during the produc
tion of this sound. One remarkable fact in all the mingograms we 
made of words containing this consonant sound is the consistency 
and continiuty in the tracings obtained about the vibration of the 
vocal cords. Thus unlike in the other vowel-consonant-vowel 
recordings we made on the mingograms where there is always a break 
or drop in the tracings of vibrations of the vocal cords at the 
transition from consonant to vowel, in the recordings where D a  
precedes the vowel this break or drop in the tracings is never
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present rather there is always consistency in the tracings and it 
is not easy to tell from the tracings where the consonant articu
lation ends and where the vowel begins. This well illustrates the 
type of voice modulation associated with this consonant.

The duration of LXl in the mingogram is 13 centiseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with M i ®  25 centiseconds for 
each of the vowels.

Spectrogram 27 made of the word dgha has voice har and light
fricative fill during the closure for [VI* 4he spectrogram
EX! very clearly marked resonance bars, which are more clearly
and prominently marked than the resonance bars of the co-occurring
vowels. The nature of the fricative-fill for [Y]. with the
subsequent prominent resonance bars corroborates the observation
made by Potter et alia (1947) that as ”the voicing (in fricatives)
Becomes stronger, the voice resonances become more apparent and
the fricative fills less evident.1’̂  True to this observation, the ...resonance: ̂ of JJQ in the spectrogram are very pronounced while the 
fricative fills are less apparent, due to the degree of voicing 
associated with (YQ articulation.

The transitional influence on the vowel formants in spectrogram 27 
is apparent. The first resonance bar of JYJ is close to the baseline, 
consequently the PI of the initial QeQ. curves downwards at the [YU 
closure to join the jjsQ resonance bar, while the PI of the final 
D Q  curves upwards at the release of also joining to the
resonance bar of jjTj* Both the P2 of the two vowels and the second 
resonance bar of are on the same frequency, and therefore no 
transitional curve is apparent on the formants of the vowels which 
also join with the JjQ resonance bar, thereby forming a straight 
resonance bar which runs across the pattern. Both the
third and the fourth resonance bars of FV], occur higherAthe corres-p°nf'/lfb7 
vowel formant bars, consequently the F3 and the 1‘4 of the initial 
vowel curve upwards at the closure for M  to join to the QfQ 
resonance bars, while the same formants of the final vowel curve

44* Potter, R.K., et al. 1947? Visible Speech, p. 1 18*
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downwards from the release of jJsQ, also joining’ with the resonance 
bars of The overall pattern of the formant transitions
together with the resonance bars of [V3. on spectrogram presertfc. 
a vivid picture of the transitory articulatory movements of the 
speech organs relevant in the utterance of the word dgha.

The duration of £V]_ in the spectrogram is 14 mi'. 11 iseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with is 17 -mil 11-seconds
for the initial vowel and 20 OiMliseconds for the final vowel.

Dd as in hhu, body, is a voiceless glottal fricative. During 
the production of JjhQ ' vocal cords are held apart and the air- 
stream is forced through the open glottis, giving a picture similar 
to that of a forced breath. No oral stricture is present during 
the production of [jfcQ. In producing Q Q s  articulators assume 
the position for the sound which precedes or follows the Qkl*

No palatogram was made of {_hj_, because no tongue articulation 
is involved in the production of this sound.

Mingogram 18 made of the word hhd has no wave forms during the 
closure for QiTj. It is apparent from the mingogram that during 
the production of QhJ the airstream is expelled both through the 
mouth and through the nose. The vowel that occurred after the 
DO in the mingogram was heavily nasalized. The puff of air 
through the nose during the production of QhQ and the subsequent 
heavy nasalization of the vowel that follows Q Q  Tn ^ ie word, which 
are apparent in the mingogram of Mid, do not occur when £h~[ is 
followed by a close front vowel, i or i , as mingogram 18 (b) will 
illustrate. In the mingogram of dhi, however, Jji/j. is lightly 
nasalized. The duration of Qh/[ in mingogram 18 is 15 ih' V.Liseconds. 
The duration of the vowels that occur with JjhQ is 25 milliseconds 
for the initial vowel and 30 iseconds for the final vo\\Tel.

Spectrogram 28 made of the word hhu has very light fricative 
fill and no voice bar during the closure for QiJ * fricative
fill for Qij[ is dark on the baseline end makes it appear as if QtQ 
has a voice bar. Above the baseline the fill becomes very light.
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The duration of QtQ in the spectrogram is 12 mi lliseconds, The 
duration of the vowels that occur with QT] is 15 m Ml iseconds 
for the initial vowel and 20 miHiseconds for the final vowel.

In the spectrogram of him no formant transitions of the vowels 
are apparent. The h sound whether it is voiced as in American 
English or not voiced as in Igbo, has little or no influence 
on the formants of the vowels that are comhined with the h.

2.2,7* NASALS
fnQ as in fma, to know, is a "bilabial nasal consonant. All nasal 

consonants in Igbo are voiced. During the production of a
complete closure is formed by the lips not accompanied by velic 
closure. The breath escapes through the nose during the closure 
and consequently no pressure is built at the point of stricture, 
and the consonant is not released with plosion.

When [_nf] precedes another consonant (in which case it becomes 
a syllabic nasal in Igbo), the QrQ is unreleased, such as in 
words like ifib&, mbh, mkpu, mgbe etc. In Igbo only nasals can 
precede another consonant without an intervening vowel, and when 
a nasal consonant occurs in that environment it becomes syllabic, 
bearing an independent tone of its own.

Mingogram 19 made of the word dmti, offspring, has wave forms 
during the closure for QrQ. There is nasality in QifJ due to the 
air that is expelled through the nose during the oral closure for 
this sound. This is indicated in the mingogram by the wavy lines 
in the nose tracings. The vowels that occur with the [jrQ in the 
mingogram are nasalised because of the influence of the nasality 
in Q tQ, i.e. the vowels assimilate the nasality of the consonant.
The duration of [jtQ in the mingogram is 15 ml Hisoconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with (jtQ is 14 no (' .I I iseconds for 
the initial vowel and 16 rnM I .iseconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 29 was made of the word . It has voice bar during
the closure for QtQ. In the spectrogram pm~[ has resonance bars,
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which indicates that M  is a sonorant as well as a nasal. Nasality 
is indicated in the spectrogram not .only "by the lightness of the 
shadings of the Jjifj. formant hars but also by the light bar at the 
top of the JjrQ pattern. 'The duration of jjiQ in the spectrogram 
is 15 V̂11 H iseconds and that of the vowels that occur with QrQ in 
the word is 17 reiMiseconds for the initial vowel and 20 tnilji- 
seconds for the final vowel.

The formant transitions in the spectrogram are apparent only in 
the Uwe-f formants of the paQ vowels, since the higher formants of 
the • vo\-fels are not clearly visible in the pattern. The first 
resonance bar of D d  is on the baseline and the first formants of 
surrounding vowels curve towards the QifJ resonance bar* The first 
formant of the initial vowel curves downwards towards the hub of 
M ,  which is on the baseline, while the first formant of the final 
vowel curves upwards from the hub at the release of jj*Q«

DO as in nci, and, is an alveolar nasal continuant. During 
the production of the tip of the tongue forms a complete
closure with the palate at the alveolar region. There is no velic 
closure and the breath escapes through the nose during the closure
for DQ.

Palatogram 17 made of the word nh shows the tongue wipe for Q Q .
The M  wipe is similar to those of £tj[ and fcQ (also alveolar
consonants) in palatograms 1 and 2 respectively. The wipe for DO 
occurs from the lateral incisor, extending 011 both sides of the 
palate to beyond the 4th molar line.

Mingogram 20 was made of the word umj., you (pi.),. It has wave
forms during the closure for |jrQ* There are nasal tracings in the
mingogram for the Q G ?  which shows that air was escaping through 
the nose during the closure for this consonant. The vowels that 
occur with in the mingogram are slightly nasalized. However
in the mingogram vse made of the word nn\my., bird, the vowels that 
occurred with were prominently nasalised. The duration of £n~[ 
in the mingogram is 14 mi ill iseconds and the duration of the vowels 
is 15 milliseconds and 18 I;iseconds for the initial and final
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vowels respectively.
Spectrogram 30 was made of the word &n\L, meat,. It has voice 

bar during the closure for JjeQ* In the spectrogram £nQ has 
resonance bars, which shows that it is a so no rant; the resonance 
"bar of is near the centre of the pattern. This is the huh 
of [V]* Because the resonance har of [jnQ occurs an the same 
frequency as the second formant of , this formant is not influenced 
hy the transition. The second formant of the final vowel curves 
down from the release of Qhlj the end of the Q d  resonance har,
which is located just ahove the second formant of the final vowel.

The duration of D Q  in the spectrogram is 15 mi Hiseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with Qhl is 16 milliseconds for 
the initial vowel and 20 mnli-seconds for the final vowel.

Like m, n can occur in Igho as a syllabic nasal, in which case 
it precedes another consonant without an intervening vowel and it 
carries an independent tone. For example, Mi, hti, nil, hsq,
fuici, etc. As a syllabic, n can he combined with, i.e. can precede
any consonant that is neither a labial nor a back consonant. Labial 
consonants co-oocur with m while back consonants occur with £» .
As a syllabic nasal Qif] is unreleased.

D O  as in dnya, eye, is a palatal nasal consonant. During the 
articulation of Q d  the body of the tongue is raised to the palate, 
foimring a complete oral closure with the hard palate. There is 
no velic closure and the breath is allowed to escape through the 
nose during the closure for

Like the other nasal consonants in Igbo, lid can occur as a
syllabic nasal, in which case it co-occurs with a palatal consonant. 
Though it is customary in the local orthography to write the syllabic 
nasal that precedes a palatal consonant as n, for example, nch£i, 
soap, iich£, watching, nnyobti, looking into, etc, the syllabic 
nasal that occurs in such environment is infact pronounced as &a.
For example, !r w  iq . CP e  <1 > 01:0 •
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Palatogram 18 was made of the word Anya, It shows the tongue 
wipe for |J*Q* wipe covers the whole width of the palate
starting from the lateral incisor line to the third molar line, 
and extends laterally on "both . sides of the palate to beyond the 
fourth molar line. The O H  wipe is similar to those of o n  
and palatograms 12 and 13 respectively.

Mingogram 21 which was made of dnya has wave forms during the 
closure for G U -  The mingogram shows heavy egress of air through 
the nose during the oral closure for J H -  Due to the influence of 
the nasality in JjiJ: , the vowel that occurs after this consonant 
was nasalised initially in the mingogram but the nasalisation 
dies off gradually as the vocalisation of the vowel continued.
Note that there is no nasalisation indicated in the vowel that 
preceded the EH- The duration of ir. the mingogram is 16 muHi- 
seconds. The duration of the vowels that occur with JlfQ is 15 mi lli
seconds for the initial vowel and 20 milliseconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 31 was made of the word 6ny^? trap,. It has a stop 
gap with voice bar during the closure for -̂s *̂n spectrogram
of the other nasal consonants so far described, we may notice that 
the striations of the voice bar of [3rQ are comparatively dark and 
longer than those of the accompanying vowels. There is a lightly 
shaded bar at the top of the pattern of jj"Q 5 which results from 
the nasality in this consonant articulation. Unlike QtQ and QVJ , 
E H  no resonance bars in the spectrogram. The duration of
D-a in the spectrogram is 9 ^hMiseconds. The duration of the 
vowels that occur with ^11 spectrogram is 16 rn\u. iseconds
for the initial vowel and 22 milliseconds for the final vowel.

The transitional influence of Jj“Q  on the surrounding vowels 
is clearly shown on the spectrogram through the formant transitions. 
The second formants of both vowels of 6nyh curve towards and 
from the centre of the pattern, which is the locus of Q">J[ . Thus 
the second formano of jjaQ. curves from the frequency band of 
1000 Herts (which is the steady state of the vowel) to 1900 Herts, 
upwards , to the locus of EH , while the second formant of [VJ
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curves from a higher frequency of 2000 Hertz at the release of JjbJ. 
dovm to 1500 Hertz (which is the steady state of the vowel). The 
first formant of the same vowel curves downwards towards the "baseline.

El as in &na, cane* is a velar nasal consonant. During the 
articulation of QlQ the hack of "the tongue makes a complete closure 
with the soft palate. There is no velic closure, so that the "breath 
escapes through the nose during the closure for BO •

E l  can occur as a syllabic nasal, in which case it can only 
precede a back consonant. For example, ^ke, qkwu (palm tree),
fjgd (prison), rjgwu (implement for digging) etc.

Palatogram 19 was made of the word dna. It shows the tongue 
wipe for QlQ* wipe is characteristic of velar consonant
tongue wipes. The [PQ tongue wipe occurs on both sides of the
palate starting from the second molar line and forms the typical 
arch-shaped wipe along the bottom outline of the - palate.
The wipe at the bottom end of the test palate is thin.

Mingogram 22 made of the \«jord dna has wave forms during the E l  
closure, which indicates that the vocal cord vibrates during the 
production of this sound. The nasal tracings during the closure 
for jjpQ shows a relatively heavy egress of air though the nose 
during the closure. The vowel that follows the E l  in the mingogram 
is nasalized throughout, while nasalization in the vowel that 
precedes E l  occurs only towards the juncture of the vowel and. 
the E d -  The duration of [P£[ in the mingogram is 15 m \ l1iseconds.
The duration of the vowels that occur with [5J.I is 14 milliseconds 
for the initial vowel and 17 H.iseconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 32 was made of the word dhu, bee,. It has voice 
bar during the closure for E l -  In the spectrogram has 
resonance bars, What has been observed above about the striations 
of the voice bars of the nasal consonants is true of the striations 
of the voice bar of |j3j[ in the spectrogram of '

The duration of Jj3̂ [ in the spectrogram is 12 fli* U,iseconds.
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The duration of the vowels that occur with [jdJ. in the spectrogram 
is 19 CrchMi-seconds for the initial vowel and 22 mid liseconds for 
the final vowel.

In the formant transitions in the spectrogram, illustrating the 
influence of fjpH on the surrounding vowels, we notice that the 
second formant of [_al, '̂ he initial vowel, has not been much influenced 
hy the transition. The resonance bar of [jgl I*3 located very near 
this formant. The second formant of Jj^>, the final vowel, curves 
downwards from a higher frequency band at the release of D O  . ft- orn 
the locus of [q J, which is just above this for-mant. Both the third 
and fourth formants of £aQ curve upwards to the QlQ closure.

as in §nwa, moon, is a labialized velar nasal consonant.
£3 wj is articulated with two simultaneous strictures - a fcl 
stricture and a [jifj stricture. The release of the two strictures 
is also simultaneous, in the manner described above for the other 
labialized velar consonants in the language. There is no velic 
closure during the production of [g w7 , and the air from the lungs 
is allowed to escape through the nose during the closure for L?wQ.

A syllabic nasal in Igbo is hardly pronounced as 5 rather
[_JPJL would he used in place of [fjwj as a syllabic nasal.

Palatogram 20 made of the word 6nwa shows the tongue wipe for 
fowl * The wipe is characteristic of velar consonants. . The wipe 
for |liwj_ starts from the third molar line on both sides of the 
palate and curves downwards forming an arch-shaped wipe along the 
bottom outline of the test palate. The wipe along the bottom end 
of the ; palate is very thin.

Mingogram 23 was made of the word dnwy!, sun,. It has wave forms
during the closure forjj^wQ . The tracings on the nose line in the
mingogram indicate nasality in this consonant sound. As in the
mingogram - of dna , we can notice that in the mingogram ofal'KW' ...dnwu the vowel that occurŝ jjg w [ is nasalized throughout under 
the influence of the nasality in the consonant, while the initial 
vowel has very light nasalization towards the juncture withjjjlwQ .
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l’he duration of JjlwJ in the mingogram is 12 milliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with [I}wQ is 15 milliseconds 
for the initial vowel and 16 miUiseconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 33 made of the word <$nwa has voice "bar during the 
closure for £]wl * In the spectrogram fovQ has resonance bars, 
the first of which is located a little below the centre.of the 
pattern.

In the formant transitions in the spectrogram, both the second 
and the third formants of D d  curve downwards to the closure of 
JjdwQ j the Second formant curving down towards the baseline.
Similarly, both the first and second formants of £sQ > the final 
vowel, curve from a lower frequency band, from near the baseline, 
upwards at the release of . The second foi'mant of £aT] joins
to the first formant at the release. The second resonance bar of 
M  is located towards the upper part of the pattern. The 
arrangement of the resonance bars of the nasal consonant together 
with the patterns of the formant transitions in the spectrogram 
present a vivid picture of the articulator movements of the speech 
organs during the utterance of the word dnwa.

The duration of (ĵ ŵ j in the spectrogram is 15 milliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with £}wQ is 18 rofHiseconds for 
the initial vowel and . .. 22 ll iseconds for the final vox'rel.

2.2,8. LATERAL
as in hla, ground, land, is an alveolar lateral sonorant.

It is produced with an incomplete oral closure. The tip of the 
tongue is raised to the alveolar, leaving openings between the sides 
of the tongue and the upper molars on each side of the mouth. This 
is accompanied by velic closure. The opening at the sides of the 
mouth allows a continuous stream of voiced breath to be emitted 
during the closure for [Jl-T, well as while the articulators are 
moving towards the positions for the adjacent sound in the combination.
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Palatogram 21 made of the word hla shows the tongue wipe for 
DO- The wipe occurs from "between the frontal incisor line and 
the canine line and extends laterally on "both sides of the palate 
to above the second molar line. Unlike the wipes for QiJ , {jiQ ,
LG 0I" O H  » the wipe for £VJ &oes 2101 continue to and beyond the 
fourth molar line, thereby suggesting that this area of the palate 
(i.e. from the second molar line further back in the palate) was 
open and the air is allowed to escape freely from the opening.

Mingogram 24 made of the word 5,1a has wave forms during the 
closure for [jQ , indicating that the vocal cordi vibrate during 
the production of LG- There is heavy vibration in the air in the 
mouth during the closure; this is indicated in the mingogram by the 
relatively long striations in the mouth recordings during the closure 
for C Q  , There is no nasal tracing during or after the closune.
It is apparent from the mouth tracings . on the mingogram that the 
oral cavity was only partially closed during the. articulation of 
LG • Thus we can notice that there was very little drop in the 
mouth line during the closure. The duration of Q Q  in the
mingogram is 18 ro-tii i-seconds. The duration of the vowels that 
occur with jjQ in the word is 15 hvt lliseconds for the initial 
vowel and 27 tni\\iseconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 34 was made cf the word dlo, house,. It has voice 
bar and resonance bars during the closure for DO- The second 
formant of Q&3 curves upwards to the closure of JjQ and the 
third formant of the same vowel curves downwards at the closure.
The first formant of the initial vowel, , continues through
the LG closure. The first formant of curves upwards
from the end of the formant bar that has continu-ed from d g  > 
i.e. at the release of LG • The second formant of jj?3 curves 
downwards from the resonance bar of £lj[ which is located just above 
former. [JLJ is a sonorant. . The duration of in the spectro
gram is 13 milliseconds. The duration of the vowels that occur with 
[jQ in the word is 16 rmUi seconds for the Initial vowel and 
21 W'■Uiseconds for the final vowel.
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2.2.9. ROLLED
DO as in dra, madness, is a rolled alveolar sonorant. For the 

articulation of DO the tip of the tongue is held loosely close 
to the alveolar, so that when the air from the lung is forced 
between the articulators it makes the tip of the tongue to strike ' 
in vibrating movements against the alveolar* During the production 
of £V } in Igbo about three to four successive strikes are made by 
the tip of the tongue against the alveolar, The vibrating strikes 
made during the production of £VJ is not sustained long enough as 
in the English equivalent of this sound, hence the JjrQ in Igbo 
cannot be said to be a trill. There is velic closure during the 
production of JjrQ .

Palatogram 22 was made of the word dra, It shows the tongue wipe 
for the in the utterance. The wipe for the jjrQ shows a complete
oral closure formed by the tongue against the palate. The wipe occurs 
from the lateral incisor . along, both .sides of the. palate to and 
beyond the fourth molar line. The nature of the wipe at the alveolar 
well illustrates the vibrating strikes which the tip of the tongue 
made against the alveolar.

Mingogram 25 made of the word dra has wave forms during the closure 
for Qr_"]* This means that the vocal cord=>vibrate , during the production 
of this consonant. In the mingogram there are three main vibratory 
peaks in the mouth tracings for the Qr Ĵ , which represents the 
number of times the tip of the tongue made positive strikes against 
the palate at the alveolar region during the production of the Q  
sound. The vowels that occur with [jrQ the mingogram were slightly 
nasalized. The duration of QrJ] in the mingogram is 10 rm'Uiseconds.
The duration of the vowels that occur with is 24 pnsUiseconds
for the initial vowel and 27 miUiseconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 35 made of the word dra has voice bar for the [jrQ*
£rQ has resonance bars which are broken at the stop closures (there 
are two such closures in the pattern). These closures represent 
the periods of the intermitent closures made during the vibratory 
sti'ikes by the tip of the tongue. The resonance bars of Q?3 occur
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on almost the same frequencies as those of the surrounding vowels* 
However the first resonance har of DO is nearer to the baseline 
than the first formants of the two Qaji sounds', consequently the first 
formants of the initial and final Q Q  sounds curve towards and/or 
from the baseline• The FI of the initial vowel curves downwards ■ 
towards the baseline while that of the second vowel curves upwards 
from near the baseline to the normal state of the vowel. The F2 
of both vowels have ho apparent transitional curves because both 
formants occur on the same frequency as the resonance bar of [V]}
(i.e. the second resonance bar of this consonant). The third 
resonance bar of [V] is a little higher than the third formants of 
the two D O  sounds, and as a result the third formants of both vowels 
curve a little upwards (for the initial vowel) towards or downwards 
(for the final vowel) from the fjrQ resonance bar.

The duration of QcQ in the spectrogram' is 6 mi iliseconds. The 
duration of the vowels that occur with [jeQ  is 21 m  M l iseconds for 
the initial vox-jel and 22 milliseconds for the final vox-jel.

2.2. IQ. APPROX I HANTS
Drl as in <£yh, illness, is a palatal approximant. Buring the 

production of the body of the tongue is raised to the palate
forming an approximant stricture with it, almost in the same 
position as in [_iQ articulation, except that the elevated position 
of the tongue is higher for jjjQ and not so forx^ard in the mouth as 
in Jjif] articulation. The passage to the nasal cavity is closed and 
there/5a continuous emission of voiced breath while the articulators 
are moving toimrds their positions for the sound that folloxvs [j/1*

The articulation of approximants differs from those of the other 
sounds (including vovjels) mainly by the fact that xdiereas the 
articulatory ’postures1 are sustained steadily during the production 
of the other sounds, during the production of approximants (notably 
y and w) the articulators are progressively moving from their 
initial postures to the positions for the sound xthich folloxjs (i.e. 
if the approximant is combined with another sound) or to the neutral
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position of the articulators (if no sound follows the approximant).
For instance, though the initial articulatory postures for [jQ 
an<̂  Q Q  f or for [}-Q awd £V] are more or less the same for each 
pair, the production of each of the pairs differs mainly in the 
manner described above.

Pal at o gram 23 made of the word <5yh shows the tongue wipe for {jyQ*
The [jjTj wipe is in many respects similar to that of JjlJ, (see pala- 
togram l). As in the wipe .for DO. the £yl wipe occurs on both sides 
of the palate becoming broadest at the second molar line where the 
wipe occurs almost across the entire width of the palate. The wipes 
along both sides of the palate are broad showing the extent of the 
contact made by the tongue and the palate. The wipe for [jQ starts 
from the lateral incisor line and extends backwards to beyond the 
fourth molar line.

Mingogram 26 was made of the word iyS,, to be sick,. There are 
wave forms during the closure for QCl* -̂s '^e mingogram of [jlJ[ ,
the mouth tracings for [VI in mingogram 26 show.' consistent and 
.uninterrupted flow of theAbreath from the mouth during the articula
tion of jjyQ and the surrounding vowels. Air was escaping through 
the nose during my articulation of this approximant; this is shown 
dm the mingogram by the wavy tracings on the nose line. The same 
can be observed in mingogram 27? of jj-Q * This, I should think, 
can be explained by the laxed nature of the articulatory strictures 
associated with these approxirnants, rather than a deliberate 
lovrering of the velum during the articulation of the approxirnants.

The duration of (jyQ in the mingogram is 16 milliseconds.
The duration of the vowels that occur with {jjQ in the word is 16 

pv» Miseconds for the initial vowel and 29 fbi’ 11 Lseconds for the 
final vowel.

Spectrogram 36 was made of the word 6yi, cold,. It has voice 
bar and resonance bars for the [jyQ articulation. Both the voice 
bar and the resonance bars of continuous pattern with‘those of
[V} , the vowel that occurs after the jjyQ* That is, the voice bar 
and the resonance bars of jjyQ are no't separated from those of fV]
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in the spectrogram. This also means that -̂n spectrogram 
has no transitional influence on the formants of Qil , since the 
formant "bars of the two sounds occur on the same frequency-.bqnds.
On the other hand} jjsrl has pronounced transitional influence on 
the second formant of £0]} , the initial vowel. The second formant 
°f £cQ Prominently curves upwards from the frequency "band of 1000 
Hertz, the steady state of the vowel, to about 2000 Hertz, touching 
the second formant of JjjfJ , which is also about- the third formant 
of this vowel. This shows that the locus of QyQ j like that of 
D J .  is towards the upper part of the pattern.

The duration of the initial vowel in the pattern is 16 r^iHi seconds* 
As already pointed out above, it is not easy to distinguish the JjyQ 
from jjkL the vowel that follows the jjy\] , in the pattern. It is 
not easy, for instance, judging from the pattern, to see where the 
D f l ends and where the £i3 begins. The duration of the two sounds 
in the spectrogram is 38 rni 11 iseconds.

as in £we, anger, is a labialized velar approximant. For 
the articulation of £wj[ the back of the tongue is raised towards 
the soft palate but not making any positive contact with the palate* ■■ 
This is accompanied by lip rounding and velic closure. There is 
continuous emission of voiced breath while the articulators are 
moving either towards their neutral positions or to their positions 
for the sound that - follows

No palatogram was made of jj-Q because there is no tongue contact 
during the articulation of Q Q  «

Mingogram 2-7 made of the word iwe has wave forms for the [\Q, 
which shows that the vocal cords vibrating during the production 
of this sound. As in the mingogram of Qy_3 , the wave forms in the 
mouth tracings for QwQ are heavy and consistent throughout, thereby 
indicating that there was a continuous uninterrupted flow of voiced 
breath from the mouth during the articulation of D Q  • Air also 
appeared to escape through the nose during the production of LvQ 
in the mingogram. This has been explained above. The vowel that
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precedes the QvT] in the mingogram is nasalized. The duration of 
M  in the mingogram is 15 m >'H iseconds. The duration of the 
vowels that occur with is 20 mi Hiseconds for the initial
vowel and 30 tn* Mi seconds for the final vowel.

Spectrogram 37 made of the utterance fwe has voice har during 
the closure for £VJ. In the spectrogram QfrQ has resonance har 
which is located near the baseline. Similar to the relationship 
between JjQ and (jyj[ j the locus of QwQ approximates that of Q-Q 9

i.e. near the baseline. The transitional influence of {j*f} on 
the surrounding front vowels is very pronounced in the spectrogram. 
This is illustrated by the arch-shaped curve formed by the second 
formants linking with the resonance bar of {j\Q • Thus the second 
formant of M  curves upwards at the release of £V] from near the 
baseline, from the frequency band of 800 Herts to that of 1800 
Hertz which is the steady state of the vowel. The vowel formant 
joins to the resonance bar of £V], . Similarly, although the 
second formant bar of D Q  , the initial vowel, continues well into 
the closure for Q'Q ? the apparent curve by this formant to link
with the resonance bar of M  towards the baseline is shown on the
spectrogram. The duration of (j/} ^He spectrogram is 13 uu'lli-
seoonds. The duration of the vowels that occur with in the
word is 12 in ill -iseconds for the initial vowel and 25 jvt t Hiseconds 
for the final vowel.
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2.3. SUMMARY PHONEMIC CONTRASTS OF THE SPEECH SOUNDS OP 
THE STANDARD DIALECT OF IGBO

In the Standard dialect of Igbo all the speech sounds described 
in 2.1 . and 2 .2 . above are phonemic, i.e. they contrast phonemi- 
oally with vone other. Few of the allophones that exist in Igbo 
have been noted in the phonetic descriptions given in the preceding 
sections (i.e. 2 .1 , and 2 .2 .). These allophones, to reiterate, 
occur among the labio-dental fricatives, where it has been noted 
that EH and DO are allophones of j f j  in some dialects of Igbo, 
and also within the palato-alveolar fricatives, where it was noted 
that both EH and EiD are allophones of /s/ and /a/ respectively 
in the Standard dialect.

In the present part of this chapter, we shall provide a brief 
summary of the phonemic contrasts that exist among the speech sounds 
described in 2 .1 . and 2 .2. above.

2.3.1. PHONEMIC CONTRASTS WITHIN THE VOWEL SEGMENTS
All the 8 vowels described in 2.1. above are phonemic not only 

in the Standard dialect but in all the dialects of Igbo. The 
phonemic contrasts that exist between vowels of different phonetic 
qualities are more or less obvious in the language. In the discu
ssions that will follow, we are primarily concerned with the 
contrasts that exist between vowels that are phonetically similar 
but which differ mainly through the tongue root positions.

2*3.1 .1 . a , e
/e/ has an allophone in Igbo, phonetically represented as fjQ* 

This occurs in words such as
/6ke/ kej -python

l i f e /  D-ft-H - thing

/ebe/ L ^ C l  “ place, where

/iss/ Eisd  - five etc-
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/a/ contrasts with /e/
dka
6ke
ls£t
£s&

dkwa
dlcwe

/a/ contrasts with /o/^ Jĵ Q
dka
6kot ♦

IsS,
is9
:th&
£h6 • »

/e/ contrasts with /o/
£do
£de
£sh
£s&
6 hi 
6hi

/e/ contrasts with /i/
6zh
6zl
£he
£hi
£sl
£sh
idi
£dh

hand
python
to reply to 
to draw
cry (n.)
wooden tom-tom etc.

hand
rash
to wash
to fear, to avoid 
to enter
to carve meat etc.

to place 
to write
to follow 
to draw
heart, chest 
porcupine etc.

king, ruler 
pig
to slice 
to dwell
smell, odour 
to draw
to hear, endure 
he soak etc.
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Both and e are in complementary distribution when they are 
used as affixes by themselves or when they occur as the vowels of 
the affix morpheme, in which case the affix vowel would be required 
to agree with the harmonic quality of the vowel cf the root  ̂
morpheme. That is, /a/ is used when the vowel of the root morpheme 
is of the retracted or non-advanced tongue root type and /e/ is 
used when the vowelcf the root morpheme is of the advanced tongue 
root type. For example,

(i) performative vowel prefix a/e
This is used with the performative aspect of the verb, and consists 

of a vowel prefix, either /a/ or /e/, and the root morpheme.
Pop * vowel prefix verb- root performative verb form

a hgd - going
e Sgb - listening
a six * hsi» - saying
e. si &si - cooking
a s<5 hs6 - avoiding
e so 6s5 - following
a b&• cibu• - being
e bd bbd - carrying etc

(ii) negative Imperative-verb form
This consists of a vowel prefix, /a,/ or /e/, verb root and a .j 

negative suffix, -let. For example,
vowel prefix verb root negative verbal form

a gd dgald - dont go
e gb dg&la ~ dont listen to
a s i dsjla - dont say
e si 6silct - dont cook
a s<$ dsqla - dont avoid
e s6 ds5la ~ dont follow
a H db^la - dont be
e bu dbula -- dont carry etc
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(iii) completive aspect verb form
This consists of a vowel prefix, /a/ or /e/, the verb root, a 

vowel suffix and the -la suffix. The vowel suffix can be either 
./e or o/o. For example,a

vowel prefix verb root vowel suffix completive form
a g& a Sigdala -has gone
e gb e bgbbla -has listened

to
a si• a &siala -has told (eg

a lie)
e si e fesiela -has cooked
a s6* <? &s<5olao • -has avoided
e so o 6s661a -has followed
a kmi

• 0• hkwdola • • -has paid
e kwu o fekvnSola -has spoken

inceptive aspect vei’k form
consists of a vowel prefix /a/ or /e/, the verb root and
suffix. For example,

vowel prefix verb root inceptive aspect form
a g& hg&wa - starts to go
e gb egkwd - starts to listen
a si• &s:Lwa - starts to say
e si hsivre - starts to cook
a S9 &s6wa• - starts to avoid
e s5 bsow£ - starts to follow
a kwii

4
hkviuvja - starts to pay

e lewd kkmiwe — S+arts to speak
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(v) .imperative vowel suffix
The vowel suffix that occurs in the Imperative form of the verb 

in Igbo can be either a/e or o/o. a/e are used when the voî el 
of the root morpheme is a front vowel while 0 /9 are used when the 
vowel of the root morpheme is a back vowel. For example,

verb root

gd 

gfe

r i  
r i

k6 

k<59

lewd 

lewd

vowel suffix
a 

e

e 
&

imperative form of the verb
getd
gfed-
r id

rid

go
listen to
eat : 
climb

kbo — pluck, pull with
a hooked object, 

k65 - narrate, tell
kwdd - speak
kwu6 - pay etc.

2.3.1,2. P i

/i/ contrasts with /% / For example,
£si ~ to cook
$s:£ - to say
fmi - to deepen, to be deep

- to bear fruit
£ri
frl

to eat 
to climb etc.

/i/ contrasts with /u/. For example,
£si - to cook
£su - to crack by pounding

ibi - to dwell
£bu - to carry etc.
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/i/ contrasts with /u/. For example,
idi - .to he in a state of♦ *

idu - to poke (with a long object)
ichi - to gather, to herd, to rule
ichu - ‘ to chase, to pursue etc.

Both i * and i/ occur in complementary distribution when they 
are used as affixes or as the vowel of affix morphemes. In this 
case the vowel affix or the vowel of the affix morpheme agrees 
harmonically with the vowel of the root morpheme. For example,

(i) infinitive prefix
An infinitive prefix in Igbo is a close front vowel which is1 

phonetically realised as Qi^ or depending on the harmonic
quality of the vowel of the root morpheme of the verb it occurs 
with. For example,

verb . root infinitive prefix verb form
gd i. to go
gb i igb - to listen
si i < isl - to cook
si % isi - * « to say
ri i £ri - to eat
ri• i• ir? - to climb
so i« :tsq - to avoid
sb i ISO - to follow
kwd i . ikwu to speak
kwd• % ikwu ■ • to pay etc

(ii) verb form indicating insistence <&n an action.
This is achieved in the language by suffixing the morpheme

—riri or —riri to the verb root. When this morpheme is used with • »

the future tense of the verb, it has the meaning of command (i.e. on 
the part of the speaker) but when used with the present tense of the 
verb, it has the meaning of the performer' insisting on continuing 
and if possible completing an action. For example,
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verb root
kwd gd-ekwdriri (future) - must speak
lewd* g^-akw^r^r^. n - must pay

nd-ekwdriri (present) - continues to speak
nd~akwijriri ti - continues to pay

gd gh-agdr^ri (future) - must go
nh'-agdr̂ .ri (present) - continues to go

gh nh-dgbrlri 11 - continues to listen
si gd-eslriri (future) - must cook
si* gd-as-^r^ri ti - must say etc.

2.3.1.3. £?2

/o/ contrasts with /o/. For example,
6go - height 
<5gd - inlaw
fs6 - to follow
ls9 - to fear, to avoid
Ito - to grow
Ito - to unwrap etc.

The phonemic contrasts between J o j and /e/ and/or between /$/
and /a/ have been illustrated in the examples given earlier above.

Both o and 9 occur in complementary distribution when they 
are used as affixes or as the vowel of the affix morpheme. Some 
examples illustrating this have been given above, '.such- as in..

the Imperative suffix and the completive aspect formsof the verb 
in Igbo.

2.3.1*4* u , u [&Q
/u/ contrasts with /v/- For example,

1km m Speak
£kwu - to pay
flu -* to reach
flu - to work etc.
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/u/ contrasts with /o/. For example,
6kwu - speech
■dkwu - plenty, big
£f6 - folk tale
ifft - to miss, be lost
fdo - to place, to put
£du to lead, to escort etc*

/y./ contrasts with /§/° For example,
t o to read
t o  - to deny
icho - • • to seek, to want
ichu - « • to chase , to pursue
iko - • • to tell, to narrate
iku - • * to knock etc.

The phonemic contrast between /u/ and /i/ and that between /y./ 
and /i/ have been illustrated in the examples given in the preceding 
sections.

/u/ and /y./ are rarely used as affixes or as the vowel of the 
affix morpheme in Igbo. But if they ever occur as affixes or as 
the vowel of the affix morpheme, they would necessarily be in 
complementary distribution just as the other cases discussed above,

2.3.2. PHONEMIC CONTRASTS WITHIN THE CONSONANT SEGMENTS

2.3•2.1. p, b, f9v,
/p/ contrasts with /b/. For example,

ipu - to be open, to germinate 
fbu - to carry

/p/ contrasts with /f/,
fpe - to slice with axe
Ife - to fly

/p/ contrasts with /m/, /kp/, /d/ etc.
ipe - to slice with axe
fme - to do
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/b/ contrasts with /f/.

flcpe
Ide
Ite

ibb
Iffc

/b/ contrasts with /m/, /gb/, /k/ etc.
:£ba
ima
igba
Ika

J v j contrasts with /b/, /p/, /f/ etc.

fv£
ibu

ivh • . «
iph

to judge 
to write
to scrub, to smear etc.

to cut 
to worship

to enlarge, to grow rich 
to know
to run, to sting 
to surpass etc.

to scramble 
to be

£>G-to hurt, toApainful
to hatch
to go out etc.

In some dialects of Igbo /b/ has two allophones, namely, fj3̂ l
and M  , which occur mainly in colloquial speech forms. For
example, -

/ $ bh/ 'it is1 , is pronounced as Zp .
/dxbe/ 'endure', is pronounced as etc.

These allophones are not acceptable in the Standard dialect.
In many cases where /v/ occurs in most of the other dialects of 

Igbo, in the Standard dialect it is replaced by /b/. For example.

other dialects
xvu
fvti
dvu

Standard dialect
Ibu
ibh
dbu

to carry 
bigness 
pus etc.

There are, however, some cases where /v/ in these dialects are ndt 
replaced by /b/ in the Standard dialect, such as in the following 
words ? 5vu - dove

bvu ~ v wasp
- to hatch etc.
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Similarly, in some cases where /f/ occurs in some of the local 
dialects, it is replaced "by /p/ in the Standard dialect. Some 
illustrative examples of this have heen given in 1*4* above.

In some cases where /f/ is used in the Onitsha and other northern 
dialects^ in the Standard dialect it is replaced "by /h/. This has 
heen discussed along with other instances of alternations in chapter 
one ahove.

/f/ has two allophones, and [jpQ which occur in colloquial
speech forms in some of the local dialects. In the Standard dialect 
these allophones are not acceptable.

/f/ contrasts with /v/, /h/, /gh/ JjQ etc.

m  - to snatch, to blow
£v$ - to hatch
ihh ($ny) - to prize
•Xfu - to miss, be lost
£hu - face
dfh - • half penny
dhu - that
:£fu - to hurt, be painful
Jghu ~ to roast
iffc - to worship
£ghb - be well cooked etc

2.3.2.2. d, t, ch, ,j 
/d/ contrasts with /t/. For example,

£de i O write
£te - to smear, to rub
£do - to place
ito - to grow

- to poke with long object
•|ty - to thro vi etc.
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/t/ contrasts ifith /ch/, /j/, /d/. For example,
ite - to rub, to smear
ide - to' write
ije - to go, to travel
iche - to wait etc.

£j& - walk,.-, journey
ichb - different etc.

with /k/, /g/ etc. For
idu - to poke with long object
Jtvi - to throw
iju - to refuse • v *
ichu - to chase, to pursue 
iku - to knock• v
Igu - to read 
ikwu ~ to pay 
Jgwyi - to he finished etc.

2.3.2.3. k , g , gh , kp

/k/ contrasts with /g/. For example,
dldl « property 
6gh - hoe etc.

/k/ contrasts with /kp/, /gh/, /kw/, /gw/ etc.
bkdku - knocking 
hkpukpu - moulding 
§gwugwu - being finished
$kw$kwyL - paying 
6lc$. - property
6gwh - medicine
$k& - maize
6gbh - handicap etc.

/ch/ contrasts with /j/*

Both /d/. and /t/, etc, contrast 
example,
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2.3.2.4 « lew , gw , nw fp ̂
/lev// contrasts with /k/, /g/. For example,

ikwu• r •

iku
$s5

/lew/ contrasts with /gw/, /nw/.

/gw/ contrasts with /g/, /gh/.

/nw/ contrasts with /n/, /g/, /gw/.

2.3.2.5 * m , n , ny , h C O

jtx j contrasts with /n/.

to pay 
to knock 
to read etc.

£kwe - to agree, to sing
igwe to grind, sky
inwe - to own etc.

hgyja. "beans, colour
kgha - jaw
fgwa - to tell
iga - to go
lgha - to nun, to sting el

tnwu. « * to die
inu * • - to hear

- to read
Jgwu to he finished etc,

• ©>
nici - hut
nh - and
ifimSi - knife
hnh - father
umu • ♦ - offspring, children
unu• t - you (pi.) etc.

dnu• meat
dh\i - hee
£n\i » to hear
m u  « * - to drink
fmu * 6 to give "birth to
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<5nu - mouth* «
<5nh - joy etc.

/m/ contrasts with /n/
ime - to do
ihe - to step over (across)
imu - to give hirth
inu - to drink etc.

Both /m/ , /n/ and /n/ contrast with /ny/ , /nw/.
imu - to give hirth
iniji - to hear
fhy. - to drink
inyu - to pass through the

rectum
inwu - to die... • , * »

6ma - good
6nwa - moon»
dhy. - hee
cinw£ - sun, mosquito
dnyu - pumpkin
dnu - meat
ime - to do

 ̂ inye - to give
f

inwe - to own
ine - to step across (over) et

In some words where /n/ is used in the Onitsha and other northern 
dialects, this is replaced hy /l/ in the Standard dialect. Some 
examples of words that illustrate this have heen given in 1.4 ahove, 
and these will he repeated here.

Onitsha dialect Standard dialect
etna hi a - land, ground
ynQ $1$ - hoxise
dnu ipii—sMD - high, top
ine lie - to look
$na ila - to go home
inu • * - to marry et'
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It may be observed that in this as in the other cases of phonemic 
alternations that exist beti^een the two dialects, there are no 
systematic phonological conditions under which these alternations 
take place. In other words, these alternations between the local 
dialects and the Standard dialect1 are not phonologically conditioned 
as such, but rather develop merely as differences between the 
phonology of the Standard dialect and these local dialects,

2.3.2.6. r , 1
J v / contrasts with /l/ in the Standard dialect, For example,

&la - ground, land
&ra ~r- madness
fie - to look
_fre - to rot, to sell etc.

/l/ contrasts with /n/.
&lu - abomination
&nu - meat
inu - to push
flu - to reach
fnu - to hear* •
£.1̂  - to marry et c,

Some /l/ in the Onitsha dialect alternate with /r/ in the 
Standard dialect, For example,

Onitsha dialect Standard dialect
fie fre - to rot
nlo nro - dream• ♦

fli fri - to eat
6k6lobia bkdrobia young man, youlfti

Olcolo Olcoro - personal name
&kala &k&ra - line etc.
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/l/ contrasts with /m/. For example,
&la - ground, land
hma - divulging secrecy
£lu • * - to marry

>0.
VI* - to give hirth to

£le - to look
£me ~ to do etc.

2.3.2.7 * s , z
The situation about r a  and C d  that occur in the local dialects 

and their relation to the Standard dialect hav^ heen discussed above. 
It has heen stated that hoth DO and £jl| where they occur in these 
local dialects are allophones of /s/ and in the Standard
dialect. In the Standard dialect,

/s/ contrasts with /z/, as in the following words,

/s/ contrasts with /ch/.

£sa • • - to wash
£zam - to answer, to swell
£sb *“ to draw

- to do.dge
£si -- to smell
£zi - to send on a message
isu - to pound
£zu - to steal etc.

£se - to draw 
Ichh - different 
5sd - squirrel 
5 did - white 
£si - head
£chi - ritual or title mark
isQ - to avoid
£cho - to seek for, to want * » * '
isu - to pound
£chu -» to fetch ( water) etc.
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/z/ contrasts with /j/- For example,
Izfe ‘ — to dodge
ij& - walk, journey
izu - to steal
1 ju - to "be full
Iziji - to "buy
lju - to refuse etc.

2.3.2.8. 0 3

/h/ contrasts with /gh/ in the Standard dialect. For example,
dgha - war 
dhd - name
ihe - thing

} _ .igh& - to he well cooked 
dghu - alligator 
dhu - a type of menu 
.dhh - that etc.

Both /h/ and /gh/ contrast with /g/ , /k/.
dhh - name
dgha - war
dlca - hand
dgh\i - al1i gat o r
dgiji - leopard
dhy.. - a type of menu
fghh - to he well cooked
£kh - to create etc.

In Igho hoth /gh/ and /h/ have limited occurrence; they occur 
in very few words in the language. The phonemic contrasts between 
/gh/ and /n/ and; the other consonant phonemes are drawn mainly 
through approximation, i.e. the tones of the words where these 
phonemes (/gh/ and /n/) are used may not he identical with those 
of the phonemes with which they are contrasted.
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/r/ in the Onitsha dialect. That is, in some words where /r/ is 
used in the Onitsha dialect, in the Standard dialect this is replaced 
by /h/. For example,

Onitsha dialect
6ri
6ru
£ru
£rap$.

6ra*

dra

Standard dialect
6hi - theft
6hd - slave
£hu - face
£hap$. - to leave off, 

to abandon 
oha - crowd
dha - a fine, levy,

penalty etc.

2.3 .2.9 . __w y _

h i contrasts with /xv/ in the Standard dialect. For example.

h i  contrasts with /ny/,

h i  contrasts with /j/»

- 3rd pers. sing, pronoun 
(he/she/it)

- break
- to seave
- to deny somebody of something

wd

iw 6 • •

dyi - rabbit . 
enyi - elephant .
£yd (also fr:j.d) - to suffer from 
:£.nyd - to drive 
6yd - sickness 
<}nyd - trap etc.

ny§
^39 
fyx 
£ jl

s»&ver
sin, evil
oath, stream
to take, to hold etc.
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CHAPTER 3.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

3.1. THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURE THEORY

The distinctive feature theory which was first developed "by the 
Prague School-is well established in the present day phonological 
studies. Jakobson’s model of the distinctive featui’es, as well as 
the modifications of this - in the Sound Pattern of English (henceforth 
SPE), (Chomsky and Halle 1968), which form the main basis of the 
distinctive feature theory in generative phonology, have been well 
documented in the various literature on phonology. The distinctive 
feature theory as contained in these two works has been so much 
popularised in modern phonological studies and literature that it 
would not be necessary'to recount the same here.

The main principles that underly the distinctive feature theory, 
from Jakobson to the present time, are basically the same. The speech 
sound is viewed as comprising of discrete phonetic properties which 
account for the phonemic properties of the respective speech sound 
and for the phonemic contrasts that.exist between the speech sound 
and other speech sounds in ^ language. In other words, the speecdi 
sound is seen and analysed in terms of those phonetic properties 
which are essential for its production and which make it possible 
for the speech souhd to be differentiated from the other sounds 
within the phonemic structure of the language.

One of the advantages of the distinctive feature theory in 
phonology is that it makes it easier and simpler to identify those 
speech sounds which constitute natural classes of sound. Sounds 
which share certain features in common form a natural class. For 
instance, /p t k/ constitute a natural class of sounds, whereas 
/p y a g/ do not, because the former share a feature while the 
latter do not share any feature in common.

■ Sounds which fall tinder the same natural class usually tend to 
undergo the same phonological rule. For instance, in Igbo, apart
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from the vowels which are normally syllabic* nasal consonants 
can he syllabic, whereas all the other consonants are nonsyllabic 
in the language. These nasal consonants, /m.n ny n nw/, can be 
seen to constitute a natural class of sounds. In Igbo only /k g 
n (BO)/ can be.phonemically labialized. These three consonants 
form a natural class in that they are all Qf- velarj[« In American 
English, as pointed out by Hyman (l975)> palatalization rule is 
typical to /s z t d/, and this rule changes these segments to 
/la z c j ' /  respectively. The segments /s z t d/ from a natural 
class in that' they are all alveolar consonants. Similarly, in 
Russian language, palatalization rule often applies to /t d s z 
k g/ changing them to /c z s z 6 z/ respectively. The segments
/t d s z k g/ are all articulated with the tongue. In Igbo'*
the rule that changes the nonclose, nonback vowels, /a e/, to back 
vowels, /V* u/, respectively, in the envix’onment of C -V G (where 
the two consonant segments are identical) applies only when the 
consonant segments are either /b, p, m, f, v, gw, kw, nw ( M )  or w/.
These consonants share one feature in common, i.e. they are all
£+ labial^ . These examples, together with others like them in 
various languages, help to illustrate the point that speech sounds 
which shafe certain phonetic properties in common often tend to 
undergo the same phonological rule.

The distinctive feature system therefore provides a simpler and 
more accurate technique of identifying those speech sounds that 
share in common certain phonetic features and consequently belong 
to- the same natural class of sounds. This subsequently is essential 
for the classification of the speech sounds. For instance, if we 
were to rely on criteria short of the distinctive feature system, 
it would be hardly possible to correlate /kw gw nw w/ in Igbo 
with /p b m f v/ and treat both sets of sounds as belonging to 
the same natural class, in that the former are readily seen and 
treated as velar consonants and the latter as labial consonants. 
However by the fact that these segments undergo the same rule and 
through our understanding of the feature that motivates that rule 
we are able to correlate these segments and group them under one class.
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Similarly, /k g/ would hardly "be classed with /t d s z/ especially 
judging from the point of view of place and manner of production.
But . _ the fact that the former undergo the same phonological
rule as the latter (cf. the example from Russian) is "because these 
consonant segments share a phonetic feature in common, i.e. the feature 
of tongue articulation. In this way we are able to more easily and 
accurately identify those sounds that share.the same feature and 
belong to the same class.

Using the distinctive feature system, phonologists have found 
it easier .and more convenient in constructing phonological rules.
The distinctive features make it easier to achieve simplicity and 
greater generalization in the phonological rules. For instance, 
rule (i) below expresses in a more simplified.and generalized way 
than rule (ii), the nasalization of vowels after nasal consonants 
in Igbo.

'+ Syll. + nasal /' ’+ cons
cons _ L  J _+ nasal _

_■ a a
e e

r
i i m

i• — > i• / n
»

o o h
ny

0• 9 nwu u
u \i

Phonological rules such as (i) above, apart from achieving greater 
simplicity and generalization in the phonology of this language, 
give some useful information about the phonetic facts that 
underly the phonological process expressed by the rule.
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The distinctive features proposed in Jakobson, Fant and Halle 
(1952) and later in Jakobson and Halle (1956), as well as those 
proposed in Chomsky and Halle (1968) were intended to capture the 
phonological oppositions found in languages. The features in the 
various parameters chosen to express the phonological oppositions 
were set in binary oppositions designed to state either the presence 
or absence of a feature. Jakobson et alia relied more on the 
acoustic correlates of speech sounds in selecting the sets of distinctive 
features. These acoustic correlates, thfey found, more effectively 
and generally expre'ss the phonological oppositions between 'major* 
classes of :speech sounds. Thus features like vocalic vs non-vocalic, 
or consonantal vs non-consonantal most effectively express the 
binary phonological opposition between consonants and vowels, tins 
two major classes of speech sounds. Similarly features like compact/ 
diffuse; grave/acute; tense/lax; flat/plain etc. were seen to very 
effectively express the phonological oppositions between classes of 
speech sounds. These features, it can be seen, have been chosen on 
the basis of the degree or amount, presence vs the absence of the 
spectral energy involved in the production of given speech sounds.
The .articulatory properties of the.speech .sounds are taken more or. 
less as. secondary considerations.

The distinctive features proposed in the SPE, although generally 
based on those proposed earlier by Jakobson et alia, take into 
account the articulatory and acoustic properties of speech sounds.
Like Jakobson*s features, they were designed to capture the 
phonological oppositions found in languages, and in addition to 
this, they were also designed to describe the phonetic content of 
the segments. The SPE provides substantial modifications on the 
system of distinctive features proposed in Jakobson et alia (1952/56)• 
With respect to the distinctive features proposed in the SPE the 
features High, Low, Back, Syllabic, Anterior and Coronal evidently 
constitute the most dramatic modifications on Jakobson*s distinctive 
features.
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The features High, Low, Back, which describe the different 
displacements of the body of the tongue during articulations, 
are designed to define the different vowel sounds as well as the 
secondary phonetic features of certain consonant sounds such as 
palatalisation and velariaation. Thus palatalization of consonants 
can he specified as £+ highTj , and velarization of consonants can 
he specified as £+ back£[ .

The feature Anterior is designed to define those consonant sounds
that are produced with an obstruction that is located in front of
the palato-ialveolar region of the mouth; non-anterior sounds are 
produced without such an obstruction. For example,

£+ antJ p h t  d f  s v z m n l

C anCl k g n ( £?£ ), gh ( jV] ) etc.

The feature Coronal is designed to define those consonant sounds 
produced with theblad^bf the tongue raised from the neutral position; 
non-coronal sounds are produced with-the blade of the tongue in the 
neutral position. Some examples of consonant, segments defined by 
this feature are:

£> cor £  t d n s z l r  etc.

L  -  cor 3  P b g k f v etc.

The feature Syllabic is designed to capture certain phonological
similarity between the vowels and certain consonants in some languages 
like Igbo. In most languages the vowel segments are usually syllabic 
while the consonant segments are nonsyllabic. In some languages 
such as Igbo, certain consonant sounds are, like the vowels, syllabic. 
In Igbo, as we mentioned earlier above, some nasal consonants can 
be syllabic. This feature, Syllabic, was not proposed by Jakobson, 
and it is clearly evident that what can or cannot constitute a 
syllabic peak is phonologically significant in a language.
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Other features such as Lateral, Distributed, etc. were introduced 
in the SPE, These features which are designed to define the 
different properties in the articulation of certain consonant 
segments have modified, supplemented or replaced some of those 
features used by Jakobson.

Despite its achievements, the SPE has not provided all the answers 
necessary for the distinctive feature analysis in many languages.
As the phonology of other languages are described using the SPE 
distinctive feature framework, the more the shortcomings of the 
SPE system become:' apparent. Take for instance, the case mentioned 
earlier where we noted that /t d s z k g/ undergo similar 
phonological rule of palatalization in Russian phonology; within 
the SPE distinctive feature system, there is yet no feature which 
can be used to specify this* feature property which these consonant 
segments have in common, i.e. the fact that all these consonants 
are articulated with the body of the tongue. The features of 
coronal and anterior would, for instance, identify these consonants
differently, thus:

£  + cor 2 t d s z

C - OOP 1 k &

£ + arrt J t d s 7j

C - ant 1 k S

Using the distinctive features
double articulated consonants in Igbo such as kp, gw, nw etc. 
would be specified with plus and minus values of the same fea.tu.re. 
Kp,for instance, would be specified as £ + anterior ^  and £  - ant 2 •

One aspect of the distinctive feature theory presented in the 
SPE which has come under constant attack from some phonologists 
is the binary opposition hypothesis. The distinctive feature 
theory proposed by Jakobson as well as that- proposed in the SPE , 
as we mentioned earlier, is based on the binary opposition hypothesis.
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According to this hypothesis, a feature is specified with either a 
minus or plus value hut never hoth. In other words the binary 
opposition hypothesis presupposes either the presence or the 
absence of a feature.

Some objections have been raised . by'some.phonologists against 
the binary opposition hypothesis and some proposals have been made 
to revise the binary opposition system in phonology. Ladefoged (1971? 
1975)} Contreras (1969), Lindau (1975) and Williamson (1976), to 
mention a few, have-each proposed that some other alternative of 
feature opposition other than the binary opposition be adopted for 
the distinctive feature analysis in phonology. On the basis of some 
evidence from his study of the phonology of some African languages, 
Ladefoged has proposed that a multivalue type of feature opposition 
would be required to accurately account for certain types of feature 
oppositions in phonology. In Ladefoged (1975)5 the author tried 
to outline how the multivalue feature opposition system co’uld be 
used in the analysis of English phonology. The multivalue system 
will be discussed in the next section.

The distinctive features set up in the SPE cannot fully and 
adequately define certain speech sounds in Igbo. As Hyman (1975 s53) 
points out, the set of distinctive features proposed by Chomsky and 
Halle (l968) fail to relate labial and labialized (rounded) segments. 
Labial consonants such as £  p b m 3  3  + aut , - cor and
[2 - round 3> while labialized consonants such as £  lew 3  > C  &w 3  ? 
M  are £_ + round 3  ♦ That is, whereas the SPE feature system 
would successfully correlate the labialized consonants in Igbo to 
rounded vowels, through the feature 3  + Found 3  j it fails to 
relate the labialized consonants and the rounded vowels to the 
labial consonants. We have given some proof earlier from Igbo 
to show that the labialized consonants 3  hw, gw, and w 3
are related to the labial consonants in this language.

Igbo has four vowel heights, namely. Close, Half-close, Half
open and Open, These vowel heights are both phonetically and
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phonemically significant in the language. Within the SPE frame
work only three vowel heights are possible and the features 
L  Hieh 3  and L  low 3  which have been used to specify the three 
vowel heights, will not be adequate enough to account for the 
four vowel heights in this language.

For reasons such as the ones given above, we will not consider 
the distinctive feature analysis as proposed in the SPE fully 
adequate for our analysis.

MULTIVALUE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.

The multivalue distinctive features proposed in Ladefoged (l97l/75) 
and Cxpoui<iiee/in Williamson (1976), using the generative phonology 
framework will be more . favourable and adequate for our present 
analysis of the Standard dialect of Igbo.

The multivalue distinctive feature theory is a comparatively gene-fQ+iVe
recent development in^phonology. The principles that underly this 
theory is however as old as those of the binary distinctive features. 
However, the multivalue distinctive feature theory has not been 
popularised in phonological studies in the way that the binary 
feature theory has. Consequently, we shall first devote some time 
in explaining what the multivalue distinctive feature, theory is 
all about, and in providing some arguments in favour of the multi
value distinctive features, showing how and in what aspects they 
can account for phonological facts more efficiently than the 
binary distinctive features.

In modern generative phonology, distinctive feature opposition 
is treated as exclusively binary, because, as Halle argued, the 
binary system of opposition is easier to incorporate into phonological 
descriptions than the mixed system, i.e. tertiary system. However, 
as Ladefoged (l97l) correctly points out, it is universally accepted 
that many features are multivalued at the systematic phonetic level, 
consequently it is an arbitrary restriction to require them all to 
be binary at the systematic phonemic level0
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Ladefoged (1975 : 25&) therefore proposes that "besides the "binary 
distinctive feature opposition, we should also use the multivalue 
distinctive feature opposition in phonology. ' He.states, for instance, 
that "when classifying the phonemes of a language there are often 
two possible values of a feature." Phonemes can he classified as ■ 
having features with a plus or a minus value, i.e. if the feature 
has a strict two-way opposition. 'But even when we simply classify 
phonemes, some features are multivalued’. If in a given language 
the phonemes can he classified hy stating only two contrasting values 
of a feature, then the terms £  + 
than two possible values contrast, then the values are given names 
(labels) suoh as, for the feature of Height, £  High 2 9 E  Mid 2 ■ 
and 2  Low 3  • Snglish phonemes, Ladefoged explained, can be 
classified in terms of five values of the feature of Place ?
II Labial 2 > L Vezi tal 3 9 E Alveolar 2 '>' £ Palatal 2 j and £ VelOrl . 
These terms form a set of mutually exclusive items.^'

The multivalue distinctive feature theory therefore claims that 
apart from those features with strict binary opposition, there are 
certain features with multivalued distinctive opposition. Features 
such as Height, Stricture etc., which for their contrastive values 
are defined in terms of phonetic scales or gradations, are multi
valued, vfhereas those features which do not constitute phonetic 
scales are usually binary.

Williamson (1974? 1976)^ strongly argued that certain feature 
oppositions in some languages suggest 'gradual' rather than 'privative' 
opposition. Gradual opposition characterises the type of opposition 
in which the members differ through degrees or gradations of the 
same feature. A feature opposition that occurs in this way does not 
fall neatly into the dichotomous 'either - or' type of opposition, 
which is characteristic of the privative opposition.

44* Ladefoged, P. 1975* A Course in Phonetics, p. 256.
45. Williamson, Kay 1974* "Some proposals for multivalued features". 
Paper presented at the Linguistic Seminar, University of Ibadan.

 ----  (1976). "Multivalued features for consonants". MS.

2 and £  - J are used. If more
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Williamson noted that certain forms of sound change such as 
Assimilation and Consonant Weakening which occur in many languages, 
clearly indicate gradual feature opposition* ' With some examples 
illustrating diachronic sound change from the dialects of language, 
Williamson (1976) provided some evidence in support of her claim.
The examples from the Jjo dialects together with some matching examples 
from the Igho language are given below,

In these dialects of I39 the following forms of diachronic sound 
change were noted (cf. Williamson 1976):

1. Stops became affricates before close vowels in some dialects,
For example,

(a) d > d-̂  before i, i, in Nkoroo dialect.
(b) d ̂  d̂ ; before i, i, u, u, in Kalahari, Okirika etc.
(c) t tJ before i, i, u, \i, in Kalahari, Okirika- etc.
(d) k ? tj before i, i, in Biseni.

2 . Affricate £  tJ *1 (from fjtQ) became fricative PsJ in 
Kalabari and Ibani.

3. The stop ĵ gj became fricative or approximant jj3f] -̂n a-^ 
the dialects of Izon and Biseni - Qk^rika, when it occurs between 
two stein vowels. In many dialects it was later lost.

4. The'implosive stop DO became approximant M  in Ibani 
when it occurs between back vowels in Gg position.

5. The fricatives jjfQ ? CfQ became approximant DO in 
Akasa.

These changes can be related as steps or degrees/gradations on 
a feature scale as shown below.

Stop Affricate Fr icative Approx. Zero
1 (a),(b) d y  dj
1 (c), 2 t ‘ 7  tjf s
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Stop Affricate Fricative Approx. Zero

1 (d) k > V

3. g

4. £=>

t

7* 7 f ^  t- ^  .
W

5. f -p? h

5. s ^  h

Similar consonant weakening also occurs in Igloo. Hovjever, the 
Igbo cases represent a synchronic phonological process. The 
following are some of the examples from Igbo illustrating consonant 
weakening:

1 (a) Jjhl becomes an approximant 
dialects of Onitsha and Owerri-. :F6r

J2'w 3  before:,,■yf in some 
.example,

i. 0 *by. E 3'""J - it is/it was

ii. Ibu • • W o ] -- to be

iii. Q-b\ib"vi £_ o ^ ~ being

iv. 0 bubu {2 o {V£>bu J - it used to be

v. g b\ighi 12 D ] - it is not etc.
The change observed 
verb ib^'to be‘.

here appears to be restricted only to the

(̂ ) Obi becomes £V] before u, u, in other cases*
For example,

i. 6 bh E o' vu 2 - he carries, he is carrying

ii. bbiibuu ♦ • * • ~ a typr of larva

iii. dtnji ■ E j - pus etc.
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2- L pJ  ■becomes "before u, y. (cf. the preceding chapters)
These examples will illustrate.

i. £p$ ? £l fh 3
ii. 6piipi5. fa fts 2]

iii. ipu 7- £ ifu J

to go out

going, out

to germinate etc,

As in the (l) (a) examples, the jjjT] JjO change exemplified
above is restricted to verbs and forms derived from verbs,

3. (a ) DO becomes E M  , a voiceless bilabial fricative,
before back vowels. For example,

i. Nw&hfo s' * * waa^^-] - personal name

ii, 5fuf\i ~y J2 of* u<f> u 21 - missing, being lost

iii. ifu [2 i ^  u 21 -* to miss

iv. ifo 12 I?5 o 2] - folk-tale

V. ifo ^ (2 i<J? o 2] - to mention

vi, Af p?- [2 p 21 stomach

vii. [ » f ' a ]  - year

viii . £fi\ 7 • * (2i^^ 21 - to blow etc.

(w {jfQ becomes 12P 11 "before non-back vowels, a, e, i,
For example,

i. £fi 7 J2 ®P i 21 “  c o w
ii. £fi “7 • * J2 X px 23 - to twist

> iii. 7 J2 a p  a 21 - name

iv. ifb 7 2 i ja e 2] ~ to worship etc.
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Ii; is important to note that in the dialects where the latter 
synchronic sound changes mentioned in (3) (a), (b) above operate, 
an Pf~| which is realised from a TpT as a result-of the consonantIliiu l  I  i M  I ij

weakening mentioned in (2) above, as in £ph > , £pu ;> 0  i« Q  .
Z? f & 2  etc., does not become S O  or £/3j . In • 

other words, only those which are not realised from another
consonant as a result of the phonological process of consonant 
weakening can change to or L p J  •

In the preceding chapters (chapters 1 and 2) mention was made 
of certain alternations between the phonemes of some local dialects 
and the Standard dialect. With regard to the members of the sounds 
that undergo these alternations, there is sometimes an element of 
phonetic scale in the feature of Stricture between the alternated 
consonant segments. The following examples will illustrate.

4. t o  in the Onitsha dialect sometimes alternate*with D Q  

in the Owerri and the Standard dialects. For example,

dfh "7 dha - name
6fi ehi “ cow
dfyfy y dhy.hu. - suffering
elf if i a « • dhfhfa - grass
dffa dhia* - market
dfifie ehlhie - afternoon

5* jj\~J in the Onitsha dialect alternates in some cases with 
L 13 in the Owerri and the Standard dialects. For example.

hna 7 al a - ground, land
£na
*

£la* - to go home
£ne £le - to look

fny ~7 fly - to marry etc.
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These examples discussed from Igbo, like those given by Williamson 
from Ij<j, show changes occurring along a scale of phonetic feature, 
namely, the feature of Stricture, The changes along this scale 
with res^pect to the Igbo examples are summarised below.

Consonant Weakening in Igbo dialects *

The examples of consonant weakening from the Ijo dialects, 
Williamson argued, are clear indications of 'gradual' feature 
opposition which occurs along a phonetic scale of the same feature. 
She further argued that 'in addition to purely phonetic evidence,

is useful in explaining synchronic phonological rules'•

This observation by Williamson summarizes, in part, the advantages 
which the multivalue feature system has over the binary distinctive 
feature system. The former, the multivalue feature system, helps 
us to achieve economy and greater generalization in phonology.
For instance, in the examples of consonant weakening discussed from 
Ij9 and Igbo, modern generative approach would set up separate 
phonological rules to account for each of the phonological changes 
discussed above. Some of the rules would look something like the 
following:

Fricative Lateral Approximant

1 (a) b

v

P

3 (a)

4. f ' h

n

the reality of such a scale can be shown by the degree to which it
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i. £  S-top ]  _ 7  [  Affricate 2  / —  f + lligh J

ii. £  Affricate J  Q  Fricative 3  / ^ ^

iii. £  Stop 3  -^> £  Approximant J / —  T + "1
Km  a*J

i v .  r  Stop J  -■? £  F r ic a t iv e  J  /  —  £  *  ta o k  j  ^

Though we have not taken time to give the actual formalization of. 
these rules, however, the essential point here is that modern 
generative approach would require several phonological rules to 
account for these phonological changes involved in the consonant 
weakening of the segments; each rule designed to account for each 
case of the changes.

Using the multivalue feature system, we would he able to account 
for the whole range of the consonant weakening described above in 
a much more simple and economical way. All the phonological changes 
described above would be treated as changes occurring within the 
different steps along the scale of the same feature, namely, that 
of T STRICTURE They involve changes from one Stricture type
to another, viz, from the Stop Stricture to Affricate Structure, 
from Stop Stricture to Approximant or Fricative Stricture, from 
Affricate Stricture to Fricative Stricture etc* This represents 
a phonetic scale of one feature - [’ Stricture Q  *

Some of the examples we described from Igbo where a fricative 
further weakens to another fricative are particularly interesting.
Here we have examples of what we may term as fricatives of stronger’ 
stricture weakening to fricatives of ’weaker’ stricture. For instance, 
though both [jhJ and S 3  or O l  are fricatives, the strictures 
involved in both types of articulation are different, one being a 
closer and ’stronger’ fricative stricture, as In [jQ , while the 
other is a more open and ’weaker' fricative stricture as in 
or DO • A similar case of consonant weakening within one stricture 
type would be the weakening of £V] to Q J in some dialects of Igbo®
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As we noted earlier in the analysis, most dialects of Owerri, i.e. 
the southern dialects, tend to \ise a n  where £ > 1  occurs in 
the Onitsha and the Standard dialects, especially where the latter 
is followed hy a close front vowel. Examples illustrating this 
have "been given above, for instance, such, words as £si, &s£, isi etc. 
in the Standard and the Onitsha dialects are pronounced as £shi, 
hshf, ishi, respectively in these southern dialects. In this case 
we have a more ’tense* fricative stricture weakening to a more ’lax1 
fricative stricture.

Phonological changes such as these that apparently depict changes 
within the phonetic scale of a given feature abound in many languages, 
and evidence from such phonological changes provide strong support 
to the multivalue feature hypothesis.

The multivalue feature analysis expressed one important claim 
widely made in generative phonology, vi2 , the principle of 
naturalness. This principle claims that there are natural and 
unnatural phonological rules. Natural phonological rules describe 
natujal phonological processes and they are more plausible than the 
unnatural rules, because they state natural phonetic facts. For 
instance, (a) - (f) below represent natural phonological processes 
that operate in many languages.

(a) k

(*>) t t;

(°) d —> d3

(A) P f

(e) w -~p u

(f) y i

(s) - (l) below are unnatural phonological processes and they rarely 
operate in any language.
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(g) k —? p

(h) P 8

(j) y —p a

Natural phonological processes operate between segments that share 
in commom certain phonetic properties, and the phonological change 
usually involves a gradual transition along a phonetic scale. In 
most of the natural phonological processes given above, the phonological 
change is usually that of shifts (along a scale) in the feature of 
Stricture. In languages with final consonant cLevo icing, such as 
in Russian and German, this phonological change is that of shifts 
in the feature of glottal state or voicing. The same is true of 
other forms of neutralisation described in several languages, all 
of which usually involve shifts along a--scale within a given 
phonetic property.

Apart from the arguments presented above regarding those features 
that are expressed in phonetic scale, other arguments in support 
of the multivalue 'distinctive feature system come from those sounds 
whose distinctive features cannot be expressed through the binary 
distinctive feature system given in the SPE. We observed earlier, 
for instance, that to specify the distinctive features of certain 
complex sounds in Igbo such as kp, gb, qh etc., using the SPE 
system of distinctive features, x-rould result into the use of incompatible 
features or incompatible values of the same feature for the same
segment. Eor example, both kp and gb xjould be specified as j2 + an'lQ
and + back 21 or as £ + ant 21 and £  - ant 2] •

Complex sounds such as those illustrated from Igbo exist in other
languages, especially in some African languages. Pongweni (l977)» 
for instance, described certain complex sounds, such as [1 Px Zl j 

etc., which occur in the Karanga dialect of Shgna. Like
the kp in Igbo, these sounds, [2 px, b# 23 * are both £ + ant 
and j2 + back 21 j this is the way those segments x̂ ere defined
by Pongweni * Hox-jever, the feature specifications; [2 + 2 and
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Q  + "back 3  "both logically incompatible within the same segment.

Similar problems are encountered in the definition and analysis 
of other complex sounds such as the prenasal and post-nasal 
consonants which occur in the Karanga dialect as well as in other- 
languages. The Karanga dialect has prenasal complex sounds such 
as £  mb, nd, *]g, $z, ^ , $lz, $dz ]  (Pongweni, 1977 • 350). 
Problems connected with the phonological structure of prenasal, 
postnasal and full nasal consonants have been well defined by 
Anderson, S. (1976)• As Anderson pointed out, the significant 
problem about prenasal and postnasal consonants is not only that 
nasality does not spread into the neighbouring segment in the 
complex, despite the fact that these segments are often voiced 
consonants, but also how the vowels that occur with these complex 
sounds are assimilated to the nasality of the complex sounds. 
Anderson illustrates this using the following paradigm.

The paradigm of phonetic nasality in the full range of possible 
circumstances is as follows; where V indicates oral vowel and V 
a nasal vowel (Anderson, S. 1976 % 337)*

The forms in the first column represent possibilities for single 
intervocalic consonants, including pre and post nasal complexes, 
while the second column represents the shape of intervocalic 
clusters. One obvious conclusion we can draw from this is that in 
terms of the concord in nasality by the surrounding vowels, the

A B

V rab V 1 /\ V m d V ]

£  Y bm J 3 t T H n - T ]
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pre and post nasal complexes "behave like the clusters. This shows 
that the non-nasal members of the pre and post nasal complex sounds 
do in fact block the nasality from spreading to the vowel that follows 
them, just as this would happen if the member occurred in an inter
vocalic cluster between a nasal consonant and a vowel*

How do we specify the features of these complex sounds in terms 
of nasality, using the current binary feattire system in generative 
phonology? To answer this question, we shall borrow the following 
scheme from Anderson, S. (1976).

L  :••• o bm n .... [J

Syll +

cons — + +

nasal — + +

high - - -

From the above, £ bm or £  mb J  will be treated as having the 
features of £  + nasal [] and [_ -nasal J  * This theoretically 
true but logically awkward analysis which involves using incompatible 
values of plus and-minus of the same feature for a single phoneme 
can be easily avoided if we use the multivalue features to define 
these segments. For instance, using the multivalue distinctive 
features which we shall propose later, we.can specify the features 
for bm [] and [  ml] [] thus:

6 6 Stricture"
9 ... 9 ■ Place 

+nas. -nas.
for [Z. mb 3 •

6 6 Stricture
9 9 Place

•nas. +nas
for £  bm
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Through the multivalue distinctive features we can show, as in tine 
above examples, which of the members, of the complex sounds dice 
nasal and which one is not* This provides not only an adequate 
means of defining these complex sounds but also for accounting for 
any change which any member of the complex sound may undergo.

One of the areas in which the binary feature system has come under 
constant attacks has been in the considerations about vowel height.
We mentioned earlier that within the SPE framework only three vowel 
heights are recognized, viz, high,mid and low. The features 
Q  +high, - low Q  are used to specify the high vowels, while the 
features Q  - high, - low J, specify the mid vowels, and £ - high, f lowJ| 
specify the low vowels. It has been pointed out that languages 
such as, Danish (llatinet 1937) > Swedish (Fant 19&7) e*tc* have each 
four vowel heights. The Standard dialect of Igbo has four vowel 
heights which are as follows?

Front Back

close i u

half-close i• u*

half-open e 0

open a 0•

Some dialects of Igbo have five phonetic vowel heights. In these 
dialects / £ /  is phonemically differentiated from /e/.

The vowel heights in these languages, as Hyman (1975) correctly 
remarked, represent a system where the members are characterized 
by different degrees or gradations of the same property. Vie would 
therefore require a multivalue feature system to be able to accurately 
define such vowels in terms of tongue height.
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The use of binary features runs into difficulties in tonology.
Some register' tone languages operate on one of the following tone 
systems.

i. High
Low

iio High
Hid 
Low

iii. Extra High
High 
Mid 
Low
Extra Low etc. ~

Similar to ’what was stated about vowel heights, the different 
contrastive tone levels represented above constitute different 
degrees ox* gradations of the same phonetic feature. We would 
need a multivalue feature system to be able to accurately handle 
the phonological features of tone in such languages.

Prom the above discussions it becomes undoubtedly evident that 
we require multivalue features in phonology. We have shown 
through these discussions the shortcomings of the binary distinctive 
feature system in some areas of phonological analysis, and we 
implicitly make the claim that the problems posed in these and 
other areas would be much more conveniently resolved through the 
multivalue feature approach.

From the cases discussed above, especially the consonant 
weakening in Igbo and I jq, we have shown that the multivalue 
feature system helps to achieve simplicity and greater generalisation 
in phonolog5r than the binary feature system.

Vie cannot ignore the advantages which the multivalue distinctive 
feature- system has in phonological description, nor can we seriously 
pretend that the problems pointed out above regarding the binary 
feature system do not exist.
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3.2.1. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE MULTIVALUE DISTINCTIVE
FEATURES PROPOSED BY LADEFOGED (1975) AND WILLIAMSON (1976).

The multivalue distinctive features were first proposed in Ladefoged 
(1971) and revised in Ladefoged (1975)* We shall concentrate here 
on the revised version presented in (1975)* In hoth works the author 
sometimes gives three to five or more subcategories within a given 
feature type. For instance, within the feature of Voice, other sub
categories such as Glottal stop, Laryngealized, Voiced, Murmur and 
Voiceless were distingiushed on the basis of the different types of 
glottal stricture used in the production of certain speech sounds.

Those features which show significant phonetic differences within 
a features class ( where the differences in the degrees of the phonetic 
properties of a feature class play significant function in the 
phonemic structure of the speech sound) were subcategorized in relation 
to the levels in the phonetic properties. Those features in which 
the differences in the degrees of the phonetic property do not carry 
phonemic contrasts in the sounds so produced, were treated as having 
a two-way contrast, represented with a plus or a minus value for 
that feature.

In the distinctive features proposed in Ladefoged (1975)» as well 
as in Ladefoged (1971)> two systems of feature specification were 
used, namely, a binary system, where the features were specified 
with plus or minus values, and a multivalue system, where the features 
were specified either with labels, without numerical values, or with 
scale, where the features are specified in numerical values. The 
features specified with plus or minus values include the followings
£  *l- nasal 3  £  - nasal J  ; £  + labial £ £  - labial £  5 £  + lateral £
£  - lateral £ etc. Some features were specified with labels only
(i.e. without numerical values), for example, for the feature of 
STOP f" -1 r- j L ouop y £ Fricative £  , £ Approximant £  ; for the feature
of PLACE, £bilabial£, £  labiodental £, £  dental £, £  alveolar £  ,
£  palatal £  , £  velar £  etc. Some features were specified with
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numerical values, representing the phonetic scale, for instance, 
for the feature of VOICE, £  1 glottal stop 3  > £  2 laryngealized 3  ,

3 voiced J  , £2 4 murmur II j C 5 voiceless 3  ? ^or feature
of HEIGHT, £  4 height 2 > L 3 height a > l 2 height 3  and 
£  1 height 3  (cf. Ladefoged 1975 : 258-259).

The main objective underlying the multivalue distinctive feature 
analysis presented in Ladefoged (l971j 1975) is principally to explain 
the multivalue feature theory and to show how this can he used as 
a possible alternative to the binary distinctive feature system in 
certain areas of phonology, Ladefoged does not go into detail in 
the works mentioned, to show how the multivalue features could be 
formalized in phonological analysis (i.e. in terms of formulating 
and/or justifying phonological rules).

Christine Allen (1974) a^d Williamson (1976) have criticised 
Ladefoged with reference to the feature of Place, Allen criticised
Ladefoged1s treatment as inconsistentj 'if £  Articulatory Place 3  
is a scalar feature, measuring, say, distance from the glottis, then 
labial-velar and labial-alveolar cannot fit in', for as Allen points 
out, Ijadefoged1s system does not allow the specification of two 
different values of thev same feature simultaneously. Y/illiamson 
criticises Ladefoged for the same reason, that the features Ladefoged 
proposed for PLACE do not permit the description of complex sounds 
which involve simultaneous articulations in different locations in 
the vocal tract.

Using the features proposed by Ladefoged for Place, vie would 
define kp in
not allow us to state, for instance, that the articulatory contacts 
in both places are simultaneous. .Similarly, in certain articulations 
involving two places of articulatory stricture, the strictures can 
be sequential, not simultaneous as in kp in Igbo. This, for instance, 
is the type of stricture involved in the production of Affricates, 
where one stricture (or the articulatory contact) is released before 
the other is formed. Using the system proposed by Ladefoged for

Igbo as £  bilabial 3  £  velar 3  • This does
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the feature of FLAGS, we oannot show this sequence in the articulation.

This problem can be resolved by, among other things, ordering 
the features that come under PLAGE with numerical values. In this 
way, as will be shown later in the present work, we can represent 
easily the sequences in the articulations of complex sounds.

Ladefoged1s use of labels for some feature specifications and of 
numerical values for some feature specifications in the system might 
have been motivated by what we may cedi ’logical reality*, that is, 
the fact that some features such as Height represent a logical 
scale, whereas some features such as Stop or Place do not neatly 
fall into the scalar consideration. However, for theoretical 
convenience, at least, any feature that involves three or more 
subcategories requires certain ordering along a scale of numerical 
values. Features such as PLAGE can be viewed as constituting 
a phonetic scale ranging from the foremost position, which in this 
case is £  bilabial ~[ , to the backmost position, i.e. L  glottal] .
In this way all features which are multivalued would be numerically 
ordered in a scalar manner, i.e. represented with numerical values,

Williamson (1976) attempts to formalize the multivalue distinctive 
feature system using the framework of generative phonology. "Williamson’s 
analysis constitutes a rreat improvement on Ladefoged.'s system.
Some of the features given in Ladefoged’s system were revised or 
modified, and some new features were introduced in Williamson (1976). 
Williamson attempted to show how the multivalue feature system 
can be incorporated into the modern generative phonological 
analysis, especially , how the multivalue features can be used in 
formulating phonological rules. Williamson’s analysis of the 
multivalue distinctive feature system using the modern generative 
phonology has provided the general theoretical framework in which 
Amayo (1976) described the phonology of Edo (Bini). In the present 
thesis, we have modelled our description of the distinctive features 
of the segments of the Standard dialect of Igbo generally on the 
framework of ’Williamson’s analysis. In the analysis adopted for 
the present work, certain modifications on the features proposed 

* in Williamson (1976) will be necessary in some cases.
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Apart from the modifications and certain new features introduced 
in Williamson (1976), some "basic differences do exist "between her 
approach and that of Ladefoged (1971? 1975)* area where
Williamson's approach differs from Ladefoged*s is in the fact that 
whereas in Ladefoged's view the multivalue distinctive feature 
system should "be allowed to run ("be used) together with the "binary 
distinctive feature system in phonology, which as we observed above, 
would involve the use of plus and minus values as well as the label 
and the numerical values for the features (the latter being charac
teristic- of multivalue feature specifications), Williamson carefully 
avoids this commitment and uses the same system of feature specifi
cation in the analysis. All the features are specified with scalar 
system of representation, i.e. numerically ordered,even though some 
of the features have basically two-way contrasts. For example, the 
features of nasality, labiality, laterality etc., which are specified 
by Ladefoged as £  + nasal 3 E - nasal 3 ; E + labial ] E- laMal]
and * lateral' 3  E - lateral 2] respectively, are specified by
Williamson as £  1 nasal £  £ 0 nasal £ 5 £  1 labial £  £  0 labial £
and £  1 lateral £| £ 0 lateral £ •

An important concept introduced in Williamson (1976) is what the 
author called "the point of interface" in the phonetic scale of 
certain features. The following example from Williamson (1976) 
will be used to illustrate this concept.

In Williamson (1976 s 20) the feature of £ STRICTURE £ is 
represented thus, showing the 'point of interface'.

/ c /  Consonant domain
£  STRICTURE £•

/g/ glide 
interface

Fricative 1

Approximant 0

Close _1
None-close 2

v
£ STRICTURE £ N j domain
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The consonant domain involves 2 - 0  of STRICTURE below /c/.
The vowel domain, /v/, involves _1 and 2 (i.e. -1 and -2) of 
STRICTURE. ...... The glide interface, opposite /c/, is marked
out with dots (Williamson 1976, p. 20, MS).

This concept, ’interface1, is not a very popular one in phonology 
or in linguistics generally. Prom the little we understand of this 
concept, it describes a stage or state along the line in a trans
formational or transitional process from one state to another.
Interface is used to characterize a phase in a transition where 
the object that is being transformed exists in as it were, a ’neutral1 
stage (state), whereby the stages or phases before and after the 
transition are described in positive and negative values, respectively, 
with reference to the change that results from the transition. This, 
of course, is how this complex concept can be expressed in a nontechnical 
language.

We disagree with Williamson in positing the point of interface 
with regard to the feature of Stricture, and for that matter, any 
feature that involves a phonetic scale which is thus treated as 
multivalued. The complex movements, of the speech organs during speech 
production can hardly be seen in the light of interface. The question 
is, what point in the movements of the speech organs can be identified 
as an interface stage or the zero stage in the articulatory process?
The speech organs are always in continuous and fluid movement ‘ during 
speech, especially during the transition from one articulatory posture 
to another. Which sounds or segments of a sound can be really described 
as being produced during the ’interface’ stage?

According to Williamson, the Approximants are characterized by 
or produced during the interface stage of Stricture and they are 
therefore represented with zero value of Stricturej the Consonant 
segments are assigned positive values and the Vowel segments are 
given negative values of Stricture. However, it is evident from 
our phonetic description of the segments, in chapter 2, that
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on the basis of stricture alone C O  and C O  or £  vT\ and
£. w 3  have little or nothing to differentiate "between each pair 
of sounds. Each pair is characterized "by the same type of 
strictui’e, namely, a stricture of close approximation of the articu
lators which allows free and unimpeded emission of the air from the 
lungs. Under similar considerations, the stricture types charac
teristic of (3J>3 j -LpQ j C  k 3  e^c* constitute strictures of 
open approximation of the articulators, more open indeed than those 
for [± 2  > D O  j D Q  or 0 3  j except that the former have 
fricational, modulation; yet the former, i.e. the fricatives are 
given 1 value of Stricture and the vowels and the approximants are 
given —1 and 0 values of Stricture, • respectively, in VJilliamson’s 
analysis. In other words, the concept of interface is not supported 
either phonetically or phonemically in phonology. In our present 
analysis, the feature of Stricture just as that of tongue Height 
will he treated as one of progressive phonetic scale, starting from 
the most open state of the articulators as in £V] to the most 
close as in the production of stop consonants.

Not unconnected with the above arguments, Williamson (1976) uses 
positive and negative values in her scalar system of the multivalue 
features. It is however, difficult to understand how this 
polarisation of values (into negative and positive values) logically 
differs from the plus and minus values used in the binary distinctive 
feature oppositions. For instance, both Q  1 stricture 3 and

Q  -1 stricture 3  or L   ̂ stricture 3  aud 3  -2 stricture 3 are
logically equivalent to 3  + stric.ture3 and 3  ” stricture3 , i.e. 
if we disregard for the moment, the numerical values. As we stated 
earlier, a multivalue system should describe a progressive scale 
within a feature, where the differences are that of degrees, not 
necessarily in terms of positive and negative polarization of values.

In the analysis presented in Williamson (1976) the Zero, ( 0 ), 
has no consistent value. In some cases zero indicates the presence 
of a feature, such as 3  0 glottal state 3 > which is Voice ;
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£  0 larynx movement 2] > which is Pulmonic; Q  0 pharynx size 21 t 

which stands for ITormal etc,; in some cases aero indicates the 
absence of a feature, for instance, f 0 nasal 21 for non-nasal;
£ 0 gravity J  for non-grave; [2 0 sibil anc©2] > which is non- 
sihilant etc. In other words, the Zero has no consistent value.
This problem about what value to assign to the Zero, arises, on the 
one hand, from mixing purely binary features with those features 
which are by nature multivalued, and on the other hand, from 
treating the multivalued features with positive vs negative values 
arranged within the scalar numerical order of the feature values.

Finally, despite these and the other areas where we might disagree 
with Williamson, it should be sincerely admitted that the analysis 
of the multivalue distinctive features presented by the aiithor has 
its great merits. Immense contribution has been made by the author 
towards a systematic analysis and formalization of the mu.ltivalue 
distinctive feature theory, a theory which as vie noted earlier has 
been little used in modern phonological studies.

A summary of the distinctive features proposed in Ladefoged (l975)> 
Vlilliamson (l9?6) and those proposed in the present thesis will 
be given later, at the end of this chapter.

3.3. THE CONVENTION FOR SPECIFYING THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
FOR THE SEGMENTS OF THE STANDARD DIALECT OF IGBO♦

In defining the set of distinctive features which we consider 
necessary for the phonological description of the Standard dialect 
of Igbo, we have benefited much from the previous studies mentioned 
earlier, both from the conventions established in the SPE as well 
as from the multivalue distinctive features proposed by Ladefoged
(1975) and particularly from the refined and formalized version of 
the multivalue distinctive featuires presented by Williamson (1976) 
and from this revised system of distinctive features as used by 
Amayo (1976) in the description of the Edo (Bini) phonology.
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The 'type of distinctive feature system we consider ideal for 
our purpose is roughly similar to that proposed "by Ladefoged (1975)*
Like Ladefoged we feel that feature specification in phonology 
should "be such that we can allow the use of plus and minus values 
for those features that are strictly binary in nature, and the use 
of scalar system of representation where numerical values are more 
convenient for specifying the different phonetic scales of a feature.
In other words, we wish to propose that numerical values he designed 
to represent the phonetic scales of a feature, where this is necessary, 
and where phonetic scale does not play significant role in the 
phonemic property of a feature (i.e. where the phonemic characterization 
of a feature merely requires the presence or the absence of the 
feature) the distinctive properties of such a feature are expressed 
through plus or minus values.

The use of numerical values, namely, 1 and 0 values, for ■ features 
which are strictly binary, will not be adopted in our description. 
Numerical values such as 1 and 0 values implicitly express . some 
scale and binary opposition is not expressed in scales. Under 
similar considerations, Zero values by implication indicates absence 
of a feature. However, in the strict sense of multivalue features, 
the feature is supposed to be present but only within some phonetic 
measures or degrees. Consequently, the use of zero value for 
specifying the features that are multivalued is not fully adequate.

For the set of distinctive features required for the present 
work, multivalued features are used only fo r those features that 
show phonetic scale. Such features as Stricture, Place, Vowel 
Height, Release etc. are specified as multivalued, with numerical 
values, whereas features such as nasality, laterality, rounding, 
syllabicity etc. are specified as binary, with plus and minus values.

In the present study, we shall recognise three types of complex 
articulations (i.e. apart from the simple articulation), namely, 
double articulation, sequential articulation and secondary art i evil at ion.
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Double articulation usually involves two strictures being formed 
simultaneously at two places along the vocal tract. The strictures 
are also released simultaneously. This type of articulation is 
characteristic of complex consonant segments such as [2 kp, gb, 
kw, gw, <jvt J[ in Igbo,

Sequential articulation involves- two strictures which may or 
may not be formed simultaneously. The release of the strictures 
is not simultaneous but rather sequential, with the stronger 
stricture being released before the weaker stricture. The difference 
in time either between the strictures or between the release of the 
two strictures is relatively short, often about few centi-seconds.
This type of articulation characterizes the affricate articulation 
such as in and 12 dJ 2  Igbo.

Secondary articulation involves two strictures, one primary, the 
other, secondary. The primary stricture can consist of either a 
simple articulation, a double articulation or a sequential articulation* 
The secondary stricture usually modifies the primary stricture, 
Ladefoged (1975 ; 207) observes that 'it is appropriate to consider 
secondary articulations in conjunction with vowels, because they 
can usually be described as added vowel-like articulations'. The 
main characteristic of secondary articulation from our point of view, 
is that the consonant type of the complex is articulated before the 
vowel-like articulation and,. as it were ’̂independent of fattenA

In some languages, sounds with secondary articulations are 
considered as consisting of two unit of sounds each, whereas 
sounds with the other two types of articulation constitute each one 
unit of . phoneme. Foxir types of secondary articulations are usually 
distinguished (of. Ladefoged 1975 ; 207, Vlilliamson 1976 : 48), and 
these are palatalisation, labialization, velarization and 
pharynge ali zat i o n *

It may be important to note that our concept of double articulation 
does not exactly match those of Williamson and Ladefoged. Thus 
while both Williamson and Ladefoged.would consider L kw> ^ w H
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in Igbo as instances of secondary articulations, we would consider 
them as double articulations. This is so because the articulatory 
characteristics of these complex sounds match our criteria for 
double articulation, namely, they are produced with two simultaneous 
strictures with simultaneous release. Hence, even these sounds,
Q  kw, gw, owj , can themselves be labialized or palatalized just 
as any other consonant sounds in the language. In other words,
Q  kw, gw, 3 w 3  like the other consonants with double articulations 
or simple articulations in Igbo can be further modified with secondary 
articulation features described above. The phonetic descriptions 
we gave of kw, gw, gw in the Standard dialect in chapter 2 
clearly support our views about these consonants.

Another departure we shall make from Williamson's approach is 
with regard to how to treat the different types of articulation 
described above. In terms of Stricture and Place, Williamson (1976) 
distinguishes the following types of articulation*

Possible types of articulation (Williamson 1976 : 52)

Simple Double Additional Sequential Secondary
Stricture A A (AB) AB ■ AB

Place X (XX) X X XY

where A,B represent any value of Stricture and X, Y represent any 
value of Place.

Sounds with double articulation are expressed with two values 
for JT PLACE j[ , enclosed within parentheses to show that they are 
simultaneous, while they require only a single value for £STRICTURirj . 
For example:

c fcp 1 m
2 Stricture 0 Stricture

(l, 6) Place (_1 6) Place

f
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Sounds with additional articulation are expressed with two values 
for tSTRICTORE 3 with a single value for [[PLACE] . Nasals and 
laterals can he analysed, in this way. The primary stricture is 
usually greater in value than the additional stricture ( the 
additional stricture is visually an approximant, 0 value, or a 
fricative, 1 value) and the two strictures are simultaneous. For 
example:

DO DO £ 10
(20) stricture (20) stricture (2 0 0) stricture
4 place 4 place 4 place.

Sounds with sequential articulation are expressed with 0, sequence 
of two values of [[STRICTURE] with a single value of [[PLACE] . 
Affricates and tone glides are defined in this way. For example:

b>! . ■ DU DiO D°0
2 1 stricture 2 1 stricture 2 1 stricture 2 1 stricture 

6 place 3 place 2 place 4 place.

Sounds with secondary articulation are expressed with two 
successive values for hoth [[STRICTURE] and [[PLACE] . The 
features of palatalization, labialization, velarization and pharyn- 
gealization are treated in this manner. For example,

• D>w0 D d0 D'-'O D? 0
2 0 stricture 2 0 stricture 2 0 stricture 2 0 stricture
6 6 palce 6 1 place 6 1 place 6 _3 place

(cf. Williamson 1976)*
We disagree with the above analysis given by Williamson. For the 
reasons given below we find the analysis unacceptable.

(i) Any complex sound which has either two types or two values 
of Stricture or Place, should be assigned two values for each of 
both features. The reason for this is obvious. Although the
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'examples used by Williamson to illustrate the possible types of 
articulation, the consonant segments representing the Affricates 
which were used for this illustration, happened to have identical 
place of articulation for each segment, however it does not generally 
follow that all affricates have identical places of articulation 
for the component members of each of the complex sounds. As we 
pointed out earlierin the Karanga dialect of Shona the following 
affricates occur - £  px, b^ J  * It cannot be seriously argued 
that the constituent members of each of these affricates have identical 
places of articulation* Affricates therefore should be specified 
with two values of Place, even though the consituent members of the 
complex happen to have identical places of articulation.

Similarly, it is not always the case that all double articulated 
consonants necessarily haveifitype or value of Stricture, as 
Williamson suggests. Even though we may disagree with Williamson 
as to how to treat £  kw, gw, r) w j[ in Igbo, whether to treat 
them as instances of double articulation, as we do in the present
work, or to treat them as cases of secondary articulation as
Williamson would prefer, however evidence can be provided from other 
languages to show that consonants with double articulation may have 
two different values of Stricture, The Karanga dialect provides 
us with such evidence. As we mentioned earlier, in this dialect 
we have complexes such as £ nd, mb, nz, nl ~[ etc. These
complex consonant segments are double articvilated, and sounds such
as nz, nj j[ obviously have each two '.different values of

QSTRICTUREl as well as two different values of CPLAClf] . In 
Igbo we shall consider Qcw, gw, ^w as consonants with double 
articulation. The phonetic justification for this has been given 
in the phonetic descriptions of these sounds in chapter 2.
Consequently, we will describe these sounds with two separate 
values of £STRICTUREQ as well as two separate values of jjPLACEj[ - 
for each segment. Thus just as we observed above regarding the 
specification of the values for the feature of jTjPLACJiQ for 
complex segments, in the specification of the values for the
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feature of £STRICTUR]ir[ for the double articulated consonant 
segments, each segment should he specified with two separate 
values of this feature, even though such values happen to he identical 
for the constituent members of the segment.

Finally, we do not see any phonetic or phonemic justification 
for treating |_ 11 3  ’ L   ̂3  or £  1 3  as sounds with additional 
approximant strictures. These consonants have each only one value

Stricture and one value of the feature of Place, in that they 
have always been treated as consonants with simple articulations.
So far it has not been shown in any phonetic studies that
strictures can be formed in the nasal cavity or that even if this
is possible, that such strictures play significant phonemic roles
in the .consonants so produced. Until such evidence can be produced,
we shall treat these soimds as having simple articulation with
single values for'the features of Stricture and Place,

With regard to the types of articulation necessary for the
description of the segments of the Standard dialect of Igbo, we
shall distinguish the followings

Types of articulation

Simple Double Sequential Secondary

STRICTURE X <X Y> X T  X T

PLACE Z Z Y Z T Z Y

(where X, Y, Z are variables representing any values, and the 
angle brackets enclose those features that are simultaneous).
Only Strictures can be distinguished for simultaneity; Place 
of articulation may or may not be the same, and simultaneity 
for this feature is redundant, i.e. is predictable from the 
other features such as Stricture. Simultaneity therefore need 
not be indicated for this feature (the feature of Place),
We prefer to viso angle brackets to enclose the features/values 
that occur simultaneously. Both Williamson (1976) ar.d
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Amayo (1976) use parentheses, thus, Q  2 (2 0) stricture^ , to 
express simultaneity of features/values. We however feel that 
this is likely to lead into confusion, in that .. J~2 (2 0) stricture]] 
is liable to "be interpreted as indicating an either~or alternative 
such as (i) - (iii), - (i) £  2 stricture]} , ] ‘ ’

(ii) Q  2 0 stricture]} or
(iii) Q  2 2 0 stricture]} •

The angle "bracket has not "been as conventionalized and popularized 
as the braces and the parentheses in phonological analyses,

3.3*1. FEATURES FOR CONSONANTS.

For the purpose of defining the consonant segments of the 
Standard dialect of Igbo, we require multivalue distinctive features 
to describe those features that show phonetic scale such as the
features of Stricture, Place, Release etc. For those features
that show two-way or binary distinctive opposition,' we will use 
the plus and the minus values.

3.3.1.3.. THE FEATURE OF STRICTURE.

The views we adopt in the present study about the feature of 
Stricture differ from those expounded in Ladefoged (1975) &nd in- 
Williamson (1976). Ladefoged distinguishes three main types of 
stricture, namely* C  stop 2  , L  Fricative j[ and []Approximant]l • 
Williamson distinguishes five values of stricture, vis,
D  stricture^ , for stop consonants; £]l stricture]] , for fricatives 
Q) stricture]} , for approximants; [] -1 stricture^ , for close 
vowels and £  ~2 stricture]] fox' open vowels. Williamson1 s system 
constitutes a development over Ladefoged's. Through her system, 
for instance, we are able to describe the yowel and consonant 
segments through the same feature - STRICTURE,

Like Williamson, we shall treat fSTRIGFUREQ as a phonetic 
featxire shared in common by both the vowels and the consonants. 
Stricture will be considex'ed as one connected phonetic process 
stai'ting from the open to the close states of the arti’culators.
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On ‘the "basis of how the strictures are formed we have summarized 
the types of strictures relevant for the articulation of the 
consonant and vowel segments of the Standard dialect. In the 
summary of the types of stricture given "below, we have equally 
relied on the phonetic descriptions of the segments of this 
dialect presented in chapter 2.

Three major types of stricture are distinguished for our analysis. 
Some of the major types are further subdivided giving an overall 
of six different values for the feature of Stricture. The strictures 
are categorized as follows:

(i) stricture of complete oral closure. This characterizes Stop 
consonants and nasals.

(ii) stricture of incomplete oral closure, and
(iii) stricture of intermittent closure.

Stricture of intermittent clos\ire characterizes Trill, Tap or 
Flap consonant articulation.

Stricture of incomplete oral closure is subdivided into Lateral 
stricture (usually without fricational modulation), Fricative 
stricture and Approxiraant stricture. Approximant stricture is 
further subdivided into close and open approximations.

The phonetic criteria for the above categorizations and sub- 
categorizations have been illustrated in the phonetic descriptions 
of the speech sounds given in chapter 2. These will not be repeated 
here, however, we may -in addition , give some brief arguments in 
form of justification.

The main point of departure in our proposals from those given 
by Ladefoged and Williamson is with respect to the strictures for 
the lateral and trill or tap consonants. These consonant types, 
we should note, have been generally differentiated in phonetic 
studies from the other consonants, principally on the basis of 
the types of stricture with which these consonants (laterals and 
trills) are associated. Purely on the types of stricture they
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are associated with these consonants have been called LATERAL,
TRILL or TAP. In other words, those stricture terms have been 
used to describe and identify‘these consonant segments.

The lateral consonant stricture differs from both the fricative 
and the approximant strictures mainly by the fact that for the 
lateral consonants we have a central closure with lateral opening, 
whereas for the fricatives and the approximants, we have lateral 
closure with narrow opening in the center of the closure formed by 
the articulators.

The stricture of intermittent closure is clearly differentiated 
from the other types of stricture used'', in consonant articulation 
purely by the nature of the stricture involved, which is the 
intermittency of the stricture. In the jningogram made of the word 
dr a, from my speech, the jjtQ sound has about three ‘go five peaks 
in the mingographic tracings, representing the intermittent 
closures made by the tip of the tongue during the production of 
this sound, even though my utterance of this sound is by far 
weaker and shorter in duration than its English equivalent as in 
»right1. In the mingo gram of the word jr;.h, where the [V[ is 
a very weak sound, about three peaks were recorded on the mingogram* 
This shows that despite the fact that a tapped or a flapped £r3 
appears to consist of one ballistic movement by the tongue against 
the palate, in practice every £rj articulation consists of a 
series of intermittent strikes made by the tongue against the palaGe.

In view of these arguments we cannot treat r or 1 with the 
same value of stricture as the Stop consonants, as this was done 
in Williamson (1976). We shall assign separate values of stricture 
to JjcQ and Q 2 j  different from the stricture values of the 
other consonants.

One advantage that is achieved through our treatment of [jr3 and 
3_l3 is that of economy in the way these two consonants have been 
treated in both Ladefoged (1975) and Williamson (1976) and also
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in Amayo (1976)* If the lateral and the trill or the tap consonants 
are defined in the distinctive feature matrix through stricture, then 
we would not require the extra features of Q  ~ lateral "*] and 
Q  - trill or tap]} , which have heen usually used in addition to their 
stricture values (of* Amayo 1976 and Williamson 1976). Only these 
two consonants often require these particular additional features, 
the specification of the additional features therefore is more or 
less redundant (i.e. under the proposals we make here, unless it 
can he shown that some sounds in the language other than D 1  and 

or their allophones can he ~ lateral ]} and [} ~ trill/tapj[ 
respectively) and these consonant segments can he defined mainly 
through their Stricture values without the additional features 
mentioned ahove.

Finally, another area where our views differ from those of Amayo
(1976) and Williamson (1976) is with regard to the feature values 
for the vowels and the approximants. Both Amayo and Williamson 
assign sero value of Stricture to approximants and negative values 
of -1 and -2 Strictures to the close and open vowels respectively.
As we indicated ahove, in our view, hoth the approximants and the 
vowels operate (and should he considered) on similar scales of 
Stricture. According to our view therefore, the same value of 
Stricture can he assigned to vowels and approximants. We have 
clearly pointed out ahove that from the point of view of stricture 
alone, there is little to differentiate a close vowel such as D - l . 
K 1  or and i>l from close approximants such as £>1 ^  D d
respectively. Similarly in those languages where vie have more open 
approximants such as in loo, as indicated in Williamson (1976),
such approximants, from the point of view of stricture, would usually 
ho associated with the same value of Stricture as the open or half- 
open vowels.

The values for the feature of JTSTRICTURE]} we propose in the 
present work for the consonant segments (the vowel segments 
included) of the Standard dialect of Xgho are as follows s
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The Stricture Values for Consonant Segments.

6 Stop

5 Tap, Trill, Roll

4 Lateral

3 ' Fricative

2 Close Approximants (Close Vowels).
\

1 Open Approximants (Open/half-open Vowels)

The stricture configuration for affricates is expressed as 6 and.
3 values of STRICTURE which are sequentially represented thus,
Q  6 3 stricture]] Close approximant. stricture, T 2 stricture_[ ,
characterises close vowels as well as QjQ aud D -a ; open approximant 
stricture characterises open and half-open vowels as well as other 
approximants articulated with open approximation of the articulators.

Using the values proposed ahove for STRICTURE, we can define the 
consonant segments of the Standard dialect thuss

[]_ 6 stricture]] - p, h, d, t, k, g, m, n, ny, n.

£ 6 6  stricture]], - kp

£ 6 2  stricture]] - kw, gw, gh, nw.

£  6 3 stricture]] - ch, j

£ 5 stricture]] - r

Q  4 stricture]] - 1

45* With reference to what we stated ahove concerning complex 
sounds in Igho, we shall note the following regarding the 
specification of stricture feature values for these complex 
consonant segments in the language.
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Q  3 stricture^ s, z, f, v, (sh, zh),gh, h.

[__ 2 stricture"! y, w, i,' i,..u, u.

L_ 1 stricture"! e, a, o, <?, some "h” sound in Igbo#

The scalar arrangement of the values for the feature of Stricture 
given above will be adequate in accounting for the types of consonant 
weakening described earlier from the I jo and Igbo languages# As 
pointed out in the discussions above, in these languages a Stop 
stricture weakens to affricate, fricative or lateral strictures as 
the case may be. Of particular interest is the case where a Stop 
weakens from the highest valxie of stricture, i.e. Stop stricture, 
through fricative to zero strictures, as in the example from Ijo 
where first weakens to a fricative, m  , and later to an
approximant, also represented as 03 , or in Igbo where DO. 
weakens to an approximant M  • These examples clearly illustrate 
the fact that STRICTURE constitutes one continuous phonetic scale, 
in the maimer described above.

3.3.1.2. THE FEATURE OF PLACE.

It has been argued by Christine Allen (l974) that the feature 
of Place of articulation does not constitute a phonetic scale.
The feature of place of articulation obviously does not present 
the same picture of phonetic scale in the manner that the feature 
of Height does. The feature of Place represents localisations . 
along the oral tract* However, there is nothing strange or odd 
in treating this.feature in terms of ordered scale along this tract. 
One evidence in support of this is the fact that the points of 
articulation along this tract are not randomly arranged. Rather, 
the points range from the locations in the foremost area in the 
mouth (i.e. the lips) to the backmost, i.e. the pharynx and the 
glottis.

The stricture values are enclosed with angle brackets as in kp 
above, when the strictures are simultaneous% the stricture values 
are specified sequentially, i.e. without brackets, as in the
affricates above, when the strictures occur sequentially and
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More important is the fact that in terms of the * phonetic 
changes that occur within these consonants, with respect to the 
feature of Place, these changes maintain some systematic shifts 
along this scale. Thus alveolar consonants usually change to 
palato-alveolars, eg. t t$ , d , s ^  j~ , a etc.,
which represents the next stage or step along this scale. Similarly, 
labials change to consonants articulated in the labial region, for 
example, p f ~p <£> or j3 , b w or /3 etc., once more
representing shifts along the scale. Velar consonant Qkl usually 
changes to .£t-0 rnany languages, which represents a shift from 
the back to the front locations along the scale, while DO often 
changes to £ y  J[ or JDlI represents a gradual shift along
the scale.' With arguments such as these it would appear justifiable 
to represent the feature of Place using the scalar system.

In arranging the values for the feature of Place, Williamson (1976) 
sets up what she called 'the neutral position’, i.e. the central 
vowel position. This corresponds to the criteria used by Chomsky

r*" **"in the SPE for setting tip the features of - anteriorj and
Q - coronal’] <• Prom this .’neutral position’ Williamson arranges 
the values for this feature, Place, positively towards the bilabial 
region, and negatively towards the glottis. For example,

6 upper lip (bilabial)

9 upper teeth (labio-dental)

4 ‘ behind upper teeth (dental)

3 alveolar ridge (alveolar)

2 behind alveolar ridge

1 hard p alate (palat al)

0 central vowel position (central)

the . successive' values arc separated with a comma for strictures 
involving secondary/additional articulation, thus, £ 6 ,  2 stricture^ 
as in segments such as bW , pV' etc*, where the strictures occur 
separate]y in the sequence*
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-1 veluin (velar)

-2 uvular area (post alveolar-uvular)

-3 'back xmll of pharynx (pharyngeal)

-4 glottis (glottal)
(Williamson 1976*30).

There is no justification for this type of arrangement of feature 
values fox' Pi ace in so far as we treat the various points of 
articulation as constituting one continuous phonetic scale which 
ranges from the foremost area in the mouth to the rearmost point, 
in the oral tract. Furthermore, using Williamson’s feature value 
system for Place, sounds like in Igbo would have to be specified
with both the positive and the negative values of the same feature. 
There is no way we can justify this, particularly from the articulatory 
point of view.

In the present study we shall x*e cognise the following values for 
the feature of {"PLAGEl 2

9 bilabial

8 .labiodental

7 dent al

6 alveolar

9 post-alveolar (palato-alveolar)

4 palatal

3 velar

2 pharyngeal

1 glottal
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With these values for the feature of jjPLACE^ , it will he possible 
to specify two or more values of this feature. Consonants with 
double articulation as well as the other complex consonant sounds 
which are articulated at two places in the oral tract will all be 
specified each with two values of PLACE. The simultaneity and/or 
the sequentiality are as we pointed out earlier, predictable from 
the strictures. For example, the labial velar, £_ kp/1 , and the 
phonemically labialized velar, jjs>Q , in Igbo will be specified as
[2 3 9 Placed respectively. On the other hand, the difference between 
the labial velar D cd  , and especially the phonemically labialized 
velar. Qkwj[., and the contextually labialized pkQ t represented as
L_ k J[ , can be shovm thus:

C*p3 LS &y stricture 
3 9 place

which indicates that strictures of complete closure are formed 
simultaneously at two places;

r. 3 <6 2? stricture 
3 9 Place

— j
also indicating that „two strictures, a Stop stricture and an 
approximant stricture, are formed simultaneously at two places, and

L 3 6,2 stirlcture 
3 9 place

which indicates that two strictures, one primary - a Stop stricture, 
and the other secondary - an approximant stricture are formed non- 
simultaneously at two pla,ces ( at the velar and at the lips 
respectively). Note that the feature specification for-the 
contextually labialized (when this sound is followed by
a rounded back vowel) clearly shows that & w3  unlike Jjct'Q 
consists of two units of sound, both of which are separated by a 
comma, and that the labialization is a secondary feature.
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Another advantage which our proposed system has over that proposed 
hy Williamson is with respect to the feature definition/specification 
of those complex sounds mentioned earlier from the ICaranga dialect, 
fake for instance, the prenasal complex jjnlf] or [jn’Q  found in this 
dialectusing' Williamson1 s system these sounds would he specified 
in the following way:

46
6 (2 0) stricture 

£  mh J  9 place
1 nasal

6 (2 0) stricture 
6 place
1 nasal

where "both the nasal stricture and the feature value for nasality 
are redundantly specified, and more importantly, the feature value 
for nasality suggests that all the members of the complex are 
nasal or nasalised.

Using the system we proposed, these sounds can he more■accurately 
defined as follows:

6 6 stricture
9 9 place

*nas -nas

“ 6 6 stricture

Q  nd 3 6
•f-nas

6
-nas

place .

In this way one can very easily know, for instance, that the 
sounds in question involve each, double articulation, with two 
values of Stricture and Place respectively, and that nasality

4 6. We have not restricted ourselves entirely to Williamson’s 
system in the examples. The feature values have been taken from 
our own system, however, this does not affect the main ideas 
presented in the argument.
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applies only to one member of each of the complex sounds. This 
gives a simpler and more accurate account of the phonemic 
definition of these sounds.

3.3.1.3. THE FEATURE OF RELEASE.

The feature of Release was not discussed in Ladefoged (l975/l97l) 
nor in Williamson (1976) or in Amayo (1976). In other words, in
the multi value features so far known to us the feature of Release
is conspicuously left out.

However, it is generally accepted in phonology that the three
phonetic features - stricture, place of articulation and manner-of
release - play significant roles in the phonetic descriptions of 
consonant sounds. Jakobson (1952), for instance, used the 
features ’checked/unchecked’ and 1 strident/nonslrident* to define 
the phonetic properties of the feature of release for consonant 
segments. lie used the features ’strident/nonstrident’ to distinguish 
affricates and fricatives from stops, for example, C p *  1  from

L  p H ;  C  1 from £ t 3  etc.

In the SPE (p. 329) 5 the feature of stridency was retained. The 
SPE defines it thus, ’strident sounds are marked acoustically "by 
greater noisiness than their nonstrident counterparts’. In the SPE, 
the feature of ’delayed release’ was introduced in place of 
Jakohson1s feature of ’checked/unchecked’, also to define this phonetic 
property in the consonant segments.

Evidence has been provided from different languages to show that 
certain consonant sounds differ mainly through the feature of Release. 
In the SPE (p. 329)? for instance, it was mentioned that strident 
liquids which are nonvocalic are found in Czech, where strident and 
nonstrident contrast. Ladefoged (1964) also stated that in
Bur a and Margi strident and nonstrident Q Q  contrast.

The feature of Release is therefore important in the definition
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of consonant segments. This feature, like those we have discussed 
so far, maintains a phonetic scale correlating to the different 
types of strictures. Release of strictures, for instance, can he 
abrupt, fortis, lenis, gradual or delayed. It can he accompanied 
hy noisiness or not accompanied hy noisiness. The acoustic element 
of noise or friction is sometimes superimposed on the abrupt, 
gradual etc. manners.of release.

On the basis of this we distinguish the following values for 
the feature of Release.

6 abrupt with plosion (plosives and implosives)

5 abrupt without plosion

4 gradual

3 delayed

2 with noise component (friction)

1 without friction.

1 and 2 can interact with 3, 4? 5 and 6, that is, .can co-occur 
with any of them during the release phase of a consonant segment, 
such as in the affricates and the fricatives. To account for 
those consonants that have hitherto been treated under fortis/lenis 
contrasts, we have set up two different values for abrupt release.
In the languages where fortis/lenis contrasts exist, some consonants 
described as lenis are known to be produced without plosion, 
though the release is abrupt.

With the values for the feature of release given above, it will 
be possible to specify two or more values of this feature which 
may occur either simultaneously or sequentially within a segment.
For example, the complex phase of the release of affricates, which 
is both sequential and simultaneous (the stop release occurs before 
the fricative release, i.e. an abrupt release followed by a del 
release, and the delayed release has prominent noise component),
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can "be captured "by representing affricates thus, £  6 ^3 2? release] 
for strident affricates such as 1 1 * 0 ,  C  dz 3  etc. Where the 
affricates are nonstrident they would he specified as [ 6  4 3 17 release] • 
The release feature value for plosives and implosives is usually 
3  6 release] and for fricatives it is either 3 <3 2 v release] or
£ 0  1*> release] for strident and nonstrident fricatives respectively. 
Nasals and laterals usually have the value of 3  4 release] * Laterals 
that contrast through stridency are specified as 4 2 "7 releaseJ 
and J] 4 release] for the strident and nonstrident laterals 
respectively. Other sounds that are known to contrast through the 
pi'esence and/or absence of stridency can he accounted for in the- 
same way.

3.3.1.4. THE FEATURE OP LINGUAL.  .

This feature is used to define tongue articulation in certain 
consonant segments. The different tongue articulations involved 
in the production of certain consonant segments have been described 
in chapter 2.

Like the feature of Place we shall use multivalues to define 
this feature. The values for the feature of Lingual are given 
as follows:

4 apical

3 1aminal

2 central-dorsal

1 back-dorsal

Using these values for the featxire of tongue articulation, 
we can define [ U ,  DO » D O  and DO as ]  4 lingual] ; 
DO » DO and their allophones as £ 3 lingual] ; £ tf J  ,
d .1. cm and cm  as c 2 lingual] and the velar 
consonants as ]  1 lingual] .
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3.3.1.5. THE FEATURE OF AIRSTREAM.

For the feature of airstream x̂ e propose the folloxtfing nailti- 
feature values.

3 pulmonic-egressive

2 pulmonic-ingressive

1 implosive

The definition of the consonant segments of the Standard dialect 
would require at least tx'/o of the airstream feature values suggested 
ahove. For example,

£  3 airstream] Pj "h* ’ky k, 6 j etc.

12 2 airstream] kp

£ 1 airstream] gb.

3.3.1.6c THE FEATURE OF LENGTH.

In some languages consonants as well as voxfels contrast through 
the feature of length. Generally in Igbo, consonants and/or vowels 
do not contrast through length, however, in certain phonological 
environments a vowel segment can change from normal to short, i.e.
in relation to length. On the basis of such possible phonological
changes by the vowel segments in Igbo, and.also as a provisional 
measure (in case such feature could be found to operate in the 
language), we shall propose the follox*ing values for the feature 
of length.

2 long
1 normal

' ~ 1 short
(where the symbol ~ stands for ’less than1).
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3.3.1.7* THE FEATURE OF GLOTTAL STATS.

The feature of Glottal state, as indicated hy Ladefoged (1975), 
can he multivalued. Evidence from some languages such as Karanga 
dialect (Pongweni 1977)j can he provided to support this claim.
In some dialects of Igho this feature is multivalued; in these 
dialects where aspiration is phonemically significant, apart.from 
the features of voice/voiceless, certain consonant sounds can he 
contrasted through the feature of ’breathy voice'. In the 
Standard dialect, however, we have only a two-way opposition within 
this feature. The values which we propose for this feature of 
glottal state are intended for use in the Standard dialect as well 
as in those dialects' where this feature is multivalued. What this 
implies is that in the case of the Standard dialect, only two of 
the possible values suggested here would he used, while in some 
of the local dialects the whole range of the values would he usedt

The following values are proposed for the feature of glottal ■ 
st at e.

3 voiced

2 breathy voiced

1 voiceless

In the Standard dialect all voiced sounds will he specified as 
£  3 glottal st at e] and the voiceless sounds as [ i  glottal state]

3.3.1.8. NASAL.

The feature of nasality in speech sounds is basically binary. 
That is, it represents a two-way opposition with an either-or 
alternative. We shall represent this feature with plus and minus 
values. Nasals and nasalized sounds are Q  + nasal] , while non
nasal sounds are specified as p - nasal] .

1~ + nasal ]  m, n, ny, nw, II.

£ - nasalj p, t, k , g} -b, d etc.
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3*3.1.9. ROUND.

The feature of Rounding, which usually represents lip-rounding, 
is a secondary articulatory feat\ire. It is a basically "binary 
feature characterized "by either the presence or the absence of the 
feature. We shall therefore specify those segments with the feature 
of rounding with plus value and those segments that do not have it 
with minus value. For example,

[2 + roun&3 w, gw, lew, nw, o, 9 , u, u etc.

£  « roundj b, p, k, g, t, d, i, i, e, a etc.

3.3.1.10. LABIAL.

This feature is binary. Labial segments are specified with plus
value and nonlabial segments are specified with minus value of this
feature. For example,

+ labialj[ m, p, b, gb, kp, f, v etc.

12 - labial21 g, k, t, d, s, z, y etc.

The feature of labiality is redundantly specified for these 
segments and should be incorporated into the feature of Place.
Tims only those segments with the value of £2 9 Place2) oan 
defined with the feature of labiality.

3.3.1.11 * SIBILANT.

This feature is binary. Sibilant sounds are therefore 
specified with plus value, nonsibilant segments are specified 
with minus value of this feature. For example,

[2 + sibilant-] s, s, and their allophones.

[2 sibil ant_21 p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v, etc.
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3.3.1.12. SOWORAHT.

This feature is "binary. Consonant segments that are sonar ant 
have formant "bars in the spectrogram while nonsonorant consonants 
have no formant bars in the spectrogram. Sonorant segments are . 
specified with plus value while nonsonorant segments are marked 
with minus value for this feature. Eor example,

12 + sonorantjj m, n, 1, r etc.

[2 - sonorant21 b, .. g, z, & etc.

3.3.1.13. SYLLABIC.

This feature is binary. Syllabic segments ai*e specified with 
plus value for this feature while nonsyllabic segments are 
specified with minus value.

In Igbo all the vowel segments are syllabic, and the syllabic 
nasals are also syllabic. All syllabic segments in Igbo are tone 
bearing.

12 + syllabic2] m, n, n, a, e, i, i, u, o etc.

12 ~ syllabic^ y? w, b, p, k, g, t, d, etc.

3.3.2, THE FEATURES FOR VOWELS.

We shall require the features Height, Back and Tongue root to. 
define the vowel segments in the Standard dialect. Some of the 
features proposed for the consonants, such as Round and Syllabic, 
will also be required for the vowels. In defining the vowel 
segments.of this dialect, the feature of Tense will not be used. 
This feature which is significant in the description of English
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vowels is not significant for the description of Igbo vowels; rather 
the feature of Tense is replaced "by the feature of Tongue root 
position in Igbo phonology.

3.3.2.1. THE FEATURE OP HEIGHT.

In the preceding section, where arguments were, given to justify 
the multivalue distinctive feature system in phonology, it was 
argued that the vowels of the Igho language maintain four-way 
opposition with regard to the feature of Tongue Height. It was 
shown in the argument that Igho vowels are defined in terms of 
this feature' using-the following references of tongue height: 
close, half-close, half-open and open. The vowel segments
associated with these different types of tongue height have 
been given ahove.

The feature of Height in this dialect is therefore multivalued.
We shall propose the following values for this feature.

1 close, eg. i, u.

2 half-close, eg* i, u.

3 half-open, eg. e, o.

4 . open, eg. a, o.

Certain advantages are achieved through the scalar arrangement 
of the values of the feature of Height for the vowels as presented 
ahove. For instance, some correlation can he achieved between the 
vowel height and the feature of stricture. Vowel height and 
certain types of consona-nt stricture are correlated; they 
interact at two stages thus, £_ 1 Height]] - [] 2 Stricture]] and
{]] 1 stricture]] ^ J[] 4 Height]] » This illustrates the correlation
between the approximants and the vowels, on the one hand, with
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respect to these two features, and, on the other hand, this helps 
to account for the changes that occur in some languages "between 
vowels and approximants.

The correlation "between vowel height and stricture is further . 
illustrated "below. It has often "been pointed out in some studies 
in phonology, Williamson (l97^)> Hyman (3-975) > to mention a few, 
that in .some languages vowels assimilate to the collocated 
consonants in terms of ’Height* and/or 'graveness/acuteness’.
Hyman (1975 - 31) notes , for instance, that in Fe?fe? -Bamileke, 
""before D Q  and JjcQ we find jcTJ (a "back vowel), and "before 
D 3  we find jjaT] (a front vowel)". Hyman explains this as 
assimilation of the vowels to the consonants in terms of ’graveness/ 
acuteness*.

In Igho, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, non-high, 
non-haclc vowels-, namely, £aT[ and £7Q , change to close hack vowels, 
D O  and £V] respectively, in certain constructions, when £75] and 
ELeZl are followed hy m, h, f, v, kw, gw, nw, i.e. before consonants 
that are j£ + labial]} . This phonological phenomenon will he 
discussed in greater detail later in the thesis. However we provide 
the following examples to illustrate the type of changes mentioned. 
The examples illustrate tho grammatical process of reduplication 
through which verbal nouns are formed in Igho from the simple verb 
roots. Later in the thesis we shall show that the changes 
illustrated here occur whenever the environments are met.

Verb root Reduplicated form (i.e. 7erbal noun)

dd - write /bd6de/ 6dlde writing

dh - fall /odada/ bdida* • » - falling

kb - create /bkeke/ > bkilce - creating

k& - surpass /pkdlca/ > bkilcai • « surpassing etc.
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md - do /omdme/ > 5miime - doing

h6 - slice /5h£he/ 7 6Mhe slicing

md - know1 /5 m dm a/ > 5miima - * «
knowing

h& - enter /6haha/ 7 §h\i"ba entering

gwa - tell /ogw&gwa/ ‘7 hgwugwa - telling

gwe - grind /b gwdgwe/ 7 ogmigwe - grinding*

lcwe - sing /bkwekwe/ 7 okwdkwe - singing

kwa - push /okwakwa/ 7 5kw\ikwa - pushing

fd - fly /ofdfe/ 7 5fufe . - flying etc

Note that no change takes place when the vowel of the verb root i 
a close vowel. For examplet

(c) sx - cook /&s£si/ 7  hsxsi - cooking

hi - dwell /fthlhi/ '7- ohihi ■» dwelling

ml - he deep /&mim:i/ 7 hmimi - "being deep

nvh - learn /ornumu/ ^7 5mumu - learning

fh - he missing /hfufu/ 7- ofufu - "being missing

ghu - kill /ogh&ghu/ 7 ? hghdghu ~ killing

kwu - speak /hkw&kwu/ bkwukwo. - speaking

kwu - pay /^kwnikwu/ y 5kwiikwu. - paying

ri - climh /§r|rn./ ^  5rlri ' - climhing etc*
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Note that / o f  mid. / o f also change to high or close vowels, /u/ 
and. /u/ respectively, when they occur as the vowel of the verb root. 
For example,

(a) k6 - pluck /6koko/ >  Mcuko

k6

plucking (wiih 
hooked, object)

narrate /ok.dko/ -p> 5kdko - narrating

gw<5 - cure /ogwogwo/ 6gwdgwo - curing, being cured.

d.6 - place /bd6do/ ^  bdddo placing etc,

One .general observation we can make with regard to the changes 
that occur in the vowels of the verb root in the above examples is 
that nonhigh vowels become high in the environment C-C (the 
environment uhcler which this phonological change takes place will fee 
descDiibed in more detail later in the subsequent chapter). Another 
way of expressing this phonological change noted above is that the 
vowels .assimilate in Stricture to the consonants. The consonants, 
as we know,have higher values of Stricture than the vowels. IJhen 
the vowels have higher value of Stricture, i.e. when they are close 
vowels, the phonological changes do not take place, apparently 
because of their relatively high value of the feature of Stricture. 
What concerns the change of the vowels from Front to Back, i.e.
/a/ and /e/ changing to /u/ and /u/ respectively, we may note 
that these changes occur only when the co-occurring consonants have 
the feature value of £  9 placej| . These are the consonants and/or 
complexes articulated at the peripheries of the oral cavity and 
especially that involve lip articulation.

3.3.2.2. THE FEATURE OF BACK.

Acoustically this feature is defined (Ladefoged 1975s 265)
"in terms of the inverse of the difference between the frequency 
of the second formant and that of the first formant". The evidence
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from the formant displays on the spectrograms- made of the vowels, 
especially the difference between the frequencies of the fiimt and 
the second formants, provides a more reliable basis for distinguishing 
the front vowels from the back vowels. Articulatory evidence can 
sometimes not be very reliable or. definitive in this respect. This 
is so particularly in the differentiation of the back from the 
front £a] in some languages. Whereas the difference between 
Da and M  or between EO and e<g ca,n be clearly defined in 
terms of the feature of baclcness/frontness through articulatory 
evidence, the front and back D a  sounds depend for their differen
tiation more on perceptual or auditory judgements. But through the 
formant displays on.the spectrograms, in terms of what has been 
described above, we can easily tell whether a particular £a] sound
is a front or a back vowel. For instance, whereas the first and the 

fe*n*«tVssedondAof the | a] sounds in the English words are, f.5£? etc.
are close together (i.e. the difference in frequency is small), in 
the Igbo £a] sounds, the two formants are well spaced out one from 
the other. In the spectrogram we made of the £a] sound in Igbo, 
the first formant 1ms the frequency of 800 Hertz and the second 
formant has the frequency of 1700 Hertz, In this way we are able 
to know that the £a] sound in this language is a front vowel.

The feature of Back will be treated as a binary feature. Front 
vowels are specified with minus value for this feature, and the 
back vowels are specified with plus value. For' example,

jT + back] o, o, u, u.

L “ 'back] a, e, i,

3.3.2.3. THE FEATURE OF ADVANCED TONGUE ROOT.

Arguments to justify the use of this feature in defining the 
vowel segments of the Standard dialect and of Igbo language in 
general, have be cm given in chapter 2. On the basis of this
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feature the 8 vowel segments in the language are divided, into two 
equal sets, one set produced with advanced tongue root (i.e. when 
the tongue root is in forward or nonretracted position), and the 
other set produced with nonadvanced or retracted tongue root. The 
latter defines those vowel segments produced with retracted tongue 
root. This feature determines the harmonic behaviour and the. 
harmonic sets of Igbo vowels.

This feature therefore is treated as binary. Those vowel segments 
that are produced with advanced or nonretracted tongue root are 
specified with plus value for this feature, while those vowel segments 
that are produced with retracted tongue root are specified with minus 
value for this feature. Por example,

[ + ATR e, i, o, u.

H  ^ ^ J 1 > 9 3 ^ •

3.3.3. SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED FEATURES.

In sections 3.3*1* and 3.3*2. above, vie have set up the 
distinctive features necessary for defining the sound system of the 
Standard dialect of Igbo. Those features which are not relevant 
for this purpose have been left out in the discussion* In setting 
up the distinctive features needed for our analysis, we have used 
both the binary distinctive feature system and the multivalue distinctive 
feature system where these are considered more adequate.

The multivalue distinctive feature analysis, as we mentioned earlier, 
is yet a very recent • development in generative phonology. The 
present thesis constitutes, to the best of my knowledge, the second 
work where the multivalue distinctive features have actually been 
systematically used in describing the full phonology of a language, 
the first being in the Generative Phonology of Udo (Blni) by Amayo 
(1976), a Ph.D. thesis submitted in the Department of Linguistics 
and Nigerian Languages, University of Ibadan« Both Amayo and myself 
have fully benefited from the previous accounts of multivalue
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distinctive features especially from that given t>y Kay Williamson 
(1976). The pre sent work has equally benefited from Amayo (1976)*

The multivalue distinctive features, the way they are presented 
in this thesis has some originality. Apart from providing some 
midifications to Williamson's analysis, the pattern used in the 
present work differs in practice from the latter as well as from 
that used in Amayo (1976). In Amayo (1976) just as in Williamson 
(1976) every feature was treated as multivalued, with scalar numerical 
values. In the present work we have treated some features as 
multivalued and some feature-sas “binary, on the “basis of the criteria 
given at the beginning of this - chapter.

A summary of the distinctive features proposed for the description 
of the phonology of the Standard dialect is given below, and the 
relevant sections where the features are discussed are indicated 
in parentheses after each feature.

1* STRICTURE. ( 3.3.1.1.)

6 Stop

5 Tap, Trill, Roll

4 Lateral

3 Fricative

2 Close Approximation

1 Open Approximation
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2* PLACS. ( 3.3.1.2.)

bilabial

labiodental

T dental

6 alveolar

post-alveolar (palato-alveolar)

palatal

velar

2 pharyngeal

1 glottal

3. RELEASE. ( 3.3.1.3.)

6 abrupt with plosion

5 abrupt without plosion

4 gradual

3 delayed

2 with noise component- ( friction)

1 without noise component (friotionless)
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4* LINGUAL. (3.3.1.4.)

4 apical

3 laminal

central-dorsal 

back—dorsal'

5. AIRSTREAM. ( 3.3.1*5.)

pulmoni c~ egre s sive 

pulmonic-ingre s sive 

implosive

6. LENGTH. ( 3.3.1.6.)

2 long

1 normal

~1 short

7. GLOTTAL STATE. ( 3.3.1.7.)

voiced

breathy voiced 

voiceless



NASAL. ( 3.3.X.8.)

£  + nasal]

[2 - nasal]

ROUND. (3.3.1.90

|2 + round] 

£ - round]

LABIAL. ( 3.3.1.100 

£  + laMal]

£ - labial]

SIBILANT. ( 3.3.1.11.)

£ -!- silil ant] 

£ - siLilant]

SONORMT. ( 3.3.1.120

£ + sonorant]

£  - bonorant]



SYLLABIC. ( 3*3.1.13.)

£  + syllabic]

£  - syllabic]
*

HEIGHT. ( 3.3.2.1,)

: 1 close

2 half-clos

3 half-open

4 open

BACK. ( 3.3.2.2.)

£  + back]

£ - back] 

ADVANCED TONGUE ROOT. (3.3
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3.3.4. BRIEF COMPARATIVE SUMMARIES OF THE DISTINCTIVE
FEATURES FOR CONSONANT SEGMENTS PROPOSED BY LADEFOGED (l97l/l975).
WILLIAMSON (1976) AND THOSE PROPOSED IN THE PRESENT WORIC.

Ladefoged 1971/75 Williamson 1976 ' Proposed/Adopted in 
the present vrork.

Features Values Features Values Features Values

Glottal ic Larynx Movement Airstream
1 * elective 1 elective (not applicable) . :

pulmonic 0 pulmonic' 3 pulmoni c-e.gr essive
2 pulmonic-ingressive

implosive -1 implosive 1 implosive

Velaric Velaric Suction Not applicable.
+ click 
- click

1 click

Voice • Glottal State Glottal State
3. 1 glottal stop 2 glottal stop

2 laryngealized 1 laryngealized
3 voice 0 voice 3 voice
4 murmur -1 murmur 2 breathy voice
5 voiceless -2 voiceless 1 voiceless

Aspiration To be dealt with by Aspiration^ .
4* . , ,aspirated allowing sequence + aspiration

unaspirated in Glottal state - aspiration

Place
5*

Place Place
bilabial
labiodental
dental

6 bilabial 
5 labiodental 
4 dental

9 bilabial 
8 labiodental 
7 dental

47• This feature, Aspiration, is not required in the Standard 
dialect, but will however be needed for describing the phonology 
of those dialects (the local dialects) where aspiration occurs.
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alveolar
retrofl ex 
palato-alv.
palatal
velar
uvul ar
pharyngeal
glottal

3 palato-alveolar 
2 post/palato-alveo.

1 palatal 
0 central 
■1 velar 
-2 uvular 
*3 pharyngeal 
■4 glottal

6 alveolar 
5 palato-alveolar

4 palatal 
3 velar 
2 pharyngeal 
1 glottal

Labial
6.

Lahial jit y
H* lahial 
- lahial

1 lahial 
0 lahial

Apicality (l97l) 
7*

Aploality 
tip of tongue 1 laminal
hlade of tongue 0 apical 

-1 retroflex

Stop

stop
fricative 
approximant

Stricture

2 stop 
1 fricative 
0 approximant 
-1 close vowel 
-2 open vowel

9*

Lahial
+ lahial 
- lahial

Lingual
4 apical 
3 laminal 
2 central-dorsal 
1 hack-dorsal

Stricture

6 stop
9 tap/trill/roll 
4 lateral 
3 fricative 
2 close approx,/close 

vowels 
1 open approx,/open, 
half-open vowels

Release
6 abrupt with plosion
5 abrupt without 

plosion
4 gradual
3 delayed
2 with friction
1 without friction
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Nasal Nasality Nasal
10. + nasal 1. nasal + nasal

- nasal 0 nasal (oral) - nasal

Lateral Laterality Defined through the
11. + lateral 1 lateral feature of Stricture

- lateral 0 lateral

Trill Po stare Defined through the
12. + trill 1 flapped .feature of Stricture

- trill 0 steady
-1 trilled

Tap Defined through the
13. + ta-p

—-
feature of Stricture

- tap

Rate (1971) Length Length
14. rapid 2 extra long 2 long

normal 1 long 1 normal
long 0 normal "1 short (where ~
extra long -1 short means ’less than'

So 110 rant Any segment vritli a Sonorant
15. •i- so no rant STRICTURE of 0 or -i- so no rant

~ so 110rant less is a sonorant - sonorant

Sibilant Sibilance Sibilant
16. + sibilant 1 sibilant + sibilant

- sibilant 0 non-sibilant - sibilant

Grave Gravity Grave
17. + grave 1 grave •1- grave

- grave 0 non grave - grave
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Hound
18. + round 

- round

Rounding Round
1 rounded 
0 non rounded

+ round 
- round

Wide
19. + wide 

-- wide

Pharynx Size
1 expanded 
0 normal 
-1 narrow

Syllabic
20. + syllabic 

“ syllabic

Not specified as a 
f eature

Syllabic
+ syllabic 
- syllabic

3.3.5. MAXIMALLY SPECIFIED PHONOLOGICAL SEGMENTS OF THE 
STANDARD DIALEGT OP IGBO. .

With the distinctive features discussed in 3.3*1. and 3.3.2, 
above and summarized in 3.3*3., we can provide a fully specified 
distinctive feature matrix of the phonological segments of the 
Standard dialect. Table III (i) below shows the distinctive 
feature matrix for the consonant segments in which every segment 
is specified as a single column matrix of distinctive features. 
In Table III (ii) we present the distinctive feature matrix for' 
the vowel segments. Separate distinctive feature matrices are 
required for consonants and vowels. Each of these categories of 
sound requires a different set of distinctive features.
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Table III (l) CONSONANTS

MAXIMALLY SPECIFIED PHONOLOGICAL SEGMENTS OF THE STANDARD DIALECT.

P 1) •fc d k e kp gb lew gw
STRICTURE 6 6 6 6 6 6 4$ 6? (2 6> 16 2><6 2> 6 3

d

6 3

t3LACE -9 Q . 6 6 3 3 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 6 5 6 5

RELEASE 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6<32> 6̂ .32/

LINGUAL 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

AIRSTR. 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 3

GLOTTAL
STATE 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

LENGTH 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 I 1 1 1 1

NASAL — _ „ _ m* , T
LABIAL + - ■- - + + + + - -

ROUND - - - - - - - - + + . - -

SIBILANT - - - - — - - ~ - -

SONORANT - - - - - - - - - -

SYLLABIC - - - -
r

- - - - -
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m n 0 M N q OVT I P r 1 2?

STRICTURE

'r

6 6 6 6 6 6 C62> 6 6 4 5

Place 9 6 3 9 6 3 39 4 4 6 6

RELEASE 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6

LINGUAL 4 1 - 4 1 1 2 2 4 4

AIRSTR,, 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

GLOTTAL
STATE 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

LENGTH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Nasal • + + + + + -!• + - -

LAJ3IAL + , - *h - - + - **• - -

ROUND - « - - - - + - - — -

SIBILANT - - - -- - - - - -

SONORANT + + + •i- + + + + +

SYLLABIC - - -- -i- +
____

- + -
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b f V f f s z
f

1 r * f h __Y._.. vr

STRICTURE 3 3 3 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 2 2

PLACE 8 8 9 Qs 6 6 5 5 3 1 4 9

RELEASE <32> 0 2  > <32> <32> <32> <32> <32) 02} <32) <32) 4 4

LINGUAL - 3 3 3 3 1 2

AIRSTR, 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

GLOTTAL
STATE 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 3

LENGTH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1

NASAL - - - - - - - - - - - -

LABIAL + -U 4* •f - » - » - - ~ +

ROUND - » + - - - - - - - -

SIBILANT - - - - -i* + 4- 4- - - - ~

SONORANT - - - - - - - - - •j’ +

SYLLABIC - - - --

—  ™

-

.

- -*

*  These segments, it should he understood,are allophonesAhave heren 
purposely specified here along vritb. the other segments in the dialect.
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Table III (ii) VOWELS.

a 1 e i 0 ■ XL _ V ..

STRICTURE 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2

HEIGHT 4 3 1 2 3 4 1 2

GLOTTAL
STATE 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

LENGTH . 1 1 1 1  ̂1 1 1 1

SYLLABIC + + + + + + + -i-

BACK - - - + + + +

ROUND - - - “ + + +

TONGUE
ROOT
(A t r )

- + +
t

- H- -!-
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CHAPTER 4 .

THE MORPHEME STRUCTURE OF THE STANDARD- DIALECT,

4,0. INTRODUCTION.

The morpheme is a grammatical unit; It is defined as the minimal 
unit of meaning in the grammar, A lexical unit may consist of one 
or more morphemes. A polymorphemic word in Igbo may consist of two 
or more morphemes all of which are used together to form one word, 
or- It may consist of one or more lexical morphemes plus an affix' 
or some affixes.

For the purpose of our analysis, a morpheme, therefore, may 
represent a lexical morpheme or an affix (i.e. .an affix morpheme). 
Structurally a morpheme can consist of a single segment or of 
several segments. The verb iga, for instance, is made up of two 
morphemes « _ji, which^an affix morpheme (it is used as an infinitive 
marker in Igbo) and _ga, which is the verb root; g&r& consists of 
.two morphemes - _ga, the verb root and rh, an affix morpheme which 
is used to mark past tense in the language; iizdk̂ , ’meeting1 , 
’assembly’, consists of three morphemes - n, the nominal prefix, 
su, ’meet’, a verb root, and kg_ which has the meaning of 'together1 ; 
the last two morphemes can be used to form a compound verb, such as 
2hk$, 'meet together'. The words. akwukwo, 'leaf, book’; osisi, 'tree' 
dgbkch, 'one possessed of bad spirit1 etc. constitute each a morpheme, 
because none of these nouns''can be further divided into component 
meaningful units as in nzhkff above.

In chapter 2 we gave the phonetic and phonemic descriptions of 
the vowel and consonant segments of the Standard dialect of Igbo.
In the present chapter we shall describe how these segments are 
distributed in the morpheme structure of this dialect. The morpheme 
structure will be discussed under the following -headingss -

1. vowel/consonant distribution and vowel sequence
2, syllable structure
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3. morpheme structure 
and 4* morpheme structure conditions.
Under (l) we will discuss the distribution of the vowels in the . ■

in the sequence of vowels within a morpheme in the dialect* Less 
attention is given to the distribution of consonants in the morpheme, 
because as it is correctly pointed out in Hyman (1975)? ihe consonant 
segments in Igbo language are distributed freely within a morpheme, 
in the sense that there are no restrictions on the vowel-consonant or 
consonant-vowel sequences within a morpheme in the language and no 
identifiable phonological changes are known to occur as a result of 
the sequence of consonants and vowels in the morpheme. 'If such 
changes ever occur, they can be seen as part of the phonological 
phenomena generally present in other languages and this would not 
necessarily imply any specific constraints on how the consonants 
are distributed in the morpheme structure of this dialect.

One area, for instance, where it could be suspected or Syather 
expected that some constraints would arise in the consonant-vowel 
sequence in the language was with regard to the nasal consonants - 
n, ny,( ) and n ( [53 )* It could be expected, for instance,
that some restrictions would be present in the type of vowels that 
can occur with these nasal consonants, say, that n would occur 
with mainly front vowels, ny would occur with i or i and Q 
would occur with mainly back vowels. This suspicion or hypothetical 
case is not supported in this language, in that any of the nasal 
consonants can co-occur with a front or a back vowel as the following ■ 
examples will show.

morphemes, pointing out the phonological constraints that operate

dn\i

dnyq.
dnu

meat

pumpkin
bee

in a to take from, to receive
to warm oneself, eg. in the sun shine
to roast very mildly.

inya
m a



line - mother
ine - to look (On. dial.$ Stnd. dial. - lie )
inye - to give
ine - to step over something etc.

Under (3) we will discuss the morpheme structure of Igbo words.
It should be noted in this respect that in this language the verb 
forms, including the'derivatives from these forms, have the most 
complex morpheme structures. The nouns mainly consist of single 
lexical morphemes, except in certain cases where two lexical 
morphemes are joined together to form compound nouns. Examples 
that illustrate these points will be given later in the discussions.

Under (4), the morpheme structure conditions, we will discuss 
those phonological conditions that operate in the morpheme structures 
of the Standard dialect and in the Igbo language in general.

4*1* VOWEL DISTRIBUTION AliD VOWEL SEQUENCE.

The distribution of the eight phonemic vowels which have been
distinguished in the Standard dialect (cf. 2,1. above) Is simple
and straightforward, in the sense that there are no restrictions
as to which vowel co-occurs with which consonant. The vowels occur
freely with any consonant in the Standard dialect. With regard to
the distribution of these vowels in the morpheme, the eight phonemic
vowels therefore have more or less free distribution within the 

ASlexical morpheme. ' Any of the eight vowels can occu.r in the initial, 
medial and final positions within a lexical morpheme. This is 
illustrated by the following examples.

- hand
- an old. person
- famine
- chimpanzee
- name of a town etc.

4 8. Vie need to distinguish for our purpose two types of morphemes, 
namely, the canonical and the noncanonical morphemes (cf. Hyman 1975“Hi) *

/a/ &ka
dgadi 
tigani 
hddka 
Oki jh
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N

N

6ke
dkike
hkpdre
Owdrri
6hi
ihe

i jfe
6 si si
Shlhie
htlti
dnyi
Isi

python
“being well dressed 
prayer
name of a tovin/province
CO VI
thing et c.

vralk, journey 
tree
afternoon‘ 
middle 
elephant 
head etc.

/%/ £g^

hti
hnyinya
dfcpiia.
dkidt

hand-cuff 
a lie 
ear 
horse 
grass
type of cocoyam etc.

/°/

M

6hi
oho do
dgo
Efohi
dgbbnye
dhere

§di
-Ajo
vilo
$f§l9
$g§-

chest, heart
t o m
money
personal name 
poverty 
.small- etc.

iroko tree
had
house
hamhoo
ho e et c.

The canonical morpheme which vie shall use here to represent the lexical
morpheme has a consistent structure in the grammar, vihile the noncr.nonical
morpheme has a structure vihich may vary, and vie shall represent this 
as the affix morpheme. The way t lie so two types of morpheme are structured, 
in the Igbo grammar clearly justifies the differentiation vie make here.
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M hdd 
iibd 
iijd 
•dchu 
6gwu 
igWU 
■ dkpuru 
Situ su

pomade
pear
fullness 
i ndust r i ou snes s 
dance 
lice
underneath
name of a town etc.

M - o?

dguu
clnwu
tighru
W

refuse
spinach
hunger
death
harmatan
type, kind; manner etc.

In monosyllabic words, which ustially consist of CV structure, 
any of the eight vowels' can occur as the V element in the structure, 
For example,

bd - place, home
- yarn

mu •. - first person pronoun - I
gi - you (sing.)
ya - he/she/it
di - husband

1-Jo no syllabic nouns such as these are' few in the language? however, 
since most verb roots are monosyllabic, with CV structure in Igbo, 
we can use the verb roots as further illustrations of the examples.

b h - ent er
bd - slice
bx - live, dwell
sx cook
si• -- tell, say
bu - carry
bu - be
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sb - follow
so - fear1, avoid
ga - go
gb - listen to
g6 - buy
go - deny
gy. - read
led - surpass
kb - create
ko - pluck with hooked object
ko - narrate
leu - scoop
ley. - knock etc.

4.1.1. VOWEL SEQUENCE,

Certain phonological constraints operate in the sequence of 
. ■ v vowels within a morpheme in Igbo. One of these constraints
is the vowel harmony constraints which require that the vowels that 
ocdur within a morpheme be from the same harmonic group* The vowel 
harmony in this language will be discussed in the section devoted to 
this phonological phenomenon in the next chapter. Similarly, some of 
the phonological processes that result from the sequence of two successive 
vowels within a morpheme or across the morpheme boundary, such as 
vowel assimilation, will be discussed in the next chapter. In the 
discussions that will follow in the present chapter we shall concentrate 
on those constraints that govern the sequence of successive vowels 
within a morpheme in the Standard dialect as well as in the language 
in general.

Two successive vowels never occur at the beginning of a morpheme 
in Igbo* In other words, no morpheme begins with a W C -  structure 
in this language* Also in this language there is no morpheme with only a 
W  structure. A morpheme however can end with two successive vowels, 
as can be seen in some of the examples given above.
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When ‘two consecutive vowels occur with a . lexical morpheme (i.e. 
within a morpheme 'boundary) in Igbo, the first of such vowels in the 
sequence is usually a high or close vowel (either i, i, u, or u).
For example,

b;f.a [ t i a ] - come
rla L r £ d - be sick, suffer from
cihi a {2 ah I a3 - market
dhiara CuH<r-1

L_J - weaver bird
khlhib P ehihie~IL m  /\ ._L - afternoon
fio C  1 - tie
flo L  n °  3 .- miss a target
uluo 1 ~ clay
inmp.q Q  mm£>o ̂ - spirit
dguu Q  agft,R>_J - hunger
6 jii 11 oj11 J - black (adj.) etc.

With respect to the sequence of the consecutive vowels in the 
examples, which as we noted earlier,always involves a close vowel 
followed by another vowel, it should be remarked that in some cases 
a uyu or a "w” off--glide is heard at the juncture of the two vowels, 
depending on whether a front vowel or a back vowel precedes in the 
sequence,, YJhen both vowels in the sequence ha.ve identical tones, the 
high or close vowel tends to lose its syllabicity and form a diphthong 
with the vowel that follows it* In consequence of this the underlyingly 
two syllable morpheme is realised as one syllable an6 the high vov.Tel, 
as it were, does not carry an independent tone of its own, rather the 
tone of the syllable derived through this process is realised on ’the 
vowel that follows the high vowel. In the transcriptions of those 
words in the examples where this phonological process operates, the 
reduced or contracted high vowel is indicated with a diacritic mark 
(a  ) below it.
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When the two vowels in the sequence have unidentical tones, the 
high vowel does not lose its syllabicity, i.e. it has its independent 
tone in the sequence and it does not form a diphthong with the co
occurring vowel in that sequence. In other word's, the sequence is 
perceived as that of two vowels, and the morpheme is likewise 
perceived as a two-syllable morpheme. The phonological process of 
diphthongization mentioned above will be discussed below.

The constraints and the subsequent phonological changes described 
above, relative to the sequence of two successive vowels, are 
particularly relevant only to those cases where this sequence occurs 
within a lexical morpheme. Uhen two vowels follow each other across 
a morpheme boundary, the first of such vowels in the sequence is not 
necessarily constrained to be a close vowel# The first vowel in the 
sequence can be any of the eight phonemic vowels in this language* 
Consequently some of the phonological changes described above may 
not be entirely relevant in the latter cases. However there are 
other conditions that may be observed in the latter case (when the 
sequence occurs across morpheme boundary) regarding the second vowel 
in the. sequence. These constraints are discussed below.

4.1.2. VOWEL - SEQUENCE ACROSS MORPHEUS BOUNDARY.

When a sequence of consecutive vowels occurs across morpheme 
boundary (i.e. within the same lexical unit) the second vowel in 
the sequence is invariably an affix morpheme. Such a lexical unit 
in Igbo usually consists of a verb root and a vowel suffix. The 
vowel suffix is often used in Igbo to form the imperative and the 
narrat1ve constructions. This is illustrated in the following 
examples.

4.1.2.1. THE IMPERATIVE VERB FORM

The imperative is formed in Igbo by suffixing a vowel to the 
verb root. For example,



4*1.2*2. THE NARRATIVE VffRB FORM.
The liarrativo construction is achieved in Igbo "by among other 

things, the foilowing form of the verb which consists in suffixing 
a (Vowel morpheme to the verb root. For example,

Verb root Narrative construction.

gd 0 wee gaa and he went
ge Ha vib& gee - and they listened to
si Bbo wee sie - and Sbo cooked
chi *■Oil wed clip a - and Oti ruled
to 0 wh& t56 ~ and he praised
ko Yd k<?9 ~ and he narrated
kwu Yd whd kwiio - and he spoke (siad)
kvra Hd we 6 kwuo • ♦ - and they paid etc.

The vowels that can be used o,s the imperative suffix and/or the 
narrative suffix, of the verb, and for that matter, as the vowel suffix 
of Igbo verbs, are constrained in the same manner. In each case 
it is an open vowel that is usually used as the vowel suffix. 
Furthermore the vowel suffix in. each case is identically constrained 
with respect to agreement with the vowel that _ immediately preceds it. 
The vowel suffix which is the second vowel in the sequence agrees with
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the vowel that immediately preceds it in terms of vovjel harmony 
features as well as in terms of the* features of 'f2?ontness* and 
’backness' or in terms'.of the features of ’spread’ and ’rounded’.

We may observe that in the examples of the vowel affix morphemes 
discussed above, when a high or close vowel precedes in the sequence, 
the high vowel does not contract or lose its syllabicity and form 
a diphthong with the vowel that follows it, as we noted in the 
previous examples whore consecutive vowels occur within the same 
lexical morpheme, even where the tone of the high vowel is identical 
with that of the following vowel. This is exemplified in the 
imperative and/or narrative verb forms.

4-1.3. THE DIPHTHONGS IN THE STANDARD DIALECT.

Diphthongs are characterized by the change or transition from 
one vowel position to another. The existence of diphthongs in Igbo 
has never been discussed in the previous studies on Igbo phonology.
The phonological process which we described above, where we observed 
that a high vowel followed by another vowel within a morpheme (where 
both vowels bear identical tones) contrants and forms a diphthong 
with the vowel that follows it, has been handled differently by the 
other writers. Green and Igwo (1963), ITwachulcwu (1975) and others 
treat this process as a case of prominent palatalization of the 
consonant segment that precedes the high vowel in the morpheme. 
Consequently in the works by these authors those words where this 
phonological process occurs are transcribed with, the ”y” prosodic 
feature to represent the palatalization, as in the following examples.

bpd is transcribed as byd
dhid is transcribed as dhyd

dhihid is transcribed as dhlhyd or as ahyhya

dhihih is transcribed as ehihye or as ehyhye etc.
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The obvious reason for treating this phonological phenomenon with
a "y" prosody is the ’ y’ glide which is heard at the juncture of
the two vowels in the sequence# tie do not however accept this system
of transcription in thABJ?® case?. One main reason why we cannot
accept such a system of transcription, i.e. with !y' prosody, is
because of the confusion-and inconsistency this would involve in
the writing of this language. This inconsistency which is discussed
elsewhere in this thesis will he briefly mentioned here. Thus, for
instance, in the works x*ritten by these authors who use the 'yf
prosody in their transcription^ words such as bid, chj.a, fid etc.,
(when these verb roots occur in the infinitive and some other forms
or tenses) are .written with the *y’. prosody as bya, chya, fyo etc.
However, when the same verbs are used in the imperative form, they
are written as bid, cbq.d, fid etc, i.e. without the ' y1 prosody.
In other words, the same words are written differently at different
verb forms, one time with a 'y' and at another time without a ' y ' *
Under the same considerations, whereas these authors would write
bpd etc, as bya because of the glide heard at the juncture of the 

tfAhigh vowel and following vowel in the utterance, they would not 
write words such as siu|, ’clear a, bush’, k\i<5, ’knock', h\i$, 'drink', 
sie, ’cook* etc. using the ’y' or the ’w* prosody, even though from 
phonetic point of view these words are pronounced and perceived in 
the same manner as described above for ’bpd', i.e. the 'y' or *w' 
off-gli&e is heard at the juncture of the close vowel and the vowel 
that follows, the high vowel is contracted and the tone of the morpheme 
is mainly realised on the final vowel. In other words, the use of 
the prosody by these writers has- been restricted only to those very 
few cases whore a close front vowel occurs and even here the 'yf 
prosody has not been used consistently;it is used for certain forms 
of the verb and not used for certain forms of the same verb. Secondly, 
the prosodic system of transcription has not been extended to other 
words or forms with close back vowels where the same phonological 
phenomenon is present. It should therefore be noted that the use of 
1yr prosody in the writing of those words where a close vowel is 
immediately followed by another vowel in Igbo does not only lead to 
inconsistency, as noted above, but also to confusing a phonetic 
transcription with a phonemic transcription#
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Certain phonological differences exist "between the words given 
under (a) and (b) "below.

(a) "bid ’come’ (b) b}.d - come (imp.)

bid 'throw sand etc. on bpd - throw sand on somebody (imp.
somebody’

rid 'be sick, suffer from' rid - be sick (imp.)
fio 'tie1 fid - tie (imp.)
fio ’miss a target' fid - miss (imp.) etc.

The difference lies in the fact that whereas the words in the (b) 
column are perceived as two-syllable words consisting each of CV-V 
structure, those words in the (a) column are perceived as one-syllable 
words consisting each of a consonant and a diphthong. In other words, 
the vowel sequence in the words of the (b) series is realised as two 
fully syllabic vowels, each vowel with its own independent tone, while 
the sequence of vowels in the words of the (a) series is realised as 
diphthongs where the tone of the syllable is carried by the final 
vowel in the sequence.

We made spectrograms of words representing the two types of vowel 
sequence given baove. Spectrograms of the following words with 
vowel sequences similar to those described for the (a) and the (b) 
series above, were marie.

bid 'come' representing the (a) series, spectrogram 1;
bid ’come' (imp.) representing the (b) series, spectrogram
dbid .'type of dance* representing the (a) series, spectrogram 3;
sObi bid ’let Obi come' representing the (b) series, spectrogram dj
dfifid 'grass’ representing the (a) series, spectrogram 5;
fifld ' twist around’ (imp.), representing the (b) series,

spectrogram 6;
fid 'tic up' representing the (a) series, spectrogram 7j
dhid ’market’ representing the (a) scries, spectrogram 8;
dr id i sickness1 representing the (a) series, spectrogram 5*
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. Comparing the spectrogram, of b4A, *bLcl? . dbid and Oh^h^d ( of. 
spectrograms 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively) with respect to the 
patterns of ja in the spectrograms, we can observe that the 
patterns are some how similar in the four spectrograms. For 
instance, they have the same type of formant transitions from i 
t°M a. However, certain differences can be observed between the 
patterns. For example, the patterns of la in spectrograms 2 and 
4 (representing the (b) series) have longer duration than those 
in spectrograms 1 and 3 (representing the (a) series). In the 
former, apart from the transition period between the vowels, we 
have the steady states of the individual vowels, of 4 and of a, 
clearly shown in the spectrograms. The. duration of la in bia, 
spectrogram 2, is 40 Hi seconds, 16 fh,f-Mi seconds of which 
represents the steady state of 4. The duration for the transition 
from b to the steady state of i in the spectrogram is 4 nw/fisecsa 
and that for the transition from i to the steady state of a is 
10 milliseconds. The duration for the steady state of __a__ is 10 
vu1 Hi seconds.

In spectrgogram 4 the duration for ia is 35 m W  l i-seconds of 
which 5 rn ‘11 iseconds represent5 the transition from b to the steady 
state of i. The duration for the steady state of 4 in the 
spectrogram is 13 milliseconds; the duration for the transition 
from i to the steady state of _aLm is 7 Mi second,s and the 
duration for the steady state of a, is 10 mi Jfiseconds0

The patterns of la in spectrograms 1 and 3 (representing tlie(a) 
series) have shorter durations than those.for the same vowel sequence 
as noted in spectrograms 2 and 4* In the spectrogram of bid (spectrogram 
l) the duration for 4a Is 18 nu j liseconds when this sequence is 
pronounced slowly and 14 W U  iseconds when it is pronounced in normal 
tempo. For both types of pronunciations of 4a which are represnted 
in spectrograms 1 (a)-(b), the 4a patterns consist mainly of the 
transition from the position for i to that for a. where the F2 
and. the F3 in the spectrograms fall steadily from the position for i 
to that for a and the F'l rises steadily from the position for 1
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to the position for a. This as we mentioned earlier at the heginnin 
of this section, is what characterises a diphthong.

In the spectrogram of dbici (spectrogram 3) the duration of 4a 
is 18 Di.tUiseconds, when this word is pronounced slowly, and 14 ■ 
m i s e c o n d s  when it pronoxmced in normal tempo. Similar to what 
we observed in spectrogram 1, of hid, in the spectrogram of dbih, 
the .second formant of i after curving upwards from the release 
of b and reaching the steady state for i begins to curve downwards 
to the hub of a, . The Pi also curves upwards from the position for i 
to the position for a. Once more, the whole pattern for ia in 
both spectrograms represents mainly that of transition from one 
sound to another, that is, 4a an "this context is a diphthong.

Similar comparison of the spectrogram of dfif^d and fxfid, 
(spectrograms 5 6 respectively), will show that the patterns
of ia in both words are characterized by a longer duration for 
the ia in fifpd, which is about 40 01} Hi seconds, and by a short
duration for the ia in dfifid, which is about 20 mi11iseconds.v f * '
In the. ia pattern in the spectrgram for fxfid the duration for
the steady state of i is about 18 Di 11fiseconds and that for the
steady state of a is about 15 huHiseconds, whereas in the 
■pattern of ia in the spectrogram of af yf i.d (representing the 
sequence in the (a) series) the second formant of 4 steadily 
curves downwards from its position for i to its position for a, 
and the first formant of 4 makes a steady curve from its position 
for the i to its position for the a, once more indicating that 
the vowel sequence in the latter case is typically that of a 
diphthong.

What has been described above regarding the vowel sequence in 
the words of the (a) series is true of the jiq and the ja
sequences in the spectrograms of f16, dhjd and oria ( see
spectrograms 7 ” 9 )*
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Apart from and in addition to the auditory evidence, the vjay these 
vowel sequences are perceived, the data from the spectrograms 
described above constitute the strongest evidence in support of the 
olaim we make regarding the existence of diphthongs in Igbo and' 
consequently regarding the treatment of such vowel sequences in 
this language,

The diphthong in Igbo, it should be understood, is a phonologically 
derived phenomenon. It is the product of certain phonological rules 
which apply whenever the structural conditions are met. These 
conditions have been described above. .

Apart from the examples discussed here where diphthongisation
CtTCresults, there other interesting cases in the language where this 

phonological process of diphthongisation is present.

Sometimes the morpheme nye (which when used in isolation means 
the verb -'give1)is used with other verb roots to form compound verb 
roots, as shown in the following examples.

gbunye - kill and give
kunye - scoop and give, scoop into
bctnyd - enter into
danyd - fall into
zdnye buy/purchase and give to somebody

gdnye - walk into, pass through a hole etc.

The morpheme yf/yi when ,it occurs with verb root is used as an
allomorph of nye. Thus the above words can be rewritten with
yx/yi morpheme with the same meanings as above. For example,

gbuyi - kill and give to somebody

kdyi - scoop into
b h j i enter into
dhyi - fall into
zijyi - buy and give somebody
g&yi ~ pass through a hole etc.
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In the latter cases, when "both the root morpheme and the suffix 
morpheme (in this case yi/yx) have identical tones (i.e. high tones), 
the y£/y£ morpheme tends to "be contracted thus:

f kui ~\A —4 \

C .

£  gal 3 etc.

The vowel sequence that results from this process is usually 
perceived as a diphthong. Thus when the high vowel is contracted 
it loses its syllabicity and independent tone, and the tone of the 
syllable is realised mainly on the vowel that is combined with the 
high vowel* i/hen this happens the close vowel forms a diphthong 
with the vowel that co-occurs with it (which in this case is the 
vowel that precedes it).

If the vowel sequence that results from the process has 
miidentical tones, as in b&i or dh£, diphthongisaation does not 
apply. This demonstrates once more that diphthongs in this 
language are phonologically derived through the operation of certain 
phonological rules.

What has been described here about diphthongs in Igbo forces us 
to review the syllabic structures in this language. As we mentioned 
earlier in the discussion, in the previous works on this language 
the existence of diphthongs in the language has never been taken 
into account and consequently the effect which this phonological 
process has on the syllabic structure of the language has not 
been considered in these previous works* Further discussions 
on the implications of this phonological process on the syllabic 
structure of Igbo will be given in the next section.
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The syllable is a phonological unit* * a unit at a higher level 
than the phoneme or sound segment, yet distinct from the word, or 
the morpheme* *■ Most speakers of a language find it comparatively 
easy to identify the syllable in their language, infact much easier 
than to identify the phonemes. However, despite this relative 
ease to be identified, the syllable is not easy to define in strict, 
linguistic terms. The main problems connected with the difficulty 
in defining the syllable can be related to the ways in which this 
phonological concept is liable to be interpreted. Our-interpretation 
of the syllable, the way we determine what constitutes a syllable, 
is often influenced by the way we pronounce and/or conceive the words 
containing the syllables.

Characteristic of the syllable in most languages, i.e. the way 
the syllable is determined in these languages, is the acoustic 
energy involved in speech production which usually manifests itself 
through peaks of prominence, in pronunciation. Equally important 
for our assessment of syllables is the way speakers of a language 
perceive and arrange their language. These criteria are crucial 
to ottr judgements about the syllable in that the syllable is a 
linguistic as well as a psychological reality. It is these 
complex properties associated with this linguistic concept that 
make the definition of the syllable difficult.

Igbo has a relatively simple syllable structure, host of the 
syllables in the language are open syllables. The syllable 
structure of Igbo can be summarized as follows:

T
(G) S

whore G stands for consonant;. T . for tone and S for syllabic.

A syllable peak in Igbo is any tone-bearing unit and. in the 
language this can be either a vowel or a syllabic nasal. Any of
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the following can constitute a syllable in Igbo.

7
CV
N

' N represents a syllabic nasal which is : usually homorganic with 
the consonant that follows it.

As shown in the phonetic and phonemic descriptions of the consonant 
sounds of the Standard dialect (cf. chapter 2), .Igbo has some double 
articulated consonants. In the local orthography these consonants 
are written as digraphs, for example, gb, kp, kw, gw, nw«
The phonetic and phonemic descriptions of these sounds are given 
in chapter 2.

On the basis of these double articulated consonants, Bunstan {V)G 6/ 

1969) introduces an ad.ditional syllable structure for Igbo. This 
was represented as eg. /kwa/. Bunstan remarked that "only

or /w/ can occur in Go position. If /w/ occurs in Op position, 
the consonant in 0-̂  position may be any velar plosive, / 0  J or /h/, 
eg. ikwa. If / / / occurs in Gp position, the consonant in 0-̂ 
position may be a bilabial plosive, an alveolar plosive, /r/? /h/, 
eg* iPy&j oryb. Following a bilabial plosive, /r/, /h/, or /£/, 
/ / / i s  represented as tyt in the orthography in some publications 
by Green and Igwe, eg., ibya. In orther publications / / / i s  
represented by either / ± /  or /i/, depending on whether the other 
vowels in the word are of roused set or the lowered set, eg,, ibie, 
ibia, ........

Igbo has no consonant clusters. This has been clearly pointed 
out in most of the previous works published.011 Igbo phonology's In 
the phonetic and phonemic descriptions of the consonant system of 
Igbo given by other writers, as well as in the present work, it has 
also been stressed that the double articulated consonants in Igbo 
constitute each one unit of phoneme,
4 9, Bunstan,Eo 1969 ed., Twelve Nigerian Languages, pp. 91-92.
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With regard to the /// glide and the interpretation of this "by 
Green and Igwe and some other writers an the La n 9 0-3^ ? arguments 
against this system of transcribing the glide in the orthography 
have "been given above. The inconsistency which we noted earlier 
about this system of transcription is most clearl5r evident from 
the above extract taken from bunstan (l9^9)j where it was stated

1
that H I  ia sometimes represented as ,yf and at other times as N  

or /i/ without any reasonable justification for one or the other.
Even the conditions stated in the extract cannot, for that matter,
be taken seriously, in that it is violated each way in the examples
used for illustration. Thus we have ibya, ipsra, orye, on the one 
hand and ibia, ibie, on the other, where the vowels that occur
with the close vowel in the words (on both cases) have the same-
feature of either1 raised* or 1lowered1•

Though we have argued extensively against such interpretation 
of the palatalised consonants in the language as contained in 
some publications by Green and Igwe and later in bunstan (1966/1969)5 

where the consonants are followed by two vowels the first of which 
is close vowel, we shall add one more argument here,

WewThe basic assumption that underlies this nut forward in Green and•v
Igwe (1963 and elsewhere) and in bunstan (1969) about the interchange 
of ' y’ and /i/,/i/ or of ’w’ and Jw/ , /u/ in the transcriptions 
is that in this language, a, glide, /y/ or /w/ can change to a vowel 
under certain environments or conditions* Thus, viewed from another 
angle, the root morphemes are bya, pya, ryh, f yd, fyd etc, and in 
the imperative ’ and/or narrative constructions the 5 y’ becomes j l . j  

or I% ! i giving bid, r$.d, fio and fid respectively. Such a 
claim would be difficult to defend or justify in the language, 1-Jo 
where has it ever been shown in the phonology of this language that 
a glide,’y*, can change to /i/ or N  or vice versa and that ’w* 
can change to /u/ or /u/ and/or vice versa under any conditions or 
environments. As clearly illustrated in the arguments given earlier, 
even contracted close vowels do not as such change to glides in 
I gbo.
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We have shown in 4*1*3. above that a contracted high vowel 
forms a diphthong with the vowel it occurs with in the word in 
Igbo* Treating this phonological phenomenon'in Igbo in this 
manner provides a much more accurate and realistic account of 
the phonological process involved in these structures. It also 
acquires great support and generalisation in the phonology of 
Igho, because in this way we are able to account not only for 
those cases which have often been mentioned in the previous 
literature on Igbo phonology, but also for the cases that have 
escaped mention in these studies but where the same process of 
vowel contraction and subsequent diphthongisatioh are present.
For instance, the cases which we mentioned in the discussions 
above, where, as we observed, the morpheme yi/y£ is first 
reduced to a front close vowel which further contracts and forms 
a diphthong with the vowel that precedes it in the word have not 
been mentioned in any of the previous studies on Igbo phonology.
In the discussions given earlier \*e have relabel this latter 
phonological process with those mentioned in the previous studies, 
because in both cases it is the same phonological process that is 
involved, lie are equally confident that a more thorough search 
in the language would reveal other constructions where this process 
takes place.

In view of how this phonological process affects the syllable 
structure of the words in which it occurs in this language, we 
need to revise the syllabic structure of Igbo to include those 
syllables with a diphthong* The revised syllable structure of 
Igbo is as follows;

V
CV

G WA
c wA
It

where V represents a contracted vowel and the horizontal barA-
indicates a diphthong.
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4*3. THE MORPHEME STRUCTURE,

In the present section we shall concentrate 011 the descriptive 
analysis of the structural characteristics of Igbo morphemes. The 
discussions given here cannot he taken in isolation from xdiat 
have heen stated earlier about vowel sequence or from the discussions 
about the phonological processes that result from the sequence of 
segments within a morpheme in the language. In other words, analyses 
under the three headings given at the beginning of the chapter 
should supplement each other.

Subsequent to what was stated in 4*1.1# above, w© shall distinguish 
for our present discussions between a lexical morpheme and an affix 
morpheme. The reason for this distinction will become evident in 
the analysis. The former, i.e. the lexical morpheme, as indicated 
in the foot note, has a more or less consistent structure in theA
language whereas the structure of the affix morpheme is sometimes 
variable.

In the transcriptions of the words given for illustrations in 
the analysis, the morpheme boundary will be indicated by *

4.3*1. THE LEXICAL MORPHEMES.

The lexical morphemes in Igbo are either nominals (nouns), verb 
roots or any of the structures often referred to as 1 content words1*
In Igbo there are monomorphemic words as well as polymorphemic 
words. The monomorphemic words are words that consist of one 
morpheme. In Igbo these include verb roots and nouns5 rc&o&t nouns 
in the language are nwrnotnifctfphewiV ^^majority of the verb roots in 
Igbo are monomuYjahCfotb' The monô -norpHemiti word in Igbo can consist 
of one or more syllables. For example,

- yam
- husband

place, home
- house

31
di
be
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- "bird
<5sisi - tree

Akvn̂ lcwg - lea,f, hook

Imi - nose
hti cheek
Atx - ear
Anya “ eye
g£ - go ? walk
hu* - see
ku♦ -. knock
si ~ cook
ri eat
kA sweep
kwA - push
kwd - speak etc.

These are lexical morphemes with generally consistent s’
in the grammar. They may consist of GV? VGV9 NGV S'
or comhinations of these with free phonemic distrihutio:

A polymorphernic word may contain two or more lexical
Some nouns and compound verb stems are po 1 jmio rphenric in
The follovring words are polymorphernic.

dlu^igwe sky 5 heaven
nwdyanyi - vroraan
nwA^oke - man, male issue

Anu^ohia - beast
dgbh^l gvje - thunder
Enu^gu (from Ann ti&wu - top of hill) - 'name ox a t.oi
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g&^lu 
gd/f b walk-past

reach (lit. go-reach)

kwuyvle/̂ be
g&̂ deĵ be walk and stop at a certain.point

speak and stop at a certain point

speak to a point 
walk far into etc.

These polymorphernic words have “been formed by joining two or more 
lexical morphemes. The lexical morphemes out of which the poly- 
morphemic word is formed maintain some degree of consistency in 
their structures. However certain phonological changes such as 
assimilation, elision etc sometimes occur as a result of the 
combination of the lexical morphemes in the polymorphernic word 
structure* Those .phonological changes are described in the 
next chapter of the present work,

A polymorphernic verb , stem in Igbo may consist of two or three 
independent verb roots - Rip? Rt2 and Rtg. In such polymorphernic 
structures there are certain constraints on the type of verbs that 
can occur as Rt2 or,. ^ 3 , i.e. the second or third root morphemes 
in the structure. The following examples show some of the verbs 
that occur as the second root morpheme - Rtp*

Rtf Rtp
g& lu (from gdj’walk, go.' and lu,'reach’)- reach
g& ^ fb (fb means 'pass') - walk past
kwu / fb
gd jh ml
ku dh

kd f  bh
ku £ do • ■

kp. f  gbu

overpay
walk deep into (imi - be deep)
knock down (dh - fall) 
knock into (bh - enter)
knock Unto (&6 - place, put) 
knock dead (gbu- kill)
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hd / ej'Cl - see completely (isd - be complete)

md -f si - repair (md ~ do, zf show, correct)

gbd / b& - cut (gbd - exit, kill, bd - end)
si •j' dd - overcoolc
gbd ;/ hi - cut (same as gbubb)
'md / nyi - do-surpass etc.

The verbs that can occur in the Rt2 position in the compound verb 
structures of Igbo are limited in number, though they are by far 
much more than those that can occur in the Rt3 position. The verbs 
that can occur in the Rt3 position in a compound verb construction 
in Igbo are highly limited in number. I know of only about four 
verbs, namely, Id - ’reach1, b6 "- stop, ha - enter and do - put, 
place, which can occur in the Rt^ position in a compound verb 
construction. For example,

Rt]. Rtg, Rt3

kwu J de / be - speak and stop at a point
kd -/■ b£i -f Id - knock inside to a satisfactory point

ku ■/■ be j  do - knock unfirmly unto

ku j  mi / ba - knock deep inside etc.
Note that do is reedised as eld when the former occurs in the Rtp
position followed by another root morpheme within the same compound 
verb stern.

For a better understanding of the general structural and phonological 
characteristics of polymorphernic forms in the language, it will be 
necessary to know the system of word formation in this language.
This will be able to reveal to us how the morphemes are tied up 
in the structure. It is the nature of the tie or liaison between 
the constituent morphemes in the word that determines whether the 
phonological changes would occur or not occur in the structure.



Conjoining of two or more morphemes is used to achieve certain 
functions in the language, such as to form new words and to achieve 
certain grammatical functions» The examples discussed above 
represent the cases where the morphemes are joined together to form 
new words. Here the consituent morphemes within a word are losely 
joined together and therefore do not have close and rigid ties 
between them* 1 '. .. Each morpheme is an independent lexical,
morpheme and does not have strong phonological ties with.and/or 
influence over the other lexical morphemes within the word. In the 
examples of the polymorphernic words given above, we can note, for 
instance, that vowel harmony does not occur across morpheme boundaries.

Wien morphemes are joined with other morphemes to achieve 
grammatical functions in Igbo, all the constituent morphemes in 
the structure maintain close and rigid ties. Some of the partici
pating morphemes cannot occur independently or in isolation as 
lexical morphemes. The morphemes in this case influence each 
other phonologically. This is characteristic, of affix morphemes 
and other grammatical categories formed by joining together two or 
more morphemes, such as in the grammatical process of reduplication 
used in forming verbal nouns and certain type of adjectives in 
Igbo. These grammatical processes and the phonological implications 
are discussed in cho.pter 5•

4*3.2. THE AFFIX MORPHEMES.

An affix morpheme in Igbo can consist of a vowel, V, or a consonant 
and a vowel, CV, and sometimes a combination of both, i.e. VCV.
The majority of affixes in the language occur with the verbs.
The nouns take little or no affixes in the grammar. In the Onitsha 
dialect the -gd suffix is used with the nouns to denote plural; 
this suffix is not used in the Owerri dialects. The suffix
however , is used in the Standard dialcc/fc to form the plural of 
nouns as shown in the following examples.
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Singular Plural
6 sisi ~ tree dsisiga - .trees
ilmadu - person mmaduga - people, persons
dwu - goat ewuga - goats

dlo house \ilQga - houses
bbodo ‘- town o bo do ga - towns etc.

The suffix ~ga is ofieri referred to as a floating morpheme in 
that it can occur with 'either the nominal or the verbal element 
in the sentence* For instance, each of the pairs of sentences 
below is acceptable in Igbo.

(a) 0 gburu dsisiga
lie atvb down trees

(b) 0 gbugara osisi

(a) 0 luru uloga
he built many houses

(b) 0 lugara ulo

(a) 0 nwere ewuga,
he has m any goats etc*

( W  o nwegara 6wu

Though in the local orthography this morpheme is written as -ga 
in all cases, however, the vowel of this affix usually agrees 
harmonically with the word to which the ~ga is suffixed*

The verbs.yand tho verbal derivatives in Xgbo take many affixes* 
The number of such affixes that occur with Igbo verbs has not been 
fully described in any of the studies on Igbo grammar. The present 
analysis does not attempt to describe every one of those affixes, 
rather we shall, on the basis of the few examples to be discussed 
here, concentrate on '.disclosing, the general structural;.. and 
phonological patterns ..common to the affixes. The following 
represent some of the affix morphemes that occur with Igbo verbs.
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i. The Infinitive Prefix

The infinitive of Igbo verbs is formed with a vowel prefix, namely, 
i or i, which agrees harmonically with the vowel of the root morpheme® 
For example,

+ -r& ”i f  ga to go, tc

!&?>• to listen
i f si to cook
£ £ si to say
£ £ kvju to speak

£ r kwu to pay

£ y to to grow
£ to to unwrap”
I ^ sb to dodge

f  r  ^ to sweep

ii. The Performative Prefix

Like iJelmers (197°) we prefer to designate this prefix in Igbo 
verbs as the performative prefix. Emenanjo (1975) describes it 
as 1 participle prefix** This is an open vowel prefix that occurs 
in certain forms of the verb such as the present tense, the future 
tense and the perfect tense forms. For example,

(a) 0 nh~a gd he is going
Hd nd~6^gb they are listening; to
Anyi nh-e^sl we are cooking
Any£ nd-a^si we are saying
*Ebo nh--ekvni Ebo .is speaking (saying)

Ebb na-a^kwu Ebo is paying
* /Osisi nd-egto the tree is growing
Obi na-a^to Obi is narrating etc.
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(b) Q gd~a/gd
Hd gd-6 £ gh 
Hd gd~e ^  si 
Hd gcl—U -̂* SI
I gd-e kwu
* LI gd~a f- kwu

6 si si gd*~e ^  to 
. ITnu gd-a ^ k<5

(c) Hd h ft gdala 
Hd & g&ela
Hd d f  kwuola

. Hd d T kwuola • • •
Hd & si el a
Hd. d r .chi al a / %

Hd & tdola 
Hd h ^ tdola

he will go
they will listen to
they will cook
they X'/ill say
you (sing.) will speak
you " will pay
the tree will guow 
you (pi.) will narrate etc,

they have gone 
they have listened to
they have spoken (said) 
they have paid
they have cooked 
they have ruled
they have grown
they have unwrapped etc*

This prefix does not occur in the past tense form of the verb or 
when a vocalic pronoun, otherwise referred to as the hound prononino,! 
form, eg* o/o, i/i, E, are used as the subject of the perfect tense 
form of the verb..

iii o The Imporativo Suffix

The imperative in Igbo is formed with an open vowel suffix. 
Some examples of the imperative, forms of the verb have been given 
earlier.

gd
*■ -J- 'ge y e

si r  e 
chi d

go!

listen! 
cook! 
rule!
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unwrap!

pay!
grow!
praise!

speak|? sa;f!

etc

iv. The Past Tense Morpheme

The past tense is formed in Igho with a -ra suffix.- The vowel 
of the suffix duplicates the vowel of the verb root to which the 
morpheme is suffixed. In this respect the morpheme is "better 
represented as -rV, where the V element repeats the vowel ©£ the 
root morpheme. For example,

v. The Dative Case Morpheme.

The dative case is formed with a -ra. suffix, which like the 
past tense suffix we shall represent as -rV suffix. The vowel 
of this suffix duplicates the vowel of the verb root, to which the 
dative morpheme is joined. For example,

went

narrated

listened to

paid

cooked

prai s e d, gr ew

spoke, said

aid

etc

£ 7̂ £a t’ ra to go on behalf of
1 ^ me re to do on behalf of
£ ^ si / ri to cook for

■' l j- lam ^ ru to speak for
f f- ko r ro to narrate to etc
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The imperative forms of these dative-case-verbs are as follows;

gh'^' & £ ra
mb ̂  e ^ re
si ^  6 ^ re
kwu ’/ 6 /  ro 
kb r<?

go on bohalf of!
do on "behalf ofl
coole for!
spealc for! 
narrate to! etc.

Comparing the examples illustrating the -rV dative forms of the 
verb with those illustrating the «rV past tense forms, it can "be 
observed that whereas the latter have a consistent tone in the 
grammar, which is always a low tone,- the former have no independent 
or consistent tone, rather the tone varies, conforming to the tone 
of the syllable that precedes,

- vi . The Impei'at fvo Morpheme for St at ive Verbs,

The stative verbs are those verbs that connote continuous, unter
minated state of action. Such verbs in Igbo afe irregular verbs 
and they form their imperatives in a manner different from the 
way described above. They form their imperatives with an ~rV 
morpheme, where the V element repeats the vowel of the verb root.
For example,

Verb root Imperative fo rm
b£ bi ^ rl dwell

no 219 r$ stay
kwu In-rii ru stand
b& b$ r  ru be! (as in

buru dsb - be the king)
di♦ di ^ ri be! (as in

dirl oji -• be (remain) black)

vii. The _Perfect _T_ense Suffix horpheme.

The suffix morpheme -Vie. is used for forming the perfect tense
in Igbo. The rVT represents an open vowel. For example,

i
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Verb root Perf ect tense form
gd h / gd / ala has gone
gb b / gb / bla has listened
mb b / me /• el a has done
si b / si / ela has cooked

Pi d ^ p'p ^ al a has sharpened
kwd b / kwu / cl a has spoken (said)
kwu• d / kwu -f ola has paid
to b / to / ola has grown
t6 d / t6 / ola has unwrapped etc

With the regular verbs, an open vowel occurs between the root mori-fierne
and the -Id suffix, but with 1the irregular verbs this open vow1 el
is absent. For example.

hd ' h / hd r .has seen
gwd h / gwd /- la has told
kv;e b / kwd ■/ la has agreed

h J ju / la has refused etc.
In the spoken form, the vowel of the -Id suffix of the .perfect tense 
verb forms usually agrees harmonically with the preceding vowel(s) 
in the word, though ortho graphic ally the vowel a is generally ... 
'used in all eases for this suffix. In the Oniisha dialect the 
variant —g<5 is used as the perfect tense suffix hut without any 
intervening open vowel suffix, as indicated ahove, and this morpheme, 
-go, does not agree harmonically with the root vowel. In some 
dialects within the Oniisha dialect group, the morpheme -nd is 
used as perfect tense marker, and vrhere this morpheme occurs, it 
hehaves in the same manner described ahove for the -Id suffix*
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viii. The Iterative I'lorpheme

The negative morpheme in the Standard dialect is ”gh£, which 
is suffixed to the root morpheme. For example,'

6o gd ft ghi he didn’t go.
0 me ft ghi he didn1■t do.
0 kwu ft ghi he didn’t speak.
0 kwu. ft ghi he didn1t pay. etc.

The imperative form of the negative constructions in Igbo is 
formed with -Id suffix, as in the following examples.

a ft ga /"IS, dont go!
6 ft me -/ Ih do not do!
6 ft si ft lh do not cook!
6 ft kvju ft la do not speak (say)!
d ft kvm ft Ih do not pay! etc.

Like the -Id perfect tense suffix, the -la suffix used in 
forming the imperative negative construction, usually agrees 
harmonically with the root morpheme to which it is suffixed, even 
though it is written as -la in all cases.

There are many more such affixes that occur with Igbo verbs.
Our intention, to reiterate, is not provide an exhaustive description 
of such affixe-. morphemes used with the verbs. One general observation 
can be made about the structure of these affix morphemes, with particular 
reference to those affix morphemes described so far. Ife may note, 
for instance,that these affix morphemes have more or less variable 
structures in the grammar. This is with particular* reference to the 
vowels that occur with the morphemes. According to the phonological 
behaviour of these vowels, we observe that in the structures sometimes 
one phonemic unit has two or more different phonetic exponents. This 
can be seen to operate in two ways» first, when the affix morpheme
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segment in the morpheme structure usually has two possible phonetic 
exponents depending on the vowel harmony feature' of the root morpheme 
Secondly, when an open vowel suffix is used (which often results 
into a sequence of two successive vowels in the verbal structure), the 
open vowel has four possible phonetic exponents, resulting from the 
agreement of the vowel affix with the vowel of the root morpheme in 
terms of vowel harmony features and in terms of the prosodic features 
of frontness and backness*

Using the features h/li (Lowered/Raised) and T/u (representing 
frontness/backness) we can conveniently represent the structure of 
the vocalic segments that appear in these affix morphemes in the 
following manners

(a) Infinitive prefix morpheme ^/‘R‘( j

L /R Y(b) Performative prefix morphe me ^ ‘aC A )x

(c) Imperative vowel suffix morpheme ^/^( A )  ̂ etc

With regard to the structure of the past tense affix morpheme, 
the dative affix morpheme and the affix morpheme connoting the 
imperative of stative verbs, we note that these morphemes are 
represented by an -»rV" structure where the V element duplicates the 
vowels that immediately precedes it* In other words, the structure 
of this morpheme is the most variable of all the affix'morphemes, 
in the language.

The prosodic features, as is evident from the above, helps 
considerably to capture the phonological shapes of the vocalic 
segments that occur in the affix morphemes in Igbo, and consequently, 
this will be useful in stating the phonological shapes of the 
structures in which these affix morphemes are used,, Some of the 
verbal structures where these affixes are used are exemplified 
below*
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(i) Infinitive verbal form ^

(ii) Performative verbal form A')^CV

(iii) Imperative verbal form CV^^(A)^^ etc.

It becomes evident both from the above structural patterns of the 
verb forms as well as from the discussions presented earlier that 
in the different grammatical forms of the Igbo verb, the verb root 
retains a consistent structure while the structure of the affix 
morpheme' ■ varies. As pointed out above, the nature of the vowel 
that occurs in some of the affix morphemes is such that one phonemic 
unit has different phonetic exponents# Thus in (i) above, the 
infinitive morpheme which is usually a close front vowel is phonetically 
realised as either i or i, similarly the performative morpheme 
which is an open front vowel, as in (ii) above, is phonetically 
realised as either a or e. The imperative morpheme, which is 
an open vowel suffix, is phonetically realised as either a, e, o or g.

What has been stated here is characteristic not only of the tense 
forming affixes in the Igbo verbs, it is also applicable to most of 
the affixes with which the aspects of these verbs are formed. By 
the aspect morphemes we mean those affixes used with Igbo verbs 
which do not connote tense, but which rather modify the action of 
the verb with respect to completion, inception, continuity etc of 
the action described by the verb. The following are few examples 
of such aspect morphemes in Igbo,

ix. The Incentive-Cont1nnative Aspect Morpheme

The morpheme wd/wd is used to denote the inceptive-contintiative 
aspect of Igbo verbs. For example,

verb root incentive-continuative asnect form
g& gd f wa start (and continue) to go, wall:
gb gb f- w 6 start (." u ) to listen
rna md -j- wa start ( n tt ) to knot;
md md we start ( ” it ) to do
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si si / we start (and continue) to cook
chi* chi /■ wa ♦ / st art ( " tt ) to rule
kvrd kwd / we st art ( " it ) to speak
kwu• kirn j wa st art ( " it ) to '■ Pay .

t<5 t<5 / we start ( - it ) to grow
k<5 ko / wa start ( ” H ) to narrate

x # Hie Completive Aspect Morpheme

The morpheme c-hd (sometimes pronounced chela) is used to denote 
the completive aspect of Igbo verbs, i.e. when this morpheme is 
used with the verb it denotes the completedness of an action.
For example,

verb root completive aspect form
g& ga j cha finish going
gb ge / chd finish listening to
si si j cha finish cooking
ri ri j cha finish eating
ri• ri / cha, finish climbing
t6 to j cha. finish growing
kwu' k.vra ■/- cha finish speaking

Imre kwd / cha. * * finish paying etc.

This morpheme usually does not conform to harmonic agreement 
with the verb it occurs with. Some speakers hov:ever thy to subject 
it to vowel harmony agreement with the root morphemes. With the 
majority of speakers however, i.e. irrespective of their dialects, 
chd is used in all cases, In the local orthography, the latter 
is adopted, just as in the examples given above*

etc.
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xi. Benefactive Aspect Morpheme

The morpheme td/td is used to form the henofactive aspect
of the verbs in Igbo. For exampley

vert) root bonefactive aspect form

Sll• 2U
4

t a purchase-

z& Zll •j* t e acquire through stealing

raa md / ta acqui re through knowledge of

mu« mb.* / td acquire through learning

m£ md / te- acquire through doing-

si m / ta acquire through reading etc

mention only a few of these aspect and other morpliernes
that occur with the verbs in Igbo3 these morphemes in one wav, or 
another modify the meaning or the action described by the verb*
These morphemess to reiterate9 are not tense forming affixes in the 
sense that they do not essentially express the time linear of the 
action of the verb,. They also co-occur with the tense forming 
morphemes discussed earlier. The full number of such morphemes 
and their meanings in the grammar have not been described in any of 
the existing works on this language. Eraenanjo (1975) described 
about 60 of such morphemes that tend to modify the meaning and the 
action expressed by the verb in Tgbo? however vie know that a careful 
study would reveal that these morphemes are much more than that 
number. Generally it is not ea.sy to find adequate terminologies to 
designate some of the morphemes or to adequately express the grammatical 
meanings which the morphemes have in the language. Most of the 
morphemes have 110 English or Lai in equivalent s3 and some writers on 
the grammar of Igbo who had tried to correlate some of these verbal 
affixes in Igbo verbs . to what appears to be their equivalents in 
the grammar of these better knovm and better studied languages have 
given'incorrect interpretation of some of the affix morphemes 
described above. For instance5 Adams (1934) who modelled his
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analysis of Igbo grammar* on Latin grammar, and also Ogbalu F, G*, 
who in his many publications oxi1 Igbo' grammar tries to model his 
analysis of the grammar 021 English grammar, have' "both described the 
"completive aspect morpheme" as indicating the morphological 
meaning of 'past participle'. However this morpheme, as we know it, 
does not express the temporal or time reference of the action of the 
main verb, but rather merely expresses the 'completed* state of the 
action indicated by the verb# Since our objective in the present 
analysis is neither towards a morphological nor an exhaustive 
description.’ of these affix morphemes, but rather a summary analysis 
of the structural patterns of the. • morphemes, we shall direct our 
discussions to the latter#

One ‘thing that can be generally said about the structure of the 
affix morphemes discussed above is that- the vowel segments that occurvJ<2_.in them most often behave in the manner described above. Thai is, 
the vowels alternate or change according to the harmonic features 
of the vowel of the root morpheme they occur with# A summary of 
the structure of the root morphemes together with the affix 
morphemes that occur with the verbs is presented below#

The Phonological Structure of Igbo Verbs

Grammatical Forms

Verb root/stem

Infinitive

Present Tense

Future Tense

Pho no10gical Structure

CV(CV)

L/R [  I ]  Tcv 

n&- Ly/R 03

L/E ]jQ Ycv

Past Tense GVrV%

Perfect Tense 03 bd/E(A)YA'l'd M  x
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Imperative 

.Dative Construction 

Aspects

Square brackets enclose those segments that obligatorily occur while 
round brackets enclose those segments that optionally occur in the 
structures (i.e. they may not occur with certain verbs or with 
certain forms of the same verb). Braces enclose the segments 
either of which can occurs in other.words, some structures have 
close vowels while some have open vowels and the vowel harmony 
conditions apply in both cases.

The V element of the rV morphemes copies the vowel that precedes 
it in the. structure. To indicate this unique' behaviour of the 
vocalic element of this morpheme, this morpheme has been -underlined 
and the V  marked with asterics in the structural formulae.

4*3.3. TI-IS VERBAL DERIVATIVES

vfhat we have noted above about the nature of the vowels that occur 
in the verbal affixes in Igbo is not restricted to these affix 
morphemes only, but can be generalised to the affixes that are used 
in the verbal derivatives in this language. It is often the case 
that in bhese derivatives such as the gerund, the agentive nouns, 
the cognate complement objects etc., the vowels that are used In 
the affixes have each two phonetic exponents, as will become evident 
in the discussions below.

4.3«3.1 o THE VERBAL BOHNS

The gerund in Igbo, as in most other languages, is derived from 
the vorb. In Igbo the gerund can be derived from a simple verb root 
as well as from a compound or complex verb stem., and the gerund 
derived from both cases differ structurally. For the latter, i.e. 
the compound or complex verb stems, the derivation of the gerund

cv L/R L a 2 T/N 

CV I,/R(A) V w  rj*

cvc Urn*1 e/r Y
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is a more or less straightforward process. This is acheived by 
prefixing a homorganic syllabic nasal to the compound verh stem*
For example* *

compound/complex verh stem verhal nonn

gd 4 lu 11 4" ga 4 lu . reaching

g& 4" de'4 he 11 f ga ^  de ^ be going and
stopping at 
a point.

: chb f kwu 4 he h 4 chb 4 kwu 4 he hoping on
something

gd r mi in 4 ga 4 mi go ing far int0

tuth. h t tut;u pi eking
gdsi n got;i illustrating
b£ 4 ph. ifi 4 he 4 ph. cutt iipg out

bh 4 td in-4 bh 4 td entering towards

md 4 si ifi 4 me 4 si repairing et c

The gerund of simple verhs is formed by prefixing an open hack 
vowel to the verb and reduplicating the verb root. The reduplication 
may he complete or partial5 complete, when the vowel of the root 
morpheme is a close vowel* and partial, when it is not a close vowel. 
For example,

simple verh root verhal noun

kmi ' fepealcf 0 4 kwd ■/ kwu speaking
kwy. 1 pay* 6 4 kwy. / kV:\l paying
si 1 cook’ 0 4 si f  si cooking

si ’ say1 $ 4 si 4 r4 saying

ri 1 eat1 b f  ri 4 ri eating

ri 1 climb1 6 4 ri t r:1. / c * « climbing
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8& 'go, walk' V0• f sf f ga going, wall

ta ' chew ' *0 p ta. chewing

td 'scrub’ 0 p ti p te scruhing

gh 'listen* b P sd P ge listening
do 'put, place, b f dd P do placing
th 'praise' 6 p- ru p to praising
t6 'grow' 6 p td p to growing

d6♦ 'pull' s0* p dd p do pulling
k<5• ' nar rat e' 0 p kd * 0 t k? narrating
md
md

'know'
'do'

6
6
p md * •
f md

p ma
4-r me

knowing.
doing

lcp6 'gather' bp kpd. p kpo gathering

lcp6 'call’ b p  kpd f kpo calling
The open hack vowel prefix in these examples has two phonetic 
exponents - either o or o - depending on the harmonic quality 
of the .stem vowel,

What concerns the second vowel in the structure, how it changes 
in different environments, and the general phonological patterns 
manifested in the constructions, these are discussed in the next 
chapter*

Certain nominals are derived from some of the verhal nouns of 
simple %Terh roots. _ It. will he interesting in this respect to 
compare the open hack vowel: prefix, used in the construction of the 
verhal nouns with the initial vowel segments in these derived 
nominals, The following examples will illustrate this point.

verh roots

kwu 'speak1
ad 'reply, 

answer'

verhal nouns 

okwdJcvm. ' speaking' 

6 s £za 'r epiying'

d e.r1 v e d no m i n al s
ekwukwu ' t allcat i vene s s'

dsisa 'a reply, an answer'

kwd 'agree' 6 In utlcwe 5 agreeing' okwukwd ' f aith'
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m6 ’do, "behave' 6mume ’doing, behaving’ 5 mum 6 1 behaviour'
rl 'eat* 6r£ri ’eating 6rimeri ’festivity’ 

feast1
ko 'narrate* bkdko ’narrating’ dkuko 'story, news'
su 'speak (a bsdsu * speaking (a dshsil f.:. language'

language)' . language)’
ju ' querry' o juj\i ’querrying ’question' etc

Comparing the open back vowel prefix of the verbal norms in the 
examples above with the initial vowel segments of the nominals 
derived from these verbal nouns we may note that there appears 
to be certain constraints on the type of vowels that can occur in 
these positions* In the case of the gerunds, only an open back 
vowel can occur in the initial position” and in the case of the 
nominals derived from the gerunds only open vowels can occur in 
the initial position. However, more important to our purpose is 
the fact that whereas in the former, i.e. the gerunds, the initial 
vowel constitutes one phonemic unit with different phonetic exponents, 
with respect to the vowels that occur initially in the nominals 
derived from the gerunds, we cannot say with any serious justification 
that any one vowel is chosen to occur in this position and that this 
vowel is made to develop different phonetic alternants in accordance 
with the harmonic qualities of the vowels of the root morphemes it 
occurs with. Rather all we can say with some certainty is that any 
of the open vowels in the language can be used in this position and 
that the . open vowels chosen for this purpose agree, -harmonically 
with the stem vowel,

This fact illustrates in a most lucid manner the point we are 
trying to make about affix morphemes, in this language. In other 
words, when an affix, morpheme is introduced iuto another morphemu:
the vowel segment of this affix morpheme usually tends to develop 
different phonetic alternants, but when, as in the examples above, 
the (derivational) process does not require the introduction of 
an ’external’ affix morpheme, but leather an ’internal* phonological
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change within the structure, the point of one unit of phomene 
developing different phonetic alternants ' in different structures 
does not arise. This also helps to explain certain points about 
the derivational history of the gerunds and the derived nominals 
illustrated in the examples above, with reference to the verb 
roots from which both categories are derived. In the discussions 
given earlier, we assumed that the nominals are derived from the 
gerunds; it can however be argued that both categories are independently 
derived from the verb, and not necessarily that the former (the 
nominals) are derived from the latter, (the gerunds). This would 
amount to saying that the nominals, like the gerunds, are derived 
through the process of prefixation and reduplication. It can also 
be argued, as has been done in some publications by Larry Kyraan, 
that the initial vowel segments of the derived nominals are nominal 
vowel prefixes. Hone of these arguments can be seriously entertained 
both in view of what has been stated above and more especially in 
the way we have seen these affix morphemes behave in the examples 
discussed so far in this thesis. It will also be important to note, 
in this respect, that the vowel prefix in Igbo is much more liable 
to develop different phonetic alternants than when the vowel is 
used in the suffix morpheme (ox* as a suffix morpheme)*.

4.3.3.2. THE AGBNTIVB KOTJKS

The agentive noun is derived in Igbo from the verb by prefixing 
a low tone open back vowel to the verb root or stem. For example,

verb root agentive noun phrase

lewd 1 speak’ 6kwu 6km! - lit. ’a speaker of speech*

kwu * pay
one who talks a lot. 

okwu ugwo - lit. *a payer of debt’
eat * bvi nri - lit. ‘eater of food

ri 'climb1 orx elu lit. ’ clirrtbor of height s1
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g& 'go* " lit. 'goer of journey*

M l - lit. 'g*oor of message’

SI 1 cook* 5si nri - lit. 'cooker of food'

si
«

* say* hsi lisiri - lit. 'teller of tale’, i*e;
one who gossips

dd * writ e1 6d6 akwukwQ lit. 'writer of book* f i.e.
a writer or a secretary

gd 1 read* o_g£ akwy.kwo lit. 'reader of book* i.e.
one who reads a lot

hu 1 see* 5kd uso lit. 'seer of sight* etc.

In the examples above, the agentive nouns are underlined. With 
respect to the vowel prefix in the agentive nouns, vie note that 
like that of the verbal nouns, this consists of one phonemic unit 
which develops two phonetic alternants.

4.3.3.3. THE GO GHATS COMPLEMENT OBJECTS

It is hard to talk of transitive and intransitive verbs in Igbo. 
This is so because in Igbo every verb In a sentence has an object. 
Even when the object is not specifically mentioned it is understood. 
For instance, in some languages, such as English, some verbs are 
used intransitively, eg. sleep, speak, walk etc., and in a sentence 
these verbs do not require any direct object. Utterances such as 
11 am sleeping*| he is speaking; we are walking etc., where no 
direct objects are used with the verbs, would be normal and acceptable 
in these languages. In Igbo, however, such utterances would be 
unacceptable unless there is an object, usually a direct object , 
to go with the verb. Thus the above utterances in English will 
be expressed in igbo as * d nh m hr&hy. pra*; o nh bhvru okwu* ; 
dnyi nh aga ije respectively. These are literally translated as 
‘I am sleeping sleep*; he is speaking speech; and we are walking 
walk.
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Most of the objects that go with the verbs in Igbo are formed 
from nouns that are in cognate relationship with the verhs? or at 
least nouns that are semantically related to' the verbs# For example.

ilcvra olam lit. to specie speech
ije ije lit# to walk walk
ihu anya lit# to see eye
irahu ura lit# to sleep sleep
f si asic * ( to tell lie
ilcpe ikpe 
Ikpe ekpere

to judge a case 
to pray prayer etc.

•Sometimes a complement object form which is formed from the verb 
is used in place of a noun object in the contexts where the noun 
object would not be required# The complement object forms are 
always cognate with the verb they occur with* For example,

6 kwhre hkwe or <5 kwhnyere hlcaenye lit# he agreed
agreeing

6 ghra hgd lit. he went agoing, i.e# he went
6 jhre hjjs 151» ,J a 11 11 '* 11
o buru ebn lit# it is big albig, i.e. it is big

? S9r9 M l lit# he denied denying, i.e, he denied
6 jiri b j_i lit# it darkened darkening, i.e* 

it has darkened.
o nyiri anyi lit* it surpassed, surpassing, i.e# 

it surpassed handling
o chhra hchd lit. it is ripe ariping, i.e, it is

ripe (usually of bright colour)

These complement forms (which 
not nouns, even though Green

are underlined in the examples) are 
and Igwe (1963) a/nd Km e nan jo (l97D)
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he tised as nouns or occur independently from, the verbs with which 
they are cognate. Thier occurrence is always tied up with the verh 
they cannot he separated from the verbs; they do not allow other 
words, such as adjectives, adverbs etc. to occur between them and 
the verbs. For instance, whereas (i) below is acceptable, (ii) 
is not acceptable.

(i) 6 jbre 6gologo ij& 'he walked a long walk'

(ii) * d jbre dgolo-go eje
In the structure of the complement forms we can observe that an-open 
front vowel is prefixed to the verb root or verb stem. The open 
front vowel prefix has two phonetic exponents, i.e. it can be 
phonetically realised as either a or e.

We shall conclude the discussion by noting that the structure 
of affix morphemes in the language is in some way different from 
that of the lexical morphemes, with particular reference to the 
vowel segments that occur in these structures. In the former (i.e. 
the affix morphemes) unlike in the lexical morphemes, one vowel 
phoneme may have two or more phonetic exponents. Thus whereas in 
the structure of the lexical morphemes the whole range of the 8 

(eight) phonemic vowels in the language can be utilised, in the 
structure of the affix morphemes we are restricted to use only a 
four or two phonemic vowel system, depending on whether the vocalic 
segment of the affix morpheme is constrained with respect to the 
vowel harmony agreement only or whether it is constrained with 
respoct to both the vowel harmony agreement and agreement in terms 
of the features of rounded/unrounded. If the vowel of the affix 
morpheme is constrained only with respect to the vowel harmony 
agreement, then the morpheme structure operates on four phonemic 
vowel system. If the vowel of the affix morpheme is constrained 
with respect to the vowel harmony agreement as well as to agreement 
in terms of the features of rounded/unrounded, the structure in
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this case operates 021 tvro phonemic vowel system* The phonemic 
shapes of the vowel segments in the morpheme structures in Igbo 
can be briefly sximmurisecl as follows;

The Phonemic Shapes of the Youcl Segments in Igbo Morphemes

Lexical Morphemes

All the 8 phonemic 
vowels in the language 
occur in free distribu
tion. The phonemic 
vowels ares

a
e
i

Affix Morphemes

(i) Morphemes where the vowel segment 
does not change. The vowel segment 
often found in this category is 
usually /a/. Mor example5 the 
suffix morpheme ~*chd

(ii) Morphemes whore the vowel segment 
copies the vowel of the morpheme 
that precodes it. This is character 
of the -rV suffix, /my of the 8 

phonemic vowels can occur as the 
vowel of this affix morpheme5 i.e. 
depending on the quality of the 
vowel that is copied.

(iii) Morphemes where the vowel segment 
is made to conform to the vowel 
harmony features., i.e. agrees 
harmonically with the preceding 
vowel. Four p! 
operates thus; L,/a(l)T _■ i/i j

hf'C) -- u/u

l/r (a )y - a/ e

0
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(iv) Morphemes x/here the voviel segment 
agrees hoth in the vox/el harmony 
features and the feature of roundness 
x/ith the vox/el that immediately 
precedes it. In this case txro phonemic 
vox/el system operates* For example,
L/R/tvY/M 1 V-W - i, u or i, u

L / H . / A\ Y / n  -  e , o or a, o

4 • 4 • THE MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONDITIONS

The rnorpheme structure conditions attempt to state certain facts 
that are implicit in most natural languages* These facts can he 
summarised as follows.

(i) Every language has its ox-m sound system which can he 
phonetically as x/ell as phonologically defined. In the phonetic 
description of speech sounds, the respective sounds are defined
in terms of the articulatory and acoustic- properties that are relevant 
for the production of the sounds. In the phonological description 
X'7G rely on those phonetic properties of the sound only to the extent 
that they are functional in the ability of the respective sounds to 
bring about contrasts in meaning between minimal pairs of words.
In other xrords, in the phonological description we treat the speech 
sounds in their capacity to he used in the language to make meaningful 
utterances*

(ii) Every'language has certain conditions that govern hot/ units 
of speech sounds can he combined, in the morpheme and/or • lexical 
structures of that language. The morpheme structure conditions 
attempt to state these conditions &nd/or constraints relevant to 
the co-occurrence of the phonemes of a language* In doing this
the morpheme structure conditions help to reveal certain regularities 
and/or redundancies that result from this process.
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Redundancy in language is the end product of predictability.
The two concepts are mutually i n t e r- r e 1 at e d, - in the sense that 
what is predictable in a given context often becomes redundant in 
that context. Similarly, statable generalizations in a language 
imply* in a way, some degree of predictability. When, for instance, 
we say that /p/, /1/, /k/ are stops in a given language, we 
indirectly imply that for contrasting these sounds in that language 
the phonetic property of Stop is a predictable feature for these 
sounds, • and consequently that this feature is redundant for contrasting 
these sounds in that language, and that what is significant for the 
contrast of these sounds lies in those other, features not shared in 
common by the sounds.

Generalisation, predictability and consequently redundancy are 
common phenomena in any human language. They are always present 
in our normal speech and other linguistic behaviour and they are 
present in almost every aspect of.our language, in phonology, in 
semantics as well as in the syntax. In phonology redundancies 
abound, and- these redundancies can be grouped under two main categories* 
Some redundancies arise from those phonetic properties-shared in- 
common by a, given set of sounds, while some redundancies arise from 
the sequence of phonemes within a, morpheme or within a word. The 
former is treated under segmental structure conditions5 the latter 
is treated under sequence structure conditions. The case of /p/,
/t/, /k/ mentioned above constitutes an example of segmental
structure redundancy that arises from the phonetic properties shared 
in common by the set of segments. One example of the segmental 
structure redundancy in Igbo phonology would be the case of double 
articulated consonant, phonemes in the language, namely, /gb/,
/lep/, /gw/j /kw/ and /jw/. These are all velar consonants* 
Redundancies such as these exist in every language, and such 
redundancies become evident from a comparative study of the structure 
of the segments that constitute the phonemes of a language*



The sequence structure conditions state, among other things, 
what segments in a given language can co-occur within .a morpheme, 
or negatively, what segments cannot co-occur within a morpheme*
They also state what segments can and do occur in certain positions 
of the word, and what segments cannot occur in the initial, medial 
or final positions within a morpheme. We know, for instance, that 
in the English language, the phoneme / ( ]  J cannot begin a word.
In Igbo two consecutive consonants cannot occur within a morpheme 
unless the first of such consonants is a syllabic nasal. The 
sequence, structure conditions may also stale the type of modification 
certain segments acquire as a result of the influence of the other 
segments that occur in the same morpheme or in the same word.
Examples of sequence structure redundancies exist in most languages. 
The process which voices a voiceless consonant or devoices a voiced 
consonant in certain environments represents one. type of sequence 
structure constraints. The restrictions on the occurrence of two 
consecutive vowels within a morpheme in Igbo (whereby one of the 
vowels must be a close vowel) constitute an example of sequence 
structure constraints in this language.

The morpheme structure conditions (lISCs) therefore state the type 
of constraints, redundancies etc, which hold at the systematic 
phonemic- level, The I-iSOs stale those constraints and redundancies 
that result from the segmental structure conditions a,s well an 
those constraints and redundancies that result from the sequence 
structure conditions in any given language. Following Stanley ( l cJ-6r{ 

we shall distinguish three types of conditions that operate in the 
MSCs, namely, the If - then condition, the Positive’ condition 
and the negative condition. Those three conditions have been 
described earlier in this thesis (of, 1,4* above). Using these 
conditions we shall state the MSCs relevant to the Igbo phonology.
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4.4.1. THE SEGIOTTAL STRUCTURE CONDITIONS

The segmental structure conditions state the constraints on the 
feature composition of phonological units. The are designed to 
state the feature redundancies on segments, that is, those features 
wh:i ch can he predicted through the other features present in the 
same segment or group of segments. Since these constraints 
operate on the phonological level, we refer to them as phonological 
segmental constraints,, The following are some of the segmental 
structure conditions that operate in Igho phonology.

Igho has some double articulated consonant phonemes, namely, gb, 
hp, gw, kw, Qw. These consonant phonemes share certain features in 
common, namely, they are all velar consonants and the double articu
lations with respect to each of the phonemes involve attidilations 
in the velar and the labial regions. These feature redundancies 
relevant to the double articulated consonants in this language 
are expressed through the MSCs 1 and 2 below®

MSG 1. If j £ < X  Y >  stricture J

then : C 9 3 place J
(where X and Y represent any two separate values of stricture)
This IISO states the structure constraints that operate on the 
double articulated consonant phonemes in Igbo, namely, that any 
segments with two separate but simultaneous values of stricture 
bar, invariably two values of place, which in this case are 9 3
values of plane, representing the labial and the velar places of 
articulation. The corollary of the MSG 1 would be IISC 2 below*

MSG 2. If j f2 X Y place 21
4J'

then J [2 A B stricture 21
(where X and Y represent any separate values of pla.ee and A, B, 
any separate values of stricture).
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Thin MSG states that any segment with two separate values of place 
also has two separate values of stricture. Greater generalisation 
is achieved through MSG 2 than through MSG 1, in that the former, 
i.e. MSG 2; describes constraints common not only to the double 
articulated consonant phonemes but also to the affricates. Affricates, 
as we argued in clienter 3, should be defined with two separate 
values both with respect to stricture and place.

There are two affricates in Igbo, namely, /oh/ and /j/, both of 
which are palatal consonants and each of the affricates is charac
terised by two strictures which are sequential in nature* The 
release phase of the strictures for the affricates is such that a 
stop release is followed by a fricative release. All this is 
expressed in the following segmental MSG.

U S O  3* If s Q  6, 3 stricture J

then £ (i) L 4 4 place

(ii) £  6 ^3 2? release 3
This IJSC states two segmental structure constraints characteristic 
of affricates in Igbo, namely, that they are articulated in the 
hard palate region and. that they have two phases of release - a 
stop release and a fricative release.

According to the multivalue distinctive feature system adopted 
in the present worlc, the vowel segments are differentiated from 
the consonants by, among other things, the fact that vowels are 
not specified through the feature of place. That is, vowels have 
sero value of place. This is represented by the following MSG,

MSC 4* if s ^  2 stric tur-e 
syllabic-

then [. 0 pi ore
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Uith this MSG we can state the full phonological matrix for the 
vowel segments. This can he represented as .follows s

-  2 
0 
3 
+

stricture
place
glottal state 
syllabic

where ^  2 means 2 or less value of stricture.
The features of ’syllabic’ and 'glottal stale’ (i.e. voiced) are 
redundantly specified for the vowel segments? and this redundancy 
is expressed by KSCs b and 6 respectively.

MSG- 5, if %

then

^  2 stricture
0 place

b

£_ + syllabio 3

MSG 6. if 2

then t

— 2 stricture
0 place

£ 3 glottal state J

The segments in this language do not contrast through the feature, 
of ’length'. That is, this feature is redundant in the segmental 
strctures in the language. MSG 7 states this redundancy.

MSG 7, ii

then

j~ s£: 1 stricture 3

J2 1 length 3
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Any consonant which is syllabic in Igbo is a nasal. In other 
words, the feature of nasality is predictable for such consonants. 
This is stated by the following MSC.

MSG 8. if s ^  3 stricture
+ syllabic

n[|/
then i Q  + nasal ^

Many other MSGs such as the ones discussed above which describe
those circumstances where certain features of a segment or group
of segments can be predicted from the featuro composition of that 
segment or the group of segments, can be easily illustrated in Igbo
or for that matter in any language. Take for instance, there is
only one lateral consonant phoneme in Igbo and this consonant is
produced in the alveolar region. In the analysis presented in
chapter 3, this consonant has been partly defined through the
feature of stricture. This means that once we knovr the stricture
value for this consonant the feature of place of production can
be predicted, i.e. becomes redundant. The same can be said about
the rolled consonant in Igbo.

With MSGs such as those described above? some feature savings 
will be achieved in phonological analysis. Fewer number of 
features would be required for specifying the segments in phonology 
This constitutes one great advantage which the IISCs have in 
phonological analysis. Such features which can be predicted from 
the overall feature composition in the structure of a given segment 
or group of segments can be conveniently taken caro of through the 
MSGs. The morpheme structure conditions in this way provide a 
neat and accurate means of stating those redundancies vrhich either 
contextually or noncontextually generated in the phonology of a 
language. The MSGs thus make it possible for us to express 
certain„ generalisations in phonology relating to the phonetic/ 
phonological properties of the segments.
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4.4.2. TUB SEQUENCE STRUCTURE CONDITIONS

The sequence structure conditions, as indicated earlier, state 
the conditions and constraints that operate in the sequence of 
segments within a morpheme. The conditions that govern the co
occurrence of segments in Igho are more or less straightforward 
due to the simple syllable structures that exist in this language. 
The following are some of the sequence structure conditions that 
operate in Igho phonology. Some of the conditions and constraints 
relevant to,the sequence structure in the phonology have been partly 
described in the preceding sections.

When two consecutive consonants occur within a;., morpheme in Igho 
the first consonant in the sequence ! * .  syllabic, i.e. it 
becomes a tone bearing unite Only nasals can occur as the first 
consonant in such a sequence. This sequence structure condition 
is represented by the following MSG,

MSG 9 if ;

This MSG is in a way correlated to MSG 8. The folloviing words 
will illustrate the sequence structure condition described by MSG 9

father
nne mother

mmh knife
beauty, good

hd^ those
hdu life
mgl'Q when
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rftb& -

mbb
jfibo -
Bdhde
dlnikpa -
hke ( r) ke) -

&S& ( G -  

dlca ( Qka) -

town, country
tortoise

nail

name of a to\ai and province 
'bravo and strong young man 
whi ch
3 ax

old age etc,

It is evident from the above examples that the syllabic nasal that 
results from the sequence structure conditions described above 
1 £ b.o inorganic with the consonant that follows it in the sequence,

'That is, the syllabic nasal is assimilated to the feature of ‘place’ 
of the consonant'that follows it. This sequence structure constraint' 
is formalized thus s

MSG 10, if ‘ ~ 6 strict. >  1 stric. £ 2 stric.
*1" nasal - syll. + syll.

_  + sy11• ~ X place _

then
*
nasal 

-I- syll*
X place

where X represents any value of place.

Another sequence structure condition which relates to the syllabic 
nasal in Xgbo is that any consonant which ends a word or morpheme 
in Igbo is a syllabic nasal. For example,

dum 
h j em 
him

all
travel1ing 
personal name
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f€ih

gworh

onomatopoeic word indicating 
quick or sudden transit

- onomatopoeic word indicating the
sound of a falling huge object etc,

/ri/ usually occurs in such final positions. MSG 11 states these
sequence structure conditions in Igho.

MSG 11, if : ~ — -  C f  f

then £ T6 stric,
9 place 
*l- nasal 
_+ syll. .

Other sequence structure conditions in Igbo include the following 
negative conditions,

No morpheme in Igbo begins with two•consecutive vowels. MSG 12 
states this negative sequence structure condition.

MSC 12. V
(where « indicates negation)

No morpheme 'in Igbo begins with three consecutive consonants, 
This is expressed by the following negative MSC,

MSC 13, / g c g - t

Similarly, there is no sequence of three or more consecutive vowel 
vrithin a morpheme in Igbo. This is represented by MSG 14*

MSG Id. ~ / t / v /
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A morpheme does not end with two consecutive consonant segments.
This is expressed by* the following negative I-JDC.

MSG 1 5.   0 0 f  £

The conditions described by the IfSGs given above operate in all 
types or categories of morphemes in the Igbo language.

4*5* THE LEXICAL CATEGORIES

Prom the point of view of structure it is necessary to distinguish 
two major lexical categories in Igbo', namely, the nominal and the 
verbal categories. Adjectives, pronouns, adverbials and quantifiers 
have the same structural characteristics as the nominals.

Perhaps one of the main criteria by which nominals are distinguished 
from the verbal category is the fact that the verbs unlike the nouns 
or adjectives are heavily inflected in the language. Igbo verbs 
are inflected for tense, mood and aspects. In addition to these, 
the verbs in Igbo take a lot of affixes through which different 
modifications of an action are expressed. Even the grammatical 
category of case, which in most languages is expressed through inflexion 
of the noun, is expressed in Igbo through verbal inflexion. The 
nouns, on the other hand, are rarely inflected in Igbo.

Majority of nominals in Igbo begin with a syllabic- segment which 
in most cases is a vowel; some nouns begin with a syllabic nasal 
consonant segment. Comparatively, very few nouns in the language 
begin with nonsyllabic segment. All- verb stems in Igbo, on the 
other hand, begin with nonsyllabic segments, i.e. consonants that 
are nonsyllabic.

These consituto the two main criteria under which the verbal 
structures can bo distinguished from the nominal structures in Igbo*
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' 4*5«1• THE NOMINAL MORPHEME STRUCTURE

The nominal morpheme structure in Igho can be represented as 
follows:

{(*)] C {($)] V ( CV (V) ) - 
Horn. Nom.

The lexical morpheme structure formalised above states that a nominal 
in the language can minimally consist of either CV, VCV, VCVV 
or VCVV structure* The nominal morpheme structure in this language 
is obviously more complex than that of the verb stem. There is no 
noun with NGGV or only VC structure in the language. Theoretically, 
a nominal morpheme can be of any length, in practice, however, 
nominal morphemes with more than four syllables are very rare in 
the language. Examples illustrating the above structural patterns 
of nouns in Igbo have been given in the earlier discussions in this 
chapter or can be found elsewhere in the thesis. Some examples
are however provided below for easy reference.

d£ - husband
~ yam

G’t you (sing.)
yd he/she/it
mu I
hd - they
be ~ place, home
aha “ hand
£ si ho ad

dnya - eye
onyh - trap
6zh - king, ruler
6ze tooth
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hi a

irai
iid.’ft.

hdi*
hgd
him

«

nice
richh

m*bb.

nigbe
mbfe
clliia

A

6hj.a
* A

dguu
6 jii
6 chib
dkpcvti
dgadi
hkita 
6 si si
bnyj.nya 
oho do
hmikvaa
obere

okokporo
dkirika* M
6£0logo

land
npse
life
those
jail
wood (dried.)
which
soap

town, country 

when 
tortoise 
market, trade 
hush 
hunger 
hlack (adj.) 
old5 ancient 
box
old age

dog
tree
horse
town
hig (adj.) 
small (adj.) 
bachelor
old tatt e re d hou s e 
tall etc.
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4.5*2. THB VERBAL HORPHEHE STRUCTURE

A verb stem in Igbo can consist of a verb root, a verb root plus 
an aspect morpheme or two or more verb roots joined together to 
form a compound verb root. The structure of the verb stems in Igbo 
can be formalised as follows?

(where V represents a nonsyllabic vowel which forms a diphthong 
with the vowel that follows it).
This structural formula shows3 among other things, that a verb 
stern ill Igbo always begins with a consonant segment. Host verb 
stems in Igbo are monosyllabic words with CV structure and few 
verb stems have C W  structure. The steins of compound verbs are
formed by joining two or more independent roots. There are few 
verb stems with CVCV structure where the constituent CV morphemes

as simple verbs. The following are examples of verbs with CV 
structure.

£ c (v) v (c v) J
Vet.

cannot occur as independent verb roots. Some examples illustrating the 
different types of verb stems in Igbo are given below* 

(i) Verb stems with CV structure

This constitutes the structure type for the majority of verb stem 
in Igbo. Verbs with this type of stem have been referred to earlier 

do write
dh
do
bti

fall
put, place 
ent er 
cut 
end 
dwell
want, look for

bi
hi
ch.6
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che vJciit for

chb think

chu pursue

gd go ? walk

ge listen to

go buy, purchase

£9 deny

gd read

hu.
*

see

f b worship, cross, pass

me do
ko narrate

led kno ck

EU buy, purchase
ad feed, rear up
sii meet etc.

(ii) * Verb stems with C W  st:ro.ct'arei

Verbs vritb this type of structure. are feu in Igbo. Such, verbs 
are also referred to as simple verbs. The following are some 
examples of verbs with this type of structure.

bid comeA
rid suffer from, be sick of
A

(also yo )A
fio tieA
fib miss (a target) etc.
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(iii) Verb slems with OJYOV structure

These are compound verbs where each of the consitucnt root 
morphemes ( GVV and GV) can occur as independent verbs. It i&> 
characteristic of the compound verbs in this language (and we refer 
specially to those compound verbs whose constituent morphemes can 
each occur as independent verb ) that the meaning of the compound 
verb is more or less directly derived from the meanings of the 
verb root with which the compound verb is formed. This has to be 
specially born in mind, eventhough the translations we give of these 
compound verbs have been based on the English equivalents to such 
meanings as portrayed by the compound verbs. The following are 
feu examples of compound verbs with CWCV structure.a

bicilu (from b^d, ‘come1, and lu, ‘reach’) -come to.
ridfb (from r?r5., ‘be sick', and fe, ’pass1) -

A

be sick past a given time or measure, 
biabh (from bill, throw eg. sand, and bh, enter) -A S'

throw* (eg. granular objects) into. etc.

(iVL) Verb stems with CYOT structurc

lie shall treat the verbs with this /type of structure under three 
categories.

(a) bfhere the constituent root morphemes can occur as independent 
verbs, and where the meaning of the compound verb is derived directly 
from the combined meanings of the consituent verb roots. For example,

Irish (from hu, ‘see1, and zu, ‘be complete1) - see
completely (entirely)

ddbh (from dh, ’fall’, and bh, ‘enter’) - fall into

mdsi (from m6, ’do1', and si, ’correct’) - repair
g'dlu (from g\i, ‘go1, and lu, ’reach1) - reach
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gdl & ( from gd, 1 walk’;.
kugbu + w (from led, 'knock
mdbi (from md, 1 do f , i
kddh* (from kd, ’knock

walk past

(b) Where only one of the constituent CV morphemes can occur cts 
independent verb, and where the other GY morpheme, eventhough it
can he shown to he a verb root in the language5 hut the meaning it 
has as a verb root would be different from that presupposed in the 
meaning of the complex verb stem* For example,

ledsi ( si, 'show, correct'1) - teach
• tndli (me, ’do1) - defeat, conquer etc,

The morpheme leu when used as a verb means 1 knock1 but when it is 
joined with si, to connote Tteach1 , the morpheme ku cannot bo said 
to have the meaning of ’knock1 . Note, for instance, there is a 
homophonous compound verb, k&si, which means 1 repair by knocking’, 
where the morpheme ku has the meaning of ’knock1 * Thus although 
it can be correctly argued in some cases that the meanings of the 
consituent CV morphemes in the compound verbs are incorporated in 
some way into the meaning of the compound verbs, however it should 
be equally admitted that this does not apply in all cases,

(c) Where none of the constituent CY morphemes can occur 
synchronically as independent verb, or where if they can be identified 
as independent verb roots, the meanings they have as independent 
verbs cannot be related to what they connote when used as complex 
verbs, For exampie,

fdtu pick

K'&zh fool around
go si show, demonstrate etc.
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Diachronic ally, however, it could he shorn 'that some of the CVwe-ve-constituent morphemes in the above stems. . • independent verb roots.
Some evidence, for instance, seem to point to the fact that tijj. 
at some time in the history of this language used to occur as an 
independent verb root, however, in the synchronic, grammar it has 
lost this capability. Wo can also assume that when t\i used' to 
occur as an. independent verb root it had the meaning that connotes 
a momentary action. We are able to make these assumptions about- 
td because synchronically, td is used with other verb roots, 
and the verb stems formed - in .conjunction with this morpheme, tit,, 
always have the connotation of ’brief action'« For example.

In all these verbs tu connotes an action done for.a brief momentmAi

of time.

(v) Compound stems with CVCVCV structure

The structural characteristics of the morphemes that can occur 
in the position of the third CV morpheme or the second CV morpheme 
in the above compound verb stem havobecn discussed earlier in this 
chapter. The following are examples of some verbs with this 
structure.

mdtu
d'dty

touch
(du “■> 'push or poke with long (pointed) 
object') - touch with pointed object,
(ri - eat), - eat a little
(si - cook), - cook for a brief moment etc.

rxty

rt\i

kwudebe ( kmi - ’ speak' ; d6 ™ put, place; bd - end, stop) 
- speak and stop at a point

mcdcbe
kpdkfjwa

chlk&baf »

kvjudebe

do and stop at a point 
begin to gather up
gather ’together end take inside 
stand close (firm) by somebody erco
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The. description of the nominal and the verbal morpheme 
structures of Igbo given in this chapter will help to correct 
the assumption ma.de in Hyman (1975 3 112) concerning the structure 
of Igbo lexical, morphemes0 Hyman claims that " each lexical 
morpheme in Igbo consists of an initial consonant, an optional 
/y/, and a vowel"* Such a claim is deficient in a lot of ways, 
in that most of the nominals in Igbo, as shown above, usually 
hegin with syllabic segment, which can be either a vowel or a 
syllabic nasal, and as pointed out above, very few nouns in Xgbo 
begin with non syllabic consonant segment <> The generalisation 
implied by Hyman's statement does not hold either for the lexical 
structure of nominals or for the verbal structure in Igbo. Similarly, 
the claim made by Hyman that 11 nouns (in Igbo) are typically VCVn 
cannot be regarded as an adequate description of the nominal structure 
in the language* We have shown in the discussions above, the 
different shapes the nominal and the verbal morpheme structures 
in the language can take* What concerns the /y/ element in these 
structures, this has been seriously reviewed, in the discussions 
given earlier in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 5.

THE PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Phonological processes entail those phonological means which 
a language employs to relate the surface syntactic structures, 
through the more abstract underlying phonological representations 
to the more concrete systematic phonetic representations* In 
some languages this involves such processes as assimilation; dissi
milation; contraction; ellipsis, permutation, to mention a few*
Host often, not every one of these phonological processes is present 
in a given language.

In the present chapter we shall discuss those phonological 
processes, such as nasalisation, consonant and vowel assimilation, 
vowel contraction, vowel harmony etc* which arc known to he present 
in the phonology of the Igbo language* VJhat concerns the phonological 
processes which characterise the to no logy in this lan.gua.ge, and 
which in themselves constitute a big topic, these will be treated 
under a separate chapter* Host of the phonological processes 
discussed here, i.e* apart from the vowel assimilation, operate 
within the morpheme boundary. The process of vowel assimilation 
in Igbo operates across word boundary*

5*1* NASALIZATION

It was stated earlier, in chapter 3, .that the features of 
na.saliza.tion and aspiration do not play distinctive roles in the 
phonology of the Standard dialect, eventhough in some of the dialects 
of Igbo these features are phonologically significant, i.e. they 
con be used to contrast minimal pairs of words in these dialects, 
notably’the southern dialects of Igbo. However, we feel that in 
the phonologic at analysis of the Standard dialect, or for that matter 
of any of the &iu,lcots where these features do not occur, these 
phonological features - nasalization and aspiration - ought to be 
mentioned, eventhough in passing.
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In the phonetic descriptions we gave of some utterances in chapter 
2 , we noted that some segments, notably the vowel segments, are 
nasalised in certain environments. We observed, for instance, that 
the vowel segments are nasalised when they occur with nasal consonants. 
This represents a natural phonological process of assimilation 
whereby the vowels assimilate the nasality of the consonant segments 
in an utterance. This type of nasalization occurs in many languages, 
and it can be regarded as constituting a low level phonetic rule 
in the phonology of these languages. In the Standard dialect of 
Igbo, the nasalization that results from this process of assimilation 
does not carry any contrastive values in the segments that .are 
nasalized. The natural phonological process of nasalization described 
above is expressed through the following rule.

PR 1 . Y  ) H  + nasal ^  / C t^nasal -- —

5.2. LABIALIZATION

Igbo has labialized consonants which contrast phonemically with 
the nonlabialized counterparts. These consonants, which have been 
described in chapter 2 , should be distinguished from those cases 
where labialization comes as a result of the phonological influence 
which contiguous segments have on one another in an utt enhance. This 
usually happens when a rounded back vowel immediately follows a 
consonant segments in a morpheme, whereby the production of the 
consonant is often accompanied by lip rounding. The pxx> duct ion of 
these two types of labialized consonants in Igbo is charactex*ized by 
different degrees of lip rounding. In the first type of labialized 
consonants, labialization constitutes an essential feature in the 
production of the consonant phoneme, and the type of lip rounding 
associated with such consonants is essentially that of tightly 
drawing together of the corners of the lips, as in the production 
°f jjaTj , which is formed simultaneoxxsly and in conjunction with the
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other articulatory pi'operties necessary for the consonant segment. 
That is, the production of, such labialized consonants can he 
conveniently described as ■ the o n  articulation superimposed on 
that of the consonant. The consonants produced with this type of 
labialisation have been „ described in chapter 2, These include 
/kw/, /gw/ and /bw/ 5 they phonemically contrast with their
nonlabialized countei'parts. The contrasts are illustrated in 
the following examples®

dka
dkwa

hand
cry, mourning

dke python
tom-tomdkwe

JkQ
ikwo

to narrate
to grind

nest
arrow

iku
xkwu

to scoop 
to speak

dkuko * *
dkvry-kwg

tale, story 
leaf, book

iga
fgwa

igiTO

to go, to walk 
to tell
to deny
to mix by turning with spoon

dgwh medicine
hoe

bee
sun, mosquito

to die
to step over 
to own

to drink
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to go, to walk 
to .tell

to listen 
iron etc*

In the second type of labialized consonants, labialization is
phonologically conditioned. Naturally when a consonant is
immediately followed "by a hack (rounded) vowel, that consonant
is rounded under the articulatory influence of the vowel. In a

»1 ?sequence of two consecutive vowels within a morpheme, CV'V, where 
the first vowel in the sequence, the v \  is a close hack vowel, the 
consonant which precedes the two vowels is labialized, and the lip 
rounding in this case is not as close or tightly sustained as in 
the fifst type of lahialised consonants, hut nevertheless is 
sustained much longer than would he required if the consonant were 
followed hy only a close hack vowel. In the. transcription of the 
words where this latter type of labialization is present, the labia
lisation is represented with a Tw* prosody® For example.

/e£<?/ L  s '= 3 re a d .

/k d o  / t ̂  1 -  leno ck

/  diio /* * t* C ^ 3 “  poke w ith  p o in te d  oh jo

/k w u o / C  k w 'b  2 -  pay

Jkvrae j L  k «We 3 speak

/ W o / L  kv;V,°  3 ™ speak

M ? / C d "*3 -  d r in k

/  9 W&9/ t ' D ” " 3 *3 -  d ie

iv - ? / L  3 -  re a d

;w fio / C  3 -  cu re  . CL*tc.

£gwa

£gw&
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As can. lie soon from the above examples, the phonemic ally labialized 
consonants also undergo -this latter type of labialisation, i.e. they 
can be furt]ier labialised. just lilce any other consonant in the 
language. The type of labialisation just described can be expressed 
through the following phonological rule.

PR 2 ' G ----;> £  + labial] / --- s2 stric. £2 stric.
1,2 height + syll
back _j

The PR 2 above will be able to account for the phonological process 
of labialisation in Igbo phonology, that is, where this feature 
is phonologically derived.

The structural description given for the phonological process 
of labialization in Igbo is similar to that required for palatali
sation in this language. In a C1V"'V̂  morpheme structure where the 
-}\J"‘ is a close front vowel, the G element of the structure is 
palatalised. In the transcription of the words containing this 
type of vowel sequence, palatalization is represented with a fy'  
pro so dy. Po r exampie,

bi d fb3la1 - go, walk
dhia [giĥ  !i! a] ~ market

bid* - go (imp.)

fio c  ^ i o a - tie (imp.)

fio r fyioi -- tie etc
This type of phonological process of palatalization can be expressed, 
through the following rule.

PR 3. -> C 'I- palatal™] / £-2 strio 
1,2 height 
*•» back

s=: 2 citric
r syll
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A point needs mention here with regard to the phonetic transcriptions 
of the words where either palatalisation or labialisation occurs 
in Igbo. In most of the previous works on Igbo it has been customary 
to transcribe these words by replacing the close vowel with either 
the lw f or the fy f prosody just as this would be acceptable in English 
pronunciations. He have used the some method of transcriptions in. 
the words where labialization occurs in the above examples. Using 
this method words like bid, rid, fio, ahid etc. would be phonetically 
transcribed as "bjcQ , £ rj aj , £  f j oj , ]_ ahj a] respectively.
■In my opinion this does not represent an accurate interpretation of 
the ideal Igbo pronunciations of these words. A strict adherence 
to the English phonology while interpreting certain Igbo pronunciations 
could be misleading especially In this respect. English is a stress 
language which means that certain sounds could be suppressed during 
pronunciations. In the Igbo language no sounds are suppressed as 
such during pronunciations. He shall use some English words to 
illustrate this point, by noting how the same words can bo pronounced 
by an English speaker and an Igbo speaker who has learnt those words. 
The majority of Igbo speakers, just as the other people who learn 
English as a second or third language try to pronounce the English 
words on the bases of the rules of the phonology of their first 
language or mother tongue as the case may be. The following sample 
words have been chosen for the comparison.

Engli sh speaker Igbo~Engl1sh speahor

Q eaj a ns] [“ saj ens]

f. saj-lQ L sapfl
L  ’gj'fl C  najrtI

[ k j C I  C. f y r f ]  etc:-

science

sight

night

fight
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As indicated in the phonetic transcriptions of these utterances, 
in the speech of the Igbo-dilnglish speaker the close vowel is 
realised after the palatalisation, whereas in the speech of the 
English speaker this vowel is either completely supressed as a 
result of being unstressed or else realised as a schwa.

Similarly in those words in Igbo where labialisation or palata,- 
lization is followed.by a close vowel, the close vowel is realised 
after the labialisation or the palatalisation, and consequently 
this should be reflected in the phonetic transcriptions of the 
utterances. Thus utterances such as kuo, lcwuo, sCl9? duo etc,
should be phonetically transcribed as p k̂ 'uo"] , j_ kv/‘uô J , td],
and p. clu<c b] respectively.

5 .3 o FRICATIVJ. ZATIQN

Fricativization constitutes one of the phonological processes 
in Igbo. This is the process by which certain stops, usually 
bilabial plosive consonants, are fricativized in Igbo in certain 
phonological environments. Through this process p and b 
change to f and v respectively when they precede a close back
vowel, i.e. when they are followed by u ox' u. In the discussion
given in chapters 2 and 3 we observed that when b occurs in verb 
forms, though this is restricted to the verb :£by., !to be* , the b 
changes to the fricative » The following examples illustrate the 
phonological process of fricativization described above.

£bu xvh - big, massiveness

£bu — £vu - to carry
£bu — £vu - load
£bu « * — do £vft - to dig up (uproot)

£bh • » £vti - to hatch

£bu V- - to be
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ipii — v> xfu - to go out

fph * ~ * -VX ifh to snatch
ipu — r ifu - to germinate, to have a hole
b piipu —p 6 f ufu germinating, having a hole
mpu -V mfu - the act of snatching
6pupu ~t> ofufuc * * - going out etc-.

The phonological process of f r i c at i vi z at ion described ahove will 
he expressed through the following rule.

PR 4, 6 stric 3 stric 2.stric
9 place *— -> S place / — + syll
6 release <3 2>release_ *f back _

In the discussions given earlier in the thesis the process of 
fricativization described ahove was treated as a case of phonemic 
alternations between the dialects, however what this actually means 
is that only the forms with p or h aro acceptable in the 
Standard dialect, i0e. in the literary form of the language. In 
the spoken forms or the colloquial forms of these words both the 
forms with p or b as well as the forms that are fricalivised 
do co-cxist in the individual dialects. It in ay also happen that 
in a given dialect the f ricativized forms may be used more often 
but this does not mean that the forms with p or b arc never used 
in that dialect.

In the preceding chapters it was also pointed out that the 
fricative j f~J which is not derived through this process of 
fricativisation often change to J3 or <fj& , i.e. bilabial fricatives, 
in the colloquial forms of speech, when the jjfJ occurs in an 
open syllable structure, i.e. when it is followed by a vowel.
Some examples that illustrate this have been given in chapter 1, 
and these will be reneated here.
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ife " thing
if b Li>&J to worship
df a ]»hl - name
6fi l» d - cow
6f e rj p € - soup
If e nipo - 1 i glit, hr i ght n css

ifb Dt - folk tale

W Cp'-MH - an emblem of worship
ifo Lifd - to mention
lfii D i r ] - to he missimg
ufu laid] - pain etc.

Obviously this represents the same phonological- process which 
chafes the hilahial stops into fricatives in the environments 
stated atove. The phonological process that reduces j_fJ to 
hilahial fricatives vjhen the former is followed by a vowel can 
ho expressed hy the following rule.

PR 5 . "3 stric ” "3 stric —
8 place 9 pla.ee /
43 2 >rel ea.se. — 7> 4$2 ?rel eo.se
1 glott 0 state_ _1 glott. state_,a

2 sir 

-l" syl

The phonological process of fr i c at i vi a at i o n described ahove, it 
should he stressed5 is not restricted to any 011c dialect or major 
croup of dialects of Igbo? hut rather operates across the different 
major groups of dialects. Ih.irthernore, the fricativised forms9 or 
the r . reduced fricatives} usually represent the colloquial 
forms of sueech which are not reflected in the literary language.

T,Jhai concerns the phonological chan ye of JjC] to Jh and dp 
as descrihod above,, this presents an i:ii erecting question with 
respect to the sound changes that occurred in the southern dialects
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lie mentioned earlier in chapter 1Dcertain diachronic sound chafes 
that occurred with respect to the Onitsha and Owerri groups of 
dialects. TJe noted, for instance, that in some cases where /f/ is 
used in the Onitsha dialects, in the Owerri dialects this is replaced 
by /h/. Some examples that illustrate this have "been given in 
chapter • 1. Taking this into consideration vie shall summarise some
of the f -— ? changes as follows.

0nit sha dial ect s- 0\ler r i di al e ct s l?ricativised form

/ I f e / ife Ihe Q  x [S. e/j thing

/ d f h / dfh dhA [a> aj ' name

/ 6 f i / 6fi 6hi L Q'p>Q  0011
/dfilia/ dfifia dhihia pi pi a/| gr ass

/m/ ifu ihu £ j  'to see* # t 0 * ♦

/dfufu/ dfufu dliphu j «> cufferin 
etc,.

Since these phonological changes of /f/ to a n d o c c u r s  in
■some dialects of Onitsha and Owerri, and since there is 110 evidence, 
in the phonology of this language that shows that /h/ changes to fE 

or «£> under any conditions, vie can assume that in some of the Owerri 
dialects the rule that changes /f/ to p> an&̂ j* took place before 
the rule ill at replaces /f/ viith /h/ in these dialects.

50 4 * VQ^Eh AND CONSONANT ASSiniLATlOIT

5. /  . ;u  GONSOI-TAIIT ASSIHXLAT10IT

Consonant assimilation is rare in Igbo phonology. This is due 
to the segmental and seouence structure conditions which do not 
permit consonant clusters in the syllable structures of this language*
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However from the discussions given curlier in the thesis we 
observed that some form of consonant assimilation do exist in the 
language in the only permissible sequence of two successive 
consonant segments within a morpheme* He observed, for instance, 
that in any sequence of two consecutive consonant segments within 
a morpheme in. Igbo, the first of such consonants in the sequence 
must be a syllabic nasal (cf. LISC 17)* He also noted that in the 
morpheme structure involving the presence of a, syllabic nasal 
certain a,ssimi 1 atory process results between the two consonants, •
The syl1able nasal, for instance, is horaorganic with the consonant 
segment that occurs after it in the structure, i, e. the syllabic 
nasal is assimilated to the following consonant with respect to the 
feature of PLAGE, This consonant assimilation in Igbo is expressed
through the following rule.

PR 6, 6 stric” 6 stric >  1 stric -
+ nasal •1- nasal 1 « syll

— > I ___ _
+ syll. + syll X place

_of place_ _ X place_

(where X represents any value of the feature of PLAGE)
PR 6 expresses"the agreement or assimilation in terms of the 
feature of nlaco between the syllabic nasal and the consonant 
segment that follows the syllabic nasal within a morpheme. This 
phonological rule resistes what has been already described through 
the i:SG 1 7.

5.A.2, VOUEL ASSIMILATION

‘Vowel assimilation is a. familiar phonological phenomenon in
Igbo phonology and consequently it has been often mentioned in
some of the previous works on the language, especially in Hnenanjo 

50(1972) whore this was discussed in greater detail* Through this 
phonological process, if a morpheme which ends with a, vowel is

5 0, Emenanjo, U* 1975* The Igbo Verbal; a descriptive analysis, 
M.A, thesis, University of Ibadan0
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immediately followed "by another morpheme or a word which begins 
with a vowel, the final vowel of the preceding morphemc/uor& 
assimilates to the initial vowel of the following morpheme.
Let us represent the final vowel of the preceding morpheme/word 
as V and the initial vowel of the following morpheme/word as V . 
In Emenanjo (197?-) the vowel assimilation rule that results from 
this phonological process is stated thus:

i rV1 T
o o y Y y

The following examples will illustrate the typo of voue'1 assimilation 
doscribed above.

cikpa, 'bag1,

hkpa, olch.
hkpa. iibe '

hb<$

ego, okh

hdd, T daught er

tidd Uka

bag of money

near
bag of corn 
bag of near

money for pear

money for corn

y'' [^akpefgoQ

[I akp n s£kt"j
P akpuubo

[_ eguube ]

P  eg o e>kij

Q  hdoob:Q Obi's daughter

P hd^^>ka j Uka* s daughter etc,
2The tone of the V' does not assimilate to tho tone of the V . 

Assimilation in the above examples works regressivcly. Tho rule 
suggested by Emenanjo correctly accounts for the vowel assinrilatior 
in the above examples. Vowel assimilation a,Iso occurs in the present 
and tho future tense forms of the verb, that is, between the final 
vowel of the tense marker morpheme, nh(for the present tonne) or ga 
(for the future tense), and the initial vowel of the verb. Por example.

rl

n£v-ekwu

n?v~akwu
giv-osi
gh-ckwu

P  neekwiQ 

jg nhakw _J

L

E olcu-rdTl

is speaking
is peigj_n ^

'trill cook
will speak etc,
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There arc certain conditions in the Igbo phonology where' vowel 
assimilation does not occur, eventhough the conditions described 
ahove are met. Those cases were not mentioned in Emonanjo (1972) 
or in any of the places where the vowel assimilation in Iwho had 
been discussed. Note, for instance that vowel assimilation does 
not take place in the following examples.

i si, dnp. 2 i si an to] head of animal

isi, 6wu 2  1siewu 2j goat head

isi, ok 6 2  isiokej rat head

fhpi, Thorn', 6fi 2  mpidfi horn of a cow

6fi, Obi [2 efiobi' J Obi’s cow
T hair ’ , aim |2 ad̂ xa'rĵ ] animal hair

&ji, ewu f ax! 3 J eiriQ goat hair

&ji, oke Qadjioke J rat ha,ir et

This means that when the first morpheme/word ends with a, close front
vowel, i.e. vjhen the 7" is a close front vowel, assimilation does
not take place. ife may also note that in similar oases involving
Noun -f- Noun or Verb + IToun collocations, if the first word ends
with a close back vowel, the in this case does not assimilate 

9to the \T. Por example.

dnu, 6vm 2 dnA owu J goat meat

dnu.9- * okd 2  &nt£> oke] rat moat

igu onii p fgjto ̂  n<S~] to. count. counting

•I su dh.:j.a p x r. $ hhsaf^ to trade, trading

dim» ohia |'a n Cs 3 hxaj wild ben S't et c *
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The constraints on V’*’ should he extended to include close hack 
vowels. With the eviden.ee provided ahove, vjg shall constraint 
and modify Enenanjo's rule, thuss

PR 7. V1  v, V^ /  --- f  ^  V^

Conditions? V1 is not a close vowel.
The tone of the V'1' is not assimilated 
to that of the V^.

With this constraint, assimilation will he blocked if the V" is 
a close vowel (i.e. either i, i, u or u). PR 7 also rives 
better structural descriptions required for the operation of the 
vowel assimilation rule in the language; that is, that one of tho 
vowels should end a morpheme or a word and the other vowel begin 
the morpheme or the word that immediately follows.

It should he noted that the constraints described above apply 
rigorously in constructions involving iloun + Noun, Adjective + Noun, 
Verb + Noun, etc. collocations (that is, when the verb is not 
inflected with, a non-canonical -CV morpheme). In other words, 
the constraints fully operate when canonical morphemes collocate; 
sometimes when noncanonical morphemes end the verb (and the 
morphemes end with a close vowel) the operation of tho constraints 
can be optional.

5.1.2.1c THE OASIS OF VOWEL ELISION IN VOWEL ASSIMILATION.

In Igwe (197  ̂ * 32)^*the type of vowel assimilation described, 
above was treated as vowel elision. However, as the examples given 
in the discussions above, as well as the examples used by I awe (df. 
p. 33) clearly show, the V of such constructions is not elided or

pdropped, rather it assimilates to tho V ‘ In quality except tone.
In other words, this phonological process in the language does not 
involve vowel elision, rather it is a case of .assimilation in the 
phonology.

If we also treats as vowel elision, those cases where the preposrti

51. Igwe, CL!.. 1 97 4. The Role of Affixation in the Grammar of Igbo#

ono.l
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na is used. In the written literature in Igbo, the vowel of this 
morpheme is usually dropped, and the elision is indicated through 
an apostrophe. For example,

na 914 a, written as n ’ohia - • « in the hush

na \ilQ n t i n ’vtlo -0 « in the house

na 5 ho do it tr n'&hodo ~ in the town

11 a c5sisi i t 11 n ’osisi - on the tree etc.

As lTwachukvm (1975 * Al) correctly remarked, Igue tends to confuse 
orthography with phonological facts* The elision of the vouel of 
the prepositional na in the written literature is not intended in 
any way to represent how this morpheme is phonetically realised 
in a, prepositional phrase; rather this is used in order to conveniently 
differentiate those cases where the prepositional na is used from 
the cases where the tense-forming na and/or the- conjunction na are 
used* In the orthography the vowel of tho tense-forming na and 
the conjunction na is not dropped* As Nwachukmi clearly illustrated 
through measurements of rain go grams of utterances containing the 
prepositional na, phonetically the vowel of the prepositional na 
is not elided in the utterances. He noted, for instance, that in 
na -I- horn constructions, where the noun he gins with a vowel and where 
vowel assimilation necessarily occurs, the duration of the assimilated 
syllaide segments is usually longer than when vowel assimilation is 
not involved, lie* when the noun does not hegin with a vowel„

To this well illustrated argument we shall also like to add the 
fact that in Igbo the morpheme na is used as;

(i) a preposition
(ii) a conjunction and
(iii) a tense marker (for the present tense) 

as the following examples twill shown
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(i) nd /O-■—i

n d dhi.a
nd 6 ho do

(ii) ir nd ddb

' Nvjdfr) nd

6mi nd Qkdlccj

(iii) ncv-agd 
nd~ede 

nd~ekv/u

- in the house 
~ in the- market
- in the tovm etc.

- yam and cocoyam
- Huafo and Ese
- go at and chicken etc.

- is going 
is writing

- is speaking etc.

Although, as mentioned ahove, in the orthography the vowel of the 
preposition na is usually left out, phonologically however, the 
same type of assimilation obtains for all the three categories 
of na, For example,

(i) nd lilo is pronounced as

nd dhij.a ,f n n

nd obodo " " "

(ii) jx nd ede is pronounced as

Uv7ftf9 na Eze n " u
<§mi nd olaiko n " . ”

£  ndahija J 

Q ndobodo J

I n h e d e 2

|2y) uddfo nbesb"] 

[2 6 mi n^k^ki 3

(iii) na-aga. is pronounced as Qihag.fT| 

nd~ed6 11 ” ” Iln^cĉ Il

nd-ekmi u u ,T [jib ckmy] et c (
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This shows that the orthographic elision of the vowel of the prepo
sition na, is not reflected in the phonology of this morpheme 
whenever it is used in an utterance*

52°Uwachukwu (l975s60) states that 1 there exists at the nominal 
group levels what one can consider as vowel elision 
This happens when two nominal items, or a nominal item and a lexical 
formative (a suffix, for example) comhine to give rise to a new 
lexical item, mostly a proper name*' Here Huachukvru in a way re-echos 
the same view contained in Igwe (1974) ‘ the view which Kwachukvru 
and I are trying to dispute* Most Igho proper names and the names 
of certain items, just as llwachulcwu correctly remarked, are made Up 
of two or more morphemes, and sometimes a proper name in Igho can 
consist of a whole sentence where all the words are combined together. 
Very often in the writing of those names certain sounds are left out, 
and this usually happens when double vowels occur and. vowel assimilation 
must have taken pla.ee. In such cases only one instead of tv/o vowels 
is usually represented in the written form of these names. The 
following examples of Igbo names will illustrate this point.

oke, ’male', and eke, * market day’; 
pronounced as Q oke eke "|

nwa5 ’child*, and hfo, ’market day’ 
pronounced as jjludhf^ J

oso, ’another’, and omena, ’dont do/happen* 

pronounced as [^DsoemenaQ

c z b ,!chief/king*, and oke, ’great’ 

pronounced as £  6soohe 

agrru, ’bad spirit’, by., ’is’, ilo , ’ onemity’

pronounced as rdgw £>biiloJ etc.

Qkeke made up of

llwafg made up of

0semens. made ut> of

13 z oke made up of

Agvubilo made up o:

52a. Hwachukwu, P.A. 1975* Noun Phrase Sentential Complementation 
in Igbo, Ph.D. thesis, University of London.
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Apart from the proper names, certain nominals arc formed in Igbo 
through this process of combining two or more morphemes. We 
disagree with Hwaelmkwu on this respect just as we disagree with 
Tgwe (1974)5 namelyj that the phonology of these nominals and 
proper names should he approached from the way the nominals are 
written* Wwachulcmi, for instance, states that there is elision 
in the following proper names;

Qdemena, even though this is pronounced as Qs dSemeneQ ;

Wkvnimeshla, even though this is pronounced as Qnluniumeesaala] .
The mere fact that two tones occur in a of gala in Nvrachukwu’s 
transcription clearly indicates that'this is a double vowel* just 
as in such words/proper names as nwanyj; which is pronounced as
t^wdhf1 J Okdf0 , which is pronounced..as £okdafo J 5 bwafo , which

is pronounced as £ ? ds&Ih, which is pronounced as Qesaala^
This'represents a general phonological phenomenon in those forms, 
where vowel assimilation occurs in the language0 Since; as vie
mentioned ahove, the tones of the voviols are not assimilated, it 
often happens that the tone of the assimilated vowel is usually 
recovered in the utterance of the forms, and this is particularly 
evident when the two contiguous vowels have unidentical tones, as 
in the examples above* In discussing vowel elision in Igbo it is 
.therefore important to differentiate between how these words are 
written and how they are pronounced, because a direct inference 
from the former to the latter would be highly misleading*

Certain cases used by both Igwe (1974) and hwachiikuu (1979) to
illustrate vowel elision in Igbo appear to suggest a historical

r)2bprocess of simplification in the phonology of Igbo. This process 
attempts to simplify a compound word viith a CT70V or CVICV structure 
into a GVCV structure* bote, for instance, the words in tho 
following exanrles.

52*? cf. ICi par sky (1963) for more detail account of Simplification 
as a diachronic process in linguistics*

Gu C c
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(a)_ (b) (o)_
nwoke; made up of nwa and dko nwooke

(d)
nwoke

dnyanwy. ?

mniifvru

nulit h

iinulum.

t t  tr i i dnya and Sn-wty dnyaanwy. dnyanvru

male is one

sun

dligwr, " 11 '* 6lu and lave 6luigw e/ 61 iigwe eligwe - sky/heaven

ti ii ti

ii tr m

6nu and \lgwu 6nuugwu 6migwu --name of a
'town

nvrd and hi h

” line and. likvm

nwdnt h

ikiuukwu

nvdta - small child 

liniilnru - hig, huge
of O Q

The compound words -that have acheived this decree of simplification 
are few in the language. It would. he prof or able to treat these cases 
as representing a diachronic process of. simplification rather than 
a synchronic case of elision. Though diachronic .ally such words 
where this simplification occurred can he seen to consist each of 
two words? in the synchronic sense, they are seen and treated as 
one word and consequently made to conform (‘by the speakers) to the 
more popular structural pattern of two syllable words in the language,
Synchronically there are many words (compound words) which are 
structured exactly like the ones given ahove and which arc used to 
name particular items, hut which do not have the type of simplifi c at ion 
noted ahove. That is; such words are pronounced with double vowels 
where this is necessary* If wre are to treat these few cases in the 
language as constituting legitimate cases o/f elision in the synchronic 
phonology of Igho, it will he very difficult to explain why elision 
does not apply in the majority of cases where similar conditions 
are present. It should also ho important to note that the forms 
where this simplification is said to apply are nuainiyso in fast speech, 
thus in slow speech the forms in the (c) column (i.e* where there 
is no simplification) can he accepted as normal. Later we shall 
discuss certain genuine cases of vowel elision in the phonology of 
Igho, and we shall see that in such cases not only will vowel elision 
ho predicted through given phonological conditions, hut also in such
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cases elision necessarily applies whenever the conditions are met 
otherwise it would result into unacceptable utterance in Igbo.

5.4• 2 * 2. THE GASS OF TONE ASSIMILATION IN VOWEL ASSIMILATION

There is no tone assimilation in the type of constructions 
described above under vowel assimilation* There are certain cases 
in Igbo where one may be tempted to think that tone assimilation 
is involved in y o u  el assimilation,, Ho r instance, certain morphemes 
such as 'the preposition na are known to take the tone of the syllable 
that immediately follows them* The following examples of preposition 
phrases will illustrate this point* •

in the house 
“ on the hand

- on the head
~ lit* in blindnessj i.c„ in the dark
- in the bag
~ in the town

on the. moon etc*B

korphemes such as the preposition na do not have any inherent tone 
of their own, rather they take tho- tone of the syllable- that follows 
them* In this sense we cannot talk of tone assimilation in that 
these morphemes do not have inherent tones* In the constructions 
that involve vov.rel assimilation, when the participating morphemes 
have inherent lexical tones, the tones of the vowels are not 
assimilated.

Hwachukwu (1975*61) makes mention about what he called ’Tonemic 
(low tone) assimilation’« He states that whenever nominals with 
an inherent low-high, low-high-low or low-hiyh-high tone patterns 
(i*e* nominals beginning ruth a low tone) are preceded by an item 
ending on a high tone, be it a noun or a verb, the former have their

nd ul9
nd dka
nd 1 si
nb isi
nb cikpa •
nb b bo do
nd onwa
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initial low tone raised to the level of the adjacent high tones "(p.62) 
There is more to-’ this claim than Kwachukwu assumes* Judging from 
the examples used "by i'luachukwu to illustrate his claim;, (some of 
those examples will be repeated here), it becomes undoubtedly evident 
that the raising of the low tone in the examples within the environ
ments described above is optional * both (a) and (b) in the following 
examples adopted from Kwachukwu are equally acceptable. The words 
where the initial low tone is to be roused are underlined.

(a

(t>

(a
(Id

(a

(■b

(a

("b

(a

(*

(a

(■b

ItT ebe ok6 nwuruna wbl dghani onya.
NT ebe oke nwuruna wel aghanp onycu 
Since the rat is dead, return the trap.
N'bbe dkwd a rbcherele, lufunee ha.
It5 ebe dkwa a rbcherele, lufunee lia.
Since these eggs have become rotten, throw them away. 
N Tebe iwu mara yd, yd mbe dkhu.
. N ’ ebe imi m hr a yd, yd inee dlchu.
Since he is guilty, let him pay a fine.
Onye okuko yd furu, yd juo Ekhe.
aOnye olaikp ya furu, yd juo lUkhe.

Anybody whose chicken is lost, let him enquire from Ekhe« 
Ach^Ia yubd dhwd.

Achola- \Lba dhwSu
bo not go after much wealth.
Akpbla Qkoro mgbe 1 jbe.
<■* ..Akp’ola Okioro mgbe i jbe, 

bo not call Olcoro when you are going, etc
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The initial low tone in such, constructions may or may not he raised; 
and in actual fact, with the majority of the'native speakers uttering 
these sentences used hy bwachukwu, the low tones would remain unraised. 
The raising of' the. initial low tones in the environments only marks 
very casual form of speech* In the above examples, as well as in 
the other examples given hy ITwachukvm (pp® 62-65), the (a) variants, 
where the low tone is not raised represent the more standard and 
normal ways these sentences can he uttered* The (b) variants, 
where the low tone is raised, are used mainly in very casual speech* 
Sometimes the raising of the low tone in such circumstances would 
mark certain dialect accents, and even in the latter case the two 
variants indicated in the examples would he equally acceptable 
though only the (a) variant would he used in the standard speech 
form, i e ec in the Standard dialect *

The objections we raise hero regarding the claim made by Ih-rachuk’.ju 
should not he interpreted as a denial of the ’existence of tone 
assimilation in the phonology of Igho. Tone assimilation obviously 
exists in Igho phonology hut this is differently structured from 
the claims made, hy rTwachukwui* For instance, in the typo of tone 
assimilation that is known to exist in Igho (which will he discussed 
in the present thesis in the section devoted to tonology), it is 
hardly the case that a low tone is raised to the same level as the 
high tone that triggers the raising of the low tone* Nwachidcwu1 s 
claim constitutes an overgeneralisation of the phonological facto 
There are, for instance, many cases in the language where the 
conditions stated hy bwachukwu are met but where, even in the voy 
casual form of speech, to raise the low tone to the level of the 
preceding high tones would result into unacceptable utterance, 
bote, for instance, the following examples where tho initial low 
tone that immediately follows a high tone word cannot he raised to 
tho same level as the preceding high tones5 the low' tone can at the 
very most he raised to a downstcp high, i.e. lower than the 
preceding high tone, in some of the phrase construct io?i types.
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i. evrd Okoro nwyoxq - Okoro*s goat died.
ii« Any A okuko hkpqgla - the chicken .is hlind
iii. Ikd hgdala nhia. - Ike has gone to market.
iv, dwu briele jx, - goat has eaten the yam* etc.

In the above examples the conditions described by lh-rachiikwu have
been met but the Ion.tones cannot be raised to the level of the
preceding high tones. Actually the phonological phenomenon 
described by Kwachukvni applies only with respect to a given 
phrase construction type in Igbo, and even then the claim gives 
an incomplete description of the phonologice-l fact.

%  4.2.3* THE CASE OF CLOSE VOWELS IN VOUEL ASSI 11XLA1I0W
1In the discussions given above we claim that when the V“ is a

2close vowel it does not assimilate to the -V * This constraint, 
we assume, holds not only for the Standard dialect but also for 
the other dialects of Igho* ITwachukwu (1973s53) lists the 
following conditions required for the assimilation of the close 
vowels in final position,(i.e. tho V by our analysis) for his 
dialect.

(i) uith i/i in final position, there is the additional 1y ’ 
prosodic feature which does not, however, prevent regressive 
assimilation,

(ii) This 1 y' prosody is absent if and only if this final syll 
is a CV, where the consonant is tho alveo-palntal fricative JSA

(iii) Uith u/u as the final vowel in a morpheme, regressive 
assimilation takes place unimpeded* (p. 59)*

The following examples were used by ITwachukwu as illustrations? 

ishi qru [/ i f  qqttQ

(I. f :/w-\Q

53. The transcriptions arc as in bwachukuu (1975*59)»

abl e
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udi ele» o

6gwu $nwa 

6tu ochiib

6p:wu dnha

tidf hdole

d-<pWU ike

Xml lime

hs£ Okoro

f\idyeele 3 

[2%w9Qnwa J

£  ^roochieQ

|2 ruo chi &2

£6gvjua£ha J 

jj$£waa,gha 3

J2 M;ymidele3

J_ egwiike 3  

£ irnymirne 3

£  ^Byookoro3 (pp. 58-59)*

The claim made hy Tbwachxikvm has not heen wholly supiJorted hy the
examples he used -bo :illustrate -fche clodm. Vie see.;,for instance,
that the !yf prosody can ■ pccur with /f/7 and ad so that when

!Lu/u occurs as the fined vowed, i*ee as the V , this vowel may
not he assimilated, isea unimpeded as si mil action may not occur*
Vie howfsver disagree wdth tho way ITwachukwu transcribed some of
the utterances whore assimilation occurs, especicdly with regard

]to those utterances where the V" is.a, close front vowel. Je are 
stronyly of the opinion that the close vowel is not assimilated in 
these cases, at least it is not assimilated in my speech* Also in 
my speech the hack close vowels arc not assimilated* To tost our 
claim and our objections to jTwacliUirnn.i’s view and transcriptions 
we carried out some tests v;ith some lybo speakers usa ny the sample 
utterances listed below* Some of the informants used for these 
tests come from the sane dialect m e n  as ihwachukwn himself. These 
include two informants from Owerri townp two informants from 
Tlhaise Division (from a town five miles from Pwackukvru’ s town) *
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Both the Owerri town dialect and the Ilhaise dialect belong to the 
same main group of dialeciS, namely, the southern dialects. Two 
informants come from Ilbanoj one informant is from Ekwerre in Orlu 
and two informants come from tho Onitsha d.ialect areas,

In the utterances used for the tests, final u/u’s are assimilated 
unimpeded to the following vowels in the constructions„ The 
utterances were used'to represent (a) unambiguous constructions, i.e, 
where the constructions can he interpreted each in only one sense, 
and (h) ambiguous constructions, where the constructions can each 
he interpreted in two senses5 in one sense, where tho preceding 
morpheme could he one that ends with u/u; in the other sense, where 
the preceding morpheme could he one that ends with a, non close vowel. 
The utterances were spoken to the informants and their reactions 
were noted and tape recorded. If Nwachuluru*s claim about the 
assimilation of u/u in final position is correct, the utterances 
would he acceptable to the informants, both for the unambiguous 
constructions and the ambiguous constructions that represent the 
oases where the preceding .morpheme in the construction ends with 
a close back vowel, u/u. If, on the other hand, our claim about 
final u/u is correct, we would er.pect that the unambiguous utterances, 
would be unacceptable, and for the ambiguous utterances, the informants 
can only relate them to the constructions where the preceding 
morpheme does not end with u/y.„ The following; samples of utterances 
were used for the .tests,

(a,) ITnambig.nous utt erance s 

lz\X hi9 |_ iz.aat5/[ - three weeks

:t ztx ano )_ xzaanp - four vieeks
rhgbd 6bi [jhgboobiQ - heart pain

aku Ibe Qakilbe - Ibo'n wealth
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9 dt1- 6 hi C ^ a ^ h i  2 - tail of a cow

6dito * dwu [2 add ecu 2| - tail. of a goat

6d$ dtpJ.y [2:/dadt^l^21 - tail of sheep

(b) Ambiguous ntf erancc

L O ^ e g b C ]

Q ic h e e g o  J  

f2^hinmd ol eQ 

QhlmrahgoJ 

Qdm;6 ovtb]

Q 1113 3 1 ^ 2

{ j L h e e h e  21 

j j t h o a b i  [ 

£p'koolnJ

representing either (i) lMdX egbe 1 the viing of a kite'
or (ix) fikb 6 gbo ’ something for the kite

representing either (i) hchd ego 'guard over money’
or (ii) helm ego 5 chase for money1

representing either (i) hla-ru hdele ’vulturef s nest1

or (ii) kki/i udele 'vulture’s egg’

representing either (i) hkvu iigo ’eagle’s nest’
or. (it) akvid it go 'eagle’s egg’

representing either (i) bdu-ru ovu ’dove’s nest1

or (ii) kkvi, ovu ’dove's egg'

representing either (i) £hu olu. ’area, of work’
or (ii) rho oill ’implement for work'

representing either (i) Ihu eke 1 python* s lo.ee’
or (ii) ihe eke 'something for pytboi

representing either ( i) xhu Obi 1 Obi ' s ’ face1

or (ii) xhe Obi ’something for Obi’

representing either (i.) oku obi ’ chest /ho art burn'
or (ii) oko obi ’rash on the chest’

[__3> kaanyn ] representing either (i) oka dnya ’eye burn'
or (ii) oko dnyn 'rash on the eye’

C h k a a f S  ~] representing cither (i) oku ifo ’stomach burn'
or (ii) 6 ho c.fo ’rash on the sior.iatsV ’
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In the tests, the sample utterances arc spoken to the informant 
and the informant is asked if he or she can make any moaning out 
of the utterances, if so, to state vihat he or she understands from 
the utterance0 If the informant cannot make any sense out of the 
utterance, or finds it unacceptable, the informant is then requested 
to give his or her oim pronunciation of the construction. The 
informant's reactions, response and pronunciation are tape recorded.

The results of the tests.

The reactions from all the informants i.'ith whom no carried out 
the tests are identical5 all the informants found the typo (a) of 
the sample utterances unacceptable. IDvery informant modified each 
of the uttexv.nces hy incorporating the u/u vov-el into the modified 
utterances. This lends a strong support to our claim that final 
u/y’s are not assimilated to the voxiel that foliovs them. One 
interesting revelation from these tests is the fact, as one informant, 
Mr, J, Njgky., clearly pointed out to me, that, i and i, u cud u 
do not assimilated to each other despite tho fact that each pair
differs hy only one feature. ’.hion, for instance, i or u occurs

‘1 2 as V" and i or \i occurs as V in the construction, the i
does not assimilate to the i, nor tho u to the u, and vise versa,
For example,

hdl ihe 
•»

ukT.Ri Ihe 

ihu Ihe 

Isi uho 

liuu uhe

— N tis pronounced as dl ihe J  , * tho type of thin;

” " " [hP kv:<*> the J  , ’ Ihe * s leg*

” ” Q  ihuihe/J , ,I'be*s face’

tr " ” C  rsiuho J  5 ’the head of pear*

1f ” ” [2 nd& uhe \ , ’the life of pear’

T

etc.
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Especially in cases such as these one vioulcl. naturally expect an 
unimpeded assimilation since the participating vowels differ some
times minimally hy only one feature. The informant who pointed 
out this fact to me comes from llbaise, from a town within five miles 
of ITwachukwu Ts town. He speaks, as he himself assured me, the 
same dialect as hvraehukuu.

Concerning- the group (h) of the samples of utterances used for 
the tests, the reactions of the informants are the same. That is, 
when presented with the sample ntt ei'ances, the informants found 
them acceptable only for the constructions where u/u do not occur 
as the (i.e. as the final vowel). But for the constructions 
where u/u occur as the informants would modify the utterances 
in line* with what has been observed earlier above. That is, the 
informants do not assimilate tho fined. ..u/u* s to the following vowel, 
This once more validates the claim we made that when u / vl occur as 
the final vowel, : 
that follows them,
the final vowel, i.e. as V , they do not assimilate to the vowel

Occasionally during the tests some utterances from the examples 
used by Hwaclrularu, where i/i end the initial word in the construction 
are spoken to the informants, using Ibwuchukiru * s transcriptions of 
the constructions. In each case the informants found the utterances 
unacceptable, and they would modify the utterances by incorporating 
the close vowel into the utterances.

In conclusion, we reiterate the claim wo made earlier that when 
a close vowel occurs in the final position of the first morpheme 
or viord and the following word begins viith a, vowel, the close vowel 
is not assimilated to the following vowel.
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5*5* VOVraL CONTRACTION

The phonological phenomenon we describe here as vowel contraction 
is virtually the same as what had been termed earlier as vowel 
reduction* This phonological process in Igbo is characterized hy 
the fact that when a close vowel is immediately followed hy another 
hut unidentical vowel within the same morpheme, and hoth vovrels 
have identical tones, the close vowel is reduced or contracted into 
nonsyllabic short vowel end tho tone of the derived syllable is 
realised on the fined, vowel in tho structure, i*e0 the vowel that 
cooccurs wuth the close vowel0 This phonological process in Igho 
has been described and illustrated earlier in this work* For 
instance, in morphemes such as theses

b^a come

dh£ti - market, trade
oh pa - bush, forest

orih sickness* illness

obi a - fit ranger, guest

ria be sick, suffer from

rro - hog-
fd.ug - clay

Shlhifc afternoon
Ah 7 h:j. a grass, rubish etc.

tho close vowels that are immediately followed by another vowel in 
the morphemes are contracted*

As we mentioned earlier in tho analysis, in some of the previous 
works on Igbo, such as in Green and Igue (1963), in Igwo (l97i)? 
in Carrell (1 9 7 & , in jlwa-chukwu (1975)? to mention a few, the surface 
phonetic form of the contraxtcd close vowel in Igho has boon 
represented by an approrimant, namely, by /y/ or /v/« In the [J-resent
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viork wo choose to treat this simply as a nonsylla'bic short vowel. 
Reasons have keen given earlier to 'justify our apparent departure 
from the previous views (cf • 4 *2 . shove), and the arguments will
not he necessarily repeated here.

Vowel contraction in Igho will he expressed through the 
fo1 1 owing rule.

1 ^ 2  stric ^ . 2 stric i stric~ stric
£ .2 height 
+■ syll

<=■2 height 
- syll

- syll --—
2 3 heigir! 
+ syll

C& tone - tone - octono

This rule states that a syllabic close vowel (i.e. with the value 
of 2 or less Height) becomes nonsyllabic (thereby losing its tone) 
when it is followed by an unidentical vowel but with identical toness 
both vowels occurring within the same morpheme*

5.6. REDUPLICATION

Reduplication by itself does not constitute a phonological 
process^ but rather this is one of the grammatical processes employed 
by many Kws, languages* In Igho grammar reduplication is used for 
achieving various grammatical functions such as the formation of 
abstract verbal nouns from the verb roots0 the formation of colour 
adjectives from nouns and the formation of adverbs or cert tain 
ideophonic words from nominals and adjectives. Struclnirally we 
will differentiate two types of reduplications in the language? 
namelys obligatory and optioned reduplications. An obligatory 
reduplication occurs in those cases where the morpheme/word must 
bo reduplicated for the desired meaning to be present. This is 
characterisiic of the grammatical process of the formation of 
verbal nouns and colour adjectives in tho language. Optional 
reduplication is the type where the morpheme may or nay not be 
duplicated to achieve' the desired grammatical meaning. The
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formation of adverbs and ideophones, especially wThat Igwe (1974) 
treated as triplications, is usually characterised hy optional 
reduplication. For instance, although the words' in the following 
examples are reduplicated,

nwtydg nw&yoo 
Agwa iigwa 

n ’oku. n ’glcy. 

sdm sdiri (sdm sain)

gradually,
quickly,
indicating a quick or hastened action,

- indicating quick and momentary action etc,

the adverbial meaning is still achieved if only one of the morpheme; 
in the reduplicated form is used, and this would he acceptable.
This type of reduplication is used to show emphasis. On the other 
hand, for the reduplicated forms such ass

At 11 lit p.

Abie uhie

bdo edo 
Asu hsu

meunin ££  ̂as h colour1 
n *roddish colour1

’yellow1
1 cream or chalkish colour1 etc,

the twro morphemes in the reduplicated forms must he used, otherwise 
a different moaning would result. ;thon only one of these morphemes 
in the construction is used it can only mean a noun hut not a colour 
adjective. Tims At p. alone means 1 ash1 : xihic and edo alone mean each 
fa type of pomade locally manufactured1 and nail means1 chalk1 , but 
when these nouns are duplicated as in the examples above, they mean 
adjectives with respect to tho colour of the object from which the 
reduplication is formed. In this case the process of reduplication 
is obligatory. The same is true of verbal nouns which are formed 
by reduplicating the verb roots.

Our interest in reduplication, however, lies on tho phonological 
changes that occur sometimes in this grammatical structure of the 
words, that, are duplicated. In this regard wo shall examine 
the structure of verbal nouns in Igbo, by examining how tho verbal 
nouns awe formed in this language.
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Verbal nouns are formed in Igbo in two main ways. (i) By
prefixing a homorganic syllabic nasal to a compound, or complex 
verb root, usually of CVCV structure. (ii) By prefixing o/o to 
a simple verb root of C7 structure and then duplicating the root 
morpheme. In the former, no phonological changes are known to be 
present in the reduplicated form of the words, whereas in the 
latter certain phonological changes sometimes occur with respect 
to the vowel of the root morpheme in the reduplication. This 
will become evident from the examples given below.

(a) ’ Compound and Complex Verb roots.

Verb root
g&lu - rccvch
gdf e . - walk past, cross
tiith - nick * ** • —

gdsi - show, illustrate

'Verbal noun 
ii gain - act of reaching
h gaffe - walking past, croi
ht\it\i - picking
iigo si showing etc.

(b)■ Simple Verb roots.

(i) Vfiien the vowel of the root morpheme is a close (:i,̂ .,u,u) 
no phonological changes occur in the reduplicated forms.
For example,

si ’cook’ 
si 1say’

1 bead ’
1 climb1

ti
ri
dl
di

1 bear’
1 become1

kirn ’speak1 
kwd ’pay* 
du ’lead1

b si si
5 si si* « e
fctiti
$»r£ri
odidi
6didi
bkwdkwu
gkvnikwu.
6 dudu

cooking
saying-
beating
climbing
forbearing
becoming

speaking
paying 
1ending
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■*-n 1 j.vy. knock1 $k£ky. " knocking
ghu *kill1 b gbiighu - killing
ffi *-he lost' bfufu - being lost
bu *carry* 5bi5.hu - • carrying
yjCl 1he famous1 bwuwu heing famous
hi * 
ml ’

dwell * ■ 
he deep*

5 hi hi 
bmimi

- act of dwelling 
“ heing deep etc

(ii) hhen tho vowel of the root 
or 9j (i„e, nonclose vowel) change 
root vowel in the reduplicated form 
that will he stated later* For

morpheme is either a? e? o9 
s occur with respect to the 
5 in accordance with the condit- 
example 3

ii c(a) da * fall1 6 did. a falling:
id * chew* §tiia - chewing
6.(5 * write* odxde writing
t<5 * scrub., smear* btite s cribbing
kd * surpass* okikao * ~ surpassing
kb
za
za

* create* 
1 answer* 
’sweep’

okike
ozxza » 0
$ si s a

«• creating 
~ answering 
- sweeping

ab * dudge’ bsise ~ dudging

ii o(h) hh * ent er * bbuba• - entering

h<5 * siice *(with a knife) ohuhe - slicing
pa 1 carry* f)p\ipa carrying
P<5 * siice*(with axe) opupo slicing

f 6 'fly* ofufe flying

gh& * stingy Qgb\5gba stinging;

.0110
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kpd 1judge’ bkpukpe - judging
kph f weave1 ok^ukpa - • weaving
kwh 1 sew’ bkwukwa sewing
kwh * push1 bkwukwa - pushing
kw6 ’agree * bkmikwe - agreeing
gw6 ’grind’ bgwiigwe - grinding
gwd f tell1 ogwu£wa - telling
nw6 1 OWll' bnwdnwe ~ owning
nwa ’tryj attempt1 '̂nvjimwa - trying

’know’ k;iwiia - knowing
m 6 »do ’ bmdnrc-

(ii) When ihe vowel of ihe verb rooi ip either o or of 
changes occur with respect to the root vowel in ihe reduplicated 
form® The conditions under which the changes occur will be

t er o For example.
- -- -- , -

do place, put’ bdddo ~ piacing
1x5 accuse ’ o bilbo accusing
f<5 mention’ ofufo mentioning
doe pull ’ odudo pulling
bo• carve meat ’ b̂ijibQ carving meat
to grow’ otuto growing
to unwrap1 otut o * » • unwrapping
z6 hide1 osuso hiding
z69 ’struggle for’ Q-spsg st ruggi inr for
T *kg 1narrot e’ îu!:g narrating
kpo ’call’ gkrpkpg calling
£J<5 1 buy ’ b {11 go buying etc
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One general observation we can make about the phonological 
changes that occur in these constructions is the fact that it is 
always tho second vowel in the constructions (i.e. the vov,rel of 
the first root morpheme in the reduplicated form) that changes.
Other conditions necessary for the phonological changes are as 
follows.

(a) 'men the vowel of the root morpheme is either a or 
e and the consonant segment of the root morpheme is nonlabial, the 
root vowel in the first of the red.uplica.ted morphemes changes to 
either i or i respectively. If the consonant segment of the 
root morpheme is a labial (and the vowel of the morpheme is either 
a or e) , the change is to either \i or u respectively.

(h) VJhen tho vowel of the root morpheme is either o or q , 
the root vowel in the first root morpheme of the reduplicated form 
changes to u or \i respectively,, that is, irrespective of the 
quality of the consonant segment that occurs in the root morpheme.

Hyman (197353) described some of the phonological changes noted 
here (i.e. with particular reference to the cases where a cr e 
changes to p. or u respectively) as that of assimilation in terms 
of labinitty. Hyman!s account cannot he accepted as wholly accurate. 
Her instance, In the examples given above we do not see a and e 
changing into o and o respectively, which should have been 
expected if the changes only involve that of assimilation to labiality 
alone. Tho elements shared in common in all the phonological changes 
noted above are the facts that (i) nonhigh or nonclose vowels 
‘become high/close in the environmentsj(ii)unrounded vowels, i.e. 
a and e, are assimilated to the 1all el ity of the surrounding 
consonants.

He will therefore require two phonological rules to account for 
the vowel changes in the reduplicated forms of the simple verb roots 
in the verbal noun structures in Igho. These rules may be formulated 
in the following* way.
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PR 9. ^ 2  stric r± 2 stric r —1
5.3 height f 2 height /  0 -
+ syllV.M W .-1 L  + v u  . ' L Rf

Condition: the Rt (i.e. the root
morpheme) is reduplicated.

PR 10. 2 stric 6. 2 stric > 1 stric
+ syll + syll - syll

S3 height S 2 height / labial_
m -round __ + round

>1 stric
- Bvll
-I- lahia

PR Q states that a laonhigh vowel ‘becomes high vJhen it occurs as the 
vowel of the first root morpheme in the-reduplicated structure.
PR 10 states the assimilation of nonhigh unrounded vowel to rounding 
when the consonant segments of tho reduplicated morpheme is labial. 
Rule 10 is ordered after rule 9*

The two phonological rules, 9 ;-r.d 10 acouirc wide generalisation 
in the language, in that they describe the phonological phenomena 
that are commonly present in the structure of certain words in Igho. 
It would he important to note,- for instance that the phonological 
changes in the vowels described above are not uni cue to the verba], 
noun structures alone, but they are also present in all noninals 
with mat cluing structures. For instance, in nominal s with VCVCV 
structure in Igho, where the two consonant segments in the structure 
acre identical, si mi lav phonological olmn-g'cs would occur with 
respect to the second vowel in the words. ■ Compare the structure 
of the vowels of the first Cl in the following examples.

f  *  ^c'.Sp !3U
a?4 zh 

hlzpz a 

dmvma 
dhihe

a reply, an answer 
broom

an ant, also used for delicate artistic carving 

f o i"tun e t e 11 i n g 
being well dressed
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dkykg - story
6jij6 - mimicry«, initation
5 mum 6 - "behaviour
5kymku6 - faith
dkxukxo - hook, leaf
dbyba • - leaf

6 nxunxa ™ t em n t at ione * -*•

cinytnya - horse
gkvikg - chicken
hbuba. - fat etc.

Note, however that the mentioned changes in the voxels do not occur 
in the folio-ring xor&s, where the consonant segments in each word 
are identical.

osisi - tree
etxti - middle
htiituo t • - many

p m - morning
dsusti - dust
dnini - melon

It becomes evident from these examples that the principal structural 
description needed for the above rules (rules 9 and 1 0 ) to apply 
is that (a) the txo consonant segments should be identical, (b) that 
the final voxel is a nonhigh voxel end (c) for the change of a and 
to u and u repectively, xe recuire that the two consonant 
segments should be labial or at least have the feature ['_ 4- labial^ .
In viev; of this new dimention to the structural description neccssar 
for the operation of the rule that changes the nonclose voxels m  
the environments described clove, xe shall reformulate rules 9 :Vilc'- 
1 0  as rules 1 1  and 1 2  respectively as followst
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pr ;l i £2 stric £ 3 stric
23 height h-^ 6 2 height / .

G1 — —  C^V

ir-Ti-S>>CQ

__i + syll _ i

— Nora. Nora.
i ^where C and 0U are identical and the \r 

is a nonclose vowel.

Hi 2 stric h  2 stric X stric \r i «a exnc 62

■3.3 height £2 height
/ place —— ( o ] - ' ico

>3
■!-' syll — > +syll / J L s j +
- round + round _  - eyll+ leibĈt

^ C1—1 '1_ “* »-V4* IU&l -
- hack _ + 'bach L Aft>TV| '

means any value of St r i ctur e an 0 JiLhe 'brace reads 1either - or1

hck
Non*

that is? cither 3 or 9 values of Place.

With these two rules we can now phono logically derive the Igho 
verba,! noun forms? as in the following examples.) where changes 
occur in the root vowels in the reduplicated forms. For example5

(i) so 'hide’
/ o so so / through reduplication

osuso
osu so

through PR 11
hiding

(ii) rzb ’ dudge1

/ osese /

bsise
bzise

(iii) h6 accuse'
/ ohdho /

5 Mho
6 Inf bo

through redupli cation

through PR 11. 
dudging

through roduplj.cation 
through PR 11.

accusing'
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(iv) 1)6 * slice (with a knife) ’

/ 51)6130 / by reduplication

bbibe 
6 babe

(v) 1>5, 'enter1

/ 5baba / 
obiba 
5buba

6 hub a . * «

(vi) lew e 'a^ree1

/ oku6kwe / 

bkwxkwe 

bkmikv/e

bkwukwe

(vii) do * placej put*

/ 6 do do / 

odudo 

5 d\\ do

(viii) me fdo’

/ bndme / 
5 m rime
online 
6 mu me

liy PR 11 
by PR 12

6bd.be - slicing (with a knife)

"by reduplication 
by PR 11.
by PR 12.

eim erxny

by reduplication

by PR 11

by PR 12

aareeiny

by r e d.up 1 i c at i o 3

by PR 11

Pl acirm

by r e du p 1 i c. at i o n 
‘by PR 11.
by PR 12.

doiny etc.
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The phonological rules wo have formulated to account for the 
j>ho no logical changes that occur in some of tho reduplicated verbal 
noun forms in Igbo 5 can he seen in a way f,o describe certain 
'sequence structure constraints in the 1 anguage. This type of 
sequence structure constraints requires, a complex system of conditio 
that arc not readily obvious except through the system of analysis 
provided here. foie, for example, tho following words some of \ . 
which, are not . . acceptable, i»e, arc not possible morphemes,
in Igbo 5 because in such. words the conditions relevant to the 
morpheme structure constraints have been violated. The unacceptable 
words/morphemes are indicated with asterisk.

Okolo
'tfokoko
okuko

•̂ okoh-o
okqkn

^  a mama,

am ale,
am aka,

amaua,

^ ° £0 go 
ogugo

*- 9d9h9 
9CM-CQ

4-ugago, 
agi go,

>qngn.gn
ng\iga
ngugu
ngqgu

*-ngege etc.
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Uhat this means therefore is that in any morpheme structure
1 1 2 ? 1 2  involving a C v C V structure, where hoth G and G are ■ identical

2and V is a nonclose vouel, the type of phonological changes or the
phonological shapes of the which have "been described above will
necessarily he present otherwise this would result into an unacceptable

•t oor improbable word in the language,, When the C' and the C are
not identical,the changes In the do not necessarily occur, and
the words so formed may be acceptable or at least they would be
possible morphemes in the language* When, however, the final
vowel in-such morpheme structures is a close vowel, the V'“ must
also be a close vowel (i0e* in the morpheme structures where both 

1 2the C and the G~ are identical), bote that the following are not 
possible morphemes in Igbo, except if it is a borrowed word or where 
each of'the CV morphemes in the structure constitutes an independent 
morpheme, both of which are joined together to form a compound, 
word or a compound verb root, in which case they cannot be treated 
as' a one morpheme word. For example,

o
■rtababj.
tohaby,
^nmamy. 
tomemi 
■jtomomi 
ttcbcbi 
Vr&z&z i 
to tot i

’jfceteti
fcesesi

itokoki etc
whereas okiki, omimi, ekild., ekike, etiti, ebulu, ab\iby. , okiki c c  
are all possible morphemes In the language.
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5.6.1. A LEGIT1IIAT5 CASS OF VOWEL 3LISION

Uhcn verbs with C W  root morpheme are reduplicated to form verbal 
nouns, the final vowel of the root morpheme is elided in the first 
root in the reduplicated form. In the verbs uith. this type of 
root struet\ire the first vowel in the sequence is usually a close 
vowel. This-is illustrated in the following examples.’

Verh root Verbal noun

bis. - come obfbia coming

ria* - be sick ^riria - being sick
luo - secure with a notch oliiluo « • « « - securing with a notch
Iho - wither away bluluo - withering away
fio ~ tie bfffio - tying
fio - miss a target ofifio missing a target etc

Ihis phonological process of vowel elision can be represented 
through tho following rule:

pr 1 3 . y — ^  c b  j  f”c1V1 —  C2V2V
Pom II ora ■■

1 2 1 2 , . . ,  where the C and the C are identical; V and V" are identical and
both vowels are close vowels. In other wordss both b'V~ and 
2 2C V ar e i d ent i c al.

The phonological phenomena, described by PR 13 5 i.e. the phonological 
shapes of the vowels that occur in the reduplicated forms of the 
verbal nouns, are present in the following nouns.

dhlliic - afternoon

dhihia - grass
nriria -■ sic? mess
Cguguo personal name etc.
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ITote, however, that there is no vowel elision in the following 
words,

dhynra
dliiara

weaver hird
name of a town (also in my dialect 
this can mean 1 leaking pot’) etc.

‘because the two consonant segments in the structures are not identical, 
PR 13 therefore can he generalised not only for the reduplicated 
morphemes with the type of structures indicated above, but also 
for all lexical morphemes in the language where the structural 
conditions are met. PR 13 also constitutes the only genuine case 
of vowel elision that I know of in the language.

tie shall ad.so like to use such morphemes with C W  structure, first 
to further subsiantiate the claim we made earlier that final high 
vowel does not assimilate to the ouality of the following vowel, and 
secondly to show that the regressive n.s similar ion of contiguous vowels 
can extend to any number of vowels occurring in the environment 
described. Consider the following cxamoles.

IX

XV,

Vo

vi,

hia ebe h 

fhi a obodo

iii. gad ebe ahu

imruo ugwo 
kwuo ihe h

kmoo m e  a

[Vx debeh J

Qah Iobbodoj

|_ge6ebaah 3

(j:.w© A o g w 3 “[ 
j J.urhlihaa'j

(Jcpixihari

- come here!

town marwex

go there!

pay i (1 i t o pay debt) 
say this!

gad her up t hi s! etc,
It is evident from the above examples that high or close vowels arc 
not assimilated when they occur e,s fined, vowels before another morpheme 
that begins with uni dent i cn,l vowel 0 In (v) above, fw f is not assimilated 
to the following uni d enticed. close vc.rol. bxmplen such as (ii) and
(vi) above chow that tow or more succorrive vowels in tho final position 
can all be assimilated, that is, that this process can only be checked 
either by a consonant r:ormcnt or by a, high vowel.
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5.6.2. SOI IK ALTERNATIVE ACCOUNT OK THS IGBO VERBAL NOUN KORMS

In 'the analysis present.cd above, some phonological rules have 
been iivbroducod to account for the phonological changes that 
result from the process of reduplication involved in nominalisation 
in Igbo, The rules are vrell motivated. Tho structural constraints 
on certain words in the language, tho structures of which words are 
similar to those of the derived verbal nouns or the nominals 
derived from the verbal nouns, provj.de independent justification 
for the phonological rules.

There are other ways in which this problem can he considered. 
Another way to treat reduplication in this language is through the 
Prosodic Analysis framework. Using the prosodic features and a 
phonological formula similar to the one suggested in Carnochan 
(1960/157^)^ we can represent the noninalised. words which involve 
reduplication in the following way.

The merits of PP 1 as a phonological formula fox'1 the verbal noun

about the structure of such nominals in the language. The formula,

of the verbal nouns in Igbos

(i) The first vowel that occurs in tho structure is always a, 
rounded open vowel, phonetically realised, as either o or o, 
depending: on the harmonic set of the root vowel.

(ii)Only close vowels can occur as the second vowel in the 
structure and this close vowel liar: force possible phonetic, erpoir 
namely, i, i, u, u. The decision about whether the close 
vowel is to be realised as a. front unrounded vowel or as a, bach

pp 1 . r/l L (a)w ( G 1 )y//w C¥ 1
(where the G elements are identical and r/l states the harmonic 
agreement of tho vowels in the structure).

forms in Igbo, end for some of the nominals derived from the verbal 
nouns, are obvious. The formula captures certain generalisations

for instance, makes the following predictions about tho structure 
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rounded vowel depends on the quality of the final vowel in tho 
structure. Thus the second vovrel has a 1 y* .prosody when the filial 
vovrel is an unrounded vovrel, and a ! vj' prosody when the final vowel 
is a rounded vovrel.

The final vowel in the structure can he any of the eight phonemic 
vowels in the language• The formula Shows also that the vowels 
that occur in the construction agree harmonically*

The phonological formula, the PF 1, above, gives a noat account 
of the structure of the verbal nouns in Igho. The formula states 
most of the structural constraints which we attempt to achieve 
through the phonological milos.

However, the e,ccount of the verbal nouns given by the phonological 
formula, PF 1, will ran into certain difficulties0 For instance, 
in the structure of the nominals derived from-the verbal nouns, wo 
observed that a,part from the open bach/rounded vowel o/o, other 
vowels such as a/e as-well as syllabic nasals can occur at the 
initial position. Similarly the PF 1 would give incorrect phonetic, 
out-put when, for instance, the consonant segments in the structure 
of the verbal noun is a labial, in which ca.se the second vovrel is 
always of the Mi' prosody, i.e. either u or irrespective of 
the Duality of the final vowel, as the following examples will 
once more illustrate.

Yorb root verbal noun

bd 5bube and not *5 hi be
bh obuba * • and not *obiba

kwd olamkvi'a and not * Qkvfkwa

kw6 6 lunik wo and not *tkvfkwe

gwa 5 gvugwa and not *6g"4cv:a
6 gvr&gwe and not *-ogvrgve



f 6 6 f dfo and not *6flfo
f h ofufa and •not * ̂ fifa
md omume and not *6mlme

ura omuma
c t

and not ** omlmac « G o C o

'Hie incorrect phonetic out-puis of these verbal nouns (marked v:iih 
asterisk in the above examples) xhich are unacceptable in lybo , 
nould result from the PF 1 . 'Therefore, rdiereas the phonological 
formula, the PF 1 , yives an accurate account of the stimcture of 
some of the verbal nouns in the 1 anyuayc, it xill be very costly • 
to such analysis if it is extended;, as it should be, to account for 
those cases mentioned above5 such cases obviously cannot be handled 
by the PF 1 . 'The situation, hoxevor, can be better handled through 
the phonological rules ue have introduced*

The alternative analysis through the Prosodic Analysis discussed 
above runs into those difficulties because it fails to take into 
account the derivational history of the verbal nouns in this 1 anyaxye 
This derivational history entails, amor.£7 other thinys, that, the 
verbal nouns arc formed in lybo throuyh the prefimtion of an open 
back voxel and the reduplication of the root morpheme * The prosodic 
analysis approach mentioned above* takes into account only the surfac 
phonetic forms of the verbal nouns. The occurrence of i/i c.s the 
second voxel, xken the root voxel is an open front voxel, a, or e, 
and the root con.sonant is a nonlabial, or the occurrence of u/u
via031 the root voxel is a or e and the root consonant is a labial,
(or -.rhen the root voxel is o or 0 and the root consonant is eithc
a labial ox* nonlabiol), should bo treated as cases of phonological
chanye, xhich presupposes that these forms arc derived from the 
undcrlyiny forms ( underlyiny representations) xhere s-uch chxnyes 
are not present. That is, uo repuire certain yonoro.tive phonolorical 
rules xhich xould relate those surface; ohoaxtic representations to 
their underlyiny representations. The phonoloyicai rules proposed 
above xill fulfil this purposc, Those rules have boon sufficiently 
constrained to handle the structural chs.nycs involved in the verbal 
noun forms/constructions in Itfbo.
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5*7. VOVJICL HARMONY

5.7*1. INTRODUCTION

The. term*vowel h a r m o n y  * has heen used to cover a wide ranee of- 
phonological phenomena. Thebe phonological phenomena have all 
one common characteristic, namely, that of agreement of the vowel 
segments within or be3ro:id the morpheme 'boundary, with respect to 
given phonological feature or features.

Vowel harmony is known to occur in many languages across- the world. 
Apart from the more familiar cases such as the Altaic and the Finno- 
Ugric languages, and the Kwa languages of Vest Africa which have 
heen mentioned in various literature, vowel harmony occurs in many 
other languages, such as the Ainu language, the Korean language etc. 
(Aoki 1963)| Robins (1953) reports of vowel harmony in Yoruk, an 
AlgorAr.ian language of Fort ha-e stern California, There are also many 
other languages where vowel harmony has been reported.

From both the number said the diversity of the languages in which 
vowel harmony occurs, it cannot bo expected that the' vowel harmony 
systems would be identical in all these languages. Toth the way 
vowel harmony operates and the very features that are involved in 
the harmony viould not be the same in every one of these languages *
For instance, some languages such as Igbo, Bwo, Akan etc, have only 
vowel harmony, not accompanied' by consonant harmony. In some 
languages such as classical Mongolian (Lightner 1965); Tigre (Palmer I 
Lhasa Tibetan (Sprigg 1961), a vowel harmony system may also involve 
consonant harmony.

With respect to the manner in which vowel harmony operates in 
some languages, Aoki (1968) provides a typological classification 
based on the following criterion

(a) the feature or features in harmonyr
(b) symmetric vs 3ionsymmetric harmony

and (c) alternations in harmony.
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with respect to the feature or features involved in vowel harmony, 
Aoki distinguishes a Ttotal harmony’ and a ’partial harmony’.' Total 
harmony characterises complete identity hy the harmonising segments.. 
This is the case where one segment is completely assimilated to 
another segment. This can Generally he expressed hy a. rule such as

'X > Y / Y ---
(wh-~ere X and Y aro used to eacli represent a unit of phoneme, and 
not the "bundle of features that are involved, in the harmony)
X is not specified for any features in the lexicon hut acquires its
features from Y through the operation of a phonological rule such
as the one given above. Some examples of total harmony include the
illative singular suffix in Finnish, the separative, singular suffix
in Yurok, pronominal prefix in Yurok, perfective suffix in Kvanyama,
first and second person pronominal prefixes in Iloru and Iladi, the
past tense (--ra form) cuffix in Igho5 and the distributive prefix 

5 A.in Acoma. ' Total harmony, which entails complete assimilation of 
the features of one segment hy another segment, is comparatively 
rare in the phonology of many languages especially in the type of 
feature assimilation that is usually involved in voxel harmony* 
kkat is generally common in most languages with voxel harmony is. 
partial harmony* in the sense that the harmonising segments usually 
share certain features in common. Thais is the content in which 
we mainly speak of vowel harmony in Igboo

Symmetric harmony characterises tho system in which the lio.rmon.izin 
series exist in equal power or equal ratio.- Under such system the 
language has what we may call balanced pairs of harmonic sets in its 
vowel system, and the co-occurrcnce of vowels and/or consonants 
within a structure is determined by the harmonising; sets in tho 
system. Many languages with vowel harmony system have the symmetric 
harmony. Some examples of Innguurcs with symmetric harmony include

54* Ho Aoki (1963s Id2) 'Touar-~ds a typology of vowel harmonyf 
International Journal of American Linguistics, 34“ Id2~kf,
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the Altaic languages, the Finno-Ugric languages and the Kua languages 
in West Albeica,

Asymmetric harmony does not have balanced paired harmonic serires
within the vowel system as the symmetric harmony system, rather in
the asymmetric harmony we have a system in which one harmony series
dominate in terms of its ability and privilege to assimilate the
vowels of the non-dominant group. Thus in such a system the presence
in a word of a vowel from the dominant series changes the quality
of the vowels of the nondominant group, but not vice versa. An
example of a language with asymmetric harmony is Koryak (Jakobson 1.9/;2)
where the low vowels comprise tho dominant serios and 'if a member
of a complex contains low vowels, the high vowels of its other members

55change into corresponding low phonemes o'

One of the main differences bo Iweon' symmetric and asymmetric 
harmony systems lies in the fact that languages with symmetric 
harmony tend to develop phonemic alternants in the vowel system, or 
whnt we may cadi harmonic pairs* A close look into tho vov;el system 
of such languages will reveal tho fact that the vowels are paired 
up into different harmonic sets ox- scries* For‘example, the eight 
voweds in Igbo are paired into two equal harmonic sets, namely, 
a, ?*., 9 , u and e, i, o, up similarly the vowel system of 
Finnish consists of eight vowels, six of which are harmonically paired 
thus, a - a, o - o* u ™ u and the remaining two vowels i and e 
are harmonically neutral vowels. Also important for both Finnish 
and) Igbo, as well as for some languages with symmetric harmony, is> 
the fact that the vowels from the different' harmony sets are each 
phonemic under oortain contexts and non-phonemic, i.e. form ullophones, 
in certain contexts. For the languages with asymmetric harmony 
the vowels mainly form aliopbor.es, that is, when the vowel is harmoni
cally assimilated and when it is not. The vowels of such languages 
cannot be divided into harmonic rets in the same sense as. in symmetric 
harmony r.'yr.torn* In other ’words, whereas for the symmetric harmony.

55. Jakobr:on 19A2 1C10 , sce a!so Aoki (iff 5)
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vowel harmony principally involves a choice between two alternatives, 
either from one harmonic scries or the oilier, for the asymmetric 
harmony such, a choice does not arise hocause there are no two way
alternatives to choose from*

The third criterion is alternation* Although vowel harmony hy 
implication requires that the vowels of a language he classed into 
different harmony groups, corresponding to the co-occurrence 
conditions of vowels within a morpheme in the language, however,
it can he the case that in some languages the vowels used in the
different harmony groups do not alternate, hut rather in such languages 
these conditions are there only to maintain some’internal concord1 

in the morpheme or in- the word* One example of a language where this 
tjrpe of harmony system is present would he a language with .asymmetric 
harmony since in such a case harmony is achieved merely through 
assimilation, df .the dominant feature*

As it is usual with most cases of typological classifications, 
there can he instances of overlapping’ of these harmony- types in any 
one language® This means that some languages may have hotli the 
symmetric as well as the asymmctrcic. systems, though in varying 
degrees. for instance, a, language which is predominantly symmetric 
in its vowel harmony system may have, yame\ cases of ".symmetric 
harmony

5c7-

Vovrel harmony is a widely discussed subject in phonology, for
some dicades now linguists have found the vovrel harmony a. very
exciting area in phonologies,! analysis and consequently various
phonological thcor5.cc have beo2i propounded with respect to vowel
harmony® Vowel harmony has heen described for many languages

r)6using; tho framework of Prosodic Analysis® In generative phonology,

5 6. Cnrn0chan, J, (]/'■ do/7 0) ’Vowel harmony in Ig;ho 1 ; Palmer, P, 
(1956) 10penness in Tigre, a problem of pro so die statement1j
Sprigg, XloIC. (ifdl) ’Vowel harmony in Lhasa Tibetan’ etc.
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vowel harmony has attractod no Ions attention and wiĉ c discussion. 
As a result of this ride interest on vouel harmony ccrt:vin views 
have "boon established about this phonological process.

Perhaps the greatest pro hi era about vowel ha.rraony and the areas 
in which opinions differ in respect of this phonological phenomenon 
is not so r.mch about the very nature of this phenomenon as about 
determining the corpus or the unit of the grammar 011 which vovjel 
harmony is to he considered, and about how vowel harm on 5“ should 
he represented in the lexicon.

The Prosodic Analysis views vowel harmony as a phonological 
phenomenon illustrating prosodic elements of structure which 
occur: on the syntagmatic level. Vowel harmony has as its corpus
or area of operation, the entire unit of grammatical structure 
such as the syllable or successive syllables within a. word, the 
word and/or certain grammatical constructions. for example, in 
the following phonological formula illustrating the prosodic 
account of vowel harmony in Igbo (Garnochan i960), vowel 
harmony is taken to dominate the entire range of grammatical 
co n S't ruct i on.

AL/R [  (A) " (OVA)*/" 2

In the analyses of vowel harmony within the framework of genera.- 
tivo phonology differences of opinion exist with respect to the 
unit of structure in ■'which vowel harmony operates and the 'way vowel 
harmony is to be represented in the lexicon. Treating vowel 
harmony as a surf ace structrire phonology, generative phenologists 
attempt to establish the Deep Structure representation from whore 
the surface structure is derived. Also closely connected with 
this is the problem of determining how vowel harmony should be 
represented in the lexicon. On these respect throe main points 
of view have been expressed in generative whonology.

57* Lightnor, f. (.1965)5 Zimmer, 1C,A. (1567)5 hiparsky, P. (l?63)
to mention a. few. Vywel harmony also gets mentioned in other works
not specifically devoted to this toi>ic, such as in the 3113, (Chomsky 
and Halle 1063) etc,r
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(i) Dome phenologists, (Carroll 1970; Bach ICo?j Chora shy and 
Halle 1963; tinnier 1967)? consider vowel harmony as feature of 
the segment,-whereby ’’the lexical entries specify tho feature

ins j  (i»e. talking about vowel harmony in Igbo) for the first 
vowel segment only, the feature jJX tns J  is specified for all

P Pother vowels by a phonological rule.""J he shall cone back later 
to Carroll’s analysis. Tho segmental approach, as this point 
of view is known, treats vovrel harmony as the property of the 
segment, and in terms of how the vowel harmony is to be represented 
in the Deep Structure, only one vowel in the word (usually the first 
or the last vowel) is fully specified for the harmonising feature(s) 
and the other vowels in the word are represented by means of 
anchiphonemes and the harmonising feature(s) is specified for these 
other vowels by a phonological rule.

(ii) Some generative phenologists, (bightn.er 1965)? treat vowel 
harmony as a suprssegmental feature, the property of tho root morpheme 
According to this view the roots are specified with completely 
abstract markers, on the basis of which each vowel in the root and
in the affixes attached to tho root, is simultaneously specified for 
the harmonising feature by the vowel harmony rule. This is known 
as the Pooi-IIarker Convention , and it’resumes as a fact about language 
that each phonological segment of a word is associated with abstract 
markers of the root.’" Thus "if we associate this abstract marker 
with each root of the 1anguage, we no longer need to specify the 
(harmonising) feature for any vowel." This system, like the segment 
system, uses nrchiphonemes to represent the unspecified vowels of 
the root in the underlying representation, prior to the -application 
of the vowel harmony rule.

(ii) The third view in generative phonology about vowel harmony, 
(Stanley 1967? hiparsky 1968), treats vowel harmony as. a morpheme 
structure condition in the language. The morpheme structure

5-8. Carroll, P. 1970 p. 113.
59- Liahtncr, T, 1 96 9, p. 'VO, foot note 9
6 0. Lightnor, T t 1065 :uoH
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condition theory first formulated hy Stanley (if 6 7) was later used 
hy Kiparsky in analysing vouel harmony in the Finnish 1 angaage . 
According to this view vowel harmony is treated as a phonological 
constraint on the co-occurrence of vowels in the morpheme structure 
of the language and this is stated as a morpheme structure condition 
for that language. ICipnrskyT s analysis differs from the tvro vie was 
descri'bed above for generative phonology through the fact that it 
does not use arc-hiphonemes in the underlying representations of 
vouel harmony. The theoretical framework for this analysis is 
"based on the theory of markedness and it proposes that "dictionary 
representations he fully specified for every phonological feature *
Archiphonemes appear in the form of their fully specified} maximally 
unmarked representatives. .... This means that every root vowel 
is fully specified in the dictionary as a front or hack vouel, 
whereas the variable archiphonemes of the endings (a - a , 0 - 0 ,
u - ii) , whose surface form is always determined hy vowel harmony,

61are represented in the dictionary in their unmarked forms a, o, u." 
One significant fact about the morpheme structure condition approach 
is that unlike the other views mentioned above, it recognises two 
types of harmony (corresponding to the different ways the harmony 
is structured in the language) that can exist in a language, namely, 
the root harmony end the affix harmony. The two types of harmony 
are differently structured in the language in that whereas the root 
harmony is independently motivated, affix harmony, wherever it occurs, 
is usually motivated by the root harmony. Similarly, whereas affix 
morphemes tend to develop alio morphs in such languages as a re.suJi 
of vowel harmony, this is not so with root morphemes.•

Ue shall look at some of the implications involved in the three 
views described above with regard to the underlying representation 
of i/owetharmony in generative phonology.

Tho segmentnl approach treats vouel harmony from tho point of 
view of assimilation, following which the first vowel of the word

6 1. hiparsky, P. 1?68 p. 23.
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is specified fox'1 the hau'monising feature and the vowel harmony rule 
would operate to condition the subsequent vowels in the word into 
harmonic agreement. The serious in plication of this viow is the 
implicit claim that once uc know the harmonic features of the first 
vowel in the word we can predict about the subsecuout vowels in 
that word. However, as Li whiner (Iff) der.ionstrs.ted in his article, 
this is not always possible, and the chances of such predictability 
greatly diminishes as other extra features are introduced into the 
harmony system;, such as in tho 1 angnnges where consonant harmony ■ 
is also involved ( i«e • whore the harmonising features are relevant 
for both tho vowel as well as the consonant segments)* In other 
words, it is not always possible to predict consonant harmony from 
the features of the first vouel of a uord. It should also be noted 
that on the basis of the harmonising features alone, it will not 
be possible in certain contexts in Igbo to predict the phonetic 
realisation of the subsequent vowels in the word from the first 
vowel in that worcU This is often the case where an open vowel 
occurs as a suffix in Igbo5 under each situation we have a sequence 
of two consecutive vowels without an intervening consonant (the 
first vowel in the sequence ending the root morpheme end the second 
vowel in the sequence occurring as an affix that immediately follows 
the root morpheme). In such, situation tiro phonological rules 
would necessarily apply, namely, a, vowel harmony rule and another 
rule which requires the agreement by the second vowel in the sequence 
in terms of tho feature of backness (ice* Q b a c k Q  ), In other 
words, the second vowel in the sequence agreeswith the immediately 
preceding vowol in terms of the feature of backness, "111at is 
important here is that for the operation of this latter rule, it is 
the Q  f bad: \ quality of the first vouel in tho sequence that is 
taken into account, not necessarily the quality of the first vowel 
in the word or for that matter of the other vowels that precede 
this sequence of two consecutive vowels in that word. ’Tramples that 
illustrate this point will be discussed later in more detail; for 
the meantime, however, we shall use the following few words us 
il lustration*
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111 the following words ot ie, aru a, akwpq , °^ni° , eggbuo , as\io ,
e suo etc., where the root morphemes are underlined, the final 
vouels are affixes, an open vowel affix which is-phonetically 
realised as e, a, o or 9 (it is phonetically realised as o 
or 9 when the preceding vouel is s. hack vowel). It Is obvious 
that from the harmonic quality alone of the first vowel In these 
words wo cannot predict the phonetic form of the vowel suffix except 
softer the application of the rule that requires that consecutive 
vowels agree in terms of tho feature of backness.

The phonological rule deviced hy Carrell (197^) to handle vowel 
harmony in Igbo, (the rule is represnted below),

1 ’ —  V[w-> [«’” ] ' l a w
requires a left to right operation. Vowel harmony in Igbo operates 
both progressively as well as rcgressively. Tho above rule hy 
Carrell would not he able to account for the right to left operation 
(i.e. regressive operation) of vouel harmony In Igbo. This point 
also repudiates the claim that it is the first vowel of tho word 
that assimilates the other vowels in the same word, in that as 
Irightnox' had argued, the decision, about what vowel assimilates 
which is purely arbitrary and in the case of Igbo this becomes 
very obvious.

The root mark ex'- approach would be able to handle the progressive 
and the regressive harmony in that the abstract marker aw;.signs the 
same feature to the root and the co-00curring affix(es). Lightner 
(l9o5) however dismisses considerations based on assimilation s.s 
relevant in vowel’ harmony analysis* her Lightner the same 
abstract feature can dominate both the root morpheme and the affixes 
howeverj even though this is possible with the structure of language 
like tho classical Mongolian on which Llghtnor's analysis was based, 
such a claim would bo inappi'opriate for languages like Igbo where 
vow-el harmony can dominate a, v.iio’ie stretch of utterance, which may 
comprise more than one lexical unit. Urthcr-more we would
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disagree with Lightner in dismissing assimilation from vowel harmony, 
in tliat tho treatment of vouel harmony from the point of view of 
abstract root, marker does not necessarily preclude any possibility 
of incorporating other rules uhich would take assimilation into 
account* lybo provides an example of a language with root harmony 
as well as affix harmony, and the affix harmony is basically assimilatory 
by natureo

There are some languages such as Uigur (IT ad ship 1971') > hos
Perce (Zimmer 1967 slot, foot note 13) where the morpheme that
determines the vowel harmoar/ of a word need not be the root. In
Uigur? for instances we have a case where "when an affix ... is
joined to monosyllabic words .... the accent is shifted to the 

62affix*11  ̂ As the following examples will illustrate, in Uigur it 
is the affix that assimilates the root vowel.

bar 1 to go1 her is 1 going1
bar 'to give' berî ; 1 giving1
al ’to take' el in 'to be taken
mal 'cattle' ■ meli 'his cattle'
maj •fat, butter1 me jim 'my butter1
baj 'rich1 - ^be ;i 1 s 1 enrichment1

This runs counter to Lightner's claims*

Out of the three views mentioned above3 the morpheme structure 
approach appears to be the most appropriate both from the point 
of view of how vowel harmony operates and especially from tho point 
of view of how vowel harmony should be represent eel. in the lexicon# 
This approach cleans us, for instance, of the inconsistencies 
that result from the use of ear chi phonemes which both the segmental 
appro aoh and the abstract root marker system propose * Tho morpheme

62. TTadship 1971 j Modern Uigur. Translated into English by I). M.
Segal, Moscow? Izd. Uaulca. p. 53*

63. ibid
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structure approach has other advantages over the other two views;
for insto.noe, it recognises the difference between root harmony
and affix harmony* As Eiparsky (1063;24) remarked, it is not
plausible to derive 'both the root harmony and the affix harmony
hy a single m l  e, he cause they have different sets of
constraint s. Ki par sky thercfoare proposes that "in addition to a
vouel harmony rule, which assimilates affixes to stems, there
(should) he a morpheme structure condition uhicli states that certain

6Avowels cannot co-occur within roots*" ‘

The morpheme structure approach would he ideal for the treatment 
of vouel harmony in Igbo. For a more adequate analysis of Igbo 
vouel harmony ue need to distinguish hetueen the root harmony and 
the affix harmony5 the root harmony characterises a morpheme 
structure condition in the language, hy. which only voxels from a 
given harmonic set can co-occur within a lexical morpheme* The 
affix harmony describes a situation in which the affix vouel is 
assimilated harmonically hy the root vowel.

In the analysis of vouel harmony in Igbo to he presented here, 
ue shall first provide a description of hou vouel harmony operates 
in this language. It is on the hasis of this description that ue 
will he able to m a k e  nny generalisations in the form of rules about 
vouel harmony in the language. Proceding from this general 
descriptive analysis, ue shall go on to examine the different 
views that have heen expressed on vouel harmony in Igbo language* 
Finally, ue shall suggest proposals on hou vouel harmony in this 
language con he conve?iiently handled.

64* Ei par sky ( l$?68ja) ; . "Hou Abstract is Phonology?" M.I.T.
Mimoo. p. 24*
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5.7-3. Tin] DESCRIPTION OF V O m  HARilONY IN IGBO

Vouel harmony is the most widely known aspect of Igbo phonology. 
This is evident from the many references made about Igbo vovjoI 
harmony in van*ions literature on phonology that relate to vouel 
harmony generally or where vouel harmony is discussed for other 
languages. Carnoohan (i960) gave the first systematic analysis 
of vouel harmony in Igbo language. That article together with the 
description given about this phonological phenomenon in the language 
in Ladefoged (196/;) have greatly helped to popularise this aspect 
of Igbo phonology. I.C. hard (1936) and infact all those who 
worked, on Igbo language u sim.l 12/ •• make mention of the vouel harmony 
system in this language. However, the objectives in those works 
have not been to provide what ue may regard as a comprehensive 
analysis of this system in the language. . Both in Oar no cl?, an (i960) 
and in these other works where the vouel harmony system in Igbo has 
been discussed? the description of the vowel harmony system in this 
language is limited., baaed on few samples of words and construction 
from the language5 consequently some of the generalisations .about 
the vowel harmony based, on these data have been not very adequate«, 
The objective of the present part of our analysis ic? as indicated 
earlierj to describe and possibly to review afresh the different- 
ways in which vowel harmony operates in Igbo. This., wo hope:3 will 
enhance any general statements ue shall make about vowel harmony 
in this language.

The Standard dialect of Igbo has 8 phonemic vowels which we 
arrange here into two groups representing the different harmonic 
series that cnist in the languogo.

Set B 
e

Set A
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Diacritical marks aro used to orthographically difforentiatc the 
vowels of one group (TJol A) from their counterparts in the other 
group (Set B). ■

Some dialects of Igbo, suc’i as tho TJkwy.anj. or J£wale dialects, 
the dialect spoken, in the Onitsha town (tfillianson 1966), some 
dialects spoken in the Afikpo province, have, in addition to the 
8 vowels, another vowel / ?  /« In these dialects / £ /  co-occurs 
with the vowels of set A, In the Ivwale dialects and in some of 
the dialects spoken in Afikpo province, where /& / occurs, this 
vowel has very restricted distribution? it occurs only in word- 
initial positions,and where / b /  occurs in these dialects, in the 
Standard dialect /a/ would he used. for example,

in the dialects with / £/ in the Standard dialect

fcka Aka - hand
stvo ' d*f<j - stomach
&ny a Any a - eye
fikwa dlnra - cry etc.

The occurrence * of /£. / in these dialects is limited to only few 
words such as the ones given above, and in the majority of oilier
cases these dialects use /a/ like the Standard dialectc

Tho situation in the Onitsha. town dialect is different, bhereas 
in the Onitsha town dialect Eka, *lyq., ‘inya, ‘fckwa, etc. would
he 1ma.cc.e2rtahlc (those words would be pro 1111 cod with /a/ as in the
Standard dialect), however, in the Onitsha town dialect the use of 
/£ / is more widely distributed than in the other dialects whore 
/ £/ is used. koto, for insiance the use of /£ / in the following 
words in tho Onitsha town dial cot.
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Onitsha to vrn dialect jib and and di al o ct
fv& ife - thing
hv£ bfe (in-re) shirt? dress
ivelt xfele - shame? shames

dvtls. dfele - plate etc.
From the point of view of vowel harmony? tho important thing here 
is that in the dialects that use / £/? this vowel co-occurs v:ith 
the vowels of set A*

In some of the previous studies on Igbo language? hard (1936)?
Funstan (1967) etc,? two types of /c/ sound have "been distinguished 
in tho language? "both represented as J_eJ and |2 ̂  ~1 respectively* 
loth jj3_{ end |2£ _J have heen descrihed as half-open front vowels? 
though i 2. _] tends to he more open them ' |_ej] . hill :'l an son (1 f C 6) 
represents the variety of /e/ that is used in the dialects mentioned 
above as {_£ j ♦ -This is the sound ue represent as / £-/ above*
This sound however is phonetically different from the twme of £,£ 2[ 
sound which hard and Funstan referred to. The sound which Hard 
refers to occurs in all dialects of Igbo including tho Standard 
dialect and in the language it is used as am allophone of /e/? and 
lih.e /c/ it is produced with tho tongue root in advanced position*
The / £ / sound discussed -above is produced, with the tongue root
in retracted, position? and a,s mentioned -earlier? it does not occur 
in all dialects of Igbo. These three varieties of the /e/ sound 
•can he briefly descrihed as follows:;

is a half-open front vowel. It occursi in words like 6fo?
6ho (king;? chief)? hke? enyi etc. This sound is more close
than any variety of Fnglish /e/.

gt 1 Id an allophone cf Qejj and it is ort]vjgraphically written 
as e. It is more open than [_c] . This is the sound referred

to by hard, and Funstan. This sound occurs in words such as ifo?
6k0? 6so? (tooth), ime etc. This sound is close to the Fnglidh
/e/ sound? such in words like wet? set? got? met etc.
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U 1 The main phonetic cliffcrcnoe between C l l  and m
lies in the fa cl that JT ̂  J i;r> produced with the tongue root in
retracted position, whereas in the articulation'of Jf £ J  the 
tongue root is not retracted. This ea,sily explains why £)£ J
co-occurs with tlio vowels of set A.

The occurrence of /£•/ in some dialects of I who and the very 
fact that this vowel occurs in some local dialects within various 
main dialect grovips 0f lybo ( in the Onitsha to vrn dialect within 
the northern group 3 in the Ewale dialects within the he stern group 
and in the Afikpo dialects within the ilastern group) reveals some 
interesting diachronic facets shout the vowel system in this language, 
This vowel, as we indicated earlier, does not occur in the Standard 
dialect,. However, as we mentioned above, the occurrence of /£ / 
has heen reported for the yicv;\iani dialects (Williamson 1968) and 
for the Onitsha, to vrn dialect (Uillianson 1966). This vowel also
occurs in the speech of some students from Afikpo Division, whom
I had tho opportunity to work with at tho University of Ibadan.
This shows that the use of jf j is fairly spread within the main 
dialect groups of Igbo. One obvious conclusion vie can draw from 
this is that the Igbo language at some earlier si age had a 9 vowel 
system, which • is arranged in a more or less symmetric harmonic 
series follows.

Harmonic series A — % i 9 u *
a

Harmonic series B - e i o n
As a result of some rvowel shift* in which / / is lost in some
of the dialects, only 8 of these vowels are retained in these 
dialects includiiig the Standard dialect.

Hit kin this early vowel harmony system (which inclue od all tho 
9 vowels), /a/ wan a neutral vowel. This claim is well Justified, 
by the fact that in the few areas, notably in sorte few examples of 
nominal s. in Igbo, where the present vowel harmony system docrj •not
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aPPly? it is always tho co.se that the only vouel from set A that 
ocon's uith the vouels from set 13 is /a/. For example,

hkpo - the pharynx
olomd ■ — orange
Akpo - name of a to vrn
hclu - in my dialect this means''iincultivuted are
dgadl - old age

. : Adasi — name of a tovm

hjudu - old uidou etc*
The following: words have heen borrowed from other languages into Igbo.

■ Agasi - spoon (borrowed from the Tiers a language)

dkphti - box (horrowed from the Tornba language)

Mote that in these examples of nominals /a/ co'—occurs uith almost 
all the other vowels from set 13 except /e/« That i'Cj there arc 
no examples of nominals that I know of in Igbo where /a/ co-occurs 
with /&/* It appears therefore that- even at this early stage of. 
the language, /a./ and /e/ were harmonically opposed5 they cannot 
co—occur within the same morpheme„ This restriction on the co— 
.occurrence of /a/ and /e/ within the same morpheme has in a sense 
paved the way for the development of the later.vowel harmony set up, 
that is, after / /  luas been lost in some of the dialects* In 
other words, as a result of the loss of /% j in these dialects 
including; the Titan-card dialect, the earlier 9 vouol system was 
reduced to an 3 vowel system which was symmetrically arx'anged with 
respect to vowel harmony; whereby /a/ ceased to bo a neutral vowel 
in the vowel harmony system and became grouped with the vowels of 
set A. Similar diachronic changes in tho vowel systcmr.yvilth tho 
final result of forming a more systematic or symmetrical vowel
harmony system, have been reported for some languages in host Africa
(cf* hi H i  am son 197'% Flu-gbc 1973 .and Hoffmann 1973)*
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5*7.3.1. VOT-JEL HAPIIONY IH LEXICAL I10RPHEI.IE5

As indicated earlier, any realistic analysis of vouel harmony 
in Igbo language uould recognise tuo types of harmony that can 
operate in Igbo uords, namely, tho root (lexical) morpheme 
harmony and tho affix harmony. By the former no mean the type 
of vouel harmony that operates on lexical morphemes in Igbo such 
asr- verb roots, nominals and other lexical morphemes in the language.

The vouel harmony constraints in Igbo reouires that tho vouels 
that occur in a lexical morpheme such as a monomorphemic uord and 
a verb root, be chosen from one and only one harmonic set. That 
is, vouels from across the harmonic sots do not co-occur in the 
samo morphemeo for example,

Voucls from harmonic set A Touels from harmonic set B

dka - hand 6ke - python
dĵ i dissiness 6ju - snail
dkua cry 6kue - tomtom

§ - iroko tree s * *
031 - black (adj.)

ulnryi -- leg ukuu - big, great
ukvm - uaist

ukvry. palm tree nlard ~ cover (n„)

m „ ear hti - oho oh

9C9 - ini au 6 go - height
ŝ. - c; -i -i rV **s:l ■- cook
ku\l - pay lard - speak
dkirifki■V - booh, leaf ekuila jo - rivalry
akvnlkt;h ~ epilepsy dkiiilnru - t allcat ivone c s

6 y re. _ medicine 6gi.fi thorn etco
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Vlith tho exception of very few nominals, some of which have heen 
mentioned earlier, in lybo nouns, verh roots, lexical morphemes 
always have their vowels chosen from only one of the harmonic sets*

v’hen two or more lexical morphemes are joined together to form 
compound words or compound verh stems, vowel harmony does not operate 
across the morpheme boundaries. For ex an ole,

hi alu (bid 4- lu, lit. come-reach) - reach
lcvnjdo (::w\i + do) stand by
gdsu (gd •!■ KV.) cover completely by walking
fdbh (f<$ t bh) - fly into
sunyo ( es\ i  + nye) - buy and give to somebody.

Voido (ltd -i- do) hnocl: onto * etc.

The vouel liar;sony tlxat operates within the lexica,! morpheme
Igbo is independently motivated in the language,, As we indicated
earlier, it functions as a morpheme structure condition in the 
language, which requires that the vowels that occur in a lexical 
morpheme he selected from the same harmonic set®

One aspect in which the lexical morpheme harmony differs from
xhc harmony is that in the lexical morpheme harmony the
harmonic contrasts between the vowels are phonemic. In other uords, 
in such morphemes we can differentiate, minimal pairs of words only 
on the basis of the harmonic contrasts that exist between the vowels 
This is clearly illustrated in the examples given earlier. The 
following pairs of words, for instance, differ only through the

contrast;s of the q 0 S e

hand and 6he - python
Ihwu - leg i) lilUAl - big,groat
f W  ;& - tell i t

g w e grind
sp - say n si eo oh
bll be t t bu carry
74 s era: - jbl 0 for; *so hide
t? uni map t6 - grow etc*
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It is mid or this consideration that ue treat the whole range of 
vowels (i.e. the eight vowels)in Igbo as ea.ch phonemic. We cannot 
say the same thing alxmt these vowels When they occur- in affixes,,, 
because in this co.se those vowels are of-ten in complementary 
distribution as the following description will illustrate.

5.7.3 o 2 c AFFIX K m iOlFC IN IGBO

The vowels of affix os in Igbo agree witlx the root vowels with
respect to the features in harmony» A'Ifi-- harmony in the 'language 
is mainly axsir.ilatory by nature. With regard to tho affix harnon 
Igbo has both progressive and regressive harmony assimilation. The 
prefir.es are characterised by regressive harmony assimilation and! 
the suffixes by progressive harmony assimilation. The following 
examples illustrate affix harmony in Igbo.

(i) Infinitive prefix (i/i)
The infinitive prefix in Igbo is a, close front vowel which is
phonetically realised as either i or i depending on tho harmoni
quality of the root vowel. For example,

five prefix verb root

I Ixtu — -> xkwu - to spent:

I kvru — *> Jkvju - to pay
I si —> isi ~ to cook
I oT4 1 si - to say
I sd — f - to wash
I si. isl to draw
I GO — > n. so - to follow

I iso - to fear
TJ. ' bh «_p j*r on to eni cr
3: bl ibl - to crab
i H ibu - to be
i Ini i’i »u - to carry
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(ii) Bound pronominal morphemes.
Igbo has It jo types of pronominal morphemes in the singular? one type 
is the'free’ pronominal morphemes such as m\i !T 1 , g:f. - ’ you! (sing 
yd - 'he/she/it'. These exist as independent words and can occur 
cither before 'or after the verb. They can be used as the subject 
or object of the verb. For example,

gw& my. - tell me
nyd ya - give him/her/it
dnyl siri g£ - we told you (sing.)
n\i mbre yd - I did it
yd ny&re my - he gave me
g:[. gwara, yd - you (sing.) told him/her, etc,

The second type of singular pronoun in Igbo is the bound pronoun.
The term bound is used to describe the syntactic behaviour of 
these pronominal forms in Igbo, For instance, these pronouns 
cannot occur independently of tho verb they are used villi and 
the syntactic positions of these pronominal forms are fixed, not 
froo or flexible as the ones described above, Tho bound pronouns 
always precede the verb in the sentence, and when they are used, 
they occur always as the subject of the verb. However, what is more 
important to our analysts, with respect to the harmonic behaviour 
of the bound pronouns, is the fact that they behave libc vowel 
prefixes, ayreeing to the harmonic euad.itv of the vowel of the 
root morpheme. The following are the

i/ i 2nd person

% 3rd porson
e/a, indofinito
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Tho bound pronominal morphemes conform to vowel harmony hy assimilating
to the harmonic ouality of the verh. For example.

1 slri - you (sings) cooked
f oiri» o # yon (sing.) said
o sxri - lie/she cooked
6 slri -c « « he/she s&t.d
6 slri - 

. & slr̂ . -
it- was cooked , somebody cooked 
it was so id, somebody said

1 kviuru - you (sin.".) spoke, you s.at.tf.
- J kvniru you (siny.) paid
f bu . - you (siii{>) carry

i you (siny.) are
6 s&re he/she drew
6 sir a ~ he/she uashed
6 sere - 
d car a

somebody drew 
somebody washed

6 I a ,h. xii - 
d kwrnru

somebo dy spoke/s<sid
is was paid, somebody paid etc.

(iii) Performative prcfi:■ (a/e)
The performative prefix in 
X'ealisci as either a or 
of the root vouel* For era

lybo is an open vowel which is phonoti 
e, depending on the harmonic quality 
mpl e,

lid nh f̂rard they are speaking/saying
lid na dlcird ~ they are payiny
lid hlcwLiola
hd dlam.9 la th

tlioy have spoken/said 
ey liavo paid

Ike Ch hpi Iko will cool:
Xko ph hpi Ike wall say etc.

The performative prefir is underlined in tho owanples.
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(iv) Agentive noun prefix (o/o)

Agentive nounc are formed in Igbo uith an open hack vouel prefix 
uh-ich is phonetically realised as either o or 9 5 for animate
nouns 5 a.nd with a syllabic, nasal prefix , n or m5 for inanimate
nouns. \le are concerned uith the agentive noun forms for the 
animate nouns. The following examples will illustrate the harmonic 
agreement of the open hack vowel prefix of the agentAve nouns with
the vowel of the verh from which the agentive noun is formed. In
the examples tho agentive noun prefix is underlined.

j),gba 9Dg - a runner (of run)
ok.wu ugwo - a payer (of debt)

okwu okwu - a, speaker (of speech)

o_ei nri - a cooker (of fool)

of.-1 asl - 0. lier (a toller of lies)

jpga or.i - "a go or of message"

obi hd\i — " a liver of life" i.e. one who
enfulges in pleasure. etc,

(v) Verbal noun prefix

Verbal nouns are formed in igbo through the prefix 0/9 and 
duplication of the root morpheme. The. vowel prefix agrees harmonic 
with the vowel of the verb root from which the verbal noun is formed 
For cosample j

verb root vc:rbsl noun-

kwh okuhkvru
InnA 9kvra3cu.nl

 ̂  ̂ «* •SI OCXSI
f* •r.m_ 9 s.p sp

,,A O " ’X f '3.

go o gxgo
bil obuhu
bg olhbu
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(vi) Tho -"ra" suffix morphemes

This suffix morpheme vrhich has attracted more attention than any 
other suffix in I mho grammar, is used to express tlneee different 
morphological functions in the hacuage. It is used as the past 
tense morpheme5 it is vised to express tho dative case and it is . 
used for forming the imperative of stative verbs. Of the three 
grammatical functions this suffix expresses, only the past tense form 
is usually mentioned. The past tense ~ra suffix was discussed 
in Cnxnochan (i960), in Green and I {pro (19^3) and also mentioned 
in Aoki (llc3) cud in other places. Beca.use of the considerable 
attention riven to this suffix morpheme and the different opinions 
that have been expressed about the !,*~ra" .suffix, T.:e shall not only 
describe here lion this morpheme behaves when it occurs uith the verb 
root, but also later ue shell try to re analyse this suffix in the 
light of v;h.at has been said about it and the evidence from our 
doscription.

(a) Tho suffix morpheme indlcaling past tense,.

This suffix morpheme, usually represented as ’'-.red1 suffix, is not 
written or pronounced as "ra" in all cases5 it only appears as "rn!I 
when the co—occurring root morpheme .end iltli. Sls,n , as the f ollouing 
examples will show.

ghra went
gbre - listened

g6ro bought

39 r9 denied

slri - cooked

sir I said

la rhru spoke, s
kviiru n a i dO <9

bhru - carried
unshod etc.
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(b) The ,,->ra" suffix morpheme indicating dative case.

j. Ii.:u 

par. 
For

> suffix morpheme behaves exactly like that used, to express the 
; tensOj i„eB with respect to the verb root it is used v:ith, 
cxamnle,

xgara 
£ sfri 
is&re
p**1 c* •»'» oJL, O C r V . l  V_4J «

ikwviru

iiamru
xyoro
xkoro

- t’o go for somebody/on somebody1s behalf 

to cook for someone

- to draw for somebody

- to wash for someone 

to spc-ai: fo?r someone

to pay for someone / on someone1s beha11

- to buy for someone

- to narrate to someone etc*

(c) fPhe ,T~ra” suffix morpheme indicating the imperative form 
for stative verbs,

rfhe stative verbs in Igbo, i.e. verbs that express .actions vrhich 
shorn' permanent state, and/or the verbs that express progressive 
untcr'iinator action, form thier imperative differently from the 
other verbs, fuch verbs (tho si alive verbs) from their inT>orative 
with the !1-ran suffix, which boh.ayes exactly like the other u-ra" 
suffixes described above. For example,

bir£ 6be a - dwell hero (from tho verb £bi - to dwell

nprg 6bc 1, - stay’hero (from tho verb fno - to stay)

lur̂ rii dbc h - stand here (from the verb '.para - to stand

dlr:t - be! (from tho verb fdj - to bo) 

lrj.ru 6‘zb ~ be the king/chief (from the verb p)\i - to be)

ouru ya pyo - lose” hin/hcr aisiy (from tho verb ilk- to
lead) etc.
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One general observation uo can make about the behaviour of the 
"--raf cnff ire morpheme is that the vouel of this morpheme chi: ay a 
repeats the vouel that precedes it.

(vii) The perfect tense suffix morpheme (~la/-le)
The vowol of this cvvffix morpheme harmonises with the vouel of the 
root morp]ieme even though in the orthography this suffix morpheme 
is written as ~la in all ca.se s 0 In the examples below this morpheme 
is written as it is pronounced with the verbs it occurs with.

ctgdal 8/ - has gone
bgeSle, - has listened to
bsiele - has cooked
ciohiala.* - _ has ruled, has gathered
fetdole — has grown
hk.6 o 1 a• o - has narrated
tfcuuolo ~ has spoken s has s.cn'.d
akvrdo 1 aO ft -- has paid etc.

(viii) The ***wa/-we suffix morpheme
iOien this suffix morpheme occurs with the verb it expresses an 
inceptive and continuative state of an action. The vovrel of th.e 
suffix morpheme agrees hai’monica.lly with the vouel of the vcr root, 
For example?

gdua st art s to .and continues to go/walk
gbu6 - starts to end continues to listen
sdun - starts to end continues to wasa
si we - starts t o end co nt inue s to cook
chiua st art s and contd -mcs to nil o
to we - starts and continues to grow
ktSua starts and continues to narrate
kwdve set art n and contirsies to speak
kvnn-ro. st art s and continues to ryry etc.
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(ix) 'The -ta/~te suffix morpheme.
flic ir.cs.uinf; which this suffix has when it occurs xritli vcrhs lias 
heen variously interpreted 'by some authors (cf# Welmers 1^707 
Uillix.ison 197?-) as indicating an action performed toward the 
speaker and/or- indicating; an action performed -for the interest of- 
the speaker# ’Then this morpheme occurs with a verb of motion, 
it usually implies an oration performed towa.rds the speaker# For 
example, "both bhnyd and bhtd mean fenter5 (the typo of reply 
that would he given to somebody knocking at the door)* However, 
the former- is only acceptable if the action is not directed towards 
the speaker, such asp if the speaker is standing outside the room 
into which the door lends; pad for the latter, hata, to he acceptable 
the action should he directed towards the speaker, i,e# the speaker 
must he inside the room/house the door leads into# blien ’this suffix 
morpheme occurs with verbs other than verbs of motion, it indicates 
a rresuitstive action' by the verb* for example,

nruta - acquire (children) threough birth
mhti - acquire through learning
sdta - acouire through buying
nweto - acquire, possess, m m
gbute - acquire through killing (e*g. hunting)
site - acquire through cooking
sdta - acquire through washing etc.

As can be seen from the above examples, the vowel of this suufix 
morpheme agrees harmonically with the vowel of the verb root.

(x) The imperative suffix morphemes*
To form the imperative of verbs in the singular in Igb-o, an open

W ̂ • C e > *vowel suffix is used ' ' is phonetically realized. as ; inker a, ©, 
o or 9 depending, first on. the quality of the root vowel with 
respect to the feature of hackncss a;id secondly,with respect to 
the harmonic quality of the root vowol* For the formation of the
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plurals of 'the inoperative of those verbs, the- morpheme -:m/-3i\Lj 
the vouel of uhich p/ t g o s  harmonically uith the verli, is added to 
the imperative singular forms of these verbc-i For eranplej

verb root imperative sin.' imperative plural
gd - go , vnlk gbd gddnh
fvt̂ - wash. .Scld oddnp.
gb - listen gb6 gbenii
sb - draw sbe sbcnu
td chen tad tb/inii*
U - scrub? smear tbd lb end
s:l - cook sid si dim
t-I - beat 116 tidnii
rii “ climb r 1 d r^anu
ohi gather-p rule chid chidnii
to
to

grow 
prai eg

too (loo)
1 s •“‘COO

■fcbonti C+*ni<)
todiiii

t? ~ um rra;o 'b99 tocerp
k6 narrate ho o ico o mi
gbit - kill gbuo gbur'im
lard
su - s p e a1 ■; (1 an go. are )

I ■K Akmio
r;no

la aid nil 
fju<jnh.

hud — o r,?r•i *j kinio /nry.̂ np. etc

Fhe ncgative cuffin moi•phene,
hogalion is formed in Igboverbs through tie cuff ire morpheme ~ghi/->gh:j. 
the vouel of uirich agrees uith the harmonic oiiality of root vouel u 
For e:;r;oplGj

() gdghl - hc/she didn't go
6 gdgki - ho/shc didn't listen to
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%9 sAgl4 - he/sho didn't xash
6 seghi -■ he/she didn’t draw
b sight - he/she didn't cool:
&■ - he/she didn’t say
b kmughi - he/she didn ’ t sp e ale/say
b la.ni.gh'j. “ lie/she didn’t pay etc.

The —kxna (, -la “a ) /--kxd e (-) a.;e) suffix morpheme(xii)
This suffix morpheme is used do express warning or polite command,
lienee xe can call it 
of this morpheme agrees 
For example}

’admonitory1 suffix morpheme. The voxel
w t* fchthe harmonic quality of the root voxel

ghkx&a. - he sure you went to
g&kxde he sure you listen to
sikxee - he sure you cooked
rikr/da«

- he sure you climhed.
tokxde - ho sure you praise
t^kxdu - he sure you unwrap
kT. mkxd e - he sure you specie/ say
kxukw&a - he sure you 'oavA 0

Ihkxdc - he sure you reach
hhkxa« - he sure you see .

gxMcwd - he sure you tell
♦ A ̂ ■£yukxu - he sure you refuse etc.

very few affixes in 3-i'ho (usually certain suffix
morphemes that indicate aspects of the action of the verb, such 
as those described above) uhich do not conform to vouel harmony. 
That is, the voxels of those affix morphemes do not agree with 
the harmonic quality of the root morpheme, xben such harmonic 
quality is different from that of the affix morpheme* I !:nox
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of only two of such affix morphemes in Igloo, namely, the -cha 
suffix morpheme and the —kwu suffix morpheme expressing
completive aspect and the repetitive aspect respectively.

(xiii) The completive aspect suffix morpheme (-cha ).

The completive aspect is formed' in Igloo with the suffix morpheme 
—chd (“■*clida) * This-morpheme expresses the completed state of
an action* For example,

Igacha - to finish going
isbcha to finish drawing
Ikwucha. - to finish speakin;
ikwucha• p - to finish paying
Isicha - to finish cooking
it'd cha - to f ini sh growing
£ri cha, - to finish eating,
imeclia - to finish doing em c *

(xiv) The repetitive aspect suffix morpheme (—kwa)
iJlien this suffix morpheme occurs with the verb it shows the 
repetition of an action. For example,

igakwa 
Igekvn 
£ sikwa

ro go again
to listen to spmething once more
to cook again, to warm after having heen 
cooked.

flnmkwa - to speak/ say once more
Iniekwa - to do again, to repair etc.

It is evident from the exan-ples that the vowels, of these two uffi 
morphemes do not conform to vowel harmony* As we siat on above, 
affix morphemes that behave like this are very few in the language; 
in the majority of cases those affixes conform to vowel harmony bp 
assinilating to the harmonic quality of '{'■he verb root!
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Hie number of harmonising, affixes described above cannot he 
regarded as exhaustive wi-th respect to such affixes that occur 
with Igbo veubs, through the list of affixes described above includes 
the greater part of the affixes that have been described or used 
in some Igbo .grammar boohs. As we mentioned earlier, Igbo verbs 
use a lot of affixes, the majority.of which has not been successfully 
described in any Igbo grammar booh. To the native speakef of the.
language, these affixes and their grammatical functions are 
psychologically real; to the linguist, who strives to categorize 
these affixes in terms of the conventional notions in morphology, 
it is, however, often difficult to find adequate terminologies to 
describe the functions these affixes fulfil in the language, host 
of the Igbo grammarians had their basic training 011 English morpholo 
and some of the affixes we encounter in Igbo often have no eo nival cut 
in English grammar at leant in the sense that most of the concepts 
are not expressed through affixes in the English language® A little 
illustration with sentences that express command of some sort in

. be appro pri at e. Eo r ex;ms pl:e,

(a) giii db-i a “ go to market (in the singular)
(■b) ghinh ahxa u it t! (in the plural)

(0) ghkvjda, all a, — be sure you ( sing]> go to market,

(a) gMmraan*^ ah pa - it tt tt (pi.) tt it tt

(e) ghdnu ahia -0 0 do to market now (pin blie sing.)

(f) gaa;nbi\i ahia - tt it it it (in the plural),

The (a) and (b) sentences express simple command, usually expressed 
in English through the imperative form. TIuC (c) - (f) sentences 
express polite command or request by the speaker, but the two 
pairs of sentences show7 the different contexts under which the 
request is made, each pair showing’ the singular and the plural 
forms, -and all those expressed through different affixes,
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'Ph.e majority of affixes in Igbo conform to vowel harmony, 
assimilating; to the harmonic quality of the root morpheme. From 
the examples of affix harmony illustrated above we can see that 
this type of vov:el harmony in 1 gbo can .operate "both progressively 
and regress!vely; progressively, with respect to suffix harmony and 
regressively with respect to prefix harmony and the nature of the 
harmony is mainly assimilatory, Furthermore, from the discussions 
given above along vrith the illustrative examples, with particular 
reference to the examples in (x) s.bove, we can sec that when two 
consecutive vowels occur in affix harmony wi-thin a word, other 
form of feature agreement between the contiguous vowels is required 
in addition to the feat'ures generally associated with vowel harmony 
in Igbo, For instance, we can see that in this case the contiguous 
vowels, apart from the vowel harmony features, also agree with 
respect to tho feature of backnesc. Finally, from the discussions 
given above together with the supporting examples, we- can see that 
the type of harmony that operates in the n—ra" suffix morphemes 
is very different from what we have generally associated with vowel 
harmony in this language.

5*7*3-3. SOMB Vlff./S Oil TIFF OPFRAIIQ:; OF TOF3DL TilRh'OiTY II! IGBO

Before going on to discuss the phonological rules that will bo
required to account for the vowel harmony in Igbo, we shall first 
discuss some of the views that ha.vo been expressed regarding the 
operation of the vowel harmony in this language, lie are not concern 
here with every available view -that has been expressed about vowel 
harmony in Igbo, host of the more relevant views on this regard
are discussed or commented on in the course of this work, he rue
rather concerned with those views which make claims that arc 
inconsistent with tho operation of vowel !iarmonr in Igboe In some 
of tho works where Igbo vowel harmony has been discussed or where 
mention has been made about Igbo vowel harmony, certain views have 
been expressed and some of the views make claims that are not 
consistent with or accurate about the operation of the vowel harmony 
in Igbo. Two of such views will be discus; ob hero.
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0♦ nh bd6
*

9 nh hgh

9 nh fesi
*

9 nh fekwu

+

9 gh bde
*0• gh hgh
V*

9 gh hsi

0• gh bkwd

(i) Carrell (1970 • 115) claims that "the auxiliary in Igbo (i.e. 
*the na and morphemes) are governed by "the vowel harmony", lie 
find this claim to be inaccurate. The fact is, whenever these
morphemes, which function as auxiliary verbs in Igbo, occur with
the verb, as in the folloviing examplesi

- he is writing, he writes
- he is going
- he is cooking
- he is speaking,./saying etc.

- he will write
- he will go
- he will cook
- he will speak / say etc.

a situation is created which requires the operation of the vowel 
assimilation rule. Vowel assimilation in Igbo is described in 
5.4*2. above. Through the operation of the vowel assimilation rule 
the above examples are phonetically realised as follows!

<$ nh fed<§ £ o n&edd 3
$ nh hgh £ ? nhaga 3
$ nh bsi £ nfeesi £
6 nh fekwd £ sn&ekwuj
6 gh hd£ £ 0 g&edd J
§ gh hgh £  jghagh  £f

gh heS. £ pgfeesij

6 gh fclcwd £ jpg&ekwdQ
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This obviously is not a vowel harmony process in the way we know 
•this phonological process to operate in the language. Rather thus 
is a case of vowel assimilation similar to the ones discussed earlier 
in this work. One strong proof that shows that the auxiliary verbs 
discussed above do not harmonize with the verb they occur with is 
the fact that the bound pronouns, such as ih the examples above, 
are always a, or 9 irrespective of the vowel assimilation
that results. In other words, if the auxiliary morpheme were to 
harmonize with the root morpheme, then the bound pronouns would 
automatically harmonize as well with the auxiliary morpheme.

(ii) As we mentioned earlier, Aoki (1968) claims that the "-ra" 
suufix form in Igbo represents a total harmony, i.e. he considers 
this as a case of vowel harmony. Aoki made this observation by 
inference from Garnochan (i960), where the -ra suffix was treated 
as an instance of vowel harmony in Igbo. In the discussions given 
both in 4 *3 •2. and in (vi) above, we can get a clear picture of 
how this suffix morpheme behaves whenever it occurs with the verb 
root. In other words, the vowel of this suffix always copies the 
vowel that precedes it in the structure. Although Garnochan (i960) 
and later Aoki (1968) considered this phenomenon as an instance 
of vowel harmony, it appears however that these "-ra" suffix forms 
represent a phonological process that Is much more than just a vowel 
harmony," especially in the context of Igbo language* The phonological 
process portrayed by these suffix forms differs generally from the 
phonological process where the harmonizing vowels in Igbo agree with 
respect to a given feature; rather in case of the -ra suffix forms 
we have a process whereby a vowel completely copies all the qualities 
of another vowel.

The process illustrated by the examples of the -ra suffix 
morphemes represents a part of a more general phonological process 
that expresses- one kind of morpheme structure condition in the 
language. We shall describe the phonological process that characte
rizes this morpheme structure condition as * final vowel echo*. This 
is the condition whereby the final vowel of a morpheme, usually a 
word, trie; to echo the vowel that precedes it in the structure, or
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stated, otherwise, the final vowel repeats the vowel that precedes 
it in the structure. A casual glance at the structure of lexical 
morphemes in Igbo will easily reveal this. Some final vowels in 
some lexical morphemes may not echo or repeat the vowels that 
preaedo them "but in the majority of cases in Igbo this echo is 
evident. Compare, for instance, the following nouns with VCV 
structure.

dlca - hand
isi - head
£mi - nose
Anya - eye
dze - tooth
cikpa ~ bag
Agba - jaw
dm a - compound
dmd - children
nwdth - child
dkwy. - leg
dkwii - wai st

- king, chief
ed& ~ oocoyam
add - daughter

A good deal of bisyllabic words in Igbo are structured this way. 
This cannot be a mere chance or coincidence in the phonology of 
this language. Notice that there are no nouns in Igbo as

Shemu 
*-emi 
* emo
jjr orai etc.
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Such words would he possible in Igbo if only the first vowel 1b 
a prefix such as in the verbs.

It would be obviously wrong to assume that all final vowels of 
every word in the language echoes the preceding vowel, even in the 
words with VCV structure; all we can say with some degree of certainty 
is that thife happens in a great number of words in Igbo, especially 
in nouns with VCV structure. It would also be important to note 
that in nearly all the nouns I can think of in this language (that 
is, making room for some few exceptions), in which the final consonant 
segment is a liquid, notably /r/ or /l/, which is followed by a vowel, 
the final vowel.' in these nouns often copies or repeats the vowel 
that precedes in the structure.. Compare the following nouns
in Igbo.

hkara (pronounced dkala by some speakers)- ’bean oake1
dkkra ( " dkdla " " " )- ’line’
ng&rd ( ” ng&ld " H " ) - ’pride*
dgbdra ( ” dgbdla " " ” ) - ’bad spirit*
dbiri - age group
ifimiri ■ - water
febdrk - mercy

<5bere - small
Ihere - shame, shyness
felcpere - prayer
bbara - blood•

driri - millipede,
dra - madness
drd - breast
dmara - kindness
dgdlaba - branch
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art ery 
weaver bird 
elephant grass 
bamboo 
rail
smoke, tobacco 
brain 
sheep 
seed
valley , enclosure 
underneath etc.

The phonological shapes of the vowels that occur after r or 1 
in the above nouns are identical with the cases where r is the 
consonant segment of an affix. This helps to confirm the fact 
that ifhat has been observed about the behaviour of the vowel of 
this suffix morpheme is not an isolated case in the phonology of 
this language, and also about the fact that the type of vowel echo 
that is manifested in these cases is,as we observed earlier, a 
phenomenon much more than vowel harmony- which operates in this 
language.

This process of echo which these final vowels manifest has never 
been considered as such in any previous study of Igbo .phonology. 
However, such a phonological phenomenon is as important as the vowel 
assimilation, or the vowel harmony which have been distinguished 
and described in this language. The process which we define here 
as 'final vowel echo' should be treated separate from vowel harmony 
in that the two processes are quite different in the phonology of 
this language. The vowel harmony in this language, to reiterate, 
has been treated from the point of view of agreement of the vowels 
within or across the morpheme with respect to a given phonetic feature. 
In other words, vowel harmony in Igbo has never been the case whereby

dkwar&
clh^&ra
hchara
$f$r9
dkporo
&nw^r^.
hb$rijL
dt̂ r̂ i

ifikpuru
hgwuru
bkpurh
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one vowel completely assimilates to the qualities of another vowel; 
the vowels that enter into harmony maintain each its own quality 
except for the feature in^the vowels agree.

The process described, above as final vowel echo will be represented 
by the feature Jjl - echo Like the lexical morpheme harmony,
final vowel echo is a morpheme structure condition in Igbo. We shall 
represent this morpheme structure condition as follows:

MSG 30, if: X V r V
*

then: £+ ocho^]
This MSC states that when the final consonant of a word is r 
and is followed by a vowel, that vowel is marked for the feature 
of 'echo*.

6 5, This feature, Q  - echo 3  ? was used by P. Garrell (1970-) 
to describe tone sequence In Igbo. This feature is used here in 
the sense illustrated in the discussions given' above, namely, in 

the sense of complete vowel quality copying.



5-7*3.4« TII3 PHONDTIC DUSCItlPTIOIT OF VOURL 11 ARI D  RY

Different opinions }nave boon o-qvrcrjsed regarding tho phonetic 
criteria on which the vouel harmonic nor ion in Igbo arc to he 
di st inguished.

Cr.rnocVi.an (ifoO) considers these phonetic criteria to consist 
of the different displacements of the tongue height* According 
to this vieu, the series e, i? o, u, .are characterised by 
the Raised state of the tongue height and the corn ter parts a, i , 
o ? y.? are produced in the Lowered state of tho tongue height, 
in other uordSj. tho vouel harmony in I mho is accounted for through 
the features of Raised and Levered uith respect to tongue height, 
host of the. other uriteus on vowel harmony in Imho have adopted 
the same view as Car nochan.

Itis vieu runs into some difficulties in that considerations 
ha.sed on tongue height alone arc more or loss relative and there 
are hound to he so,me cases of overlapping along this parameter.
For instance, as ve have indicated above, Lei , which is an 
alio phone of [_e_[ in Igbo, does not differ from /£ / in terms 
of tongue height even though these two vowels are harmonically 
opposed in the language, Tho tongue height alone (i0e. the 
Raised and the Lowered positions .of the tongue height) cannot 
constitute a. reliable parameter for distinguishing the two harmonic 
series of Igbo vowels, Using the features £  - Raised , which

r- +the tongue height criteria, entail, along uith the features - hi.r
uhich also is the logical and conventional implication of the 
tongue height criteria, ue can briefly represent Igbo vowels in 
the fo110 vi ng way*

-I- Raised t  ̂ - Raised
■!- high u

*1- Raised

u
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From the above diagram it can be seen that vowels which are £+ higb]] 
can be Q-t* Raised | as well as L- .Radsod] , and. vowels which are 
Q- high]] can be 0  Raised]] as wTcll as 0" Raised]] . This shows
that the features of j]l Raised]] and 0" Raised]] do not correspond 
to the conventions,! tongue height features through, vrhich vowels are 
graded into High, Hid and Low. This also shows some inconsistency 
in feature labeling since the same segment vrhich is []+ high]] can 
also be ]]- Raised]] , and a segment vrhich is [”-* high]] can also 
be Qi* Raised]] and the incompatibility of such features becomes 
obvious when wc realise that both „ the. features [] ~ high]] and
i— + -iL  “* Raised ]] are each based on tongue height. For these reasons 
therefore the features Raised and Lowered cannot be taken as 
adequate and reliable parameters for the phonetic differentiation 
of the vowels in different harmonic sets in Igbo.

In the study carried out by Ladefoged (1964) ho made some tracings 
from cinc-radiology films showing the actual positions of the tongue 
during the articulation of these Igbo vowels that’ exist in harmonic, 
contrasts. These tracings which were mentioned and have been discussed 
in chapter 1, are represented below.
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Prom the eg tracings Lad.0x0.5ed was able to provide what wo can 
consider as a more appropriate phonetic parameter for distingu ishine 
the vowels of different harmonic groups in Igbo language. Those 
vowels differ principally through the phonetic property of the 
displacements in the tongue root position during articulotions 
of the vowels. The role of the tongue root position in the 
vocalic alternations involved in vowel harmony can he briefly 
summarised thus? during the production of the vowels of one harmonic 
set, the tongue root is pushed forward, thereby widening the lower 
pharyngeal cavity. The vowels produced in this manner are usually 
referred to' as vowels with advanced tongue root (henceforth ATP.).
In the production of the vowels of the other harmonic set, such 
advancing or pushing forward of the tongue root is not present, 
rather the tongue root is actively retracted towards the pharyngeal 
cavity thereby causing the pharyngeal cavity to be narrowed. This 
state of the tongue root is usually referred to as retracted tongue 
root, and the vowels produced in this manner are referred to as 
vowels with retracted 03? nonadvanced tongue root, represented as 
fh-ATir] , • hollowing this we shall associate the vowels of the 
harmonic set A in Igbo, namely, a i o u, which are produced 
with the retracted position, of the tongue root, with the feature 
specification of [I- ATh J  , cud the vowels of the harmonic set B, 
which are produced with the advanced state of the tongue root, with 
the feature specification of [yi- ATP. „

6^. Stewart 1967. The tongue root analysis has been used for 
describing: tho vowel harmony system of some host African languages 
such as tho Ahan language (ftowart 1967)*
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5*7.3*5* THK VOWEL HARMONY RULES

Phonological rules usually operate within certain grammatical 
boundaries, such as the syllable, morpheme, word or phrase boundaries. 
Sometimes it could be the case that pertain phonological rules do 
not have any systematic boundary within which they operate. Suoh 
rules are, however, very rare in any language due to the very fact 
that the operation of phonological rules is in effect motivated by 
the grammatical relationships that exist between members of certain 
categories in the grammar, such as between contiguous syllables, 
between the- syllable and the morpheme etc.

The operation of vowel harmony in. Igbo is constrained by the 
existence of a lexical morpheme boundary or word boundary. In other 
words, ‘the vowel harmony can operate in this language within a lexical 
morpheme, or a lexical morpheme plus affix. Hyman (19751235) made 
a very useful observation about the operation, of the vowel harmony 
rules in Igbo, that is, with respect to the grammatical boundary 
within which the vowel harmony operates in the language. He observed 
that vowel harmony can be blocked by a strong grammatical boundary.
He noted, for instance, that the underlying boundary in /g& fb / 

(i.e. what we treat here as strong lexical morpheme boundary) blocks 
the application of vowel harmony. As the boundary weakens, Hyman 
remarked, vowel harmony may be able to penetrate it. Thus, some 
speakers pronounce /b u ^  t&/ as Q  butd 3, (breaking the vowel 
harmony), while other speakers pronounce it as £  butd ^ • In the/fry
latter case, a boundary has weakened to ' This observation
about different speakers pronouncing the same word with or without 
vowel harmony, depending on the typo of boundary the speaker 
associates with the morphemes, gives us a great deal of insight 
into the operation or the application of the vowel harmony rule in 
Igbo. As a further illustration of what is implied in the observation 
made above by Hyman, we would like to look at these few oases*
These cases, I hope, will give us a better understanding of the 
point raised by Hyman's remarks above.

67. Hyman, L. 1975* Phonology : theory and analysis, p* 235*



Nye and yi are lexical morphemes in Igbo, and both can he used 
with other verb roots to form compound verbs. When these two 
morphemes occur in isolation, as verb roots, they have different 
meanings but when they are used with other verb roots they have 
the same meaning, and in this soniae they can be treated as allomorphs. 
This is illustrated in the following examples.

enter info

sweep into

gather into 

pay into 

cut/slice and give someone

buy and give someone etc.

In these examples, nye does not conform to vowel harmony while 
yi does (by assimilating to the harmonic qualities of the verb 
root it occurs with). When used as in the above contexts, with 
the meanings implied in the compound verb forms, nyd can occur 
as an independent verb root, but yi cannot. In the examples 
above, there is a strong internal stem boundary between nye and 
the verb root it occurs with, just as this is the case when two 
independent verb roots(lexical morphemes) are used together.
However, this strong lexical morpheme boundary weakens when yi 
occurs with the verb roots, hence the vowel harmony could penetrate. 
In other words, yi/y$ in this ca,se is conceived by the speaker as 
an affix whereas nye is not.

b&ny&
bciyi

Ehnyd
ahyj

kpdnye 
kpdyi

kwunye
kwuyi

bhnye
bbyi

gdnye
gdyi
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In certain cases the vowel harmony may he seen to operate across 
word boundary in Igbo. 'Phis could obtain when certain pronominal 
forms occur vith the verb. Examples of bound pronouns have been 
discussed above, and we have seen that these pronominal forms 
harmonize with- the verbs they occur with. Another example 
would involve the third person singular pronoun, yd, which as we 
stated above is a free pronoun. With yd occurring after the 
verb, sometimes this pronoun harmonizes with the verb. For example,

gwd ya - tell him
s£ ya - tell him
kwud ya - pay him, pay it
kwftd ye » say it
nyd ye - give him, give it
sid ye ~ cook it etc.

The harmony by the yd pronoun usually occurs in unguarded or 
colloquial speech form. In what we may call conscious, guarded 
or Standard speech form, the yd pronoun does not harmonize with 
the verb. Thus, unlike the harmony by the bound pronouns, the 
harmony by the yd pronoun is not reflected in the orthography.
When the yd pronoun occurs before the verb it does not harmonize.

One implication these examples coupled with the observation 
mado by Hyman have for the operation of the vov/el harmony rule in 
Igbo is that the decision whether to harmonize a segment that occurs 
with the verb roof, or not, depends on the type of boundary the speaker 
associates with the morphemes in the construction. That is, when 
the segment is associated with a weak grammatical boundary, the speaker 
tends to harmonize that segment with the verb root, but when he 
associates a strong grammatical boundary (or what we may call word 
structure boundary) with the morphemes in the construction, he tends 
not to harmonize the morphemes. The harmonization of the bound 
pronoun and especially the yd pronoun can be seen in this respect.
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With regard to the "bound pronouns, we have already explained that 
they behave, and are treated like any ordinary vowel prefixes in 
Igbo*

What has been highlighted by these facts is very important for 
the statement of phonological rules with respect to grammatical 
boundaries relevant to the operation (application) of these rules, 
not only for the Igbo language but, I beleive, for other languages*
In other words, for the statement of certain phonological rules, 
a boundary adjustment rule is required. Such a rule would be able 
to adjust the grammatical boundaries relevant to the operation and/or 
application of the phonological rules. Apart from the cases discussed 
above, there are other evidence in the language to support the . 
introduction of such a rule in the phonology. For instance, we 
have discussed above, those cases where in a sequence of two consecutive 
vowels within a morpheme in Igbo, whereby the first vowel in such a 
sequence is usually a dose vowel, and where sometimes a rule applies 
that reduces the close vowel to a nonsyllabic segment thereby making 
it possible for another rule to diphthongize the vowels in the 
sequence. On the other hand, sometimes these rules are blocked 
in an identical sequence of vowels. The blocking of these rules., 
we should remember, depends on the type of grammatical boundary that 
exists between the two vowels, which in this case is marked by the 
occurrence of unidentical tones on the vowels. The application 
of certain tone rules in Igbo, as we shall see later, requires 
some boundary statements. Very often the boundary statement relevant 
for certain rules are given by stating the environments required 
for the application of the rules. However, in some particular cases 
the grammatical boundary within which a rule should apply can bo 
subject’ to modifications which may result into either the strengthening 
or the weakening of the grammatical boundary, and it is in the 
cases like this that a boundary adjustment rule would be required.
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In the previous analyses of Igbo vowel harmony, certain phonological 
rules have been proposed to account for the voî el harmony. In 
Garnochan (i960) the following phonological formula was used to 
account for the vowel harmony.

L/R £ (A)y/M (GV)y/w 3
This phonological formula, as we indicated earlier, gives a correct 
prediction of the phonetic exponents of the harmonizing vowels in 
the structure, including that of the open vowel suffix. We have 
pointed out above the inconsistencies that would arise through 
the use of the features of Raised and Lowered for describing 
vowel harmony in Igbo.

Carrell (19702 113) used the following phonological rules to 
derive the vowel harmony in this language.

(i) L v 3 — x C tns 3  Go —  Y

(ii) C  v 3 ---> [offcas] / ---- C0 £  tns 2

Carrell*s rules can account for the progressive and the regressive 
harmony of the affix morphemes. However none of the rules will 
be able to derive the open vowel suffix morpheme in the harmony.
This suffix agrees with the preceding vowel not only in terms of 
tenseness but also in terms of backness.

In both Garnochan (i960) and Carrell (1970) &° attempt was made 
to differentiate the affix harmony from the root or.lexical morpheme 
harmony in the language. As we made it clear above, vowel harmony 
in these two categories of morphemes are differently motivated in 
the language with respect to the phonological rules that would 
account for the harmony.

In the analysis of the vowel harmony in Igbo that is provided 
here, we treat the root/lexical morpheme harmony as a morpheme 
structure condition, and the MSG states that only vowels from
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the same harmony set will co-occur in a lexical or root morpheme*
We can express this MSG thus:

MSC 31. In a lexical/root morpheme with a vowel sequence of 
^  X . .  Y .. Z

(i) if!' C X y  then! [  I 2 ]

4  ^

C + ATR 2  C + A ®  2  = / e, i, o, u/

(ii) if: C x 3  then: L  Y z 3

I t -

C - ATR 2 X-  - ATR H = / a, 4, 9, ij /
These MSGs state the co-occurrence conditions of the vowels that 
occur in a lexical morpheme or in a verb root, in Igbo. According 
to the MSC 31, only vowels from one harmony set, i.e. either e, i, 
o, u or a, :L, o, y., can co-occur in a lexical morpheme or in 
a verb root,

The affix harmony involves assimilation. The vowel(s) of the 
affix morpheme assimilates the harimoniaing features of the vowels 
of the root morpheme. We shall account for the affix harmony in 
Igbo through vowel harmony rules.

V
PR 14. V "— > £c* ATR J  X Jo( ATR 3  / /

(where XV represents the root morpheme, the vowel of which is
specified for the feature of £  - ATR 3 * t  indicates full
word boundary and ^ indicates a morpheme boundary).

PR 14, which is a regressive assimilation rule, assimilates the 
vowel prefix to the harmonic features of the vowel of the verb root.
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V
PR 15. (vt ATR J  I X Jj* ATR 2 °o

PR 15 assimilates the vocalic segment of the CV suffix morpheme 
to the harmonic features of the vowels of the root morpheme*

Both the phonological rules 14 and 15 above will he able to 
account for the harmonic assimilation of the vowels of the prefix 
and the suffix morphemes respectively* Though there is a close 
resemblance between the two rules, we cannot collapse them, because 
each rule requires a different environment.

With respect to the type of phonological rule or rules that
1hCwould be required to account for^vowel harmony that operates in the 

open vowel suffix morphemes in the language, we noted earlier that 
apart from the usual vowel harmony rules, these morphemes require 
another rule that would account for the agreement of the vowel 
suffix morpheme with the vowel that immediately precedes it in 
terms of the feature of backness, as these examples will further 
illustrate.

Verb root Imp, sing. Perfect tense form

gd gdd gdand dgdala

gb g&e gddnft dgeele

sd Sdd sddnd• dsdala

sb sbd sbdnh bseele

ri♦ r^ d rldn$. d r^ a la

r i r id r ie m l d r ie le

ml• m|.d m̂ dnOt dm ld la

s i s id sldnh dsiesle

t <$ t66  (t<5o) tdonh dbdol©

lc$<J k&dnd • » • dlcdqla
lewd kvrtld kwhdnu Mewdole
kvnj kw$<$ kwh^nCi etc
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From these and the other examples given of the open, vowel suffix, 
it becomes evident that whenever a vowel suffix (usually an open

sequence of two consecutive vowels in the structure), the vowel 
suffix agrees with the vowel that immediately precedes it in terms 
of the feature of backness or rounding, that is, apart from the 
vowel harmony features. VJe shall account for these feature agreements 
by the vowel suffix with the following rule.

PR 16 together with PRs 15 and 14 will be able to handle all cases

by the ‘harmonizing segments in terms of tongue root position only, 
as is the case with affix harmony generally, or agreement by the 
harmonizing segments in terms of the feature of tongue root position 
together with the feature of backness or rounding, as in the case 
of open vowel suffix harmony.

As in the case of normal vowel harmony agreement in Igbo, where 
the harmonizing segments agree with respect to tongue root position, 
and where we noted that when this occurs in lexical or root morphemes, 
the vowel harmony constitutes a morpheme structure condition in the 
language, so also the agreement by the open vowel suffix morpheme 
with the vowel that immediately precedes it with respect to the 
features of tongue root position and roundness, when this occurs 
in lexical morphemes (as is usually the case when these
morphemes end with double vowels), this beoomes a morpheme structure 
condition in-the language, as the following examples will show.

vowel) occurs with verbs in Xgbo (and this usually results into a

PR 16 c* ATR 
cv rounded ck ATR 

cv rounded

of vowel harmony in Igbo, whether the harmony involves agreement

dh^a market
dhihia • *

dhi^ara
dp4.a
db^a

rubish, grass
weaver bird

a type of dance
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<$b:$.h - guest, stranger

6hihie - afternoon

Mbieri - name of a town

tfiraehie — mistake

rfimee ' - 1)100(1

6chi& - old, antique

- two

- spirit
*
Qgt}g§4 " name of a person
*Ottid - personal name .etc.

It oan be seen from these words that when we have a sequence of 
two consecutive vowels in a lexical morpheme (in a nominal) in 
Igbo, in vrhich case the first . vowel in the sequence is usually 
a close vowel and the second vowel an open vowel, these vowels 
agree with respect to the features of tongue root position and 
rounding. This matches with what has been described earlier 
for the open vowel suffix morpheme in the language. The phonetic 
shapes of the second vowels in the sequence described above in 
these nominals (and I do not know of any nominal in the language 
where this vowel sequence is present and inhere similar phonetic 
shapes are not present ) strongly support the claim that the 
phonological -phenomena described by PR 16 constitute certain 
morpheme structure condition for certain cases in the language.
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Before wo precede to discuss how the phonological rules proposed 
here will he used to derive vowel harmony in Igho x^ords and gramma
tical constructions, we shall briefly touch on some of the problems 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. We have given a 
descriptive analysis of vox̂ el harmony in Igbo language, and formulated 
rules to account for the vowel harmony that operates in this language. 
Certain basic problems, hox^ever, still remain unresolved about 
vowel harmony. As we indicated in the beginning of this chapter, 
two main questions have worried phenologists about vowel harmony.
First is how we should treat vowel harmony, whether as a segmental 
featixre or as a suprasegmental feature. Secondly, how is the vowel 
harmony to be represente in the lexicon? We have reviewed all 
the views relevant to these questions. We favoured the views put 
forward by Kiparsky (1968), because we find his views much more 
consistent with the way vowel harmony operates in Igbo. However 
certain modifications will be necessary on some of Kiparsky’s 
proposals, for these proposals to be fully adequate for the treatment 
of vowel harmony in Igbo language. The crucial point here is 
with respect to the use of archiphonemes in the underlying repre
sentation of vowel harmony. Kiparsky as vie noted, based his 
analysis on the theory of markedness, and to reiterate, he proposed 
that the ’’dictionary representations be fully specified for every 
phonological feature. Archiphonemes appear in the form of their 
fully specified, maximally unmarked representatives. ... This means 
that ©very root vowel is fully specified in the dictionary as a front 
or a back vowel (i.e. the features in which the Finnish vowels 
harmonize) whereas the variable vowel archiphonemes of the endings 
(a - 'd, 0 - 0 ,  u - u), whose surface form is always determined
by vowel harmony, are represented in the dictionary in their 
unmarked forms a, o, uV ^

In other words, the root morpheme and/or the lexical morphemes 
make use of the whole range of vowels in the vowel system of the 
languages for the Finnish language this would mean an eight vowel 
systeip, out of which six are paired according to harmony relationships 
thus - a ~ a, 0 - 0 ,  u - u ,  and two neutral vowels i and e;

68. Kiparsky, P. 1968, p* 23.
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and for the Igbo language this would mean an eight vowel system all 
of which are harmonically paired thus a - e, i - i, o ~ o,
u - ii. The affix morphemes, on the other hand, make use of only 
five vowel system in the Finnish language - a, e, i, o, uj and 
only four vowel system in the Igbo language - e, i, o, u, all of 
which represent the unmarked series in both languages.

Apparently in the case of /a/ and /e/ in Igbo, no one can say 
with certainty that any one of these vowels is more marked than 
the other, that is, on the basis of the theory of markedness. The 
two vowels,: as we know, occur in many languages and in these language 
no one of these vowels would be treated as unnatural or less marked 
than the other. It will be important to remember at this point, 
what we said about these two vowels with respect to their being 
eventually paired in the vowel harmony system in this language.
In other words, whereas the harmonio pairs in Igbo - i - i ,  0 - 9.. 
and u - u, just as the harmonic pairs - a - a, 0 - 0 , u - u ,  
in the Finnish language, may be easily predicted from the point of 
view of markedness of one set or group of the vowels with respect 
to the other group, it would not be wholly accurate to say the 
same thing about /a/ and /e/. On the basis of the predictable 
phonetic exponents that exist between each harmonic pair mentioned 
above, all we can say with some degree of certainty about /a/ and 
/e/ in Igbo (i.e. xd.th respect to their harmonic behaviour) is that 
in some cases an abstract phoneme, usually an open vowel phoneme, 
has sometimes two phonetic exponents, and sometimes four phonetic 
exponents. When there are two phonetic exponents from the abstract 
phoneme, they are realised as either a or . e , and then we say 
that /a/ and /e/ form harmonic pair. When, on the other hand, we 
have four phonetic exponents, these can be phonetically realized 
as a, e, o or o, as in the case of the phonetic shapes of 
the open vowel suffix in Igbo. Cases such as this would require 
the use of an abstract morpheme in the underlying representation 
of vowel harmony.
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Thut3, while we agree with Kiparsky on how vowel harmony should 
he represented in the root morphemes or .lexical morphemes, we will 
disagree with Kiparsky on the question of how vowel harmony in 
affix morphemes should he represented. Kiparsky, we noted, proposed 
that the arohiphonemes which would he used to represent the variable 
vowels of the affix morphemes should appear in their fully specified 
maximally unmarked form • By subjecting the vowel to he represented 
through an archiphoneme to the requirements of the markedness theory, 
Kiparsky disallows the use of an abstract archiphoneme in vowel 
harmony analysis. The case we have given from Igbo, however, 
strongly supports the use of an abstract archiphoneme in the under
lying representation of the vov;el of the affix morpheme. For the 
underlying representation of the abstract segment that has four 
phonetic representations, wo require an abstract archiphoneme.
Carrell (1970) represents this abstract archiphoneme as .&> ,

It would be significant to note that the few affixes the vowels 
of which do not harmonize with the root vowel' in the language, such 
as the -chd (-chda) suffix, indicating perfective or completive 
aspect; the -kwd suffix, indicating repeated action, and the 
-riri suffix, indicating persistence in continuing an action; the 
vowels that occur in these affixes always belong to the marked 
group, in terms of the markedness theory. That is, these vowels 
are the ones that are marked to undergo vowel harmony. If the 
occurrence of the affix vowels were to operate purely on the 
principles of markedness, we would naturally expect that the vowels 
that would occur in the affixes mentioned above would come from 
the unmarked group.

The following archiphonemes will be used in the underlying 
representation of the vowel segments of the affix morphemes in Igbo.

P& which can be phonetically realized as a, e, o or 9 

A " » " 11 ’* ** a or e
I « » " ” ** « i or i
0 " »* « " w " 9 or o
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U which can he phonetically realized as u or u 
through the operation of the vowel harmony rules*

Using these proposals together with the phonological rules 
deviced earlier, we can derive the vowel harmony in the affix 
morphemes in Igbo, such as in the following examples.

(i) / Any*. ft ft A f t kwu ft &  ft 1A ft ft ya /

any^ f t  ft A ft kwu ft A£ f t 1A ft yA - by boundary
adjustment rule*

ft f t  A- ft kwu ft 0 ft 1A ft' yA - by PR 16 

anyi ft ft e ft kwu f t 0 f t 1A f t yA - by PR 14

any4 ft ft o ft kwu f t o ft le ft ye - by PR 15

anyi ekwuole ye - we have said it

(ii) / Ike ft ft A ft kwu ft wA f t 1A f t  f t okwu ft

Ike ft ft e ft kwu f t wA ft 1A f t  ft okwu - by PR 14

Ike ft f t e f t kvni ft we ft le ft ft okwu - by PR 15

Ike ekwuwele okwu - Ike has started to talk

What conoerns the final vowel echo which occurs in the “-ra1' 
suffix morpheme, the t̂ ay this can be incorporated into our analysis, 
we would like to replace the MSG 30 with a phonological rule which 
will be formulated as followst

PR 17. V  £  + echo 2  /  OY ft v ---
l'his mile will be able to copy the vowel that immediately precedes 
the "ra” morpheme in the structure.
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CHAPTER 6.

TONE

6*0, INTRODUCTION

Igbo is a tone language. Every syllable in Igbo bears a tone. 
Tone is used in this language, among other things, to form contrast 
between minimal pairs of words. In the following examples, the 
words contrast only with regard to tone, that is, the difference 
in the tones which different words carry constitute the only basis 
through which the words contrast. For example,

(a) altwd - cry

(■*>) dkwd - cloth

(<0 dkwa - egg
(a) dkwd - bed

(a) £s£ - head

00 £si - smell

(<0 £ s'£ - to cook

(a) isl - blindness

(a) bd - place, home

00 bb - cut

(a) d£ - husband

00 dl - bear, endure

Tone can be used to bring about the difference between certain 
sentences _ and/or clauses in Igbo. For example,

5 . (a) 9 g&rh dh^d - he went to market
(b) $ gdrd dh^d ~ did he. go to market?
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6 . (a) Ik6 giirh. &hj.& ~ ^ ce went to market
(b) Ik6 gara Sh^a - Ike who/that went to market

In 5(a) and (b) above, the difference between the affirmative and 
the interrogative sentences (especially when the latter is not 
introduced through interrogative words in the language) is expressed 
in Igbo mainly through the difference in the tones of the pronoun* 
Similarly the difference between 6 (a) and (b) above is introduced 
through tone*

Tone in igbo can therefore be seen to have both lexical and 
syntactic functions* In the lexicon it is used to bring about 
contrast between minimal pairs of words; in the syntax it is used 
to express different syntactic relationships between viords in a 
phrase ‘ and/or to differentiate certain sentences and clauses.

In terms of the classification made by Pike (1948) of the different 
tone systems that are used in tone languages, Igbo belongs to languages 
that have register tone system. That is, in Igbo the segments do 
not have contour tones. A contour tone, however, may arise in Igbo 
as a result of the influence which segments have on one another in 
certain grammatical or syntactic constructions, with regard to the 
tones which the segments carry. This point will be clarified later 
in the analysis presented in this chapter.

6*1. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Tone has been discussed in many studies done on Igbo language*
Since tone forms an intergral part of the phonology of the Igbo 
language, it would be difficult to find any work on the grammar of 
this language where something is not said about the tones used in 
the language. It will not be necessary to review every work where 
mention is made about tone in the Igbo language. We shall single 
out, for our review, only those works whore significant contribution 
has been made on the subject.
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The first mention made about tone in the Igbo language, and I
should think, the first mention that was ever made of tone in any
of the tone languages in West Africa, was by J.F. Schon (l86l) in
his book *0101 Ibo* ( Ibo Grammar), Shon*s book was written
before the work by J.G. Christaller on the Asante and Fante language
(the Twi language),a tone language;in l875> where the author made
some obsei'vations about tone in that language. In his book, Qlcu
Ibo, Schon stated that "fox* want of a better word, we point out
a great peculiarity, not only of the Ibo, but of many African
languages, in speaking of intonation (Betonung,)which must not be
confounded with accentuation. It consists in the raising or
sinking of the voices the former we denote with the acute ("J,
and the latter with the grave (') accent. This raising or sinking
of the voice does not merely affect the form of the word itself,
but its import likewise, and is- the only means of distinguishing
the meaning of words which would otherwise require to be represented

69by the very same signs.'* * Schon gave some illustrations of 
words that minimally cont3?ast through tone in Igbo, and he concluded 
his remark with the note that ”we would strongly recommend to

70all who may write in Ibo to pay special attention to this subject,**

The phonological phenomenon of tone has not escaped mention in 
this first grammar book on Igbo language. As Schon clearly 
observed, though for lack of a better terminology, tone was described 
as intonation in most of the early works 011 tone languages, the 
phonological significance of tone in a tone language differs 
markedly from that of intonation in nontone languages. This point 
has been well illustrated by Pike (1948).

One of the early major contributions to the description of tone 
in the Igbo language was by I.G. Ward (1935). In her book, 
'Introduction to the Ibo language*, Ward gave what up till date
can be considered as the most detailed description of the 
tonal structure of the Igbo language.

6 9. J.F. Schon, l86l, Qlcu Ibot Grammatical Elements of the Ibo 
Language. London, pp. 5 " 6.
7 0, ibid.
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Ward distinguished three basic tones in the language, namely, High,
Mid and Low tones. Of these three tones, she noted that only the 
High and the Low tones do occur independently in Igbo, That is,
in monosyllabic words, it is only these two tones that can be found.
The occurrence of the Mid tone, Ward noted, is more restricted in 
the language.. Ward distinguished fiv© tone classes for Igbo.
By tone classes, we mean, the tone patterns or the types of tone 
sequence that occur in disyllabic nouns in Igbo. The five tone 
classes distinguished by Ward are as follows:

Glass I - High-High tone nouns, such as dkwd, Isi etc.

Glass II - Low-Mid tone nouns, such as 6ke, &ry., &kwa etc.

Class III - High-Low tone nouns, such as mb&, ez&, akwh, etc.

Glass IV - Low-Low tone nouns, such as &lct, lie, hiavh etc.
- - - 71Class V - High-Mid tone nouns, such as agu, esse, ego etc.

The tone of each class of noun is that on which the word is spoken 
in isolation. Ward (1930: 23-34) described what she termed as the 
“tone patterns" which illustrate the changes which the different 
tone classes undergo in certain syntactic constructions, such as 
ifhen two nouns are used in genitival relationship*

Comments on Ward (1936)

Our reaction to Ward's description of Igbo tones, the way this 
is presented in her book, is mainly one of deep admiration at her 
ability to accurately perceive and describe most of the subtle and 
intricate points in Igbo tones, both in the lexical contexts of these 
tones and especially in the behaviour of the tones when they occur 
in certain constructions* Ho single writer on Igbo tonology has 
made as much significant and useful observations about Igbo tones 
and tonation as Ward did. It can be said, with all certainty that 
the description and/or analyses of Igbo tonology started with and

Ton©

Tone

Ton©

Tone

Tone

71. I.C. Ward, 1935* Introduction to the Ibo Language, p. 18.
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developed from Ward's work; for instance, in her description of Igbo 
tones, Ward had noted most of what have occupied the later writers,
on this subject about Igbo tones. For the features of Downstep
and Downdrift which have been the central topics of discussions on 
Igbo tonology, Ward had observed that "the tone combination of a 
low tone followed by a high tone is rare in Ibo. In a group consisting
of ( _  ) the second, which can for all practical purpose be
considered aB a high tone, is usually not so high as the high tone
in group ( ~ ~ ). This is most probably due to the influence
of the preceding low tone which pulls down the high tone to a lower
level." (p. 16). This, significantly, is why Ward has no Low-High
sequence in her tone class groupings. The tonological process of
downdrift, vjhich has been described for the Igbo language in some

72articles written in the 1970s\ had been illustrated by Ward on 
page 17 of her book with the following examplej
/dgwu dpitcL fnmddu nfle n1 anya/ , the surface tones of this utterance

are represented thus / / ■ ” / - / n  „ / _ _ / *'

Ward remarked that in such sequence of tones, "each high tone
gradually becomes lower and lower because of the preceding low tone
and because of the natural tendency to fall towards the end of a 

73sentence."

What Ward described as Mid tone in Igbo has been analysed as 
the downstep high tone by recent writers on Igbo tonology. In other 
words, according to this view held by these writers, there is no 
Mid tone in Igbo. Vie disagree with Ward regarding what she treated 
as rising tone (of. p. 13 of her book) and also in respect of what 
she treated as falling tones. Those words where these tone contour 
occurred in Ward's examples, ' were written as two syllable
words* written as agq hunger1, mme 'blood1, nile 'all', nka 'this* etc., 
however, these words consist each of three syllables, as any native 
speakex* would realise, and they are pronounced with double vowels 
at some places, though only one vowel is used by some people when 
they write these words. If these words are to be written as they 
are pronounced, they would be written as follows : dgq.u, ifimde ,

Footnotes 72 and 73 ~ see next page.
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nxile, hk6k etc. This means that what Ward considered as tone 
contours (i.e. falling and rising tones) are in fact sequencesof 
two tones. Ward's mistakes in this case arise as a result of 
incorrect syllabification of the words.

In their book 'The Descriptive Grammar of Igbo* Green and Igwe (1963) 
made their contribution to the description of tone in Igbo language.
The authors attempted to develop some of the points expressed in 
Ward (1936) about Igbo tones* Like Ward, the authors recognized 
three basic tones in Igbo. They noted, for instance, that "in Igbo
there are three significant contrastive pitch levels, or tonemes,

74a high tone, a low tone and a mid tone."' With regard to the mid 
tone, Green and Igwe observed that 'the last (i.e. mid tone) occurs 
only after a preceding high level toneme. Thus, there is a high-mid
tone relationship but no such low-mid relationship. A tone following
a low tone on a higher level is a high tone, and a tone following
a mid tone on the same level is a high tone. Since a mid tone is
only found in relation to an immediately preceding high tone it
can itself be followed by a mid tone because it is itself high in
relation to what follows."^ This detailed account of how the mid 
tone is structured in the Igbo language has led to the eventual 
conclusion in the more recent analyses of Igbo tonology that mid 
tone does not exist in this language, rather what we have is a high
tone that is dov/nstepped. Green and Igwe concluded their observation
about the mid tone with the following remarks," the mid toneme in 
Igbo is a relative toneme which does not occur in isolation but is

W'J /*■
found only in relation to an immediately preceding high tone."
It is especially this concluding remark by Green and Igwe that later 
generated some doubts about mid tone in this language, and as we 
indicated above, led to eventual conclusion that there is 110 mid 
toneme in Igbo. This also constitutes one of the main points where 
the authors, M. Green and G. Igwe, are best remembered in Igbo 
tonological analysis. One other point where the authors are 
remembered in Igbo tonology is with respect to their.description

72. cf. Welmers (1970) and Williamson (1971)? to mention a few.
73* 1.0. Ward (1936)9 opus cit. p. 1 6,
74* M. Green and G. Igwo (1963). The Descriptive Grammar of Igbo, p.6o 
75* Green and G* Igwe (1963), PP» 6- 7.
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of the -tone classes and tone groups for Igbo, a topic which Ward 
had earlier discussed* ■ On the hasis of the tone classes earlier 
established by Ward, Green and Igwe developed what they termed as 
Tone Groups. This attempts to group together those tone classes 
which undergo similar phonological changes under similar contexts, 
i.e. when thoy are used in genitival, or what came later to be 
known as associative, constructions. On the basis of this, tone 
classes I and II ( i.e, the high - high tone nouns and the low - 
high tone nouns, the latter being treated as low-mid by Ward), which 
undergo similar . phonological changes when they are used in genitival 
and/or associative constructions, were classed under the same group. 
Similarly, tone classes III and IV, which undergo similar phonological 
changes when they are used in these constructions, were placed under 
the same group. The arrangement of these tone classes into tone 
groups is well motivated especially in terms of certain phonological 
rules which the tone classes undergo in common.

On the basis of the tones which the verb roots carry, Green and 
Igwe classified the Igbo verbs into two groups, namely, the high 
tone verbs and the low tone verbs. This classification, it should 
be stressed, is not based on morphological differences between the 
verbs. Incidentally, it is only when the verbs occur in the infinitive 
forms that the difference between the high tone verbs and the low 
tone verbs becomes evident. When the verbs are used in most morpholo
gical constructions, such as in the different tenses of the verbs, 
there appears to be no legitimate basis for classifying these verbs 
into different classes. We strongly feel that some morphological 
criteria, other than tone, irould be much more appropriate as the 
basis for classifying Igbo verbs. For instance, a strong case can 
be established for classifying Igbo verbs into regular and irregular 
verbs, on the basis of certain morphological differences that exrst 
between some verbs in Igbo, For example, w© mentioned earlier that 
the imperative is formed in most verbs in Igbo with an open vowel 
suffix which occurs with the verb root. For example,
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7• verb root imperative form

g& gh&

go gb6
sd s&a

zhd
sb - sde

si si6

to t6o
t6 t66
k6 kb 6♦ • •

led ku6• «
lewd. kwuo
kw$ kwuo etc.

However, we find that certain verbs in Igbo do not take this extra 
open vowel suffix to form their imperative. In these verbs the 
imperative is formed with the verb root itself. For example,

8. verb root imperative form

gwd gwd (gwd) ~ tell
si si (si) - tell

* ♦ x • '

hd hu (hd ) - see
gwu ' gwu (gwd) - finish
jd ju (jd ) - refuse etc.

We observed earlier ' that stative verbs in Igbo form their 
imperative with a rt-ra" suffix morpheme. For example,
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verb root imperative form

kwu» ' stand1 lcwft.r$
'be* b̂ iry.

b£ ' dwell* bir£
'stay' n§r<$ etc*

Note, for instance, the different ways in which the imperative of 
the verb $d^, 'to be' (in the sense of 'to remain in state of), 
can be formed in Igbo. In one sense we say dj 6tu dhd , to mean 
'be (remain) like that' (implying an indefinite period in which one 
is commanded to remain in the state), and in another sense we can 
say 1 dj.r£ otu dhfr, to mean 'be (remain) like that' (implying a 
definite time of continuous, uninterupted action). Similarly, the 
imperative of the verb £za, 'to reply, to answer' can be either 
z& (z&) or zhd.

Note also how the perfect tense is formed in the verbs.

1 0* verb root perfect jbense form
gd hgdala
gb Sgedle
sd ci s dal a
s& fesedle
zb hzadla
zb fezedle
s£ bsiele

i t6 fetdole
td dt^la
kwu fekwdole
kwu cikv.r9.9la

but gwd dgwdla
gwu hgw$la
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jii 'fill up' b jul©
z& Stadia (dsdala)
h& him la

si dsila etc.* •

kwu (atand) hkwurula
bi &b£ril©
M  dburul a

hiiqrqls,

d£ Stdirila (hdf.la) etc.
On the basis of such morphological evidence we can classify the verbs 
in Igbo into irregular and regular verbs* and describe those cases 
such as jzd 'reply, answer', which falls into both classes, as having 
both the regular and the irregular verb forms. Tone alone, that is, 
the tone which the verb has in the infinitive form, does not provide 
significant basis for classifying Igbo verbs.

Generally it should be said that Green and Igwo's analysis marks 
a step forward in the description of Igbo tones. Their analysis 
together’with Ward's analysis of Igbo tones, and that given in 
Abraham (1967) (which will be discussed below), constitute the 
main works where the structure of Igbo tones has been described 
in great detail. These three works are the only main sources of 
reference in literature on the descriptive analysis of Igbo tones.

It is true that Green and Igwe could not cover all the points 
raised by Ward with respect to Igbo tonal structure, however, they 
managed to develop some of the points, and their greatest contribution 
in this respect is their description of the structural peculiarities 
of the "mid tone" in the language and their description of the tone 
groups, where the tonal interactions in certain grammatical 
constructions were well worked out. Unfortunately however, unlike 
I.G, Ward, Green and Igwe could not delve deep enough into other 
problems related to Igbo tones.
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In his hook, 'The Principles of Ibo’, published posthumously 
in 19^7? R*C. Abraham made a detailed description of Igbo tones.
Abraham distinguished "three principal tone levels in Igbo - high, 
mid and low, each spaced out at an equal interval of pitch from one 
another," Abraham made diagrammatical illustrations of the pitch 
levels he associated with the respective tones. Both the tones 
of isolated words as well as the tones of phrases and sentences were 
represented in the diagrams. On the whole his was a much more well 
organised presentation than that of his predecessor, I,C. Ward, 
although Ward appears to discriminate the tones much more accurately.

Abraham’s work appears to.be little known and consequently failed 
to attract the attention of the recent writers on Igbo language.
Because of the untimely death of the author, the work did not receive 
the necessary final touches which it greatly needed. On his description 
of tones in Igbo, the author's limitations are obvious, in that 
most of the words used as illustrative examples in the book were 
not given correct tones, and most of his mistakes, as far as determining 
the tones is concerned, arose from the fact that Abraham tried to 
view the Igbo mid tone on the same parallel as the mid tone that 
occurs in the Yoruba language, a language on which Abraham had finished 
working before he turned to the Igbo language. For instance, his 
claim that the Igbo mid tone maintains equal pitch interval in relation 
to the high and the low tones can only be true of the Yoruba mid tone 
but not of the mid tone in Igbo. Ward (1936) did clearly illustrate 
the variability of the pitch levels that can be associated with the 
mid tone in Igbo. Because of the view which Abraham held about 
the mid tone in Igbo, he failed to see the different pitch levels 
which this tone maintains in connected utterances in Igbo.

All the analyses of Igbo tones made after the three main works 
discussed above, notably those analyses made in the 197^8, havo 
concentrated on some of the points contained in these earlier works.
The majority of these recent analyses have been centered around the 
phenomenon of downstep in Igbo tonology. Tonal downdrift in the
language has also received attention in those studies. In the

7 6. Abraham, R. C* 1967* The Principles of Ibo, p.8.
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recent analyses of Igbo tones attempts have been made to formulate
some phonological rules to account for tone changes that occur in
certain constructions in the language. Considerable attention has
been devoted in the more recent studies to the issue of establishing
the underlying tones in the language, with particular reference to
what had been earlier described as the mid tone for Igbo. The
mid tone, as we noted earlier, came to be treated as downstep. Only

v the high and the low.tones were recognized as the underlying tones
in Igbo5 the downstep was seen as a derived tone (derived from a
high tone), Voorhoeve et al. (1969) and later Williamson (1971)
analysed the downstep in the Igbo language. Williamson included
some discussions about downdrift in her article. Hyman (1974a)
tried to provide some diachronic evidence for the downstep in the
Igbo language. Welmers (1970)* in an article entitled "Igbo tonology"
gave a detailed account of the terrace features of tone which often
occur in connected utterance in Igbo. This is what I.C. Ward had
described with the example cited above. The tonological phenomena
of downstep and downdrift which together form the basis of the

be'terrace features of tone, were noted to^present not only in the Igbo 
language, but also in other languages with similar tonal structure.
We have briefly mentioned some of the recent studies on Igbo tone 
because most of these works will be discxissed and commented on later 
in the main work.

Finally, any serious review of the studies done on tone in the 
Igbo language will show that though the works done on this regard 
are many and varied in nature, however, certain problems still 
remain unresolved in Igbo ‘ tonology, even in those areas that have 
received extensive treatment, such as the Downstep. One of the 
problems which is central in Igbo tonology concerns the decision 
about what to treat as the underlying tones in the language.
According to the views expx^essed by the writers on Igbo tones, vie 
noted that initially, three basic or undex'lying tones were distinguished 
in the Igbo language; later, due to the unique behaviour of the mid 
tone in this language, the recent opinoin is that there are only 
two basic (underlying) tones in the language, namely, the high and
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•the low tones, and that what had "been considered as the raid tone 
is a downstepped high tone. Though the issue of downstep in Igbo 
has occupied the central place in the recent studies on Igbo tonology 
and the discussions in this regard have been very resourceful, the 
complex nature of the toneme represented as Dovmstep in the language 
has not been helpful in arriving at some satisfactory solution of 
the problem. In the present thesis we shall go into detail in 
analysing this intermediate* tone in Igbo. Solution to the problems 
connected with the intermediate tone in Igbo will have great 
consequences not only with regard to the question of the underlying
tones but also on the formulation of the phonological rules which
will be used i n  Igbo tonology. In the discussions that will be
given later, we shall propose some alternative views about the dovmstep
in the language.

The analysis we shall give about the structure of tones in Igbo 
will consist of three main parts - . description of the tonal 
structure in the language? reanalysis of the Downstep and finally, 
we shall formulate certain rules to account for some of the tone 
changes discussed in the work.

6*2* TONE MARKING

Indication of tones in written literature otherwise known as tone 
marking, is essential in a tone language. Different systems of 
marking the tones of words in a sentence have been adopted in some 
tone languages. To ensure economy in tone marking, certain tones 
are left unmai'ked in the literature in some languages. It is 
usually what we may consider as the neutral tone (elsewhere 
referred to as the mid tone) that is unmarked. What constitutes 
a neutral tone ih any tone language is of course very arbitrary.
In languages with what vie may regard as systematic and stable 
pitch levels in the tones, where the pitch relationships of the 
individual tones remain stable and consist anfrin most oases, tone 
marking exercise is relatively easy and uncomplicated, and the 
decision about which tone to mark and which ones to be left unmarked
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in the literature is easy to make. In a tone language, such as
Igho, where the relationships between the pitsh levels associated
with one individual tone (i.e. where the pitch level varies considerably),
such as in the intermediate tone in Igbo, the exercise of marking
the tones in the literature presents problem. ■.

Presently, the practice adopted in the marking of tones in Igbo 
literature has been to mark certain tones in the word and to leave 
certain tones unmarked, and according to the system being advanced 
at the University of Ibadan, the high tones are left unmarked while 
the low tones and the dovmstep tones are marked. The low tone is 
marked with:a grave accent ('). Two different methods, according 
to this system, are used for the marking of the downstep. In one 
method a raised exclamation mark (!) is used before the syllable 
with the downstep and then the syllable is marked with an acute 
accent (') (usually used for marking high tones ). In the 
second method, the downstep is marked only with a macron (~)
(written above the syllable). Williamson, from personal communication, 
pointed out that the macron is used in the 1 popular literature1, 
such as the literature used in the schools, while the use of the 
exclamation mark notation is only in more serious literature such 
in articles in journals, or other works of that nature. However,
I personally do not see any rationale behind the use of two systems 
of notation at the same time. ̂ nthe same language to represent the 
same phenomenon. The macron is widely used in other languages to 
indicate an intermediate tone (i.e. any tone that comes between the 
high and the low tones, such as the mid tone). Furthermore, the 
use of the exclamation notation has not been familiar with many 
writers and it is most liable to bo misunderstood, especia-lly as 
the syllable with the dovmstep is marked with an acute accent.
For instance, using the exclamation notation method, words like 
aĝ i, where downstep occurs on gg., would be tone marked as ajgyi.
Not only does this cause some confusion in the interpretation, but 
sometimes many writers forget to indicate the additional high ton© 
mark after the exclamation mark. For these reasons, we shall 
prefer the use of the macron only, which does not involve the 
difficulties mentioned above, to tone mark the syllable with a 
downstep tone.
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Ton© marking of th© downstep in connected utterance in Igbo 
presents some problem. For instance, in an utterance such as 
/onye h\iry. ihe more ebe a, ...../ *ho who saw what happened here, . 
the surface tonos of which are represented thus / / ~ “/- -/- -/ _ />
we find that not only are there series of gradual stepping down of 
the high tones, but also that series of syllables are pronounced 
on any given level within the steps. In other words, if we choose 
to mark all the down-step tones (i.e. all the syllables with downstep) 
in the utterance with the macron, there will be no way of knowing 
which high tone or group of high tones are lowered in the series 
of downward stepping of the tones. That is, there is no way we 
can differentiate series that are pronounced 011 the different 
'levels of, successive.downsteps. To resolve this problem, a system 
is adopted whereby only the first syllable in a series of syllables 
that are pronounced 011 the same level of downstep is tone marked, 
leaving the other syllables unmarked, until another downstep is 
reached, in which case the same method is repeated all over again. 
Following this, we can tone mark the above utterance thus:

onye huru ihe mere ebe h,

In the system of tone marking that is used and promoted at the 
University of Ibadan, for Igbo, all high, tones are not marked, 
all low tones are marked and the downsteps are marked in the manner 
described above. For example, /onye huru ihe mere ebe a gburu 
anyi-nya/ The who saw what happened here killed a horse1, the 
surface tonos of which are represented as follows:
/ f   /

would be ton© marked thus:
onye huru ihe mere ebe h gbftrh Stnyiny£u

The system of tone marking used in Nwachulcwu (1975) differs 
from that being followed at the Ibadan University. Hwachukwu used
a rather very modified method of tone marking. In his work, the 
high tones , the low tones as well as the dovmstep tones are marked. 
However, in a sequence of syllables and/or words bearing identical
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tones, only the first syllable in the series, or the first syllable 
of the first word, is marked for tone, and the others are left 
unmarked. Thus, although Nwachukwu chooses to mark all the main 
tone types in the language, in the sense that no one type of tone 
is treated as the unmarked in contrast to the other ton© types, 
however, his system of tone marking is more economical than that 
being adopted at the University of Ibadan. Economy is achieved 
through Uwachulcwu* s method, in that not every syllable in a series 
is marked unless the syllable carries a tone that is different from 
that of the preceding syllable, whereas in the system being followed 
at the University of Ibadan, every syllable bearing a low tone is 
marked. However, how the downstep tones are to be marked was not 
worked out in Nwachukwu*s analysis, at least this is not clear from 
the way lie marked the tones in the examples used in his work.

The system of tone marking which is used in the present work, 
and which we would strongly recommend for the marking of tones in 
this language, whether in the so called popxilar literature, by which 
it is usually meant literature written entirely in Igbo, or the 
serious literature, is' in principle similar to the one used by 
Nwachukwu (1975)• HoTtfever, we need to modify Nwachukwu*s system 
of tone marking, in the manner to be described below, to suit our 
purpose. For the reasons given above, the system of tone marking 
vjhioh is adopted at the University of Ibadan m i l  not be used in 
the present work.

In the system of tone marking used in this thesis, all the main 
contrastive tones in the language, namely, the high, the low and 
the downstep, will be marked. In other words, no tone type in the 
language will b© treated as an umarlced series, The high tone is 
indicated with an acute acoent (')*, the low tone is indicated with 
a grave accent (') and the downstep is indicated with a macron (“■).
As in Nwachukwu (1975)? in a sequence of syllables within the same 
word which bear identical tones, only th© first syllable is marked 
for tone, and the other syllables in the word are left unmarked* 
However, if two or more words follow one another in a sentence,
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and all the syllables in these adjacent word3 hear identical' tones, 
the first syllable of each word will be marked for tone# For the 
downstep, we shall adopt the system described earlier above, whereby
only the first syllable in a sequence of syllables that occur on
the same level of dovmstep will be marked for tone, until (and if)
the next level of dovmstep is reached, and the same process is
repeated.

This system will be able to make it easy for one to identify 
every word with respect to the tone (tones) the word carries, and- 
at the same, time the system would achieve economy in the marking, 
in that less syllables would be marked for tone (i.e. in comparison 
with the system that is adopted at the University of Ibadan), This 
system has been mainly used in the tone marking of the words used 
as illustrative examples earlier on in the present work. More 
examples will be given below to once more illustrate the tone marking 
system proposed here. Sometimes in th© course of a discussion we 
would decide to mark every syllable in a word, even when the syllables 
carry identical tones; this, it should be understood, is necessary 
only as an illustration of an argument or the point of view being 
put forward, such as to illustrate, for instance, the environment 
where a tone change occurs. This does not, and should not contradict 
the system of tone marking being proposed here. The following 
examples will be used to further illustrate the system of tone 
marking' we propose for the language.

dka Q " "  3
6ke [2 3

3
dsisi [2 _ _ _  2

kny^nya Q __3
bbube Q __3
5 bo do J2 __3
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dkhra

6lcwhkwd

dkwulcwg

dchefh

6go

c
C
I
I
[

. a

■ r
-  ]

or D ' _ -  1

]
-  ]

6 "bo do gbhru kiyinya Q   _____  3

hnyinya gb&ru nwd ya L   __________" - 3

£si 6sisi d&ra etc.

6.3. THE BASIC TONES IN IGBO

For reasons that will He explained later, we shall distinguish 
three basic tones for the Igbo language, namely, the High tone, 
the Downstep tone and the Low tone. These basic tones contrast 
in the manner shown below:

12. (a)

0>)

(o)

dkwa (H h ) - cry
dkwh (h L) - cloth
hkwd (!» H) - egg
hkwa (k L) - bed, bridge

hgwa (h H) - haste
ftgwa (H ») - fire

6be (H H) - where, place
6 be (II ») - yam beetle
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(d) dzb (H L) - chief, king, ruler
dze (il 3)) - teeth eto.

As we showed in our review of the previous studies on Igho tones, 
the early writers on this subject distinguished three basic tones 
in the language, while recent writers on Igbo tonology recognize 
only two basic tones for Igbo, namely, the high and the low tones.
In the discussions that will follow, we shall provide some justifi
cations for our reverting to the view held earlier regarding the 
basic tones in the Igbo language. For the meantime however, we 
would like to briefly note that our main consideration about what 
to regard as a basic tone centers on the ability of a tone (toneme) 
to bring about minimal contrast between words. So far as the 
downstep tone is able to fulfil this distinctive function in the 
language, we consider the downstep tone as a basic tone in Igbo,
We shall designate this toneme in Igbo as a Downstep tone since 
this is the way this toneme has been called in recent literature.
This means that we are using the term downstep to express two 
different concepts in the tonology, namely, a toneme with contrastive 
value just as the high tone and the low tone in the language? and 
the other, describing a phonological phenomenon which states the 
lowering of a high tone to an intermediate level in certain 
environments in certain constructions in the language,

6 • 4 * TONE DISTRIBUTION IN IGBO WORDS

For a better understanding of the tonal structure in Igbo language, 
it would be necessary to give a description of how the tones are 
used in the words of this language. Furthermore, the description 
of how the tones are distributed in the language, we hope, will 
help to clear up some of the points raised in the previous studies 
about tones in this language*
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VJe can briefly suramaria© the distribution of tones in Igbo thus?
(i) either a high or a low tone can occvir at the initial position 
of the word (i.e. on the initial syllable of the word) in Igbo;
(ii) a word in Igbo oan end with any of the three tones described 
for Igbo - the high tone, the downstep tone or the low tone;
(iii) with respect to the sequence of tones within a word in 
Igbo, a high tone can precede or follow a low tone, and in the same 
way, a low tone can precede or follow a high tone. A dovmstep tone 
does not precede a high tone and does not follow a low tone; a dovmstep 
tone can precede a low tone and it always occurs after a high tone.
In other words, as Green and Igwe correctly pointed out, in Igbo 
w© can have a low - high sequence, a high - low sequence, a high - 
dovmstep sequence, a downstep - low sequnce, but not a low - downstep 
or a dovmstep - high sequence whithin a word in Igbo.

6.4.1. THE TONE PATTERNS IN IGBO NOMINALS1 X ■» — ■ '■  .— ■' ■■ ...-Mr..-...................

All monosyllabic nouns in Igbo (and there are very few of them 
in the language) carry high tone. For example,

13. j£ £  ” U yarn

“  L ~ 1  husband

b6 " place, home
nwd ” child etc

Similarly, all the monosyllabic pronouns, including the bound 
pronouns in Igbo carry high tone. For example,

14. m (shortened form of mu) - I
o/<$ (bound pronoun) - he/she/it

i/i ( 11 ” ) - you (sing.)

d/d ( " " ) - indefinite pronoun
g£ - you (sing.)
yd - he/she/it
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Th© tones of these monosyllabic nouns and pronouns are very 
susceptible to change. Thus, it is only when these nouns occur 
in isolation, or when they occur at the beginning of a sentence or 
after a low tone word, can it be said with some certainty that the 
nouns carry high tonej when the monosyllabic nouns occur after a 
high tone word they always carry downstep tone. This has led 
I.C. Ward (1936) to say that the monosyllabic pronouns mentioned 
above, m\i, g4, ya > carry mid tone. The mid tone, now represented 
as the downstep tone, is seen in Igbo only in relation to the 
preceding high tone, that is, it does hot occur independently in

|/V£-the language. This means that there is no way^can support this 
observation by Ward. However, it would be important to bear this 
observation in mind.

6.4*1*1. TONS PATTERNS IN DISYLLABIC NOUNS

Many nouns in Igbo are disyllabic, usually of VCY structure.
The grouping of Igbo nouns into tone patterns (cf. Ward 1935) 
tone classes (cf. Green and Igwe 1963) based on the type of 
tone combinations that occur in the disyllabic nouns in Igbo. This 
means that the tones the disyllabic nouns carry in Igbo can fall 
into any of the five tone patterns distinguished by Ward (1936).
The tone patterns are treated here under the different tone classes.

(i) Nouns of -Tone Class I ; High - High tone nouns

These are disyllabic nouns with High - High tones. For example,

1 5. £si . L ~ ~ 3  head

elka hand
dkwa it cry
dnya eye
£mi it nose
dice ir python
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iio a enemity

6gbo
6wu

6fi
df9

6nyi
6kxvT0

kite
goat

cow
stomach, telly 
elephant 
tomtom etc.

(ii) Tone Glass II Nouns t High - Low tone nouns

These are disyllabic nouns with high- low tones. For example,

16. f si

dkvjci
6ny&
dgbb

Hlb * •

■dkwh

iHhb

lidol*
ifikp&

c 3 smell, odour

cloth
trap
gun
chief, king, ruler
house
waist
travel, walk (n.)
tortoise
life
need (n.), necessity etc.

(iii) Tone Class III Nouns : Low - High tone nouns
These are disyllabic nouns with lovr - high tones. For example,

17* hkwd C 3

6k6 " rat
dkpu ” hat
ise' " 'iivo
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kt6 L three

hn<5«
hkwd•

felCQ

hkw6
ftbd

four
name of a market day5 also 
used for native week day

song
pear

(iv) Tone Class XV Nouns : Low - Loitf tone nouns

These are disyllabic nouns with low - low tones* For example,

18. hkwa

isi
hgba
hkpa
hi a
bnwe
Ite
hdo
ife (ihe)

L   _____ 3 bed

blindness
jaw
bag
land, gound, country
monkey
pot
shade
light etc.

(v) Tone Class V Nouns ; High - Downstep tone nouns

These are disyllabic nouns with high - downstep tones. For example, 

19* [  ■ - ]  teeth

dbe 
6 be 
dja 
6 go

yam beetle 
cro ss 
sand 
money
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leopard

6h i " th e f t

6nu " mouth
* +

tftma 11 beauty

igwe "  sky

£y± ”  oa th , a lso  means steam, brook

dza M wren

■$gw<J 11 debt

ikpe  11 judgement

$1$ "  c la y

ime " in s id e , a lso  means pregnancy

6 lu  !t -he ight

dnwf ”  famine

dgwa ”  f i r e

d lo  " mushroom

ftzu ’* cha lk

6go " h e ig h t ( in  th e  sense o f ta l ln e s s )

ifigbo " gat© o r door lo c a l ly  made (e sp e c i-

a l l y  doors w ith  engraving)

ifigbo ”  b u l le t

dge M s in g le  f i l e

d y l " ra b b it

6 y i ** co ld

d lu  " abom ination e tc .
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It can be obviously seen that in the examples of nouns used to
illustrate the different tone classes discussed above, more nouns
have been used to illustrate the tone class v. nouns. This should
be seen as a deliberate attempt on our part to vividly refute
many incorrect observations made about the nouns that have this
type of tone combinations in the language. It has been noted
earlier above that the tonological phenomena known as the bownstep
has been in the centre of discussions about Igbo tonology in nearly
all the studies don© so far in the tonology. Consequently a lot
of constraints have been given with regal’d to the occurrence of the
downstep tone in the language. It would not be surprising that
some of these constraints relate to the very words where this tone
is used as a contrastive toneme in the language. For instance-,
it has been so often observed in the previous studies that the actual
nouns where this tone is used as a contrastive tone is very few in
the language, that this fact is now taken as 'fait accompli' and
consequently taken for granted. Kote, for instance, the following
observation by Hyman (1974b) about the high - downstep nouns in
Igbo: "The H -* b nouns are relative rare (and exist only in certain
dialects), and with only a handful of doubtful exceptions, all H-D
nouns involve an intervocalic voiced consonant. In fact, in some
of the dialects covered by Welmers and Welmers (1968a), when the
consonant is /g/ no H - H nouns are found, but instead Ii - D is

77found corresponding to H - H in other dialects." It is in 
reaction to such sweeping statementsAma.de about the nouns with 
downstep tone in the language that we took interest to actually 
investigate how few are these words with the downstep tone in Igbo*
As a result of our investigation, we were able to find that in fact 
there are more disyllabic nouns in Igbo with high - downstep tones 
than disyllabic nouns with either low - high tones or low - low 
tones. For instance, on counting the disyllabic nouns which we 
could associate with the different, tone classes, we found that 
whereas we could get thirty one nouns with high - downstep tones 
(which do not include three out of the six nouns Hyman gave as

7-7" Hyman, L. 1974- "Universals of Tone Rules”, Linguistic inquiry, 
vol. V,l, p. 93.
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examples, namely, ogwu * thorn* ; QgiJ * twenty* and ’fluted
pumpkin1), we could not get up to twenty nouns with lox* -low tones, 
nor up to fifteen disyllabic nouns with low - high tones. V/e do 
not intend to say that the numbers of disyllabic nouns discovered 
for each class of tones are in any way exhaustive, but vie hope 
that this is enough to show the fallacy of the observations about 
the fewness or the rareness of the nouns that have high - downstep 
tones in the language, an observation which in may places is now 
regarded as a matter of fact. If we go back to the other constraints 
Hyman stated about the words or nouns with high - downstep tones in 
Igbo, namely, that they are nouns with an intervocalic voiced consonant, 
and that the consonant mostly found in such cases is /g/, we can 
see from the nouns listed above with high - downstep tones, that 
such a claim is not well founded. Welmers worked mainly on the 
Onitsha dialects, to which my own dialect belongs, and in my dialect 
we have disyllabic nouns with an intervocalic /g/ but where there 
is no downstepj rather these nouns have high - high tones, for 
example, igu ‘stone for grinding, also means flint used for firing 
gun’, &gu ’long hooked object used for plucking pear’ etc*
There are other disyllabic nouns not provided in our examples, with 
high - downstep tones, where the intervocalic consonants are voiceless, 
for example, T̂ kpg (a type of seed), ( a type of tree),
$kp9 (used in my dialect and probably in other dialects to mean 
a carved wooden plate or a small mortar) etc.

By describing the way the tones are used in Igbo words we hope 
to throw more light into some of the arguments and the various 
observations made about the tones and features of tone' in this 
language.

6*4.1.2. TONE PATTERNS IN TRISYLLABIC .NOUNS

Tone distribution in nouns with three or more syllables is similar 
to that of disyllabic nouns. That is, in the sense that the whole 
syllables in the noun can carry high tones only or low tones only, 
or a mixture of high, low and downstep tones, observing, in the
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latter, the sequence restrictions described above, whereby a downstep 
does not follow a low tone in the same word*

The following tone patterns can ocour in a trisyllabic noun in 
Igbo *

(i) Trisyllabic Nouns with High — High - High tones
Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have high - high - high tone sequence. 

For example,

20. <5 si si £

dhihia * ♦
dmume
dkpukpu
dkike
ilnekwu
dkuko « «

dmuma

tree

grass, rubish
festivity, ritual ceremony 
bone
being well dressed
hen
story
prophesy etc.

(ii) Trisyllabic Nouns with Low - Low ~ how tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have low 
example,

21 cinyinya

hkara

bbube
hkata
hhcara
6bodo
&bar a 
hch^cha 
hmara 
bnwunwa

D 3

low - low tones. For

horse

bean cake

dignity
basket
elephant grass

town
blood 
biscuit 
kindness 
temptation etc.
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(iii) Trisyllabic Nouns with High ~ High - Downstep tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have high - high - downstep tones* 
For example,

22. likita•

iher©

dzigbo
dhuru ♦ » *

dbere
dbuba
ifikpur̂ i

tfimirl

dgadx

dturu • ■

dkvmkwo

&nyanw$
ifimanu•
ifimee

L ] dog

shame, shyness
good
new
small
leaf
fruit, seed 
water
elderly person, old age

sheep
boolc
sun

oil
blood etc.

(iv) Trisyllabic Nouns with High - High - Low tones
Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have high - high - low tones. 

For example,

23. ifimehik

ifimadh•
dlcwarh
dzuzh
dkwarh
dlcpul§

n 3 mist alee 

person
artery, sinew
stupidity
cough
dilapidated house etc,
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(v) Trisyllabic Nouns with High - Low - High tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have high - low - high tones* 
For example,

24. £kwfckwd 

♦ ♦

dzizd
ftkhtd

lighrd

r 2] ' talkativeness

language
question
reply, answer
conversation
imitation
pride

Most of these nominals are derived "from, verb roots*

(vi) Trisyllabic Nouns with High - Low-- Low tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have high - low - low tones. 
For example,

25* dkp&ti

ifigbkde

dhihie

Adhzi

cLhi&ra

dkhra

<5f6ro • * •

dchlche

dldXku ♦ ♦

dk&nye

<JkwiJ.ry.

L U box

evening
afternoon

name of a torn

weaver bird

line

bamboo
thought, thinking 
side
old person 
okro etc*
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(vii) Trisyllabic Nouns with Low - High ~ High tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have low - high - high tones. 
For example,

26. 6sf si

bkwiilcwu
bzlza * ♦

bnr&rne
6t jtti
bkx̂ dkwu 
* • *

L cooking

speaking
answering
doing
knocking, beating 
paying etc.

This is the tone pattern for nominalized high tone verbs.

(viii) Trisyllabic Nouns with Low - High - Low tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have low - high - low tones. 
For example,

27. §lc$k§

htdth» • t

btiti 

bgb£gh§ 

bbdrb 

hbiir̂ .

L 3  chicken, fowl

morning

middle, centre

young lady, female

mercy

brain etc.

(ix) Trisyllabic Nouns with Low - Low - High tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have low 
For example,

28, 6kwukw<§ ]2 
5 mum 6 
felceld

1

low - high tones.

faith, confidence
behaviour
greeting

teenager
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6tut6 C ~ ~ 3  praise

6nyiny6 " gift, donation ©to,

These nominals are derived from verbs^or from other nominalized forms.

(x) Trisyllabic Nouns with Low - High - Downstep tones

Some trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have low - high - downstep tones.
For example,

29. ftstfkwy. C  _  3 a type of palm nut

bjdkwu " a type of palm tree,
also a personal name

hŝ kij crab

$ch;£cha !* cockroach

hgwdro " cripple

bkpdko " a crow (or in the family
of crow bird)

Nj^knj ,T personal name
&gb$gbij l* manure etc.

Most trisyllabic nouns fall into one or the other of the tone 
patterns illustrated above. The nominalized verb forms, for instance,
may have all low tones, corresponding to tone pattern'(ii), for the 
low tone verbs and the other derived nominals have one or the other 
of the tone patterns* One tone pattern we are sceptical to introduce 
here for trisyllabic nouns is the Low - High - Downstep tones.
This is because some of the words we can identify with this type of 
tone pattern are usually compound nouns, made up of different indepen
dent lexical morphemes all joined together to form one word. For 
instance, words like chineldi (consisting of a high, a downstep 
and a low tone ), which means 'creator5, usually used in Igbo to
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designate God the creator, is made up of the words * ohf na olcb' - 
*the spirit that creates'. Similarly most of the words we can 
find that have this tone pattern are personal names, whioh are 
usually sentence words in the language, just as most personal names 
in Igbo, for example, Bchefh, meaning 'never to forget'$ Efobl, 
meaning 'never to stop mentioning'j Ezumd etc,

6*4*2. THE TONS STRU Of URB OF IGBO VERBS

The majority of verb roots in Igbo are monosyllabic, usually of 
CV structure. Like the nouns in Igbo, the verbs have been classified 
according to the tone the verb root carries (cf. Green and Igwe 1963). 
On the basis of the tone the verb root carries, Green and Igwe (1963) 
distinguished two classes of verbs in Igbo, vis, the high tone verbs
and the low' tone verbs. Those are illustrated below.

6.4*2.1. THE I-IXGH TONE VERBS
These are verb roots with high tone. For example,

30. gd L ~ U S<>

d& " write
si " cook

kwd " speak
s$- " say
gwd " tell
gd " read, count
fd *» fly
t& " chew
td " scrub, smear
s& " wash

" knock
t$ " throw etc.
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6.4*2.2. THE LOW TONE VERBS

These are verb roots with low tone* Comparatively verbs with 
low ton© are much fewer than those with high tone. The following 
are examples of verbs with low tone in Igbo.

31. b& L  _  3  enter

d h ” fall

b5 " cut
:bl " end

d5 ,r soak

di u endure

d6 11 spy on

v Dl " hatch
zb " dodge
zh. " sweep
z l " send on message
25 " fall (only of rain)
255. " meet, also means 'be complete'
f5 " pass, cross
f5 " worship
t5 " praise
k6 " plant by digging etc.

All of what we treat here as simple verbs in the language, i.e. verbs 
that are mainly monosyllabic in structure, carry one or the other 
of the tones discussed above, that is, either a high tone or a low 
tone. The tonal structure of the complex or the compound verbs iss 
discussed next.
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6.4.2.3. THE TONAL STRUCTURE IN COMPOUND VERBS

Compound verbs are formed in Igbo by joining together two or 
more simple verb roots. Sometimes in the language we have verbs 
which are usvially disyllabic in structure, but where either both of 
the two of the participating CV morphemes or one of the CV morphemes 
cannot oocur independently as a verb root, or even if we can 
associate such a morpheme with a verb root we know in the language, 
the meanings which the verb root has>. in both contexts will be 
different. This type of verbs.which we treat here as complex verbs, 
to differentiate them from the well known compound verbs, have been 
described earlier in chapter 4* However, what is more important 
to our topic is the fact that the tonal structure in both the 
complex verbs and the compound verbs are very much the same.

Perhaps the most important aspect of tho tonal structure of the 
compound/complex verbs comes from the type of tone changes that occur 
in the construction of some of the compound verb stems. These changes 
represent, as we shall see later, a much widely distributed tonological 
phenomenon in the language. Note, for instance, that in some of 
compound verbs given below, the basic tone:, (what is elsewhere treated 
as the inherent toner.) of the simple verb that goes into the 
construction changes* In the examples, the compound verbs where 
tone change occurs are underlined.

32. /d6 + gd/ ddga 13 ~  3 ' write^-send to1

/gd + Id/ gdlu tt * go-reach*

/id + b&/ ddbd H  — 3  'fall-enterf, fall into

/dd + Id/ dhkd [3 _  3 'fall-reach*

/zd + fd/ zdfb 13 ” _ 3  1 sweep-across*,

/md + bl/ mdbl it 'do-end*, spoil

/md + z x / re p a ir
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/ z k  -f Id/ zhrl (2, ~ 3 'eweep-reach1

/zh + bh/ z&bci C — II  'sweep-enter1 , sweep into

/ z h  + ml / z&mi ' sweep-deepen* , sweep 
deep into etc.

The tone changes that occur in the examples, and the environments 
under which the changes occur can he briefly described thus:
when a low tone verb is joined to another low tone verb in a compound
V&r£> construction, the low tone of the first verb is raised to a 
high tone* : When a low tone verb is joined to a high tone verb, no 
change occurs in the inherent tones of the verbs* Similarly, when 
a high tone verb is joined to a high tono verb or to a low tone verb, 
no change occurs in the inherent tones of the verbs.

6*4*2.4* TONE IN VERBAL AFFIXES

Some of the affixes which occur with the verbs in Igbo have 
independent tones of their own while some affixes acquire their 
tone from the formatives they occur with* It can be generally 
noted that verbal prefixes often have independent tone of their 
own while the suffixes usually acquire their tone from the verb 
root or, to be more specific, from the syllable that precedes them 
in the construction. In the following examples, we shall be 
concerned with the tone that occurs on the suffix morpheme? the tone 
of the prefix morphemes will be treated separately later.

33* ^.gacha to finish going 

Ilcwuoha it to finish speaking

■■fg&cha [2 21 to finish listening

fdicha ti to finish enduring
is&cha it to finish drawing

to finish washing



$zuta to purchse

IirrCita H „  H '̂ ° iearn

Is at a c  ■ - - ] to acquire through washing

isbte L " - —  ™ ! !  *̂° acquire through drawing

<5 g&ra C  —  Zl ke> went

6 sbTo " ho drew

6 saala C  " —  ] he has washed

6 s&dle ] he has drawn etc<

The verbal prefixes, as indicated aBove, carry independent tones.
For example, the infinitive prefix i/i carries a high tone irrespective 
of the tone of the root morpheme it occurs with. For example,

34* Infinitive prefix verb root infinitive verb form

i/i g& ■ Jga

gb £gb

£6 ife

f & if

sd |sa
s b isfe
z& £zb

bd ibd
zh %z h

zh Jsa etc.

It will be important to note that in some of the infinitive verb 
forms illustrated above, certain tone changes occur with respect 
to the inherent tone of the root morpheme. We can notice, for 
instance, that when the high tone prefix occurs with a high tone 
verb, the tone of the verb is lowered to a downstep. But when
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the high tone prefix occurs with a low tone verb, there is no change 
in the inherent tones of the morphemes*

The open vowel prefix, a/e, which we treated earlier as the 
performative prefix, carries independent tone nrhich is a low tone.
For example,

35® vowel prefix verb root
a/ e gd hg'd

cigclalu 

s£ bs£
fcsfele
hsd
cisdal a 

kwd Mcwu
&kw&ole 

bh dbh

dbh&la 
zh dzh

dzddla
ze

dzfedle 

t6 dt&
dt56le etc*

Notice that as we indicated earlier, when the low tone prefix occurs 
before a low tone verb, the tone of the prefix is raised to a high
tone. Vie have observed similar thing where a low tone verb is joined
to anothex* low tone verb to form compound verb. When the low tone 
prefix is used with (occurs before) a high tone verb, there is no 
change in the inherent tones of the morphemes*
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6*5* THE GRAMMATICAL FUNCTIONS OF TONE IK IGBO

Tone, as we observed at the beginning of this chapter, is used 
in tone languages for lexical and grammatical functions. In the 
lexicon, tone is used to differentiate the words in the language.
This function of tone, with regard to Igbo language, has been 
shown in the preceding discussions. In the grammar, tone is used 
to express certain grammatical relationships existing between words, 
or the different grammatical changes which a given word undergoes, 
as well as to contrast different sentence types in the language. 
Evidently some of the discussions given above about tone, such as 
the use of tone to form the infinitive in Igbo, relate to grammatical 
function. Even though in the analyses we state, for instance, that 
the infinitive is formed by prefixing i/i to the verb root, or that 
the past tense in the language is formed with the rt-ra" suffix etc., 
in effect, it would not be realistio or appropriate to ignore the 
importance of tone in such and other contexts in the grammar. The 
formation of the infinitive for a high tone verb, for instance, is 
incomplete without the replacement of the high ton© of the verb root 
with a downstep tone, nor is the formation of the past tense or the 
imperative in Igbo complete without the replacement of the high 
tones in the high tone verbs with low tones, i.e. apart from the 
affixes that are used in such cases. In other words, as Ward (1936) 
correctly remarked, it will not bo realistic to ignore the significance 
of tone in grammatical formations in a tone language. On this 
respect, to explore the grammatical functions of tone in Igbo or, 
for that matter in any tone language, would, in effect, mean 
reviewing the whole grammar of that language, which is obviously 
not our intention in the present section. Rather, in the present 
section, we intend to look into the significance of tone in the
differentiation of certain sentence types and clauses in Igbo.

In Igbo different categories of sentences and clauses are distin
guished through tone. Tone,for instance, is used to distinguish 
simple interrogative sentences from their affirmative counterparts; 
a conditional sentence from the nonconditional ones; a relative 
clause from nonrelative clauses etc.
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6*5*1* SIMPLS INTERROGATIVE SENTENCE

A simple interrogative sentence in Igbo is distinguished from 
it affirmative counterpart mainly through tone,i.e. the tones that 
oocui* on the pronoun which is usually used as the subject of such 
sentences. A ‘simple interrogative sentence is usually introduced 
in Igbo with a pronoun which as we mentioned above is used as the 
subject of the sentence. Even where a noun subject is present in 
the affirmative sentence, the pronoun (usually a bound pronoun) is 
still used in addition to the noun, in the interrogative version 
of the sentence. Compare, for instance, the following sentences.

36. (a) 6 gdra alii a - he went to market
(b) 6 gdra dhia - did he go to market?

(a) 6 slri nri ~ he cooked food
(b) 5 siri nri - did he cook food?

(a) 6 gbCi.ru ewu - someone killed a goat, a goat was ki

(b) b gbCiru dwu - did anybody kill a goat, was a goat

(a) any! gbCiru dwu - we killed a goat
(b) dnyi gbCiru ewu did we kill a goat?

(a) Ike gdra Ahia - Ike went to market

(b) Ike § gbra dhia - did Ike go to market

(a) Ojl gbCiru dwu - Qji killed a goat
(b) Qj|. 6 gbCiru dwu - did Qj^ kill a goat?

(a) 6nye ftkuzi tlri yd ihe - the teacher beat him/her.

(b) Onye nkuzi o txri ya ihe - did the teacher beat him/her?

(a) hd tlri yd £h© - they beat him/her.
(b) lid tiri yd ihe ~ did they beat him? etc.
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In "the above sentences, the main difference between the affirmative 
and the interrogative sentences lies on the tone(s) which the pronoun 
subjects carry, or otherwise on the introduction of a low tone 
pronoun in apposition to the noun in the interrogative sentence, 
where such a pronoun is not present in the affirmative sentence*

When interrogative words, such as kbdu, 6l6e (these are purely 
interrogative words which are used with a noun or pronoun to give 
the meaning of what?, which?,or who?), gxni, 'what?', are used to 
form interrogative sentence, tone becomes less significant in the 
structuring,of the interrogative aspect of the sentence. The bound 
pronominal forms are not used in such interrogative sentence 
constructions, i.e. when the interrogative words are used in the 
construction. The folloitfing examples will illustrate what has 
been said above with respect to tone when interrogative words are 
used in interrogative sentences.

37* The ghra ahia - Ike went to market 
Kedd ebe Ike gcira - where did Ike go?
6l6e ebe Ike gcira - where did Ike go?
feb6e kh Ike gcira - where .did Ike go?
6ny6 gcira- ali:j.a - who went to market?
kbdu onye gara ahia - who went to market?
*Ike gbhru dwu - Ike killed a goat,
kbdu onye gburu ewu - who killed a goat?
61de onye gburu ewu - who killed a goat? 
kbdu ihe flee gbhru - what did Ike kill
gini k& Ike gbCiru - what did Ike kill?

In the above sentences we have tried to illustrate the various ways 
we can form interrogativos of the sample affirmative sentences.
In the ' interrogative forms of a given affirmative sentence,
we can note,among other things,that tone becomes a less significant 
factor, in the formation of the interrogative, that is, the tones
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which the interrogative morphemes carry in the construction are the 
tones which these morphemes possess in isolation and. there is no 
deliberate reliance on tone changes with respect to the tones 
that occur in the affirmative sentences, to bring about the interro
gative aspect in the interrogative sentences. l’he raising of the 
low tones of the verb in certain interrogative constructions above 
can be seen as a general phonological or tonological influence of 
the words in the phrase, but not specifically introduced for the 
interrogative purpose.

6.5.2.' CONDITIONAL SETO3NCES

The conditional sentence in Igbo may or may not be introduced 
by a conditional phrase, such as *̂ buru nh* ('if it is/was that'), 
dsi nh ('if to say that') etc. When the conditional sentence 
is introduced by a conditional phrase, the main verb in the sentence 
is inflected for tense, and the tones of the conditional sentence 
do not differ from those of the nonconditional sentence. When, 
on the other hand, the conditioned sentence is not introduced by 
a conditional phrase, the main verb in the sentence is not inflected 
for tense and the conditionality of the sentence is expressed partly 
through the open vowel suffix which is appended to the vero root and 
partly through the tone which the verb carries. Compai'e the 
following sentences.

. 38(i) (a) Ike biara - Ike came
(b) Ike g&—2tb:|.a - Ike will come
(c) ^bury. nh Ike b|.ara - if Ike comes/came
(d) $buru nh Ike gh-hbja - if Ike will come
(e) dsi Ike biara - if (to say) Ike had come
(f) ds:j. nh Ike gd-ctbia - if to say Ike will come
(g) Ike b̂ .d - if Ike comes/came
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(ii) (a

(b
(o
(d
(e

(f
(g

(iii) (a 
(b

U
(d
(e

(f

(«

(iv) (a

(b
(c
(d
(e

(f
(g)

6 kwdru dlcwu - ho spolco
§ gd^-bkwd okwu - he will speak
<$byry nd 6 kwdru 6kwu - if he spoaks/spok©
$byry nd <5 gd~kkwd <5kwu - if ho will speak 
ds:i. nd o kwdru 6kwu - if (to say) he had spoken 

dsi nd 6 gd-dkwd 6kwu - if to say he will speak 
6 kwdo <$kwu - if he speaks/spoke

dnyi hdru yd - we saw it
dny$ gd-dbd ya - wo will see it
§buru nd 'dnyl hdru yd ~ if we see/saw it
ybiiru nd dnyx gd-dhy ya -* if we will see it
ds$. dnyx hhry yd - if (to say) wo had seen it
dsi nd dnyx gd-dhy ya - if to say we will see it
dnyi hd ya - if we see/saw it

Oil hiri dgwu — Oti ended the dance
Otl gd~dbi dgwu - Oti will end the dance
<5buru nd Oti hiri dgwu - if Oti ends/ended the dance
6bury nd Oti gd^dbi dgwii - if Oti will end the dance
dsi nd Ctl hiri dgwu - if to say Oti ended the dance
ds:i nd Otl g£u-6bi dgwu - if to say Oti will end the dance
Otl hie dgwu - if Oti ends/ended the dance etc*

In the ahove examples, wo can observe that the verb in the conditonal 
phrase can he marked for tense when the conditional morphemes are 
used in the construction (cf. phrases (c) - (f) ahove), however 
when the conditional morphemes are not used the verb is not marked 
for tense, and in the latter case only the root morpheme plus a high 
tone open vowel suffix are used to express the conditional meaning 
of the utterance*
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There are other sentence constructions in Igbo with similar tonal 
behaviour. Such sentences which have implied, conditional meaning, 
is often used to express some actions which. are sequentially ordered.
This will be illustrated by the following examples*

39* (a) fke gwdruru ji; Oti gwdruru 4d& - Ike dug yam for himself;
Oti dug cocoyam for himself

(b) flee gwtfru ji, Oti dgmiru ddb - when (if) Ike digs (dug) yam for
himself, Oti digs/dug cocoyam 
for himself.

(a) Ogd gbdru 6fi; Ezd gbh.ru dwu - Ogu killed a cow; Eze killed
a goat.

(b) Ogd gbdru 6fi, Ezd gbdo dwu - Ogu killed a cow, and Eze killed
a goat

(c) Ogd gbdo dfi, Eze fegbuo dwu - if (whenever) Ogu kills/lcilled
a cow, Eze would kill a goat.

(d) Ogd kwuo okwu, Ezb dkwuo - whenever Ogu speaks, Eze would
also speak.

(e) Ogd k&d ihe, &zd dkdd - when Ogu shares up (divides) the
items, Eze will do the same. etc.

We can observe that the tones of the verbs in the above sentences 
that express actions that are conditionally and sequentially ordered 
with respect to one another, are the same with those described earlier 
about conditional sentences in Igbo. We can also observe that when 
this type of tone pattern occurs on the verb of the second (final) 
phrase, it is only the sequential; ordering "of the actions that 
is implied, but when this pattern of tone occurs on , the verbs of 
both phrases in the sentence, then conditionality is also implied 
in addition to the sequential ordering of the actions.

It is equally evident that like the open vowel suffix, any suffix 
morpheme which is used in pibace of this vowel suffix carries a high 
tone . ... ' . l. . as in the second sentence in the above
examples*
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6*5-3- THE RELATIVE CLAUSE CONSTRUCTION IN IGBO

A relative clause in Igbo is mainly distinguished from the non- 
relative clauses through tone. The tones of the verb in the clause, 
which in the nonrelative clause are usually low tones, are raised 
to downstep. The tonal behaviour in the relative clause may also 
affect the tone of the noun subject, that is, when the noun ends 
with a low tone, in which case the low tone is raised to downstep 
tone which is relatively higher than that of the verb and lower than 
the preceding high tone, where the noun has a high - low tone pat.tern, 
or otherwise the final low tone of the noun is raised to high, when 
the noun has a low - low tone pattern. The following examples 
illustrate the type(s) of tone changes that^motivated by the relative 
clause construction in Igbo.

4 0. (i) a. 6wu rlri ji - goat ate the yam
b. dwu rxri ji the goat that ate the yam

(ii) a. dnyi kwuru 6kwu — we spoke
b. anyi kwuru okwu - we who spoke

(iii) a. Obi ghra dhj.a 
b. Obi gar a, ahia

Obi went to market
Obi who went to market

(iv) a. Oti gburu dgu - Oti killed a leopard
 ̂ « —*b. Oti gburu agu - Oti who killed a leopard

(v) a* 6j|. hi).ry. dg\j - Oji saw a leopard
b. Ojj! huru agij - Oji who saw a leopard

(vi) a. mbe riri ji - tortoise ate the yam
b. mbe riri ji - the tortoise that ate the yam

(vii) a, bbodo gbcira oso - the town fled
b. bbodb gbara <5so - the town that fled etc.
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6.6. THE DOWNSTEP

The term downstep, as it is used in the present tonological theory, 
entails a wide range of tone features. Following Winston (i960) 
and Stewart (1965), this term is used to describe the type of * Middle' 
tones defined "by Christaller (1875) as 'high tones that abate by 
one step or successive steps', and also in his dictionary of Alcan (1891), 
as 'the tone following after a high tone and descending by one step 
in pitch'

Stewart (1965) distinguishes between 'automatic' and'non automatic* 
downsteps. Automatic downstep represents those cases where an
intervening low tone causes a drop in the pitch of the high tone 
that immediately follows. This has been illustrated in some of 
the examples given in the preceding discussions.

The non automatic downstep represents the case where there is 
a drop in the pitch of a high ton© that is preceded by another high 
tone, i.e. where there is no visible evidence of a low tone that 
causes the pitch drop. This type of downstep occurs in words such 
as,

41 6b© c  ■ - 3  yam beetle

6ze " teeth

nlq.ta dog

db.ere " small etc.

In the current views on downstep, it is believed that both types 
of downstep - the automatic and the non automatic downsteps - 
are related. It has been argued in Stewart (1965), Williamson (1971), 
Fromkin (1972) and in other places, that the non automatic downstep 
is derived from the automatic downstep. Fromkin (1972) argues, for 
instance, that in certain constructions a low tone bearing segment or 
morpheme is deleted but the low tone survives to effect the lowering 
of o, following high tone in the construction before the low tone 
itself is deleted. The lone example which has been used by ’Williamson 
(l97l) and Fro mid ,11 (1972) to illustrate this argument of non segmental 
For footnote J 8 } see the next page.
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tone comes from the following pronoun 4* noun construction, representing 
a possessive construction in Akan language,

41* / m6 3 b<5/ t'tiy stone (to which the following rules
aPPly to derive the downstep)

md' 0  bd - by deletion of the nominal prefix
other than tone

rad ho - hy downstep rule

It has been generally argued from this, that for all cases involving
the lowering of the pitch of a high tone, where there is no visible
low tone in the structure to account for the lowering, a non segmental
low tone could be reconstructed to account for the lowering of the 
pitch in the high tone. Such a non segmental low tone which is 
not present in the structure is known as the floating tone.

The claims made in the current views about downstep can be 
summarised as follows*
(i) the automatic and the non automatic downsteps are related in 
the manner described above?
(ii) all types of downstep tones are not basically different from 
high tones. Consequently those languages with downstep, such as 
Igbo, are treated as two tone languages, having only high and low tones.

We find such views about the downstep very inadequate and unaccep
table, especially with particular reference to the Igbo language.
In Igbo tho automatic downstep and the non automatic downstep cannot 
be treated as the same in that they are functionally different and 
both are independently motivated in the language. In the preceding 
discussions, we have shown how the non automatic downstep is used 
in this language to achieve lexical and different grammatical functions.

7 8. Christaller, J.G. 1875* A grammar of the Asante and Fante
language called Tshi. Basel Evangelical Mission Society, Basel.

1881 (reprinted 1933). Dictionary of the Asante and Fante 
language called Tshi, Basel Evangelical Mission Society, Basel.
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Through the tonetic relationships between the high tone .syllable 
and the syllable bearing a downstep tone, a lexical contrast can 
bo obtained, such as in the examples .... given in (1 2)
abovo, whioh will be repeated heret

4 2. a. *” II where, place

dbe

I__! - a yam beetle

b. llgwa 3
- ~ 2 haste

ligwa

1__1 1

j __
1

fire

c. iftmh c -
_  2

knife

ifima

1__[

“

i

1__
i

beauty

d. llo c -
■ 1 enemity

6lo
!__I

-
- ] mushroom

e* elcpe 3 - ■ 3 a will

lkpe [ 1

i __
1

judgement

f. fgwe I--
1 1

1 __
1

sky

igwb 3 —
_  3 iron

g* 6ze

1__I 1

1—
i

teeth

6zb c —
_  3 king, ruler

h* l£l§ c - _  3 house

dlo ♦ ♦ [
**•

- ] clay etc
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Similarly, the non automatic downstep is used in Igbo to achieve 
oertain grammatical functions. Examples of some of the cases where 
the non automatic downstep is used for this purpose have "been 
discussed above*

On the other hand, it would be significant to note that in this 
language, the automatic downstep is not used to achieve any lexical 
or grammatical function. The automatio downstep in Igbo is, as 
Ward (1936) correctly remarked, essentially a natural phonetic process 
which is due to 1 the influence of the preceding low tone which
pulls down the high tone to a lower level of pitch1, or as Ward also

• 79remarked, 'the natural tendency to fall towards the end of a sentence.1
Neither of these has any lexical or grammatical implication in the
language. In other words, this type of downstep,-unlike the non
automatic downstep, does not have any lexical or grammatic function
in the language. This also shows that the two types of downstep
are differently motivated in the language.

It is oustomary in recent analyses of downstep to postulate non 
segmental floating tone to account for the downstep wherever it occurs. 
Thus from the example from Akan language, Williamson (1971* 84) 
concludes that "if we wish to account for the class 5 nouns (i.e. 
nouns with high - downstep tones in Igbo), it is clear that a

80nonsegmental low must also be postulated in their underlying form".
That is, itfords like £nijij 6be, 6ze etc. would be represented as 
9 'mi, 6 'be, 6 'z& respectively, in the underlying form. Apart 
from the example discussed from Alcan language, Williamson did not 
provide any evidence from Igbo language to justify this proposal.
It has not been shown that these nouns with downstep tones had at 
any time a low tone segment in theix* structui’e, and/or that the low 
tone segment had been deleted either through a diachronic or synchronic 
phonological process, just as this was shown in the Alcan language.
No evidence or proof that vrould support this claim can be found in Igbo.

79* Ward, I,C. 193$* opus cit. p. 1 6.
80. Williamson, Ka,y 1971* "Some alternative proposals for the 

Igbo Completive Phrase", Tone in generative phonology, Ian 
Maddie&on, ed. : Research Notes, vol. 3. Dept, of Linguistics 
and Nigerian Languages, University of Ibadan.



One of the problems about the nonsegmenta-1 floating tone hypothesis 
is the fact that the hypothesis takes a lot for granted? from one 
isolated case, a series of generalizations are made, with no attempts 
to justify the hypothesis in the areas covered in the generalizations. 
Some important questions remain unexplained about the nonsegmental 
floating tone. For instance, one would seriously question the validity 
of the very concept and especially the conclusions and the generalisa
tions being made about the floating tone with respect to every occurrence 
of downstep, such as the one cited from Williamson (1971)* rIhe type 
of phrase construction discussed by both Williamson and Fromkin from 
the Akan language is very common in the Igbo language, and we would 
hope in many other languages with this type of tone system. In Igbo, 
just as in Akan, downstep usually occurs in the structures that 
match the one discussed from Alcan, and apart from this,downstep occurs 
in other cases within similar constructions as well as in other cases 
not related to this type of phrase construction. Compare the following 
constructions in Igbo where downstep occurs.

43. dd ’write* fde (inf.) ' to write
gd * go * fga tt*■ to go
lewd ' speak* ikwu to speak
t6 ’grow* fto tt to grow etc.

44* /bd Obi/ phonetically realized as bd Obi [ ■ ■ - - ]
Obi's place/home

/£si 6kd/ *' IT tl isi olce t  ]
head of a rat

/fsi dwu/ ” II II fsi dwu [ - - - . ]

/hgba dwu/ " IT tt hgba dwu
head of a goat

jaw of a goat

/dnwe 614a/ " tt tt dnwe 9hi a
bush monkey etc
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4 5 * Otd g&ra dhia 

*Obi gar a alii a 

Ike lcwhru 6kwu

Ike lcwuru ukwu 

6fi rlri ji

6fi rlri ji 

i3gb5 riri 

Egbo riri ji

The above sentences and phrases represent some of the constructions 
where downstep occur in Igbo, that is, apart from the lexical items 
(nouns in particular) where downstep occurs as contrastive tone.
Out of these constructions, it is only the phrase constructions 
represented in (44) above, and more specifically, only the first 
phrase used in the examples, ( b£ Obi), that was used by Fromkin (1972) 
and Williamson (l97l) to determine the very nature of the downstep 
hitherto treated as the non automatic downstep. This particular 
type of phrase construction, such as /me Abc$/ in Alcan, which is 
phonetically realized as m£ bo((the low tone nominal prefix having 
been lost) which in all respect is similar to the example used in 
Igbo, only that the lox* tone segment iB not deleted in this case 
and which I am sure would make no difference in Igbo if the low tone 
segment were deleted) was specially attractive because of the 
existence of a low tone morpheme/segment before the high tone that 
is downstepped. However, as we oan see from the examples in (44) 
above where the phrases have in one way or another the possessive 
meaning, the downstep occurs also in words with high-high tones ', . 
when such words are used in the final position in the phrase.

-- 3
[ "  "  3
[ "  ---- ]

3
[ ■ ' - - - 3 
t " _ . . " 3 
C - -- --- 3

Obi went to market 

Obi who went to market 

Ike spoke

Ike who spoke 

cow ate • yam

cow that ate yam

Egbo ate yam

Egbo who ate yam etc*
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In the latter case there is no low ton© segment to account for the 
downstep, and it would he unrealistic to postulate such a lot* tone 
as Williamson did. Perhapsthe most revealing fact from the examples 
contained in (44) above, vriLth respeot to the claims made by Fromkin 
and Williamson (namely, that the downstep that occurs f b6 * is duo 
to the low tone syllable that is juxtaposed to the high tone syllable), 
is that in the phrase /hgba dwu/ or /fenwe $hia/ which are phonetically 
realized as hgba dwu and enwe $h:£a respectively? though the first 
high tone syllables of dwu and dhia are immediately preceded by 
low tone, yet those high tones are not downstepped, rather it is the 
final high tone syllables in these words that are downstepped. In 
other words, it will not be correct to claim that the downstep that 
occurs in the words used in these phrase constructions, and this 
includes the example discussed from Akan, is necessarily due to a 
low tone that is juxtaposed to the high tone syllable in the word, 
because,as we have shown from Igbo, the-downstep would occur oven 
if such a low tone syllable is not present in the word. Similarly, 
it will be much more unrealistic to say that all downsteps,, that is, 
all non automatic downsteps, have the same origin and should be 
accounted for as the downstep that occurs in the possessive phrase 
constructions, for as wo have seen from the examples given above 
of the areas where downstep occurs in Igbo, not only is it true that 
the _non automatic downstep in Igbo is not necessarily associated 
with the existence or the presence of a low tone, but also it is 
equally true that the occurrence of downsteps in the different 
construction types are differently motivated.

What concerns the nonsegmental floating tone, we should note that 
Williamson (X971) had developed this notion from a work done earlier 
by Fromkin and Schachter (1968) on Akan language where the relatedness 
of the automatic and non automatic downsteps was illustrated with 
the example mentioned above, Accordixig to Williamson (l97l) the non
segmental floating tone is postulated wherever a downstep occurs 
to account for the downstep. In the preceding discussions we have 
pointed out the inadequacy of the claim that every occurrence of 
downstep implies the existence of a low tone segment that causes 
the downstep.
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The nonsegmental floating ton© theory runs into many difficulties 
in tonology. In the first place, the verjr idea of the nonsegmental 
floating tone and the way this should he used in tonology are nott 
clearly defined. Nonsegmental floating tone is postulated in the 
lexical items, such as the class 5 nouns; in the infinitive; in 
the possessive/associative phrase constructions; in the relative 
clause constructions and in fact in any place and/or construction 
where downstep occurs. The natural question here is where does the 
nonsegmental tone comet from; according to the analyses given hy 
Williamson (l57l)j the nonsegmental floating tone is supposed to 
result from a segment or morpheme which has been deleted or lost 
in the structure, hut whose tone survives. Should it he the case 
then that a morpheme or a segment has heen deleted in every one of 
these nouns and constructions where downstep is present? Suppose 
for the moment that this is the case, which is not likely though, 
and. let us suppose that this is the case with the infinitive 
construction in Igho; one thing we are not sure about is from where 
the segment or morpheme was deleted, whether from the words (verbs) 
that are used in the construction or whether this is a morphologioal 
segment, in which case we do not know whether the floating ton© is 
a lexical tone or a morphological tone or both. Suppose that in 
the case of infinitive construction, this is a low tone morphological 
segment, i.e. a morphological tone, which is used for forming the 
infinitive construction; this is so because in the verbs (the high 
tone verbs) in whose infinitive forms the floating low tone is 
postulated to account for the downstep that results from the infinitive 
forms, such nonsegmental floating ton© is never postulated when 
these verbs occur in isolation. The nonsegmental floating tone in 
this case is therefore a morphological toneme used for the formation 
of the infinitive. The question here is why this morphological 
tonem© is  ̂ postulated only with respect to high tone verbs 
and never for the low tone verbs? If the nonsegmental floating tone 
is to represent a systematic theory in the laiaguage, it should 
be postulated for both the high tone and the loi*; tone verb infinitive 
forms. The same argument would also be required for some cases of 
possessive construction in Igbo where the floating tone is never 
postulated, and in fact for other similar constructions where
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downstep occurs at some places, Tout where the floating low tone is 
never postulated in the places where the downstep does not occur.
The floating tone is not postulated in these cases because different 
and unacceptable phonetic out-put would result in these cases.
For instance, the introduction of a floating low tone in the infinitive 
construction of a low tone verb would make the tone of the verb to 
be raised to high, thereby giving unacceptable result. Generally, 
the attitude of pick and choose on when to use the nonsegmental 
floating tone, whereby it is only used when a downstep occurs, shows 
the inconsistency and contradiction with which this theory is marked*

In the derivational history of m6 bi from /md ^-b6/ given in 
Williamson (1971* 29)> the rule that 'deletes the nominal prefix'

was ordered before the Downdrift rule (i.e. the rule that lowerb 
the pitch of the high tone on bo). This has the result of leaving 
a non-segmental low tone. However we would ..very much disagree 
with the ordering of these rules. Within such an environment 
where a low tone syllable precedes an immediately following high 
tone syllable in the same word, one would naturally expect that the 
downdrift rule should apply automatically, and the rule that deletes 
the nominal prefix would apply later. The reverse would be ’ 
vex*y unnatural. In other words, if the rules had been allowed to 
apply in the more natural order, we then would not have a floating 
tone, hence the nonsegmental floating tone had been arrived at 
through improbable rule ordering.

The wa.y the nonsegmental floating tone should operate in the 
derivation of the downstep is not defined. When used to derive a 
downstep, the operation of the floating tone is totally unconstrained. 
Thus, it is not only that the floating tone is only introduced when 
downstep occurs, irrespective of whatever morphological/syntactic 
is involved, as in Williamson (l97l)* but also in the operation of 
the floating tone, it is given siich power that is rarely seen in any 
phonological analysis, to hop and skip at will, thereby evading any 
known constraints, until the floating ton© gets to where we want 
it to be. This makes the floating tone become like a child's game
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in phonology* A point of view was expressed in Hyman .(1974a) that 
the floating tone which .causes the downstep in the nominals comes 
from a low tone nominal prefix which has been synchronically lost 
in those words, and Hyman also claims that all Igbo nominals at 
one time had such a low tone nominal prefix* Hyman however did 
not provide one single evidence from the language of a synchronic 
fact that would lead to such a diachronic rule; perhaps the only 
evidence was that downstep occurs in these nominals. As we know 
from most cases of diachronic change in other languages, a 
diachronic ■_ change. such as the. one Hyman postulates for Igbo usually 
leaves some, vestige, some left-overs, in the synchronic grammar that 
would lead to the discovery and reconstruction of the proto-types.
Wo such concrete evidence has been given by Hyman (1974a) or by 
Williamson (l97l) or by Voorhoeve et al. (1969)? where the floating 
tone theory has been discussed for Igb^, to show from any known 
sjrnchronic example that such a segment ever existed in these nominals. 
In the known synchronic examples, where a segment is either deleted, 
assimilated .to orjnerged with another segment as a result of certain 
phonological processes in the language, we find that the tone of 
the deleted or assimilated segment is usually not assitailated in the 
process, and this tone is not left to float around, but rather is 
always recovered on the segment that remains after the assimilation.
For example,

46. /nwahny^./, written as nwanyi (where the two vowels have been
merged) is pronounced as £ “ ___£  - nw&nyi ;

/dk£hf6/, written as Ok’Af$ (due to vowel assimilation), 
is pronounced as - bkafo

/dgwvl bh il6/, written as agwyibilo,( due to vowal assimilation),
is pronounced as - agwubllo etc.

The tones of the assimilated segments in the above and similar examples 
in the language, do not go or skip to anywhere beyond the environment 
where the segments had existed. In fact going through all the cases 
wo know pf in the language, where a tone-bearing syllable might
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have been deleted or merged with another syllable as a result of 
some phonological or morphological process, (and especially in tho 
cases where such process is not easily known to a non trained native 
speaker), we cannot find any evidence to support the floating tone 
hypothesis in Igbo language*

Similarly, the hypothesis that all nominals in Igbo had a low 
tone nominal prefix has not been proved, and to the best of my 
knottfledge cannot be convincingly proved by Hyman. This is merely 
an assumption that has not been supported by facts. In the discussions 
given earlier, we noted that a great many nouns in Igbo have only 
high tones, and in most of them no downstep occurs. If it were the 
case that these nouns had low tone nominal prefixes, and that the 
floating tone of such prefixes causes downstep, or should cause 
downstep in such nouns, I wonder what explanation can be given fox' 
the nonoccurrence of downstep in these nouns. It is txue that the 
prefix q/q used in the formation of nominals from Igbo verbs, and 
more specifically in the formation of verbal nouns and agentive 
nouns, usually carry low tone, however, we have also such nominals 
like
47« £miime £  — - ~ ? (formed from the verb m6 *do’) - ceremony

dzlza £ * " * _ ” U  ” ii « » ‘reply1) - an answer,
a reply

dkwhkmi - " " " H " kwu * speak1) - talkative
ness

“ " " " " ju ‘aslc*) - question

” 11 " ’mimic, imitate1) -
mimicry, imitation,

dstLsii " " 11 " 11 s$ 'speak a language') -
language etc.,

which are also derived from verbs, but where the vowel prefix does 
not carry a low tone. Note also the following cognate verb - noun 
forms which are most common in Igbo language, and where what.we
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can regard as the nominal prefix usually carry high tone. For 
example,

lewd - speak
6km - speech

- go, walk (the same as gd)
- wal lc ( n •), j ourney

kd - labour
- wealth (the result of one’s labour)

bd - carry
ibu - load

- give birth to
dmCi * * children, issue

I'd — defile
dly - abomination etc.

were the case that all Igbo nominals had low
prefix, one would naturally expect that what in all respects can 
he considered as nominal prefixes in the above examples, should 
carry low tones? note that even where the verb is a low tone verb, 
the tone of the vowel prefix is high.

The floating tone, as we mentioned above, is highly unconstrained 
when it is used to derive a downstep. To illustrate this we had to 
first give the argument above about the low tone nominal prefix 
from where the floating low tone is supposed to result in the 
language. Thus, granted that the hypothesis about the low tone 
nominal prefix is correct (which we have shown to be completely 
unfounded in the language), it means that in the underlying forms 
of nouns such as filĉ -ta, ’dog' 5 dtyry, ’sheep’; there ’shame’; 
iftlcpy.ru ' seed’ ; dguy 1 hunger’ , and all the other trisyllabic nouns 
of similar tonal structure, whore downstep occurs on the third (final) 
syllable, we have to posit a floating low , tone initially in such 
words to account for the downstep. as shown below.
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49* “ nkjta
dtdnj. 
ih6r<§

" ifikpiimi 
?. &g$$ etc*

If the floating tGue were to he constrained., in line with how tones
naturally affect one another in Igbo or in any other tone language,
the floating tone would affect only and only the tone adjacent to
it. In all. the synchronic operation of tones or tone rules in these
languages, this is what naturally obtains, even generally in phonology
one never finds a case where the structural descriptions of a rule
are met and the rule does not immediately apply or skips that environment
and. goes to apply somewhere else* Rather we note that in the case
of the floating tone, it not only skips the first environment but
also the second environment both of which meet the structural
description that when a low tone precedes a high tone the high tone
is lowered in pitch, and goes all the way to lower the third high
tone in the succession. This, I should think, makes the floating
tone, a very strange rule, and in fact the first of its kind in
phonology# To get rid of the many awkward positions which the
floating tone gets into, such as the one just discussed, Williamson
(l97l) deviced many rules, such as the Metathesis rule which is

i"frsupposed to lift the floating tone and piace^where we want it to 
be, and the Coalescence rule, which would coalesce the floating tone 
when many of them are used and some of them become redundant.
Arguments against these rules can only bring us into a vicious circle. 
For instance, the metathesis rule is introduced merely to lift the 
floating tone from the place where it naturally appears and to talc© 
it, skipping as many structural descriptions as possible that have 
been met along the way, to the place where we want the floating tone 
to be. This, in fact does not get us out of the basic problem, rather 
it helps to make the floating tone theory more complicating.
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I’ll© coalescence rule, as indicated, earlier, coalesces redundant 
floating tones, such as in the derivation of 6ze 6wu, which is 
derived from /dze 6wu/. Using the floating tone theory, this would 
he represented as / dzd ' dwu/ in the underlying form. If 
we were to allow all the floating low tones to operate in this 
underlying form, we would have unacceptable phonetic output, something 
like dze dwu, which is unacceptable,. To resolve this, the metathesis 
rule transfers the first floating low tone and locates it adjacent to 
the second floating low tone, thus /dzd + * ewu/, whereby both
floating low tones can be merged or coalesced, and other rules would 
apply to derive dzd ewu. Many questions can be raised here with 
respect to the operation of these rules. In the first place, the 
coalescence of consecutive low tones especially when the low tones 
represent different morphemes in a structure is not supported by 
synchronic evidence in Igbo. In the synchronic tonology of Igbo, 
when two low tones, representing different morphemes, are located 
adjacent to each other, one of the low tones causes the other to 
be raised to a high tone. This has been partly illustrated earlier 
where a low tone morpheme which can be either an affix or a verb 
root, occurs with a low tone verb, and the same phenomenon will be 
further illustrated in the discussions that will follow later*

Finally, apart from the inconsistencies and contradictions that 
underly the floating tone hypothesis and the lack of any evidence 
from the language to support this theory, it is important to note 
that the effect which this theory would have in tonological analysis 
would be to destroy the phonological significance of tone in tone 
languages. According to the way the floating tone has been used 
in Voorhoeve et al (1969), Voorhoeve (1973), Hyman (1972a),
Williamson (l97l),â 1(i other places, the floating tone is introduced 
wherever any tone change occurs. This practically amounts to denying 
the essential functions of tone in a tone language. The functions op 

tone in a tone language ; much comparable to that of phoneme mA
phonology. As phoneme, tone is used in tone language to achieve 
both lexical and grammatical functions. That is, in the lexicon 
tone is used to achieve contrasts between words, and the various
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relationships "between words and phrases in a sentence or between 
different sentences in the grammar can be, and is, expressed 
through the changes in the lexical tones. In the same way, the 
relationships between words in certain grammatical constructions 
can affect the tones carried by these words. When, for instance, 
we have a process of palatalization in phonology, we do not rely 
on the assumption that some external floating nonsegmental palatal 
is responsible for the palatalization, and this goes for all the 
phonological processes that occur in a language. It has always 
been the understanding in phonology that such changes which the 
phonemes undergo in the.phonological processes result from the 
different grammatical and phonological relationships that exist 
between words used in speech. We do not therefore understand why 
the situation x̂ ith the changes in the lexical tones of words that 
enter into certain phonological and grammatical relationships 
should be treated differently by calling in an external nonsegmental 
floating tone to account for such changes. This is exactly what 
the nonsegmental floating tone theory does in tonology.

In the present work, for the reasons given above, we will not 
incorporate the floating tone theory into our analysis of tone and 
tone changes. There is no way we can justify the floating tone 
theory and/or the use of the floating tone to account for genuine 
tone changes which have essential significance, with essential 
grammatical and/or lexical information in the tonology and in the 
language as a whole. In Igbo the existance of a tone basically 
implies the existence of a segment on which the tone can be realized^ 
a tone cannot practically exist or float about, unless that tone 
is realized on a segment. Changes in the lexical tones of words 
that occur in certain constructions will not be accounted for 
through the floating tone mechanism. Rather such changes in tone 
will be treated as relating to or significant to the constructions 
in question, with respect to the words used in the constructions.
What concerns downstep, which as wo noted, has been the most sensitive 
point in Igbo tonology, our point of view in this respect has been 
clearly stated. We shall treat downstep first and foremost on its
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own merits, i.e. in. relation to the functions which this toneme 
fulfils in the language. We have shown through the alignments given 
above that, though this toneme, the downstep, is constrained in the 
language, with respect to its co-occurrence with low tone, however, 
we have not seen enough evidence to treat the downstep ✓ as being 
the same as the high tone in Igbo. In as much as we admit the limi
tations of the downstep in this language, in the sense that it does 
not occur after a low tone, we also admit the fact that functionally, 
the downstep has its own qualities different from that of the high 
tone. The case of downstep in Igbo and similar tone languages, with 
reference to the view held about the downstep in.Igbo, can be likened 
to a case of say /sh/ in Russian, or / V  in English. In Russian, 
for instance, /sh/ occurs in relatively very few words in the lexicon, 
just as / 0  I  in English, and the Occurrence of /sh/ in Russian, just 
as that of the downstep in Igbo, is constrained, in that /sh/ can 
only be followed by what is known as ’the soft’ vowel, i.e. the front 
vowel, usually /i/. However, similar to what we have about the 
do I'm step in Igbo, in Russian morphology, / sh/ is known to occur more 
often than most other phonemes, despite the constraints; this is 
due to the fact that in many contexts in the morphology, /t/ and /s/ 
change to /sh/. Despite all this (a situation that exactly matches 
that of the downstep in Igbo) it has never been argued or suggested 
that /sh/ isvan independent phoneme in Russian, different from /t/ 
or /s/? or that this phoneme,/sh/, is underlyingly /t/ or /s/ in 
that language. The phonemic status of /sh/ in Russian or of j  rJ  j  

in English has never been doubted mainly on the basis of the contrast 
which these phonemes have been able to bring in the respective 
languages, eventhough such a contrast has been possible only between 
one or two pairs of words in the language. On this parallel we shoxild 
treat the downstep as a toneme different from the high tone in Igbo.

In terms of the tone changes that occur in the language,(a point 
that has been often used against the downstep in Igbo), we find that 
a high tone can be lowered to a downstep in as much as a downstep 
can be raised to a high tone in certain constructions, and sometimes 
in the same type of constructions a high tone can be lowered to a
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low tone, and a low 'tone can be raised to a downstep or to a high 
tone. To single out only one from the chain of the relationships
that exist in the tones of the words that are used in the same type
of phrase construction (which is reflected through the changes that 
occur in the lexical tones of the words), and treat it as an isolated 
case would not give us a good understanding of the tone or tones 
in question or of the tone relationships peculiar to such phrase 
construction in the language. Furthermore, in the analysis which 
was used to arrive at the conclusion about the downstep - high tone 
relatedness, it was only the case where downstep occurs in a word 
with low ~ high tones that was used in arriving at this conclusion, 
thereby ignoring the fact that in. the same type of phrase construction 
in Igbo, a downstep occurs in a word with high ™ high tones which
is located in the same environment as the former. In other words,
such an analysis can be regarded as incomplete, and the conclusion 
arrived at through this incomplete evaluation of the facts cannot 
be regarded as accurate. In the discussions that will follow we 
shall look into the different constructions where downstep occurs 
in Iglbo language. In the preceding discussions, we have shown that 
downstep occurs in many words in the language, and in some of the 
words it serves as the minimal contrast with other words; we also 
showed that downstep occurs in the infinitive construction of the 
high tone verbs. When the high tone infinitive prefix occurs with 
a high tone verb, the tone of the verb is downstepped.

In the discussions on how the relative clause is formed in Igbo 
(of. 6.5*3. above) we noted that the main difference between the 
relative clause and the corresponding nonrelative clause is brought 
about by the change in the tones of the verb in the clause. This 
mainly entails the raising of the tones of the verb from low (when 
the action expressed in the clause is in the past tense) to
downstep. Generally the tone pattern of the relative clause in 
the language is the same whether the action refers to the past tense 
or not; what usually happens when the action refers to the present 
or to the future tense is that the vowel prefix or the performative 
prefix which in either of these cases carx'ies a low tone,
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tones, all carry downstep tone in relative clause and the high tone 
of the verb, where this obtains, is lowered to downstep or rather 
is assimilated to the downstep tone of the preceding segments.
Downstep also occurs in some cases in the completive phrase construc
tions as well as in the genitival phrase constructions in Igbo.
From the syntactic point of view these two types of phrase construc
tions are formed exactly in the same way, the difference being mainly 
on semantic basis. Syntactically, both the completive phrase and 
the genitival phrase constructions are formed through collocation 
of two nouns; the possessive meaning is implied if one of the nouns, 
usually the second noun, refers to a human being, but when this noun 
does not refer to a human being, the completive or associative 
meaning is implied. However, in Igbo the difference between the 
two types of phrase constructions is clearly indicated through tone.

6.6.1. THE COMPLETIVE PHRASE CONSTRUCTION

The completive phrase construction has been widely discussed in 
the previous stxidies relating to tone in Igbo. This, I think, is 
due to the systematic tone patterns that can be shown in Igbo through 
this type of phrase construction. Thus, it was on the basis of 
the tone patterns manifested through the completive phrase construction 
that Ward (l93£) formulated what she termed as the tone patterns of 
Igbo, and later Green and Igwo (1963) formed what they called the 
tone groups in the language, also on the basis of the patterns of 
tones shown in the completive phrase construction. Voorhoeve et alia 
(1969) and later Williamson (l97l) used the completive phrase 
construction in Igbo to discuss the downstep and the floating tone 
theory. We can therefore see that the completive phrase construction 
has been in the centre, and consequently the main source of all the 
theories so far formulated about Igbo tonology.

The completive phrase construction, sometimes called the associative 
construction, is formed in Igbo by juxtapositioning of two nouns, by 
which it is said that one noun is characteristic of or associated
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with tho other noun. In some languages this would ho interpreted
as indicating a possessive case, though as we pointed out above,
in Igho this type of phrase construction is differentiated from the
possessive case construction* In the examples of completive phrases
to he given below, we shall, for the sake of convenience, number

1 2the nouns that are used in the phrase as IT and N respectively.

50.(i) N1 . N2 (H - H)
/fsi / / 6w& / isi £wu

goat head.

/ hn6 / / 6k6 / line 6lce Q  ~ 3
mother python

/  h k w d  /  /  6 k 6  /  h k w d  6 k e  3
python egg

/ 6k<£ / / 6hfa / 6k<§ <£h:j.a [3 _ 3
hush rat

/ dlb / / 6wu / ulb 6vju [ 3
goat house

/ hnb, / / 6w& / nnh 6wu _ _ ” 3
father goat

/ hgbb, / / 6k6 / Sigbh 4lce _  ” 3
python jaw

/bnwh / / <$h:ta / bnwb $hja C " " 3

/ 6se / / 6w& / £e5g 6wu Q 3

/ 6go / / dhia / 6go dhfa Q  3
market money etc.
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N1 N2 ( L -r.H).

/ Isi / / 61c© / lei olce [  “

t i i
1__

l

I’ab head

/ dnyd / /bled / dnya ole© it rat eye

/ hdd / / 5kpd / hd6 olcpu [ _
— ~ 3  hat pomade

/ 6tew& / / ieS / hkwd ise 11 five eggs

/ w  / / 5kd / $1$ olce [ “ 3  rat house

/ Isi/ / hd& / Isi ud© 11 pomade odour

/ hgbh / / 6lc6 / hgbd olco L  _
- -

3  rat jaw

/ Itb / / tib<§ / ltd ube ti pot of pear

/ 635© / / olcd / 620 oke [ " - - :] rat teeth

/ ^go / 

) N1

/ 61cw& / 6 go akwa 

- L; L - L; H - Bl

ti egg money etc

/ Isi / / mbb / isi mbe ( no change in tone) tortoise 
head

/hkwcl / / rfibb / 6kw& mb 6 it tortoise
egg

/ isi / / 6gb6 / isi bgbb tt smell of gm

/ hgbh / / mbb / hgba ifrbb 11 tortoise jai

/isi/ / hgb / (L-Ij) isi hgo ti eag3.e head.

/ 5lc<§ / / isi / 6 kb isi it blind rat

/ 101 / / enwb / isi 6nwe IT monkey head

/ M<5 / / 616, / hd<$ 6,1a tt peace of th 
land
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N
/ £s£ /
/ hlcwd / 

/ 6gbfc /

/ dbe /

/ nza /
/ £gwe /

/ hgwh / / dgu /

(iv) N1 (II - L) N2

/ isi /

/ f /

/  6gb& /  

/ dgwh / 

/ dl& /

/ Isi /

/ifibh /

/  ifibb /

/ <5nyh /

/ ukwh /

/ dz& /

/ <§gbh / / £gwe /
/ ifikph / / ©go /

/ fgwfe /

/ dgbfc /

/ 6kd / 

/ &lcd /

/ isi /

/ m  /
/ dkd /

/ fenwfe /

/ hlh/

£si 6be (no change in tone) beetle head 
hkv/ci 112 a ” ttfren egg
6gbh £gwe 

hgwa agu

1feky gun’ , used 
to mean ’thunder1
leopard colour 

etc.

isi ewu (no tone change in Itf̂) goat
smell

/ 6nyx / £jfc 6nyT

dgbh igwe 
mkph &go

£gbh £gwfe

6gwu egb&

ulo olce I ♦ «

£sl oke

ifibe i si [2 

mbe hi a 

tfnya ole© Q

tikwu fenwe Q

6ze hia

-  ]

]
]

elephant
walk
thunder
ths noed of 
money

iron gun, 
metal gun
fear of gun

rat house 

rat smell

blind tortoise 

land tortoise 

rat trap 

monkey waist

king of the 
land etc*
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M1 (i. - L) M2
— l/ hgbh / / dwti / &gba dwu (no tone change in N' ) goat jaw

/ hkh / / dgbd / hku dgbo ( IT ) kite wing

/ hgb& / / / &gba dgu 11 leopard jaw

/ &kph / / 6go / Slcpa dgo tt hag of money

/ M.&- / / $16 / hi a \il6 * ♦ tl floor of a 
house

/ lt& / / igwb / xte fgwb SI iron pot

/ &gb& / / 6kd / hgbd oke £ ] rat jaw

/ &kp& / / hoe / hlcp& ube If hag of pear

/ &gb& / / dnw&' / hgbd dnwe |_ — . . —  — ] monkey jaw .

/ hkp£i / / &gwa / hkpd hgwa 11 hag of beans

/ hkh / / kg& / hkd ftgo tt wing of an 
eagle etc#

fl1 (H ~ b) __N2 i

/ 6ae / / dvni / dze dwu [_ 3 goat teeth

/ 6go / / &hxa / 6go dhxa market money

/ <Jn$ / / 6kd / 9nîL oke [_ "  "  - - ][ rat mouth

/ ifima / / Mcwd / mma akwa ti the beauty of 
an egg

/ dlu / 

/ <5 go /

/ siu; /

/ ul6 /7 t * ;

/ mbd / 

/ hkw& /

dlu u!5 L* <> l~»

6go mbh 

dlu akwa Q

tt

~ ” _  _ :

j top of the 
house 

the height of 
tortoise 

] top of the bed

/ ©hi / / it© / / t Sohi ite ti theft of pot ©to
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The tone changes illustrated above in the lexical tones of the
words used in the constructions, represent the types of tone changes
resulting into the tone patterns associated with the completive
phrase constructions in Igbo. Some generalization can be made about
the changes in the lexical tones of the words used in the completive
phrase construction in the language, namely, that when a noun which

2carries a final high tone occurs in the N position in the construction, 
the final high tone changes to downstep (usually the lexical tones 
of nouns that do not end with high tone do not change when the noun
occurs in the N position), and when a noun carrying a final low

1 1 tone occurs in the N position, the final low tone of the N is raised2to a high or downstep, if the N in the structure begins with a low 
tone. The final low tone of the N is raised to high if this noun 
has all low tones, i.e. is a low -low tone noun? and the fined low 
tone of the If1, is raised to downstep if this noun has high - lev? 
tones, in which case the raised low tone is always lower than the
preceding high tone and at the same time, higher than any downstep

4 2that would immediately follow (i.e. when the N that folloi^s begins
with a downstep). When the N1 ends with a lexical downstep, the
downstep is raised to high in all cases, i.e. irrespective of the

?initial tone of the N .

As we pointed out in our arguments above against the views currently 
held about the downstep and the floating tone theory, it can be clearly 
seen from the examples given above to illustrate the tone changes 
that occur in the completive phrase constructions that such tone 
changes are systematically patterned in the language. To take only 
one case from this connected chain of tone changes and treat it in 
isolation, without relating it either to the other tone changes in 
the process, or to the phrase constructions that are involved in the 
process, would not give us an accurate evaluation and understanding 
of the tones and. tone changes that occur in this, language. For 
instance, in the arguments by Fromkin (1972) and Williamson (l97l) 
to support the view that the non automatic downstep is basically 
derived from the sequence of a low tone followed by a high tone, 
only the example of the completive/genitival phrase construction
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where the IT*- has low - high tones was used to arrive at that 
conclusion. However, as it can he seen from the examples of the 
tone changes that occur in similar phrase constructions in Igho and 
most probably in the Alcan language as well, the same type of tone 
change involving the lowering of a high tone to downstep also occurs 
when the If** has high - high tones. The serious question here which 
touches the basis of the conclusion drawn from the argument by Fromkin 
and Williamson is whether the tone change in question is not due to 
the particular phrase construction and not necessarily as a result 
of the sequence of a low and a high tones in the same word. This 
becomes significantly so, when we realize that in similar onstructions 
a low tone which is preceded by a high tone within the same word is

$raised to downstep, as this happens when such a noun occurs in the N 
position and is followed by a low tone or initial low tone word. In 
the latter case we cannot say with certainty that a low tone precedes 
the derived downstep, rather the reverse is the case. Similar examples 
that illustrate a derived downstep, where we cannot posit any low 
tone in the vrords from where the downstep is derived, but rather 
where vie have high tones or high tone word preceding the derived 
downstep, can be seen in the relative clause constructions in Igbo 
(cf. 6,5*3* above). In other words, the tone changes that occur 
in these cases, including the derivation of a downstep from a high 
tone, should be seen mainly from the stand point of the construction 
which such tone patterns are used to express in the language*

6,6.2. THE G M T IVAL PHRASE CONSTRUCTION

From syntactic point of view, the genitival phrase construction 
does not differ from the completive phrase construction in Igbo.
Both constructions are achieved by juxtapositioning two nouns.
The main difference between the two constructions is expressed in 
Igbo through tone. We shall compare, in this respect, the tone 
patterns that result from the genitival constructions with those 
described above for the completive phrase constructions*
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N1 N2 ( H -zJil

/ 6wd / / Ike / 6vm Ike £ “ " - " ]| Ike's goat

/ line / / If© / line Ife tt Ife's mother

/ dkpu / / lk6 / 6kpu Ike £ [ Ike's hat

/ 111)6 / / Ik6 / 5b6 Ike it Ike's pear

/ dkwd / /’ Anyd / dkwa Anya [ j Anya* s cloth

/ / / Ik6 / ndu Ike ti Ike's lifo

/ 5a Si / / Anya / 51a Anya £: _  ■ -  - j Anya*s'land

/ hkpd / / Ilc6 / dkpd Ike Ike1s bag

1N N2 ( * - H)

/ 6wu / / Eke / 6wu Eke [ ] Elce's goat

/ Isi / / Ude / Isi Ude ti Ude's head

/ bkpd / / Obi / okpd Obi £ 3 Obi's hat

/ M e  / / Ada / ■Add Ada i? Ada's pomade

/ w  / / Add / ulo Ada £ “ -  j  ̂ Ada's house

/ dlcwd / / Obx / dkwa Obi tt Obi's olotb.

/ 5.15, / / U&6 / did Ude [ ] Ude's land

/ hkpd / / Ada / akpd Ada tt Ada's bag

/ dgo / / Add / ego Ada £ 3 Ada's money

/ 6ze / / Obi / 6ze Obi ti Obi's teeth <



/  i s i  / / ezd / i s i bze *' th e  k in g 1s head

/ 6ze / / dzd / 6ze dze n the  k in g 1 s te e th

/6go / . / Ezd /
*

ego Eze « Eze’ s money

/  M d  / / Egbd / hdd
«•
Egbo [  . “ _ _  ] Egbo' s daughter

/  okpii: / / fbb / okpu. Ibe 11 Ib e 's h a t.

/  6gbb / / fbfe / egbeI Ibe C- ‘  - • _  _  ] Ib e ' e gun •

/  £d& / / Ibd / 6de ib e ti Ib e 's cocoyam

/  dwd / / Ugo /  ( L-L) dwu
«*
Ugo (110 change in tone) Ugo's goat

/dkpd / / frzd / IT 6kpil Nao " m n Nze' s hat

/  ddk / /
*
Ugo / tr dde Ugo (no tone change in  h ) Ugo's cocoyam

/  l t d  / / Ugo / it l t d Ugo " ti tt n ii Ugo's pot

/  dse / / Ugd / u dze Ugo 11 ti it It Tl Ugo's te e th
etc.

(iv) N1 N2 ( H - D)

/ dwu / / Ego / ewu Ego J Ego's goat
/dnyd / / Ekwu / dnya Elcwu h Ekwu's eye

/ dze / / Ego / 6ze Ego it Ego's teeth

/ nne / /Eb5 / fine Ebo it Ebo's mother

/ dkpii / / line / dkpu nne Q — 2 mother's (raumy's)

/ dgbd / / Ebo / dgbo Ebo — ^  ^Uo1s gun

/ klh / / Ebo / kid Ebo |__
“ — 2  Ebo's land etc.
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H1 (_H -■ k). j * L

/ Tbb j / in,yd / Ibe Anya £ “* 3 Anya’s Ibe

/ Egbo / / Obi / Egbo Obi 11 Obi's Egbo

/ Egb5 / / Umd / Egbo Ume " Ume1s Egbo

/ tbh / / Egb6 / Ibe Egbo Q  ___ 3 Egbo1 s Ibe

/ m  / / Ugo / Ibe Ugo " Ugo* s Ibe etc
1In such contexts where 'the N constitutes the object that is possessed,

2m  relation to the K , it is not easy to find or figure out the nouns
that can possess other human nouns. To achieve this we have to imagine
a context in which someone, for instance, wants to know more about
a person called Ibe or Egbo , Ike and so on. For instance, an
answer to the question such as 1 Which Ibe .(Egbo, Ike ...) is
that?’. It is in such contexts that wo can reconstruct the genitival

1tones in the constiructions where N is a human noun.

(vi) N1 (h - L) N2

/ Agbd / / fled / Agbd Ike | J Ike's Agba

/ 6di / / Umd / Odi Ume it Ume1s Odi

/ Ug6 / /• fbb / Ug6 Ibe |: _  “  _  _ . J Ibe1 s Ugo

/ Ug6 / / Odi / Ugo Odi « Odi1 s Ugo

/ Ug5 /

to'•{=3 Ug6 Ebo [ | Ebo's Ugo etc.

(vii) (H -- I)) N2

/ Ego / / fled / Ego lice 3 | Ike's Ego

/ Ego / / Ebo / Ego Ebo ie Ebo1s Ego

/ Ebo / / Umd / Ebo Ume it Ume1s Ebo

/ Ebo / / fbb / j£bo Ibe £ 1[ Ibe's Ebo

/ £bS / / / Ebo Ugo tl U go1 s Ebo et c <>
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The examples of genitival constructions given above will help to 
illustrate the type of tone changes that occur in the lexical tones 
of the nouns used in such constructions in Igbo. They also help to 
illustrate the differences between the completive constructions and 
the genitival constructions in Igbo, in terms of the tone patterns 
associated with these constructions. Perhaps one of the more 
illustrative examples of the difference between the completive and 
the genitival constructions would be through the contrast in the 
tonal structures in the following examples.

52 (i) /isi 6wu /
a. isi 6wu C ~ ] goat head (comp, const.)

b. isi ewu the goat’s head (genit. const.)

(ii) / isi ifib& /

a. isi mbb tortoise head ( comp, const.)

b. isi fnbe the head of the tortoise (genit.)

(iii) / ilcpe 6go /

a. ikpe 6go judgement about money (corapl.)

b. ikpe Ego Ego ’s judgement

(iv) / Skpti 6zb /

a. bkpiS. 6a & crown

b. 6kpd feze the king’s crown/hat etc.
(a)In the/vexamples above, the Nx is attributed generically to the

. For instance, 6kpu means ’crown/ hat, head wear1, the type
that all kings weal1! similarly, isi 6wu/ ifibb, means ’head1, the type 
that all goats/tortoise have. This is the general sense the completive
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phrase has in Igbo. In 'the genitival phrase, as shown in the (h)
1examples above, a possessive case is expressed, whereby N is said 

to he possessed by N , and as in 52 (i).b., and (ii) b., when the 
genitival case is used with non human nouns, it indicates a case of 
personification, such as one would get in folk tales where an animal 
is personified* Otherwise, the genitival phrase is never used for 
nouns that are nonhuman.

In terms of the difference 'between the changes in the lexical
tone of nouns used in the completive phrase constructions and those
used in the genitival phrase constructions in Igbo we shall note
the following: (i) when a high - high tone noun occurs in the
2N position, in the completive phrase, a downstep occurs on the 

final high tone syllable, whereas in the genitival phrase, a 
downstep occurs on the initial high tone syllable and the subsequent 
high tone syllable in the word is assimilated to the downstep*
(ii) When a high - low tone noun occurs in the position, in 
the completive phrase, no change occurs in the lexical tones of 
such a noun; in the genitival phrase, the initial high tone of 
this noun is changed to a low tone, thereby resulting into a low - 
loi-j tone sequence in the noun. (iii) When a high - low tone noun 
precedes another noun of similar tone structure, in the completive 
phrase no change occurs in the lexical tones of both nouns,* in the 
genitival phrase, the final low tone of the first noun is raised 
to downstep, i.e. in addition to the lowering of the initial high 
tone of the second noun to a low tone (cf* (ii) a,bove).
(iv) When a high - low tone noun precedes another noun with high - 
downstep tones, in the completive phrase, the lexical tones of the 
first noun do not change} in the genitival phrase, the finqi low 
tone of the first noun is raised to downstep which is tonetically 
higher than ’ the downstep of the second noun. (v) When a 
low - low tone poun precedes another noun with high - downstep tones, 
in the completive phrase, the lexical tones of the first noun do not 
change; in the genitival phrase, the final low tone of the first noun 
is raised to high. (vi) When a high ~ low tone noun precedes a 
noun with high - high tones, in the completive phrase, the lexical
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tones of the first noun do not change? in the genitival phrase,
the fianl low tone of the first noun is raised to downstep.
Similarly, when a noun with high ~ low tones precedes another
noun with similar tone structure, in the completive phrase no
change occurs in the lexical tones of hoth nouns? in the genitival
phrase, the final low tone of the first noun is raised to downstep,
i.e. in addition to the lowering of the initial high tone of the
second noun to a low tone. Generally, it can he observed that
when a high - low tone noun occurs in the N'*' position, in the
completive phrase, the lexical tones of this noun can only change
if the noun in the If position begins with a low tone (in which oase
the final low tone of the If1 is usually raised to downstep which .
is lower than the preceding high tone in the noun, but higher than
the downstep which may follow); in the genitival phrase the final
low tone of the is always raised to downstep irrespective of
the initial tone of the noun in the N position. (vii) When the
noun in N' position has low - low tones, in the completive phrase,
the lexical tones of this noun can only change if the noun in the
If position begins with a low tone ( in which case the final low
tone of the first noun is raised to high); in the genitival phrase,
the final low tone of the first noun is always raised to full high

2tone, irrespective of the initial tone of the noun in If position, 
(viii) When the noun in the If position carries high - downstep 
tones, in the completive phrase the downstep tone is always raised 
to high tone in all cases; in the genitival phrase, the tones of 
this noun is still realized as high - downstep in all cases.

In furtherance of the arguments given above, the use of the non 
segmental floating tone to account for the tone changes encountered 
in genitival phrase constructions, especially as the tone changes 
affect the downstep, will obviously run into greater difficulties.
In comparison wj.th the tone changes that occur in completive phrase 
constructions, the tone changes that are present in genitival phrase 
will most clearly illustrate the inconsistencies and the apparent 
contradictions the floating theory would entail, especially if we 
remember that the two types of phrase constructions in the language
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have basically the same form of syntactic structure. Even the use 
of some ad hoc rules to get rid of some of the anomalies in the 
operation of the floating tone will not bo able to clear us from 
the inconsistencies and contradictions that would be involved*
On the other hand, this confirms o u t  view that the tone changes 
present in these and other constructions in the language should be 
seen and treated mainly in relation to the constructions, i.e. in 
the sense of the use by the language to portray these meanings through 
the changes in the lexical tones.

Finally, the following brief conclusions can be drawn from the 
above discussions with respect to the distribution of downstep in Igbo.
(i) Like the other two tones in Igbo, namely, the high and the low 
tones, the downstep is used to bring about lexical contrasts, hence, 
wo consider the downstep as a lexical (basic) toneme in the language.
In this respect, the downstep contrasts with the high and the low 
tones in non-initial position.
(ii) The downstep also functions as a syntactic (grammatical) tone 
in Igbo, just as the high and the low tones. On the syntactic level, 
four main tone shifts can occur in Igbo, with respect to the three 
contrastive tones. Me can have the following shifts of tones on
the syntactic level:

High tone can shift to a downstep * and to a low tone 5 
Downstep can shift to a high tone;
Low tone can shift to a high tone, and
Low tone can shift to a downstep.

This clearly reflects the sequence restrictions on Igbo tones.
These restrictions have been stated earlier, and we can briefly 
represent them as follows.

Tone sequence relationships in what we may call a symmetrical
Three - tone language are represented as triangle A. Tone
sequence relationships in Igbo are represented as triangle B,
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53. (a) Tone sequence relationships in a symmetrical Three-tone
language.

H

Triangle A

M

(b) Tone sequence 
tone language.

relationships in Igbo: a non-symmetrical Three-

From the point of view of lexical contrasts, in a language with 
a tone system represented as triangle A, there are nine possible 
tone patterns in disyllabic words* and 27 tone patterns for trisyllabic 
words etc. In a language with the tone system represented as 
triangle B, there can be five possible tone patterns in disyllabic 
words, namely, H-H, H-*D, H-L, L-H and L-L, and 12 tone patterns 
for trisyllabic words, namely, H-II-H, H-H-D, H-H-L, H-D-D, H-D-L, 
H-L-H, H-L-L, L-H-H, L-H-D, L-H-L, L-L-H and L-L-L, where the 
sequence relationships between Low and Downstep arc completely 
lacking and also no sequences with - , Downstep in the initial 
position of the word.

With reference to the tone shifts involved in the various grammatical 
constructions in Igbo, we can note that as a result of the tone 
sequence restrictions in the language, shifts from high to downstep, and 
vice versa, are the most common, followed by shifts from low to high.
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Tone shifts from high to low and. from low to downstep are less 
frequent and tone shifts from downstep to low are absent in tho 
language. In a language with symmetrical three-tono system, tone 
shifts that would involve pitch raising from high to low or vice 
versa would be less probable or very infrequent if ever they occur, 
because of the tonetic distance involved. Rather a low tone is 
usually raised to mid and a mid tone to high or a high tone is lowered 
to a mid and a mid tone is lowered to low. However, because of the 
absence of sequence relationships involving a low tone followed by 
a downstep in Igbo, a low tone is raised directly to a high tone.

6 .7 . THE TERRACED-LEVEL TOM! SYSTEM

The terrace-level tone system typifies a tone system in which 
the high tones and/or the low tones descend by successive steps in 
a stretch of utterance. The reason for this terracing in the pitch 
levels of the tones is often attributed to the effects which the 
alternating low and high tones in the sequence of tones in the \itterance 
have 011 one another. We shall use the following example which is 
adopted from Hyman (1975* 227) to illustrate the terrace-level tone

\t&
system, which is  g e n e ra lly  known to  be c h a ra c te r is t ic  o f Igbo language.

54. 0 nh -  &m$. Inyci fgw&. He is  le a rn in g  to  r id e  a b ic y c le .

In the above example, it can be seen that both the high and the low 
tones descend in successive steps. The type cf tone terracing 
illustrated by the above example is sometimes known as Howndrift 
(cf, Williamson 1971) and also as automatic downstep, though theOf'-Jlatter, i.e. automatic downstep,has been used mainly to refer^to 
the lowering effect which a low tone has on the immediately following 
high tone. As vie pointed out ealier above, the automatic downstep? 
as illustrated in the example given above, does not have any lexical 
or grammatic significance in Igbo language. Thus the pitch terrading 
exemplified above, which result from the alternating high and low
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tones in successive sequence, can be blocked by pronouncing all 
tho high tones on the same pitch level and all the low tones on 
the same pitch level, without any serious consequences on intelli- 
gibily. For instance, the sentence can be pronounced thuss

0 nh - dmft ;Cnyh i gw&.

L
without any oddity in the utterance, and the utterance will be quite
acceptable. However a downstep or what is called non-automatic
downstep cannot be blocked in Igbo without hindering intelligibility.
Similarly, where tone terracing is introduced by downsteps in Igbo,
we cannot block the terracing without affecting intelligibility
of the utterance. In fact one of the interesting facts about the
downsteps that occur within a stretch of utterance in Igbo is the
tendency by every successive downstep in the utterance to maintain
distinct tonetic distance from the preceding downstep. For instance,
we noted in our discussions on completive phrase constructions that
downsteps derived in different envii'onments in the phrase maintain
distinct tonetic distance, such as the downsteps derived in and 
2N , Similarly, the downsteps derived in the infinitive construction, 

the completive phrase construction, the relative clause construction etc. 
each maintains separate tonetic distance from one another. The following 
examples will illustrate this.

56. dlo olce mere ihe k .... the house of the rat that did this... 

„ 'I % 3

57. igbu onyo isi bjara ihe mere ebe h ....
1 2

-  1  _  _ 4  5

1 to kill the boss who oame to see what happened here
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The tone terrace that occurs in (56) and (57) above results from 
the successive downsteps present in the ixtterances. Unlilce in the 
oase of (55) above, x̂ hore vie observed that the tone terraces can 
be blocked (by pronouncing all the high tones on the same pitch level) 
xtithout hindering intelligibility, the tone terraces in (56) and 
(57) cannot be blocked without making the utterance unintelligible,
This point is particularly significant to our arguments on the views 
expressed by Stewart (1965)> Fromkin (1972) and Williamson (l97l) 
about the relatedness of the automatic and the non-automatic dovmstops. 
Apart from the arguments xve gave earlier above, based on the functions 
xdhich the tx?o types of downstep fulfil in the language, the facts 
illustrated by examples (55) and (5 8) - (57) above clearly show
that the two types of tonal phenomena are not the same, that they 
are differently motivated in the language, and they maintain different 
identities in the language. For these reasons, therefore, we would 
prefer to restrict the term Downstep only to the type that has hitherto 
been described as the non-automatic downstep, i.e. the on© that 
occurs after a high tone. The lox^ering of the high tone that is 
immediately preceded by a low tone, x̂ e would like to treat purely 
as a Downdrift  ̂ and not as a downsteps and as it has been demonstrated 
here and elsewhere, the downdrift phenomenon is not unique to the 
high tone alone, it also affects the low tones that occur within 
such successive alternations between the high and the loxtf tones.
For this reason, I.C„ Ward ('193$) treated the lox-j ton© that is 
immediately followed by a high tone, as x*e have in the nouns with 
low - high tones such as 6k6 , ub6 , iikw6 , hdd etc, as mid tone9 

because, as Ward pointed out, phonetically the low tone in such xrords 
are realised on a pitch higher than the low tone in nouns with high - 
low tones, i.e. where tho loxf tone comes after a, high tone, or the 
lox* tone in nouns x̂ ith lovr - low tones. Similarly, as a result 
of downdrift in Igbo, lox* tones that occur at the beginning of 
a sentence have higher pitch than tho low tones that occur at the 
end of a sentence. This, obviously, is the result of 'amplitude1 

and 'decay' which are natural phenomena in speech, and in the case 
of downdrift, it is the result of the pull vrhich contiguous tones 
have on each other, especially when it involves rising from a X<m 
pitch level to a high pitch level.



6.8. TONE RULES

The descriptions of tones and tonal structures presented in the 
preceding sections will provide the main basis from which we will 
formulate the tone rules relevant to the Igbo language. In the 
present treatment of tone rules for Igbo, we will concentrate mainly 
on those areas where changes occur in the underlying tones of a 
iford when the ‘word is used in certain morphological and syntactic 
constructions.

Recent discussions on tones and tone rules have generally been 
concentrated on arguments about the underlying representations of 
tones, and with particular reference to Igbo, most of the recent 
discussions . on tone and tone xules have been centered around the 
question of downstep. Questions about what constitutes the 
downstep in the language, the relationship between the downstep 
and the other tones, and whether or not tho downstep is an underlying 
ton© have been at the center of these discussions relating to tone 
and tone rules in the Igbo language. In the - discussions given 
above on downstep in Igbo language, our reactions to these previous 
views and arguments on downstep with respect to the Igbo language, 
have been clearly stated, and also in the discussions given in the 
preceding sections, the views we hold on this regard have been 
made clear.

Generally speaking, the tone changes that occur in Igbo can be 
summarized under two types of tone changes, namely, phonetic 
and morphophonemic types of tone changes. Those tone changes 
that are phonetically motivated in the language are mainly assimilatory 
by nature. They illustrate the natural phonetic process which results 
from the articulatory influence that collocated segments or morphemes 
have on one another. Such phonetic process of assimilation is 
usually manifested in tonology through tho raising or lowering of 
pitch which sometimes occurs in contiguous tones. For example, 
as w© noted earlier, when a low tone preceded a high tone, the pitch 
of the high tone tends to be lowered, and this also affects tho 
pitch of the low tone which is usually slightly raised.
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The type of tone changes that occur in certain morphological/ 
syntactic constructions, i.e. the morphophonemic type of tone 
changes, usually involve changes in the underlying forms of tho 
tone. This is usually the case where one tone is substituted or 
replaced by another ton© within given environments in a given context. 
Different opinions exist about how the changes that occur in the 
underlying tones in these contexts should be considered. Somo 
people would prefer to consider this as changes in the underlying 
tones, in which case one tone is said to change or transform into 
another tone; some people, however, would prefer to treat them as 
cases of tone alternation, in which case one tone, say tone X, is 
said to alternate with another tone, say tone Z, in a given envinron- 
raent in a given context. The choice of one or the other of these 
views is not very crucial, in the formulation of tone rules, in as 
much as the 'rewrite rule1 system does not in principle discriminate 
between both views. With this understanding, therefore, we could 
sometimes refer to these changes in the underlying tones merely as 
tone changes, and at other times as tone alternations, as this has 
been done in certain places in the work. This becomes necessarily 
so when we find that there is enough evidence to support both views.

6.8.1. TQHS ASSIMILATION RULES

The tone changes that are phonetically motivated in Igbo are of 
three main kinds, namely, tone assimilation, tone spreading and 
tone copying. The last two represent some aspects of tone assimilation. 
Ton© assimilation in Igbo can be complete, such as when a tone 
completely assimilates to another tone, or incomplete, such as in 
the cases involving the raising of a low tone and the lowering of 
a high tone which have been discussed earlier above. Tone spreading 
in Igbo represents a case whereby a tone spreads to the neighbouring 
syllables. In the examples to be discussed, tone spreading represents 
a progressive operation of ton© assimilation. In tone copying, just 
as in tone spreading, a tone is copied by a neighbouring syllable, 
usually an affix morpheme. The difference between tone copying 
and tone spreading lies on the fact that whereas in tone spreading,
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ihe syllables to which the tone spreads have their own independent 
tones which change as a result of the spreading? in the case of tone 
copying, the morpheme or syllable on which the tone is copied cannot 
bo said to have any independent tone of its own. Done copying in 
Igbo is closely tied up with the phonological process of vowel 
copying discussed in 5*7« above. It is usually the case in Igbo 
that the ton© of the syllable is also copied in this phonological 
process.

In the formalisation of the tone assimilation rules to be presented 
below, the features Raised, Lowered and Spread will be used in addition 
to the conventional features - High, Low and- Downstep. This is 
due to the fact that, as w© pointed out earlier, through the operation 
of these rules, a raised low tone, for instance, does not become a 
downstep or a high tone, nor does a lowered high tone become a downstep 
or a low tone. The tone assimilation rules are formalized as 
follows:

PR 1 8. Tone Raising Rule

+ tone , *1- tone
_ + low _ __ -1- raised + high _

This m l e  has the effect of raising a low tone that is immediately 
followed by a high tone.

PR 19. Tone Lowering^ Rule

+ tone 
H* high

t lowered / + tone/
■_ + low _

This rule will lower a high tone that is immediately preceded by 
a low tone. Both PRs 18 and 19 are in effect downdrift rules, i.e. 
they account for the downdrift phenomena in the language. The 
type of tone assimilation described by the two rules :is mainly 
that of incomplete assimilation.
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Complete tone assimilation in Igbo is the type that occurs when 
a high tone immediately follows a downstep. This is expressed 
through the following rule:

20. + tone + tone. / + tone
+ high __ _ + dnstp _ / _ + dnstp j

This rule account for the complete assimilation of high tone byn 
downstep tone, when the high tone is immediately preceded by the 
downstep tone* This rule will necessarily be ordered after the 
rule that derives the downstep (where this tone is a derived tone). 
For example in forms like / :£ -t- g& + lu /, / x + d6 + g& / etc. 
the downstep rule first applies before the tone assimilation rule, 
to give the acceptable surface forms - $galu L  “ —  3  » aiia 
idega “  21 respectively.

6*8.1.1* TONS SPREADING

By tone spreading we mean iterative applications of the tone 
assimilation rules, the types represented by PRs 18, 19 and 20, 
to successive low tones or successive high tones until a contrastive 
tone or a pause intervenes. Through the operation of tone spreading 
rule, for instance, all the high tones occurring immediately after 
a lowered high tone and before an intervening low tone or before 
a pause, are assimilated to the pitch level of the lowered high 
tone. Similarly, all low tones that , .. immediately precede a 
raised low tone and before a high tone within the same word or 
before a pause, are pronounced on the same pitch level as the raised 
low tone. Thus the tone spreading rule operates both progressively 
and regressively (i.e. both from left to right and from right to left). 
This is illustrated in the following examples.

58. ^vtJl <5 si si dchi to uproot tree 
tomorrow.

In this example, all the high tones that occur after the lowered 
high tone before a pause or another non-high tone, are pronounced 
on the same pitch level as the lowered high tone.
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59. ndi Kburu 6sisi din;. t " --------   ]
'those who cut down that tree*

[60. £si oke 6 go logo 6 si si Ike gbhru 
’the head.of a rat which Ike's tall tree killed'

61. hlcw$ '[ -  3 * nest*

6 2. 9gakw£ 3 — ~ 3 personal name

63. hkatakpd 3 —  — — 3 *very Mg, very hug©'

As the above examples illustrate,an assimilated tone spreads to 
neighbouring tones with identical structures, that is, until a 
contrasting tone or a pause intervenes. Thus a low tone can 
block the spread of high tones lowered through the operation of 
PRs 19 and 20; an intervening high tone can block the spread of 
low tones raised through the operation of PR lB and a downstep 
can block the spread of high tones lowered through the operation 
of PRs 19 and 20.

The sense in which we speak of tone spread in the above discussion 
differs from the way Hyman (1975* 8 7) defines this tonologioal 
process. Hyman views tone spread as the case in which in a sequence 
of two contiguous but tonetically different segments, say a low tone 
followed by a high tone, the tone of the first segment spreads into 
that of the second segment. Unlike the view we hold about ton© 
spread, the tones of the two segments may not be necessarily 
the same as a result of the operation of the tone spread rule.
The result, for instance, can be that of the development of a tone 
glide or tone contour. According to Hyman this type of tone spread 
always works from left to right. What Hyman describes as tone 
spread does happen sometimes in the speech of some Igbo speakers, 
but usually in connected utterance and very rai^ely in isolated words. 
This, however, cannot bo said to be consistent even in the speech 
of any given speaker, in that this tendency of linking the tones 
of contiguous segments or spreading the tone of one segment into
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“the ne ighbouring  segment is  c lo s e ly  connected w ith  the  tempo in  . 

which u tte ran ce s  are produced; th u s , when the  speaker a r t ic u la te s  

the words w ith  g re a te r care , the  tendency would . d isappear. The 

type o f tone spread described in  th is  th e s is  c o n s titu te s  re g u la r 

and co n s is te n t phono log ica l process in  tho  language.

6.8,1.2. TONE COPYING

I t  has been mentioned in  Y/elraers (1970) and in  o th e r places th a t 

c e r ta in  morphemes and/or fo rm a tives  in  Igbo do not have independent 

tones o f' t h e i r  own and these morphemes copy the tone o f  the  word 
the y  occur w ith . Such morpliemes/formatives th a t have no independent 
tones o f t h e i r  own, which copy the tone o f the word the y  occur w ith  

are the  n- ra "  s u f f ix  morphemes, the p re p o s it io n a l "na" e tc .
Th is is  i l lu s t r a te d  in  the  fo llo w in g  examples.

64. ga h- ra L  _  -  -J ,i w ent1

t-ga + ra $gara £  "  - — i ' t o  go on b e h a lf of*

ghd + ra ghdra Q -
] 'go on b e h a lf o f '( im p .)

s i  + r i s i r i  Q „  _ 3 i cooked*

s i6 + re s ie re  Q _  “ -
i ’ cook f o r '  ( im p .)

55a + ra zhra Q _  __ 3 1 swept'

fz h  + ra  * is  h r a Q ”  _ — 3 ’ to  sweep fo r*

ahd + ra shdra Q _ —
J * sweep f o r 1 ( im p .) e tc .

P re p o s itio n a l 11 na"

na h i a nh hi a ^ — 1 on the  ground

na 6 lu nd <Slu Q — ] on the  top

na b t£ t l nh f c t i t l  I” "] in  the  m iddle

na 5bodo nh 5bodo 3  in  the  town
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na £mo 6bodo n& irae 6bodo

'inside ihe town'

na htuth. iik htdth in ihe morning

na hhihih nh Chillih in ihe afternoon

na dhihib n& 6hlhi& in ihe afternoon etc,

The above examples show that the "-ra" suffix morphemes and the prepo
sitional "na” do not have independent tones of their own and that 
they copy the tone of tho segment that immediately follows them (if 
the morpheme/formative occurs in the ante-position of the word,as 
in the case of prepositional "na") or the tone of the segment that 
immediately precedes them (if the morpheme occurs in the post-position 
of the word, as in the case of the "-ra" suffix morphemes)* Note, 
for instance, the last two examples given above with the prepositional 
"na"; th.& word ehnJn.0,Afternoon, can be pronounced in Igbo either 
as fehfhife or as dhihife ; in both types of pronunciation, we find
that the tone of tho prepositional "na" that is used with this word.f-iistcopies the tone of the^syllable of the word, ehihie. This most 
clearly illustrates the tone copying nature of this preposition.
As a matter of comparison, note that both the conjunctive "na" and 
the tense forming "na" in Igbo have independent tones of their own.
For example,

66.

dwu nh ifibh - goat and tortoise
every where.

Ebo net ir!-PO - Ebo and Oti
6wu net ifibh goat and tortoise
dlu nh hi a - . the top and ■ . the ground, i.i
dja nh imniri - sand and water
nh hzd - is answering
na dzh - is sweeping
nh hf6 - is flying
nh <§f& - is worshiping, also, is crossing
net &t6 - is growing
nh 6t6 is praising etc.
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In these examples the conjunctive "nh" and the tense forming "nhu 
have each an independent tone which is a low tone, and the.morphemes do 
not copy the tone of the words they occur with.

Sometimes in Ig'bo we have a tonological phenomenon which works 
in a manner opposite' to tone copying. We may describe this 
phenomenon as tone antithesis. It describes the case whereby 
a formative/morpheme which is derived from another formative/ 
morpheme takes a tone opposite to that from which the formative/ 
morpheme is derived. Note, for instance, the following examples.

67. Verb root Vowel prefix Verbal noun Derived nominal

kwd 1 speak1 

ju ' ask* 

z& Answer1 

za 'sweep*

5kwukwu

bjdju

§z:lzh

6kwukwii 'talkativeness1 

'question' 

dz'jza ' an answer'

Azizh 'broom' etc.

In the above examples, we aro more concerned with the tonal structure 
of the derived nominals. In all probability, these norninals can 
be claimed to be derived from the verbal nouns. What is important 
to our discussion is the fact that the tones of the. derived nominals 
are structured antithetically to the tones of the verbal nouns from 
which they are derived.

6.8.2. THff DOWNDRIFT RULES

In principle, the tone assimilation rules discussed above can 
conveniently account for the downdrift in the language. These rules 
(PRs 18 ~ 20), therefore, form the main parts of the downdrift miles, 
What we are concerned with in this section is to discuss how the 
downdrift can and will be derived in the surface phonetic 
representation.

The downdrift, like the downstep with which the former has been 
closely associated, is one of the most widely discussed aspects of
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tonology. Schaohtor and Fro inkin (1968) and later Williamson (l97l) 
have suggested ways in which the downdrift can he handled in 
tonology, using a model much similar to what Chomsky and Halle (1968) 
suggested for Stress in stress languages* Downdrift in tone languages 
works in a much similar way as stress in stress languages: hoth 
processes are characterised hy a progressive abatement in pitch/onergy 
in a stretch of utterance.

The analysis adopted here for the derivation of downdx'ift follows 
on a line similar to what was suggested in Williamson (1971) except 
for one point. That is, the pitch adjustment rule which we introduce 
in our analysis was not used hy Williamson. For the analysis of 
downdrift we would require 3 rules, namely, a rule that assigns 
phrase boundary, . a rule that assigns pitch values to all the high 
and low tones in the construction and finally, a pitch adjustment 
rule. Rules 21 and 22 below assign the pitch values of 3 and 1 
to all high and low tones respectively.

PR 21. + tone ”
— > + pitch n+3 /  X - —  Y

_ + high _

PR 22 + tone 
+ low 'Y + pitch n+l /

The pitch adjustment ru.1© reorders the pitch values according to 
the number of tones in the utterance; thus starting from the right
most (i.e. the final ) to the leftmost (i.e. the initial) tones, 
this rule raises all the high tones that occur after a low tone 
by one value of pitch, and similarly all the low tones that occur 
after a high tone hy one value of pitch. Those rules would apply 
as shown in (68) below.

68. / dgwii rnrnddh ndnyd /

3 1  3 1  3 3 3 1  3 3
6 3  5 2 4 4 . 4  1 3 3
6 3 3 2 4 4 4 1____3_3

hy pitch assignment rules, 
hy pitch adjustment rule.
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Through the operation of these rules, we are able to describe 
one essential fact about downdrift in tone languages. It has been 
remarked, for instance, by Williamson (19.71) and Fromkin (1972) that 
in the series or the process of downdrift sometimes a high tone can 
drift to the pitch level of an initial low tone in a stretch of utterance, 
as in the example given above. However, despite this fact, the 
high tone is always peroeived as a high tone in such series of pitch 
drift. The explanation to this lies in the fact that in the series 
of downdrift, as the high tones drift in pitch so do the low tones; 
and more importantly, the same tonetic relationship is always maintained 
between all the high - low or the low - high tone sequences in the 
utterance, whether it is with reference to the initial low - high, 
the n or the last low - high ton© sequence in the series. Thus 
in the example given above, the initial high - low tonetic relationship 
is represented as 6 s 3, and that of final high - low is represented 
as 3 t 1, which shows that the same ■ equal tonetic ratio or distance 
exists between the alternating high and low tones at all stages of 
the downdrift.

6.8.3. THE M0RPH0FH0NEM1C TONE RULES

In the type of tone changes that occur in morphological and 
syntactic structures in Igbo, we have cases whereby one toneme is 
substituted for another toneme. For instance, in the infinitive 
construction of Igbo verbs, if the verb root carries high tone, the 
high tone becomes downstep when the verb root is preceded by the 
infinitive prefix morpheme which usually carries high tone. Similarly, 
in the performative construction of the verb in Igbo, the low tone 
of the prefix morpheme becomes a high tone when the morpheme precedes 
a low ton© verb. Those- and tho other ton© changes that occur in 
various morphological and syntactic constructions in Igbo have been 
discussed above in the preceding sections. In the present section 
we shall attempt to formalise these tone changes that occur in 
morphological and syntactic constructions in the language, using 
phonological rules.
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The Infinitive Downstop Rule

PR 23. + tone ton© / + tone
t  f  t_ + high _+ dnstp _ _ + high _

Verb J.nfinitir
This rule will be able to account for the downstep that occurs on 
the tone of the high tone verb when the latter is preceded by the 
infinitive morpheme.

The Performative Tone Rule

PR 24. + tone 
+ low

+ tone 
+ high / t

+ ton©
_ + low _

Verb Performative

This rule raises the low tone of the performative prefix when the 
latter is used with a low tone verb*

The Completive Phrase Tone Rules

The tone changes described for the completive phrase constructions 
in Igbo' will be formalized under the following tone rules.

PR 2 5. + tone _\/ + tone / X -/■/([" * t o n e  " ) —  f t
__ + high _ + dnstp _ [_ i high __

--

Compl. Phrase

(where X stands for a noun of any tone class).
This rule will be able to account for the downstep that occurs on

2the final high tone of the N in a completive phrase.

PR 26. + tone — > + tone / [ + tone
— 1 t \

"+ tone (
__ -l- low _ + high_ low _ ji- low _

+ tone 
pbliigh _

Comp, Phrase
J .By this rule, the final low tone of the N in a completive phrase 

(when this noun has low - low tones) becomes a high tone when tho 
is followed by a noun that begins with a low tone.
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PR 27. "*+ tone*" + tone / + tone
— £ _+ dnstp_ /

low _+ high_
+ tone + tone
_+ low _ j£ high_

Comp* Phrase

This rule states that the final low “tone of the R in a completive 
phrase ( where this noun carries high - low tones) becomes a 
downstep, when the N is followed hy another noun that begins with 
a low tone.

PR 28. + tone -- ̂ tone / + tone- ---- f t  X
_+ dnstp_ _ + high_ _+ hi gh__

Comp* Phrase
( where X stands for a noun of any tone class)
This rule states that the downstep which occurs in the final position
of the in a completive phrase becomes a high tone, i.e. irrespective

2of the tone pattern of the noun in N position. .

PR 29. H* tone "+ tone / + tone "*+ tone
j r  low _ dnstp / £ high _+ high__ f t

+ tone 
_i high_

Comp. Phrase

This rule raises the initial low tone of the N in a completive
phrase ( where this noun has low — high tone pattern) to a downstep,

2when the noun that precedes the N ends with a high tone. This 
rule will be ordered before PR 25, and both rules would be required 
to apply whenever the structural conditions described above, are met.

The Genitival Phrase Tone Rules

The tone changes that occur in genitival phrases in Igbo, which 
are expressed in the rules given below, are in many ways similar 
to those described above for the completive phrases, except for the 
fact that some of the constraints which are present in the completive 
phrases are often not necessary in the genitival phrases. Tho 
manner in which the tone changes in the two types of constructions 
differ in Igbo has been descibed in 6.6.2, above.
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Rule 29 above is also relevant to genitival phrase constructions 
in the language. The modifications on the other rules described 
for the completive phrases, to suit the type of tone changes present 
in genitival phrase constructions, are reflected in the rules given 
below for genitival phrases in Igbo.

PR 30.

Genit. Phrase 
2By this rule, the tones of the noun that occurs in the N position

in a genitival phrase (where such a noun carries high - high tones)
be.become downstep tones. Obviously this rule has to ordered after

1other rules that would derive the final high tone of the N where 
the nouns that occur in this position happen to carry final low tone. 
PR 30, for instance, would be ordered after PRs 31 and 32*

tone” *“+ tone + tone F + tone
high — ji- dnstp^ / high_

I
[_+ high_

_

+ tone “+ tone” + tone
j+- low — > _+ high_ / low __ -u £  £  xPR 31.

(where X stands for a noun of any tone class) Genit, Phrase
By this rule the final low tone of a noun with low-low tones, becomes 
a high tone, whenever this noun is used in If*" position in a genitival 
phrase.

”h* tone” tone ~+ tone”
PR 32. low _ _+ dnstp_ / _4* high_ ---X

Genit * Phrase
(where X stands for a noun of any tone class)
This rule states that the final low tone of a noun with high - low

1tones becomes a downstep whenever this noun occurs in N position 
in a genitival phrase.
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PR 33. + tone tone" + tone
_+ dnstp_ -- >

1 _+ high_ / _+ hi gh _ ---- ^  X

Genii;, Phrase

(where
Condition j N is non-human noun. 

X stands for a noun of any tone class)
This rule, which states that when a downstep occurs as the final 
tone of the noun in position, the downstep is raised to a high 
tone in a genitival phrase, is identical to PR 28, except for 
the condition stated above, which usually does not obtain in 
completive phrase. In the completive phrase a non-human noun 
cannot possibly occur in this position* It is through the condition 
stated above that ambiguity would be-avoided in those cases where 
some of the nouns with high - downstep tones are used as personal 
names, as in the examples given below.

6 9. / 6go + Ugwu /

/ Ego + Ugwu/

76. / ebe + /

/ Ebe + Ike /

&go Ugwu 

Ego Ugwu

£be ji £ 

Ebe Ike £

[
[

1

7 1. / dgu H* 6gwb / dĝ . 6gw& £

/ Ag£ + Ogwfc/ Agu Ogwe (£

£  Ugwu’s money

“  £  Mr. Ugwu1 s (child 
called) Ego

yam beetle

£ Mr. Ike's (child 
called) Ebe

£ leopard that lives 
at (and therefore 
belongs to) the 
shrine (bush) called 
ogwe.

^  Mr. Ogwe's (child
-A Called) Ag$ -
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+ tone tone 4* tone
■ Hhigh_ low _ / X f f --- __+ low _

Genit. Phrase
(Where X stands for a. noun of any tone class)
This rule states that when a noun with high - low tones occurs asOthe second noun in a genitival phrase (i.e. in the position), 
the high tone of this noun "becomes a low tone.

The phonological rules (2 5 - 34) given above will he able to 
account for the tone changes that oocur in the completive and
genitival phrase constructions in Igbo. Unlike rules 23 and 24
which accotmt for the tone changes in the infinitive and performative 
constructions respectively, and which operate across morpheme boundary, 
rules 2 5 - 3 4  operate across word boundary.

The grammatical corpus within ivhich the completive phrase and 
the genitival phrase tone rules operate in Igbo is mainly that of 
complex noun phrase which is represented below, using the conventional 
tree diagram.

72 (a). S

NP VP

<pompletive/genitival tone ruleV
For example, (i) <$d\i Snyjnya mhra ika - horse tail is beautiful.

(ii) £si 6wu d&ra <$ni£ - goat head is costly.
(iii) hne Ike blara - Ike's mother camo.

Completive/genitival tone rules
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For example, (i) $ zhru 1 si 6wu - he bought goat head*
(ii) 6 gbhm 6wa ffbo - he killed Ebo*s goat*
(iii) <$ hhrv hip Eze - he saw Eze*s house* otc.

The corpus within which the relative clause ton© rule operates 
in Igho is that of an embed©d sentence. This is illustrated 
below through the tree diagram?*

73 (a)

lidi

M j  biara ebe a hi dal a - those who came here have gone,

S

NP VP

PP

biara

cil dal andi

dbe h ^relative clause tone rule)

(b) dnyi hhru ddj b^ara ebe h - we saw those who came here,

hhru • *

(relative clause tone rule)
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The relative clause tone rule is formalized as follows:

The Relative Clause Ton© Rule

PR 35. + tone 
+ low

+ tono 
+ dnstp

+ tone + ton©
t high + high

VP

Rel. clause

This rule raises the tone of the main verh of the relative clause 
from low to downstep. After this rule, another rule may apply, 
namely, the rule of tone assimilation, to assimilate any high tones 
which immediately follow the main verb in the clause (when the 
action of the verb refers to the past tense), or the high tones 
that may immediately follow the initial low tones (when, for 
instance, the action of the main verb refers to either the present 
or the future tense), to downstep. Mote that this rule, PR 35, 
always applies, irrespective of whether tho action of the main 
verb in the clause refers to the past, present or the future tense. 
This is so, because, in the latter cases, i.e. the present and the 
future tenses, the verb usually has initial low tones, x-jhich are 
raised by this rule to downstep, as the following examples will 
illustrate.

74* / 6nye hkusi nA-hbla 6be h j  ’the teacher is coming here’

6nye nlcuzi na-ab^a ebe h ♦.. [ -------------- _ 3

’ the teacher who is coming here...’ 

75* / onye hkusi ga^hb|a 6be & / 1 the teacher will come here’

6nye hleuzi ga-ab^a ebe ,,, [ --------- _  3

’the teacher who will come here ...’. etc.
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